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Welcome

This is the user manual for the AFG2020 Synthesized Arbitrary Function

Generator.

Section 1 Getting Started covers the features of the AFG2020, installation,

and start up procedures. Before switching on the power, pay particular

attention in the start up section to the procedure and the precautions. When

using the AFG2020 for the first time, read this section carefully to learn about

the basic operation methods. The Tutorial will help you learn how to use

many instrument features in common tasks.

Section 2 Operating Basics covers general front panel operations and gives

a basic operation example in Outputting Predefined Waveforms. This section

will help you learn about all the front panel controls.

Section 3 Reference describes the front and rear panel features and summa-

ries operating concepts. It also explains the menu functions in detail. This

section exposes detailed operating information to help you effectively use

this instrument.

The appendices cover the options, accessories, performance characteris-

tics, performance verification procedure, edit waveform library, and various

miscellaneous subjects, including initial settings and repackaging for

shipment.

Related Manuals Other documentation for the instrument includes:

= The AFG2020 Programmer Manual (Tektronix part number

070—8660-—01) describes how to control the AFG2020 with a computer

through the GPIB interface. This manual is a standard accessory.

= The AFG2020 Service Manual (Tektronix part number 070-8661 —01)

provides information to maintain and service the AFG2020 and provides

the theory of operations at the module level, performance verification,

adjustment procedures, maintenance and etc. And it contains the me-

chanical parts list. This manual is an optional accessory.
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Welcome

Conventions In sections 1 through 3, you will find various procedures that contain steps

of instructions for you to perform. To keep those instructions clear and

consistent, this manual uses the following conventions:

= Names of front panel controls and menus appear in the same case

(initial capitals, all uppercase, etc.) in the manual as is used on the

signal generator front panel and menus. Front panel names are all

upper case letters, for example, MODE MENU, CH 1, etc.

= Instruction steps are numbered. The number is omitted if there is only

one step.

®
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Operator’s Safety Summary

Sym bols and Terms These two terms appear in manuals:

personal injury or loss of life.

These two terms appear on equipment:

ment itself.

one reads the marking.

This symbol appears in manuals:

®
Static-Sensitive Devices

These symbols appear on equipment:

4 ©
DANGER Protective

High Voltage ground (earth)

terminal

oO

a statements identify conditions or practices that could result in

ry = DANGER indicates a personal injury hazard immediately accessible as

AN
This symbol indicates where

applicable cautionary or other

information is to be found.

AN
ATTENTION

Refer to

manual

Please take a moment to review these safety precautions. They are provided

for your protection and to prevent damage to the function generator. This

safety information applies to all operators and service personnel.

4g statements identify conditions or practices that could result in

damage to the equipment or other property.

= CAUTION indicates a personal injury hazard not immediately accessible

as one reads the marking, or a hazard to property including the equip-
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Operator’s Safety Summary

Specific Precautions Observe all of these precautions to ensure your personal safety and to

prevent damage to either the function generator or equipment connected to

it.

Power Source

The function generator is intended to operate from a power source that will

not apply more than 250 Vams between the supply conductors or between

either supply conductor and ground. A protective ground connection,

through the grounding conductor in the power cord, is essential for safe

system operation.

Grounding the Function Generator

The function generator is grounded through the power cord. To avoid elec-

tric shock, plug the power cord into a properly wired receptacle where earth

ground has been verified by a qualified service person. Do this before mak-

ing connections to the input or output terminals of the function generator.

Without the protective ground connection, all parts of the function generator

are potential shock hazards. This includes knobs and controls that may

appear to be insulators.

Use the Proper Power Cord

Use only the power cord and connector specified for your product. Use only

a power cord that is in good condition.

Use the Proper Fuse

To avoid fire hazard, use only the fuse specified in the parts list for your

product, matched by type, voltage rating, and current rating.

Do Not Remove Covers or Panels

To avoid personal injury, do not operate the function generator without the

panels or covers.

Take Antistatic Precautions

Wear an antistatic grounding wrist strap when working with the input con-

nectors on the function generator.

Do Not Operate in Explosive Atmospheres

The function generator provides no explosion protection from static dis-

charges or arcing components. Do not operate the function generator in an

atmosphere of explosive gases.
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Overview

This section explains the features of the AFG2020, initial inspection, and

start up procedures. Also, the tutorial describes many common operating

tasks.

Product Description The AFG2020 is a portable function waveform generator equipped with

waveform generator functions, sweep functions, modulation functions, and a

variety of arbitrary waveform editing functions.

This waveform generator provides these major features:

= 5types of standard function waveforms

# 32 types of custom waveforms (arbitrary waveforms)

This instrument has independent 12-bit x 1K word waveform memory for

each channel, 250 MS/s high-speed D/A conversion, and direct digital

synthesis (DDS). Also, the waveform output is terminated with 50 O fora

maximum output of +5 V (10 Vp.»).

In synthesizer on mode, the maximum frequency is 100 MHz for sine wave-

forms and 2.5 MHz for function waveforms and arbitrary waveforms.

In synthesizer off mode, the maximum frequency is 50 MHz for square

waveforms and 31.2 MHz for other waveforms.

When Option 02 is added, two waveforms can be output at the same time.

For sine waves, the output signal frequency can be swept from 1 Hz to

100 MHz; for other waveforms, from 1 Hz to 2.5 MHz.

There are three types of analog modulation functions — AM, FM, and Offset.

There are two types of digital modulation functions — phase shift keying

(PSK) and frequency shift keying (FSK). Also, when a digital modulation

function is used, sequences of up to 2048 steps can be assembled that

combine the amplitude, offset, frequency, phase, and other output

conditions.

The waveform editor comprises a wide variety of editing functions, so cus-

tom (arbitrary) waveforms can be easily made. The waveform editor can

express the waveform data in either of two display formats: graphic or table.

In the graphic display mode, the waveform editor has functions for mathe-

matically combining the waveform data in the buffer with the waveform

being created.

The menu system has a hierarchical structure. Main menus are selected

with the six front panel menu buttons and the TRIGGER MODE button.

Menu functions are selected and set from the bottom menus and the side

- menus that are displayed on the screen when a main menu is selected. The
screen displays use graphics and icons to clearly present the data to you.
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Overview

The AFG2020 contains nonvolatile RAM to store the waveform data created

with the AFG2020, including the instrument settings.

Also, a GPIB interface is standard. This instrument can be controlled

through this interface and can be combined with other measurement instru-

ments and computers in a wide range of applications.

Initial Inspection Before unpacking the AFG2020 from its shipping carton, inspect it for exter-

nal damage. If the carton is damaged, notify the carrier.

Remove the AFG2020 from its package and check that it has not been

damaged in transit. Verify that the package contains all the accessories. For

the list of the accessories, see Appendix A: Options and Accessories.

This instrument passed thorough electrical and mechanical inspections

before being shipped from the factory. However, this instrument has both

startup and extended self-diagnostics tests that check for proper operation.

If a detailed performance verification is desired, refer to Appendix C: Perfor-

mance Verification Procedure. Refer to the optional AFG2020 Service manual

for adjustment procedures. If there is any damage or breakdown of this

instrument, contact our nearest representative.

NOTE

Store the carton and packing material in case it becomes neces-

sary to repack this instrument.
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Start Up

Installation Before you begin, refer to the Operator’s Safety Summary at the front of this

manual for power source, grounding, and other safety information.

Before switching on the power for this instrument, check that it has been

installed correctly. Install it according to the procedure below, then connect

to the power source.

oO Step 1: Check that you have the proper power source. The AFG2020
operates within the following power supply voltage ranges:

Line Voltage Range 90 V — 250 V

Line Frequency 48 Hz — 440 Hz (90 V — 127 V)

48 Hz — 63 Hz (127 V — 250 V)

Maximum Power 300 W

A\ [[] Step 2: Remove the fuse from the fuse holder on the rear panel and
check the fuse. Make sure it is the proper type and rating.

Always unplug the power cord from the socket before checking the

line fuse to avoid electrical shock.

To remove the fuse, turn the fuse—holder cap counterclockwise with a

screwdriver while pushing it in. Pull the cap (with the attached fuse

inside) out of the fuse holder. The same fuse is used for both 115 V and

230 V systems. See Figure 1-1 for the fuse location.

One of two fuse types is installed in the instrument, depending upon the

power cord option. Table 1-1 provides the available types and ratings.

Table 1-1: Fuse Type and Rating

Power Cord Fuse Type Fuse Part Number Fuse Cap Part Number

Option

Standard, A3, 0.25 inch x 1.25 inch (UL 198G,3AG): 159—0239—00 200—2264—00

A4, A5 6A FAST, 250 V

Ai, A2 5 mm x 20 mm (IEC 127):5A (T), 250 V 159—0210-—00 200—2265-—00

a
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Start Up

NOTE

The second fuse listed in the table above (part number

159—0210-—00) is approved under the IEC standards. This fuse is

used in equipment sold in the European market.

Power Connector

Fal os Be

= {ll
O

il ((— (— warNinc Z\ ATTENTION AX,
‘ 22.2 Sem eS

(oF WU essen FON OMEMENS

O IEEE 488.2 STD PORT

FUSE (250V) FUSE (250V)VOLTAG FRI ¥ AMPS | POWER
jocace | Frequency | ss 250, | Mc er Ay Ales | rove

90-127VAC 48-440Hz
6 AFAST sat 4a | 300w

90-250VAC 48-63Hz

Disconnect powencon> ZN

Berone REPLAGING FUSE omy OK Gane

SONY/TEKTRONIX CORP TOKYO.JAPAN Orr re baths
&

AMIN:

~© |-©.-©||/ \

ai=ae a=aema fl J \
Mes ] ‘T 4

Fuse Holder Principal
Power Switch

Figure 1-1: Rear Panel Controls Used in Start Up

oO Step 3: Connect the proper power cord from the rear panel power

connector (see Figure 1-1) to the power system.

AAAAA UAAAYCAUTION

Instruments are shipped with a power cord appropriate for use with

normal 115 V power systems. If the AFG2020 is to be used with

230 V power the power cord must be replaced with one appropri-

ate for the power source used. See Figure 1-2 on page 1-5 for the

available power cord types.

The AFG2020 uses single-phase power, so a detachable three-wire

power cord with a three-contact plug is provided to connect both the

power source and protective ground.

e
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The power source must not apply more than 250 Vays between the

supply conductors or between either supply conductor and ground.

Exceeding this rated operating voltage can result in equipment

failure and potential fire or shock hazards.

For electrical shock protection, insert the power plug into a power

source outlet that has a properly grounded protective-ground

Standard* Option A1 Option A3
North American Universal Euro Australian

115V 230V 230V

Option A4* Option A5 Option 1A* Option 1B
North American Switzerland North American North American

230V 230V 115V/High Power 3-Phase

* Canadian Standards Association certification

includes these power plugs for use in the

North American power network

Figure 1-2: Optional Power Cords
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| Step 4: Check that the operating environment is appropriate.

The AFG2020 operates normally at ambient temperatures from 0° C to c
+50° C. If the AFG2020 has been stored at temperatures outside this

range, let the chassis reach operating temperature before switching on

the power. For the environmental characteristics, see Appendix B: Per-

formance Characteristics.

NOTE

Install this instrument on a flat, sturdy desk or table. If you are

installing this instrument in the dedicated rack, refer to the instruc-

tion sheet that comes with the rack mounting kit.

| Step 5: Before turning on the power, verify that the spaces around the
air-intake holes on the bottom and side of the cabinet and the fan-ex-

haust holes of the cabinet are free of any obstruction to airflow.

This instrument cools itself by taking in outside air and forcibly exhaust-

ing air with the fan on its left side. To prevent instrument damage from

internally generated heat, adequate air flow must be maintained. After

turning on the power, check that the fan is turning. Here are the mini-

mum space requirements at the sides of this instrument.

Top and rear 3 inches (8 cm) .
Left and right 6 inches (16 cm) (

©
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Start Up

~ Power On

“

ON/STBY

| Step 6: Press the PRINCIPAL POWER SWITCH on the rear panel of this

instrument to switch on the principal power. Power is applied to this

instrument’s standby circuits. See Figure 1-1 on page 1-4 for the switch

location.

[_] Step 7: Press the ON/STBY switch on the front panel to switch on the

power for the instrument. See Figure 1-3 for the switch location.

Switch

(BS AFG2020 eae me ) |= ——

r old Sees oO
of S64 i

10) [= lolclo
HO} | folio}

0) > | Sicigiolg) —~
OID | Clololo S

Os roll]
— 2

S S[Slo[S[o[ole}] @ © ©) ©

“a a

Figure 1-3: Front Panel Control Used in Start Up

This instrument must be warmed up for at least 20 minutes to operate with

the specified precision.

Once the instrument is installed, it is typical to leave the principal power

switch on. The ON/STBY button is then used as the power switch.

NOTE

With the PRINCIPLE POWER SWITCH on, if you switch it off, then

immediately on again, the power is immediately available. In this

case, these is no need to press the front panel ON/STBY switch. In

fact, the AFG2020 stores the state of the ON/STBY switch so that

when the PRINCIPLE POWER SWITCH is turned on, the last

ON/STBY condition is implemented.
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Start-Up Diagnostics ([] Step 8: Check the start-up diagnostics results.

At power on, the instrument automatically performs a set of start-up

diagnostic tests. This process executes the diagnostics carried out from

the UTILITY menu to check whether the instrument is operating

normally.

The startup diagnostics take about 35 seconds. If no faults are encoun-

tered, “Pass” is displayed for each diagnostic item and the system

moves on to the FUNCTION menu.

If a failure is detected, “Fail” and the error code are displayed. The

instrument may still be usable for some applications. To operate the

instrument after a power-up test failure, press any key to move on to the

FUNCTION menu. Under these conditions, the output signal cannot be

relied upon; the instrument should be repaired. Call your local Tektronix

Service Center, or nearest Tektronix representative.

NOTE

This instrument does not execute a self-calibration routine when the

power is switched on. The output accuracy, however, is within the

specifications without executing the self-calibration. To assure high

accuracy output after about a 20-minute warmup, execute the DC

calibration with the instrument in an ambient temperature of +20° C

to +30° C.

For details on how to execute DC calibration, see the example of opera-

tion in this section or the explanation of the Calibration item in the

UTILITY Menu in Section 3.

Power Off [[] Step 9: Press the ON/STBY switch to put the AFG2020 onto standby.

NOTE

The AFG2020 instrument settings are not automatically stored at

power down. To store instrument settings for the next power up,

use the NV RAM function in the UTILITY menu before powering

down.
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Nine examples comprise the tutorial to demonstrate the primary tasks and

basic operations for the AFG2020:

= Example 1: Saving and Recalling Settings

= Example 2: Selecting Arbitrary and Function Waveforms

m= Example 3: Setting Output Parameters

=u Example 4: Setting Trigger Conditions

m= Example 5: Setting Standard Sweep

= Example 6: Setting Multiple Sweep

= Example 7: Setting Analog Modulation

= Example 8: Setting Digital Modulation

= Example 9: Setting Synchronized Parallel Operation

These operation examples are not intended to give you a complete inventory

of every feature and function of this instrument. Rather, the examples are to

give you quick insight, so that you can easily explore those features that are

of interest to you.

Refer to Section 2, Operating Basics, for general descriptions of the front

panel menu and control operations, or refer to Section 3, Reference, for

more detailed descriptions of instrument features.

Certain parts of these examples require test equipment having these mini-

mum specifications:

= One signal generator, 10 MHz bandwidth, 5 V,., output amplitude

m= Five coaxial cables, BNC connectors, 50 Q impedance

NOTE

These examples show the procedures for setting up various func-

tions with this instrument when it has Option 02 (CH2 output)

installed. If Option 02 is not installed, there is no channel switching

or display.
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Example 1: When the AFG2020 power is switched off, the current settings are not saved

: . automatically, so the next time the power is switched on, the instrument

Saving and Recalling goes into its initial state. Thus, this example shows you how to save settings
Settings into nonvolatile memory to make it easier to reset this instrument when

similar settings are desired for other test suites. You will learn to save, recall,

and initialize AFG2020 settings.

Save Settings

To save the settings using the UTILITY menu, perform the following steps:

CL) Step 1: Use the FUNCTION, OUTPUT, and other menus to configure the

settings to any condition you desire. If you choose, you can glance at

Examples 2 and 3 to see what kinds of parameters can be set. Other-

wise, just pick a few at random.

[([] Step 2: Press the UTILITY button in the MENU column on the front

panel.

[[] Step 3: Select the bottom menu NV RAM item (see Figure 1-4).

oO Step 4: Move the reverse video display cursor with the general purpose

knob to select the file number into which settings will be saved.

The file number can be selected from 1 through 32.

Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2 VU
On | Cont TOOMHZ 100MHz2- OFF Off i

NY RAM

Num Content (CH1/CH2) Size comment Save

@ TT FUNCTION/FUNCTION =—-1298 i a
2 SWEEP /FUNCTION 129@ CHI LINEAR setup

* 3 BODULATE/FUNCTION 1298 CH1 AM DEPTH _ 20% :

4 FUNCTION/FUNCTION = 1298 i

pia araeana | hexanal 8 i Recall
6 FUNCTION/FUNCTION — 1290 setup

? FUNCTION/FUNCTION = 1298 :

8 ete 1298

— ae Delete
Saree Goes a 6 setup

ic tr eee 8

aaa elena Lock setup
Vig epee cama 6 on

1620). -6=-2--- ’ seuaconinaee 8

Used size : 186328 jor
Free size : $1416 More

Taf 2

= | Intensity —| ty init
GPIB cal séDiiag

Ref Clock

NV RAM |

Figure 1-4: NV RAM Menu ( ;
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(1) Step 5: Press the side menu Save setup button to save the current
settings.

NOTE

You cannot save the settings into a file that contains previously

stored settings. You have to empty that file with the Delete setup

button before you can save the new settings into it.

An asterisk (*) is displayed to the left of the file number of locked

files. Settings can be deleted if the lock is cleared by pressing the

Lock setup key.

CO Step 6: Change some of the settings in the FUNCTION, OUTPUT, or

other menus that you set before. This prepares you to see the effect of

recalling settings in the next procedure.

Recall Settings

To recall settings saved to NV RAM, perform the following steps:

[([] Step 1: Press the UTILITY button in the MENU column on the front

panel.

[[] Step 2: Select the bottom menu NV RAM item.

[_] Step 3: Move the reversed video display cursor with the general pur-

pose knob to select the file number in which the desired settings are

stored.

CT Step 4: Press the side menu Recall setup button to reset the instrument
with the desired settings. The system then displays the OUTPUT menu.

The AFG2020 settings can be loaded sequentially by pressing the Recall

and step key for each file to be loaded from a set of files that are grouped.

Grouped files are sets of files that are delimited in the table by files that have

no stored settings. Files 1 to 4 in Figure 1-4 are one group of files and files 6

to 9 are another group.

| Step 5: Press the More 1 of 2 key on the side menu to display the

second page of the side menu.

[_] Step 6: Use the general purpose knob to scroll the reversed video

display cursor through the display to select a file number from the

desired group.
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| Step 7: Press the Recall and step key. When the Recall and step key is

pressed, the contents of the selected file are setup in the AFG2020 and

the reversed video display cursor moves to the next file number. Screen

display remains at the NV RAM menu and the OUTPUT menu is not

switched.

| Step 8: Press the Recall and step key to recall the next file. Each time

the Recall and step key is pressed the contents of the file shown re-

versed are setup in the AFG2020 and the reversed video display cursor

moves to the next file number.

After the file with the largest number in a group has been loaded into the

AFG2020, the reversed video display cursor moves to the file with the

smallest file number in the group.

ry Step 9: To change groups, use the general purpose knob to scroll the

reversed video display cursor and select a file from a different group.

Initialize Settings

The Initial settings are the same settings to be setup when the power is

switched on (see /nitial Settings in Appendix E for details on the contents of

the initial settings). These initial settings can also be recalled by selecting

Secure, which also deletes the data in arbitrary waveform memory and

setting memory (NV RAM).

To initialize the instrument to its initial settings, perform the following steps:

[[] Step 1: Press the UTILITY button in the MENU column on the front

panel.

(J Step 2: Select the bottom menu Init item (see Figure 1-5).

The AFG2020 displays a message indicating that O.K. resets the

AFG2020 to the power on state, and that Secure deletes the data in

arbitrary waveform memory and setting memory as well as recalling the

initial settings.

CT Step 3: If you want to keep the data in memory, press the O.K. key on
the side menu. Otherwise, perform step 4. The initial settings are re-

called and the display switches to the FUNCTION menu screen display.

If the Cancel key is pressed, the message will be erased from the screen

and the menu items will return to the state where nothing has been

selected.

If the Secure key is pressed, the message will switch to one that warns

that all data will be deleted.

CD Step 4: If you want to delete the contents in memory, press the Secure
key and then the O.K. key on the side menu. The contents of memory

are deleted and the initial settings are recalled, then the display switches

to the FUNCTION menu screen display.
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If the Cancel key is pressed, the message will be erased from the screen

and the menu items will return to the state where nothing has been

selected.

Synth Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 Modu: CH1 CH2
On Cont | 1OOMH2 1O00MHz) Off Off

Secure

‘O.K.’ resets the instrument to

the power-on state.

Secure’ deletes the stored setups

and arb. waves as well. Cancel

O.K.

L_ Ref Clock —)- intensity | | ty, int |
cal | (Diag:NY RAM

Figure 1-5: Init Menu
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Example 2: Selecting

Arbitrary and

Function Waveforms

In this example, you will learn to save a library function waveform into arbi-

trary waveform memory, select the waveform as the CH1 waveform, and

select an exponential curve (pulse width 30%) pulse for the CH2 waveform.

Use the EDIT menu to select an arbitrary waveform by performing these

steps:

(J Step 1: Press the EDIT button in the MENU column on the front panel

to display the initial editor menu.

| Step 2: Turn the general purpose knob to select 7 from the arbitrary

waveform memory numbers (see Figure 1-6).

An arbitrary waveform memory number can be selected from 1 through

32. Generally, you will want to set the cursor on a number for which the

memory is empty (waveform icon is just a horizontal line) or for which

the memory contains an unneeded waveform.

Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

On Cont | TQOMH2 1G0MHz Off Off

Arbitrary Waveforms

2 6 18

15 “

Ae

| aa Load
Edit copy | Comment | on i 7

| waveform |

Figure 1-6: Initial Editor Menu

| Step 3: Press the bottom menu Edit button, then press the bottom

menu Library button. The menu for selecting library functions is dis-

played on the CRT screen (see Figure 1-7).

An asterisk (*) is displayed to the right of the file number of locked files.

The waveform can be edited if the lock is cleared by pressing the Lock

key.
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Synth Mode Filter: = CH4 CH2 Modu: CHI CH2

_ On Cont ——__GOMH2 100MHZ2 CO Off
Waveform No: 7 ; :

Function Library

Ye 5

1.06 Med

2 6

A ee

3 7

4 8 cancel

ix | Le
-1.06 rr ..

CURS . Load
[om Staircase

f . i 5

| saci operation gil Library seat a Undo | Exit/ -
| Graphic | an unction write

Figure 1-7: Library Menu

oO Step 4: Turn the general purpose knob to select the stair waveform of
number 13.

[_] Step 5: Press the side menu Load button. The CRT screen switches to

a display of the stair waveform in the editor graphical area.

[[] Step 6: Press the bottom menu Exit/Write button, then press the side

menu Write and Exit button (see Figure 1-8). The CRT screen switches

to the initial editor screen and the stair waveform icon is now displayed

at number 7.

So far, you have saved a library stair waveform as an arbitrary waveform in

Wave #7.
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Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

casi nici 1OOMHz 100MH2 (Off oft <
waveform No: 7 xit/

@ left : as Right :{( 1023 A : 1023 Write
Yalue : -1.0600 Value : 1.0000 yet

0 1024/1024 1023 eee
1.6005

Exit

without

= writing

| write

~1. 6068 |

CURSOR ...

> : Switch cursor

: | | a
View Sheraton! Zooms Library Standard undo Exi¢

Graphic Pan Function write

Figure 1-8: Exit/Write Menu

Now, use the FUNCTION menu to assign the waveform to CH1 by perform-

ing these steps:

(_] Step 7: Press the FUNCTION button on the front panel MENU column.

[[] Step 8: Press the bottom menu Channel button to set the reverse video

display portion to the CH1 side.

oO Step 9: Press the bottom menu Arbitrary button, then press the side

menu More button. Wave #5 through Wave #8 are displayed on the

side menu, More 2 of 8 (see Figure 1-9).

[_] Step 10: Press the side menu Wave #7 button. The stair waveform is

drawn in the CH1 graphical area on the CRT screen.

It will still be possible to select waveforms even if the following proce-

dure is performed instead of steps 9 and 10.

a. Press the Arbitrary key on the bottom menu to display the arbitrary

waveform list.

b. Use the general purpose knob to move the reversed video display

cursor to item number 7 in the arbitrary waveform list.

c. Press the Arbitrary key once again. The stair waveform will be dis-

played in the CH1 graphical area.

With these operations, you have now saved the stair waveform into the CH1

waveform memory.
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Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 Modu: CHI CH2
On | Cont. SO0MHzZ 100MH2 Off off

CH1: Arbitrary

High: 1.000¥ pO oem a

Amplitude : pS ietaenee

2.000Vpp alll ig wave #5

Offset - Veet i ale eee ap), foe
omy : pl

Low: ~1.000V SES Och Wave #6

Frequency Period Phase Points

700. 0006kHz 10.00000us 6.0deg 1024.0 a o
rane ew ss cern ave :

CH2: oO Amplitude Offset
7 2.000Vpp omy

Frequency Period Phase Points

106. 0000kHz 16.00660us 6.0deg 2048.9 Wave #8

More

Press again to display waveform table. 2 of &

4
Acero fit | RecnaPlagrsscoaisp | bcc } Ei | si pen ie

/ _
aoe

Pulse Arbitrary

| a

sine | Triangle Square | “Ramp

Figure 1-9: Setting the Stair Waveform into CH1 Waveform Memory

Now, assign a pulse waveform to CH2 by performing these steps:

[[] Step 11: Press the bottom menu Channel button to set the reverse

video display portion to the CH2 side.

[[] Step 12: Press the bottom menu Pulse button. A pulse wave is drawn in

the CH2 graphical area on the CRT screen.

| Step 13: Press the side menu Edge Type button, then use either the

general purpose knob or the Edge Type button to select Exponent. The

pulse waveform on the CRT screen is redrawn as a pulse waveform with

an exponential curve.

[[] Step 14: Press the side menu Width button, then use the numeric keys

or general purpose knob to change the pulse width to 30% (see Fig-

ure 1-10). The pulse waveform on the CRT screen is changed to the new

pulse width.

NOTE

When changing the value with the general purpose knob, the digit

over the underscore in the numeric input column is changed with

each detent change of the knob. The position of the underscore is

moved with the front panel left (—) or right (__) arrow buttons.
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Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 Modu: CHI CH2

On Cont | . 50MHz S0MHz i 7 Off Off

CH1: as. Amplitude Offset Pulse
WOM 2.000Vpp omy

Frequency Period Phase Points Width

100.0000KHz2 16.00060us 0.0deg 1024.9 :
30.0%

CHa:
High: 1.000V Ye Transition

/ 5.0%
Amplitude : ;

2.000¥pp | | edae T
pod Sale 8 |, eee ee ee ol 2 2

Offset : 4 iii:
omy i \ Exponent

ae ser i i \
Low: ~—1.000V = seauaea st auaIaaAN Freq/

Frequency Period Phase Points phase...

100. 0000kKHz 19.00000us 6.0deg 1024.0

Ampl/

330.0% Offset...

ie » | a nN Channel
Sm) ia po ng | rae 4 of Tae CHI

Sine | Triangle | Square | Ramp Arbitrary

Figure 1-10: Setting a Pulse Waveform into CH2 Waveform Memory

CIn the operations up till now, you have specified an exponential function

waveform with 30% pulse width for the CH2 waveform memory.

Example 3:

Setting Output

Parameters

In this example, you will change the CH1 waveform frequency to 2 MHz, the

amplitude to 1 Vp-p, and the offset to 0.6 V. In addition, you will set the

voltage range to 2 Vp.» and set the synthesizer mode to off. This procedure

requires you to initialize settings using the Init function in the Utility menu.

Use the OUTPUT menu to set various waveform parameters of the CH1 and

CH2 waveforms by performing these steps:

| Step 1: Initialize the settings to their default conditions using the Init

function in the Utility menu, as described in Example 1.

[LJ Step 2: Press the OUTPUT button in the MENU column on the front

panel.

DO Step 3: Check that the bottom menu Freq/Phase column and the side

menu Frequency column are displayed in reverse video.

[_] Step 4: Set the frequency to 2.000 000 0 MHz (see Figure 1-11) using

the numeric keys or the general purpose knob.
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NOTE

When changing the value with the general purpose knob, the digit

over the underscore in the numeric input column is changed with

each detent change of the knob. The position of the underscore is

moved with the front panel left (—) or right (_) arrow buttons.

Synth Mode : Filter: CHI CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

on Cont | 100MHz 100MHz_ Off Off
CH1: | Freq?

High: 1.0060¥ oo 10,000Bm Frequency

Amplitude i ~% 2.0000000

2.000¥pp / \ . . MHz
pais pon Teak eee art nt ey

omy my i

Low: -1.000¥ = hs ete

Frequency Period Phase Points Phase
2.0000000MHz 560.00600ns 0.0deg 125.6 0.0deg

CH2: an Amplitude Offset
Ww 2.000¥pp omy

Frequency Period Phase Points

100. 0000kHz 16.0000Gus G.0deqg 2048.0

a2. OOO 000 OMHZ

Synt Freq/ Ampl/ Filter Range channel)

:

Off dino «= Offset | oomtz | auTO CH2

Figure 1-11: Frequency Setting

[J Step 5: Press the bottom menu Ampl/Offset button. Check that the side

menu Amplitude column is displayed in reverse video.

| Step 6: Set the amplitude to 1.000 Vp., using the numeric keys or the

general purpose knob.

CT Step 7: Press the side menu Offset button (see Figure 1-12).

[_] Step 8: Set the offset to 0.60 V (see Figure 1-12) using the numeric

keys or general purpose knob.
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NOTE

Because this procedure sets the output signal high level to

+1.100 V, the auto range function automatically changes the range

from the 2 Vp-p range to the 10 Vp.» range with the x5 amp inserted.

However, the Range menu label still displays AUTO.

Synth Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 Modu: CHi CH2

On Cont | 1O00MH2 100MHz2— Off off
poesia: mene nee ‘s a ae

ee . Offset
High: 1.160¥ ae nL A
‘ . | gale ~ 3. 98dBm Amplitude
Amplitude 4 ‘

1.00¥pp / NX envEe
Offset ay / Offset
0.60¥ * Va :

NN a 0.60¥

Low: 100mvV per : :

Frequency Period Phase Points

2.0000000MH2 506. 0000ns 0.0deg 125.0

CH2: Oy... Amplitude Offset
es 2.000¥pp omy

Frequency Period Phase Points

160. 0000kHz 16. 000060us 0, fdeg 2048.9

70.007)
; Synth Freq/ Ampl/ Filter Range Channel

Ph OffsetOff — ee 100MHz | AUTO CH2

Figure 1-12: Amplitude/Offset Setting

Thus far, you have learned to set an amplitude of 1.00 V,.p, an offset of

0.60 V, and a frequency of 2.000 000 0 MHz for the signal output in Synthe-

sizer On Mode. Next you will select parameters for an output signal on CH2.

[_] Step 9: Press the bottom menu Range button, then select the side

menu 2 Vp.p range. Since the output signal peak level is restricted to

+1.000 V, the offset value is automatically changed to 500 mV.

oO Step 10: Press the bottom menu Synth button to set the reverse video
display portion to the Off position. The synthesizer mode is set to the

same mode for CH1 and CH2.

oO Step 11: Press the bottom menu Freq/Phase button (see Figure 1-13).
In synthesizer off mode, the side menu Phase item is deleted and the

frequency value is displayed with three digits.
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Synth Mode ‘Filter: CHi CH2 Modu: CHI CH2
Off Cont 5OMHz 50MHz__ Off Off

CH1: + Freq?
oe Phase

High: 1.160¥ ee: dpm Frequency

Amplitude ra ~\ 2.00
1.00¥pp / \ MHz

Offset : ae b .
0.60¥ i: f~ we

Low: 100mV Riceerrastll

Frequency Period Paints

2. 00MHZ 506ns 64

CHa: fo Amplitude Offset
Soe 2.000¥pp omy

Frequency Period Paints

2. 00MHzZ 566ns 64

C2 OOMHZ

i Freq/ Ampl/ Filter Range a |

| ieee, = OFSet) somHz | AUTO CH2

Figure 1-13: CH1 Display in Synthesizer Off Mode

(CJ Step 12: Press the bottom menu Channel button, then set the reverse

video display portion to the CH2 position.

CO Step 13: Check that the side menu Frequency column is displayed in
reverse video, then use the Frequency button or the general purpose

knob to set the frequency to CH1/2 (see Figure 1-14).
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Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

Off _ Cont i 50MH2 SOMH2 — _T: * Off | Off

CH1: i... Amplitude Offset Freq?
ia, 2.000Vpp omy ___ Phase _

Frequency Period Points

2.80MHZ2 506ns 64

CHe: '

jah: FrequencyHigh: 1.060V on 10. 00GB q y

Amplitude Ps .
2.000Vpp - .

Offset \ ra

om éae,

Low: -1.000¥ cet

Frequency Period Points

1. 00MHz2 1.00us 128

Sy EE amp Fitter | Range aa va |
Phase | Offset SOMHz AUTO |

Figure 1-14: CH2 Display in Synthesizer Off Mode

Thus far, you have learned to set an amplitude of 1.000 V,.p, an offset of

500 mV, and a frequency of 2.00 MHz for CH1 signal output in Synthesizer

Off Mode. Also, you have set an amplitude of 2.000 Vp.p, an offset of 0 mV,

and a frequency of 1.00 MHz for CH2 signal output in Synthesizer Off Mode.

Example 4:

Setting Trigger

Conditions

In this example, you will learn to set the Trigger Mode to Gate and Time

Burst. You will also control the waveform output with an external gate signal

and an internal source. You will need to connect an external signal source to

generate the external trigger.

Use the MODE menu to select a trigger mode and set its parameters by

performing these steps:

[_] Step 1: Press the MODE button in the TRIGGER column on the front

panel.

| Step 2: Press the bottom menu Gate button. In gate mode, the signal is

output while the gate signal is true.

oO Step 3: Press the side menu Source button repeatedly to select Exter-

nal (see Figure 1-15). You can also select the trigger source with the

general purpose knob.

| Step 4: Press the side menu Slope button to select the polarity. For

+ polarity, the signal is output when the gate signal level is high.
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([] Step 5: Press the Level button.

| Step 6: Set the external gate signal level using the numeric keys or the

general purpose knob.

NOTE

When changing the value with the general purpose knob, the digit

over the underscore in the numeric input column is changed with

each detent change of the knob. The position of the underscore is

moved with the front panel left (—) or right (__) arrow buttons.

| Step 7: Connect an appropriate external gate signal source to the

INPUT connector on the front panel of this instrument. Make sure it

meets the parameters set in the Gate side menu. While the gate signal is

valid, the signal waveform is output continuously from the waveform

output connector for each channel.

Synth Mode Filter: CHi CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

On | Gate jo 1OOMHz 100MHZ COFCO
CH1: cx... Amplitude Offset | Gate

7 2.000¥pp omy

Frequency Period Phase Points Source

160.0000KHz 16.00060us 0.0deqg 2048.0
External

CHe2:

High: 1.060V "~~ 16.00dBm Delay
fo Te po

Amplitude ~~ asin
2.000V¥pp . a : Slope

Offset i +
omv x : a

Low: —1.000¥ aaa aan

Frequency Period Phase Points 3.5Y

106. 0000kHz 10.00000u5 6.0deg 2048.0 .

< d | Ti pP > j
; Triggere ime revious| aa Cont cate | Burst | Menu |

Figure 1-15: Setting Up External Source in Gate Mode
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Now, set the Trigger Mode to Time Burst and control the waveform output

with an internal trigger signal.

CO Step 8: Press the bottom menu Time Burst button. In time burst mode,

the signal is output for the duration set with the Time side menu.

CT Step 9: Press the side menu Source button repeatedly to select Internal

(see Figure 1-16). You can also select the trigger source with the general

purpose knob.

CT Step 10: Press the side menu Trigger Period button.

| Step 11: Set the internal trigger repetition period using the numeric

keys or the general purpose knob. The internal trigger period is set to

the same value for CH1 and CH2.

[[] Step 12: Press the side menu CH Time button. Check that the CH1 side

is displayed in reverse video.

CT Step 13: Set the CH1 signal output time using the numeric keys or the

general purpose knob.

[_] Step 14: Press the side menu CH Time button to switch the reverse

video display portion to the CH2 side.

CT] Step 15: Set the CH2 signal output time using the numeric keys or the

general purpose knob.

Synth Mode (Filter: CHI CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

On Burst | 1OOMH2 100MHz~ Off Off

CH1: fae Amplitude Offset | Time
7 2.000¥pp omy Burst

Frequency Period Phase Points ° Source
160.0000kHz 16.00060us 0.0deq 2048.8

ere Internal

CH2:
tia: - DelayHigh: 1.000¥ 7 10.0008 ¥

Amplitude of og aia

eee ta aorta Trigger
Offset & Period

omy Sy A 1.0000s
Se vo

Low: -1.000¥ “See

Frequency Period Phase Points

106. 0000KHz 10.0060Gus G.0deg 2048.0

CH = Time

1 10.0us

2 10.0us

( ri “
i. Triggered Time Previous

| peer i Cont | is Burst Menu

Figure 1-16: Setting Up Internal Source in Time Burst Mode
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The ranges for the trigger period, the delay, and the channel signal output

time influence each other under the conditions given in the equation below.

When the sweep function or the modulation function (except for AM modu-

lated with an external signal or CH1 signal) is On, the CH Time setting is

ignored and one sweep repetition or one modulation signal repetition or one

sequence is output.

Trigger Period > Delay + Time + 2.5 usec.

Example 5: In this example, you will learn to set sweep for the CH1 waveform signal.

Setting Standard The sweep is set with a Sweep frequency from 1 MHz to 2 MHz in 10 kHz

steps, a Dwell Time Sweep of 100.0 usec, and a Dwell Time Return of

Sweep Parameters 1 usec. Also, a marker is set at the center of the sweep.

Additionally, if you have Option 02 (CH2) installed, steps are included to

show you how to synchronize a ramp output from CH2 with the CH1 fre-

quency sweep.

Use the SWEEP menu to set sweep parameters by performing these steps:

CT Step 1: Initialize the settings to their default conditions using the Init
function in the Utility menu, as described in Example 1.

[_] Step 2: Press the SWEEP button in the MENU column on the front

*» panel.

. [([] Step 3: Press the bottom menu Channel button to set the reverse video

display portion to the CH1 side.

(-] Step 4: Press the bottom menu Dwell Time button.

CT Step 5: Check that the side menu Sweep column is displayed in re-
verse video.

CO Step 6: Set the dwell time per step to 100.0 us (see Figure 1-17) using
the numeric keys or the general purpose knob.

NOTE

When changing the value with the general purpose knob, the digit

over the underscore in the numeric input column is changed with

each detent change of the knob. The position of the underscore is

moved with the front panel left (—) or right (_) arrow buttons.

(J Step 7: Press the side menu Return button.

oO Step 8: Set the dwell time per step to 1.0 us using the numeric keys or
the general purpose knob.
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Synth Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 = Modu: CH1 CH2

On Cont 100MHz 100MHz_ Off Off

~ i Dwell
CHI: Paccistons Ampl 2.000¥pp Offset: omv

Sweep

Linear Scale
Stop: — 100. 0us

1, 0000MHz beg
} ee, Return

Step: i ie 1.000ms
20.000kHz ! ae

Start: | i
100.00kHz2 Ptddetweninducprintenped pinto

Sweep LGfeseccesscvesnnnonsocssnenonconosanecnnsnsnse

Sweep Time: 4.606ms parker ae moh
Return Time: 45.00ms Manat e2 OF

: ; Marker #3: Off

0.5us to 44.528 @ EROS

; Type Dwell Sweep | Channel
| Be 73 Freq Marker on
| Multi eg CH2

Figure 1-17: Dwell Time Menu

[([] Step 9: Press the bottom menu Freq button, then check that the side

menu START column is displayed in reverse video (See Figure 1-18).

O Step 10: Set the sweep start frequency to 1.0000 MHz using the numer-

ic keys or the general purpose knob.

1] Step 11: Press the side menu Stop button.

oO Step 12: Set the sweep end frequency to 2.0000 MHz using the numer-

ic keys or the general purpose knob.

[_] Step 13: Check that the reverse video display portion is set to Linear

label in the Spacing column of the side menu.

([] Step 14: Press the side menu Step button.

CJ Step 15: Set the sweep step frequency to 10.000 kHz (see Figure 1-18)

using the numeric keys or the general purpose knob. Sree ee ok ,
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Synth Mode Filter: CHi CH2 = Modu: CH1 CH2

on Cont | 100MHzZ 100MHz2 . Off Off

SR oat . ee Freq
CH1: <-> Amph 2.000vpp Offset: omv

Start

Linear Scale
Stop: a 1,0000MHz

2, 0000MHZ ee ——

Le Stop

Step: dee 2. 0000MHz
10. 000kHz we ee

wee Spacing

Start: pe |

1, 0000MHZ teint a apie sentil Log

Sweep Time: 10.16ms at MW ca
Return Time: 100. 0us Marker #2: Off

Step

200.0Hz to 2.5000MHz @ EOE ane 48 rz 10. 000kHz

( Type | Dwell Sweep Channel
| eae Freq Marker on
| Multi | Time | CH2

Figure 1-18: Freq Menu

Thus far, you have set a linear sweep from 1 MHz to 2 MHz in 101 steps of

10 kHz each and with a return from 2 MHz to 1 MHz in 100 steps of 10 kHz

each. The sweep time is 10.10 msec. (100 us x 101) and the return time is

100.0 msec. (1 us x 100).

Now, select a marker pulse and set its parameters.

[[] Step 16: Press the bottom menu Marker button.

(LJ Step 17: Press the side menu Selected Marker # button to select

Marker #2, either by repeatedly pressing the Selected Marker # button

or by turning the general purpose knob (see Figure 1-19).

[[] Step 18: Press the side menu State button to set the reverse video

display portion to the On side.

oO Step 19: Press the side menu Frequency button.

CT Step 20: Set the marker position to a frequency value of 1.500 MHz
using the numeric keys or the general purpose knob.

( Step 21: Press the side menu Time button.

[_] Step 22: Set the marker time to 1.000 ms using the numeric keys or the

general purpose knob (see Figure 1-20).

These marker settings cause the sweep to stop for 1 ms when the

sweep frequency reaches 1.5 MHz; then it starts the sweep again.
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Synth Mode Filter: CHi CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

On Cont | 1O0MHzZ 100MH2- Off Off

CHI: < > Ampk 2.000¥pp Offset: Omv Marker
Selected

Linear Scale Marker
Stop: - #2

2. 0000MHz a :
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Step: tT off
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Start: er
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| Type Dwell Sweep | Channel
Tim Freq Marker on
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Figure 1-19: Marker Setting

Synth Mode Filter: CHi CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2
On = Cont | 100MH2 100MH2_ Sweep off |

CH1: “\—, Ampk 2.000vpp Offset: omy eee
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. Linear Scale Marker
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2. 0000MH2z we ny a
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Step: Po Off

10.000kHz en
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a4 iaroscovdaemonieeveonnneptonnenioe eho Sweep a Return :
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Sweep Time: 16.10ms

spent 1.5000MHz 1.000ms
Return Time: 100.6us Marker #3: Off

‘ai. OOOms

Type Dwell CH2 Out Sweep Channel

Ti Freq Marker on

Multi {| [ime Off CH2

Figure 1-20: Setting the Sweep Function On L
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| Step 23: Press the bottom menu Sweep button to set the reverse video

display portion to the On side. The frequency sweep output is obtained

for the CH1 waveform.

If you have Option 02 is installed, perform the following steps to synchronize

a ramp waveform from the CH2 output connector with the CH1 sweep.

[_] Step 24: When the CH1 sweep function is set On, the CH2 Out On/Off

item is added to the bottom menu (see Figure 1-20). Press the CH2 Out

button to switch the reverse video display portion to the On side.

The ramp signal at the CH2 connector begins at —1.000 V, which corre-

sponds to the start frequency at CH1. The ramp signal ends at

+1.000 V, which corresponds to the stop frequency at CH1. When a

Marker is turned On, the marker signal is added to the ramp. This

causes the ramp voltage to remain constant at the point corresponding

to the marker frequency for the duration of time specified for the marker.
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Example 6: This pee heeiee the poe ie sien ieee to tree

. . waveform signal. Multi-sweep is a technique in which several types of sweep

Setting Multiple with differing parameters are programmed (with up to 16 steps). Then the
Sweep individual sweeps are output sequentially according to the program.

[_] Step 1: Press the SWEEP button in the MENU column on the front

panel.

[[] Step 2: Press the Channel button on the bottom menu to set the re-

verse video display to the CH1 side.

CJ Step 3: Press the Type button on the bottom menu switch to multi-

sweep.

A table for programming multi-sweep will be displayed on the screen.

The side menu is used for editing the table. Parameter values are set

using the cursor and the numeric keys.

A reverse video display cursor and a box cursor, which surrounds num-

bers with a square frame, are displayed in the table. Only one line of

sweep parameters are setup as defaults.

Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 Modu: CH1 CH2

On Cont . 1OOMHZ 100MH2 Off Off

CH1: “\-, Ampk 2.000¥pp Offset: omv Een

Log Frequency [Hz] Time [Sec] Insert

Spacing Start Stop StpiPnt Dwell Sweep Marker

@ 100.00k 1.0000M 20.000k|/10.00m)460.0m
Bs * 4 ES % # ES %

Delete

Copy

Put

Undo

&5/&: Move box cursor

| Type 4 Sweep | Channel
Std ai | Compile | view on

| | | CH2

Figure 1-21: Multiple Sweep Menu
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OD Step 4: Press the Insert key on the side menu to add a single sweep
line.

The new line will be inserted at the line immediately preceding the

reverse video display cursor.

Step 5: Move the reverse video display cursor to the first sweep line

using the general purpose knob.

Step 6: Move the box cursor to the Dwell column in the table using the

arrow keys.

The box cursor will move quickly if an arrow key is held down.

Step 7: Press the 2 and ENTER keys, in that order, on the front panel

numeric keys to insert 2.000 m in the Dwell column. Instead of using

ENTER key, the kHz/ms/mV key can be used to achieve the same result.

The frequency of the actual sweep waveform changes in steps. The

Dwell parameter expresses the time spent at each step.

The ENTER key confirms the prior unit when only the value of the num-

ber, and not the units, is to be changed.

Press the Undo key on the side menu to return to the prior value after a

new value has been entered and confirmed.

Step 8: Move the box cursor to the Marker column in the table by

pressing the right arrow key.

Step 9: Enter 1 in the Marker column using the numeric keys on the

front panel.

The marker settings are 1 for on and 0 for off. The entry is confirmed as

soon as the numeric key is pressed without the use of the ENTER key.

When the Marker column is set to 1, a high level TTL signal will be

output from the marker output connector during the period that the

corresponding sweep is output.

Step 10: Move the reverse video display cursor in the table to the

second sweep line using the general purpose knob.

You can also move the reverse video display cursor in the table using

the arrow keys. If the box cursor is in the Marker column, pressing the

right arrow key will move the reverse video display cursor to the next

row. If the box cursor is in the Log Spacing column, pressing the left

arrow key will move the reverse video display cursor to the previous row.

[_] Step 11: Move the box cursor to the Stp|Pnt column using the arrow

keys.

| Step 12: Press the 5 and ENTER keys, in that order, on the front panel

numeric keys to insert 5.0000 k in the Stp|Pnt column. The kHz/ms/mV

key can be used to confirm the prior unit.
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The frequency of the actual sweep waveform changes in steps. The

Stp|Pnt parameter expresses the size of the frequency change for each

step in a linear sweep.

Step 13: Move the box cursor to the Dwell column using the arrow

keys.

Step 14: Press the 1 and ENTER keys, in that order, on the front panel

numeric keys to insert 1.000 m in the Dwell column.

Step 15: Press the Copy key on the side menu. When the Copy key is

pressed, the data from the line indicated by the reverse video display

cursor is copied to a buffer. This operation does not change the screen

display.

Once the copy operation has been performed, the contents of the buffer

can be inserted or written over existing data using the Insert or Put keys.

Step 16: Use the general purpose knob to move the reverse video

display cursor to a line that has an asterisk displayed.

Step 17: Press the Insert key to add another sweep line. The copied

data will be inserted as the third line.

Step 18: Move the box cursor to the Log Spacing column using the

arrow keys.

Step 19: Enter 1 in the Log Spacing column using the numeric keys on

the front panel.

The spacing settings are 1 for logarithmic sweep and 0 for linear sweep.

The entry is confirmed as soon as the numeric key is pressed without

the use of the ENTER key.

Step 20: Move the box cursor to the Stp|Pnt column using the arrow

keys.

Step 21: Press the 2, 0, 0, and ENTER keys, in that order, on the front

panel numeric keys to insert 200 in the Stp|Pnt column.

The frequency of the actual sweep waveform changes in steps. The

Stp|Pnt parameter specifies the number of steps per decade (a frequen-

cy range where the frequency changes by a factor of 10 or 1/10) for a

logarithmic sweep.
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Synth Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 | Modu: CH1 CH2
On Cont: 100MHz 100MHz | Off Off

CH1: “\—, Ampk: 2.000vpp_ offset: omv on

Log Frequency [Hz] Time [Sec] insert

Spacing Start Stop StpiPnt Dwell Sweep Marker

Qe i 0 100.00k 1.0000M 20.000k 2.600m 92.00m 1

2 0 100,00k 1.0000M 5.0000k 1.000m 181.0m 0

3 1 100.00k 1.0000M| —-200/1.600m 200.0m 90 Delete
* # 4% * m & * E4

Copy

Put

Points per Decade
Be, aS P Undo
Cm/ <>: Move box cursor

Type Sweep T Channel
Std Edit compile | view on

| | Off CH2

Figure 1-22: Screen Display for Setting the Parameter Values

oO Step 22: Press the View key on the bottom menu. The View key allows
the multi-sweep to be verified graphically (see Figure 1-23).

In this example, three sweep types are combined in a multiple sweep.

Since the marker is set for the first sweep, it is displayed at a higher

intensity. A linear sweep is displayed as a straight line and a logarithmic

sweep as a Curved line.

[[] Step 23: Press either the Continue button on the side menu or the Edit
button on the bottom menu to return to table edit mode.
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Synth Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 | Modu: CHI CH2

On Cont. 100MH2 100MH2_ Off Off

Edit
C

Changed since last compilation.

Maximum ~ / H

1.0000MHz . 7 f
@ / {

i i

Ee / i I
f 3

/ /
/ f

/ /
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4 VA
/ f
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oS Sweep: 473.0ms Continue

Type Sweep Channel
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Figure 1-23: Screen Display for Selecting the View Menu

| Step 24: Press the Compile button on the bottom menu to compile the U
input data.

[_] Step 25: Press the Sweep button on the bottom menu to switch the

reverse video display to the On item. The CH1 signal sweep output can

now be acquired.
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Example 7:

Setting Analog

Modulation

In this example, you will learn to set AM modulation for a CH1 waveform with

a1 MHz carrier signal, a 0.8V amplitude, and a modulation of 25% depth by

a 10 kHz sine wave.

Use the OUTPUT and MODULATE menus to create an AM signal at the CH1

Output connector by performing the following steps:

(] Step 1: Initialize the settings to their default conditions using the Init

function in the Utility menu, as described in Example 1.

[[] Step 2: Press the OUTPUT button in the MENU column on the front

panel.

[[] Step 3: Check that the reverse video display portion is on the CH1 side

in the bottom menu Channel column (see Figure 1-24).

CO Step 4: Check that the bottom menu Freq/Phase column and the side
menu Frequency column are displayed in reverse video. Then, set the

frequency to 1 MHz using the numeric keys or the general purpose

knob.

Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

On | Cont); 100MHz 100MHz_ Off Off

CHi: Freq?

. Phase

High: 1.000¥0 0 + oo 10.000Bm Frequency

Amplitude 7 ‘ 1.0000000
2.060¥pp ot AS ; MHz
Offset kek cre eam koh: a
omy \ Lo

~ img

Low: ~1.000¥ 9 + Becca

Frequency Period Phase Points Phase
1.6060000MHz 1.6600000us 6.0deg 250.06 g.0deg

CHe: Keres Amplitude Offset
G7 2.000¥pp amy

Frequency Period Phase Points

100.0000kHz 10.00000us 0.0deg 2048.0

ri. OOO 000 OMHZ

Sy T ; ry)
oy Freq? Meee Filter | Range Ta

| Off ie §=Offset_ | yoomHz | AUTO CH2

Figure 1-24: Setting Carrier Wave Frequency
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NOTE

When changing the value with the general purpose knob, the digit

over the underscore in the numeric input column is changed with

each detent change of the knob. The position of the underscore is

moved with the front panel left (—) or right (_) arrow buttons.

[_] Step 5: Press the MODULATE button in the MENU column on the front

panel.

Oo Step 6: Verify that the AM label is displayed in the bottom menu Type

column, and the Sine label is displayed in the bottom menu Signal

column.

If different labels are displayed, correct the selections with the corre-

sponding menus.

| Step 7: Press the bottom menu Params button (see Figure 1-25).

[[] Step 8: Press the side menu Signal Period button.

CL) Step 9: Set the modulation signal period to 100 us using the numeric

keys or the general purpose knob.

Oo Step 10: Check that a modulation signal frequency of 10.00 kHz is

displayed near the center of the CRT screen.

[_] Step 11: Press the side menu Carrier Amplitude button.

| Step 12: Set the carrier wave amplitude to 800 mVp._ using the numeric

keys or the general purpose knob.

[[] Step 13: Press the side menu Depth button.

Cc Step 14: Set the AM modulation factor to 25% using the numeric keys

or the general purpose knob.

[_] Step 15: Press the bottom menu Modulate button to set the reverse

video display portion to the On side. After the busy clock icon disap-

pears from the CRT screen, the CH1 waveform AM output is obtained.
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Synth Mode ' Filter: CHI CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

On Cont __100MHz_1ooMH2 Off Of

CH1: “\-; offset: omy Freq: 1.0000000MHZ suena
cece Signal
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i 100. 0us
High: 1.000¥pp ao fie

#. \ Carrier
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Ne P f
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Tybe | ae Params | On
AM Sine | CH2

Figure 1-25: AM Parameter Setting

Example 8:

Setting Digital

Modulation

“

In this example, you will learn to set digital modulation for a CH1 waveform.

This includes frequency shift keying functions for selecting the number of

keys and setting their modulation deviation parameters and for creating the

key sequence with a data length of eight bits.

Use the MODULATE menu to set digital modulation parameters by perform-

ing these steps:

oO Step 1: Initialize the settings to their default conditions using the Init
function in the Utility menu, as described in Example 1.

[[] Step 2: Press the MODULATE button in the MENU column on the front
panel.

([] Step 3: Press the Channel button in the bottom menu to set the reverse

video display portion to the CH1 side.

[[] Step 4: Press the bottom menu Type button.

[[] Step 5: Press the FSK button in the side menu to select FSK modula-

tion. The FSK label is displayed in the bottom menu Type column.

| Step 6: Press the Key button in the bottom menu to display the table for

setting the modulation deviation parameters for the keys (see Fig-

ure 1-26).
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[([] Step 7: Press the Num of Keys button in the side menu, or the front ~

panel VALUE button. Then set the number of keys to 4 using the general )
purpose knob or numeric keys.

NOTE

When changing the value with the general purpose knob, the digit

over the underscore in the numeric input column is changed with

each detent change of the knob. The position of the underscore is

moved with the front panel left (—) or right (_) arrow buttons.

Synth Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2
on Cont 1O0MH2 1OOMHz2 | Off Off

. Key
CHi: < Sey ey

‘ a Num of Keys
Frequency Amplitude Offset

Hz) S500m¥pp = Om¥ 4
F : 7.000¥pp omy oe

2 100. 0000KHz om¥pp omy¥

3 100.0000kHz om¥pp omy Copy

Data Key Rate Put |
1.200KHz Y )
£— > nnn "i
o/c:

Move box cursor Unda

From Other

Channel

Modulate | Channel) —
Tyee Key | Data ae q | compile on
FSK | ee CH2

Figure 1-26: Key Menu

oO Step 8: Press the CURSOR button to allocate the function of moving the
reverse video display cursor to the general purpose knob again.

CJ Step 9: Turn the general purpose knob to scroll the reverse video

display cursor within the table and select the Key 0 row.

[_] Step 10: Use the arrow buttons to move the frame cursor to the Fre-

quency parameter.

| Step 11: Use the front panel numeric keys to input the numeric value

into the table. Then press a unit key or the ENTER key to enter the P

numeric value. ')
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CT] Step 12: Use the arrow buttons to move the frame cursor to the Ampli-
tude parameter. Then enter the input value with the method given in

step 11.

CT Step 13: Repeatedly press the right arrow button, or use the general
purpose knob, to move the reverse video display cursor to the next Key

number.

oO Step 14: Repeat steps 10—13 to input the deviation parameter for up to
Key 3.

So far, you have set the desired frequency and amplitude to the individual

Key number from 0 to 3.

CO Step 15: Press the Data button in the bottom menu to display the Data
table for setting the key sequence (see Figure 1-27).

Synth Mode Filter; CHI CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

; On : Cont | TOOMH2 100MH2 Ae _Off Off

an Data
CHI: A-;

ge Data Key Marker 7 . ce
e =F

] 1 9 Se

" s ‘4 Current Steps: 2 Cut and
Compiled Steps: 2 Paste...

Key Frequency Amplitude Offset

0 100.0600kH2 500mVpp omy Data Key Rate
1 200.0000kHz2 1.000Vpp omy 1.200kH2
2 300. 0600kKHz 500mvVpp Omy¥ SS; =, ‘ Key Table

3 400.0000kKHz2 1.000Vpp OMY wove box cursor

— off
Switch cursor copy

From Other

Press ‘Key’ to view key table, twice to edit key table. Channel

‘ i Modulate | Channel
hire | Key Data ined q | compile on
FSK | es CH2

Figure 1-27: Data Menu

[[] Step 16: Press the Key Table button on the side menu to switch the

reverse video display to the On item. The deviation parameter table

defined using the key (bottom) menu will be added to the display. This

table will be referred to when inputting the key number in step 20.

([] Step 17: Press the Data button on the bottom menu once again to

move the knob icon from the Key table to the Data table.
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OD Step 18: Turn the general purpose knob to scroll the reverse video

display cursor within the table and select the Data 0 row.

CT Step 19: Use the arrow buttons to move the frame cursor to the Key

parameter column in the table.

CT Step 20: Use the front panel numeric keys to input any Key number

from 0 to 3. Then press the ENTER key to enter the input number.

[_] Step 21: Use the arrow buttons to move the frame cursor to the Marker

parameter. If a marker is needed for the Data number, enter 1 into the

Marker parameter column with the numeric keys. If the marker is not

needed, enter 0.

CT Step 22: Repeatedly press the right arrow button, or use the general

purpose knob, to move the reverse video display cursor to the next Data

number.

CT Step 23: Repeat Steps 19-22 to enter the Key number and Marker

setting for Data 1.

So far, you have created a sequence with a data length of two.

] Step 24: Select Line Edit... in the side menu.

CO Step 25: Repeatedly press the right arrow button, or use the general

purpose knob, to move the reverse video display cursor to the row

where the asterisk (*) is displayed.

oO Step 26: Add six more lines by pressing the Insert button in the side

menu multiple times. Use the general purpose knob to scroll the data

table and make sure that lines up to data number 7 have been added.

Because the Copy and Delete buttons have not been pressed during

this example, the parameter values inserted to the parameter columns

for the inserted Data number will be the data for key number 0 and

marker setting 0.

NOTE

When copy is executed, the Key number and Marker setting data at

the reverse video display cursor is stored into the copy buffer. Then

pressing the Insert button causes the contents of the copy buffer to

be inserted at the Data number displayed in reverse video.
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Synth Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

On Cont: JOOMHz2 100MHz Off Off

fear 
Data

CHI = ae cy

Data Key Marker insert

eo 3 0 4)

Current Steps: &

Compiled Steps: 2 Delete

Key Frequency Amplitude Offset copy

0 100.0000kHz S00mVpp omy Data Key Rate PY
1 200.0000kH2 1.000Vpp om¥ 1, 200kH2
2 300, 0600kKHz 500mVpp Omiy oe ae

; ac a
3 400.0000kHz2 1.000¥pp = OMV_ age box cursor unuo

eS:
Switch cursor

Go Back

Press ‘Key’ to view key table, twice to edit key table, = _

sol | Modulate | Channel |

| "ype | Key Data Rey Compile On
| ESK | Period CH?

Figure 1-28: Sub Menu of Line Edit...

| Step 27: If too many lines were added, use the general purpose knob

to move the reverse video display cursor to data number 8. Then use

the Delete key to delete the excess lines.

NOTE

If unnecessary Data numbers are displayed, repeatedly press the

arrow button or use the general purpose knob to move the reverse

video display cursor to that Data number line. Then press the

Delete button in the side menu to delete the Data number. Whenev-

er executing the Delete operation, the length of the sequence is

reduced by one line.

| Step 28: Repeat Steps 19-22 to input the parameter values for Data

numbers up to 7.

Thus far, you have created a sequence of 8 data items for Keys 0 to 3.
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[LJ Step 29: Press the Key Period button on the bottom menu. Check that

the Period in the side menu is displayed in reverse video (see Fig-

ure 1-29). If the Period is not displayed in reverse video, press the

VALUE button on the front panel.

synth Mode Filter: CHi CH2 | Modu: CHI CH2
On Cont | TOOMH2 100MHz~ FSK OFF

= Key
CHi: ¢ ss 7 | Period

: 3 Period
Rey Frequency Amplitude Offset

@ 0 100.0600kHz S00mVpp omv _:§33.3us
1 200.G000kKHz2 1.000V¥pp omy

2 so 800.0000KH2 500mV¥pp Omv¥

1.000Vpp ss Omv.

Data Key Rate

1.200KHz

CURSOR

ssn

Move cursor

3833. Sus

i Modulate | Channel

Jee Key | Data ey d compile On
| FSK oe Off CH2

Figure 1-29: Key Period Menu

CC Step 30: Set the period for changing keys using the numeric keys or
general purpose knob.

The value of Data Key Rate, the reciprocal number of Key Period, is also

displayed on the CRT screen.

CT Step 31: Press the Compile button in the bottom menu to compile the
settings you have input during this procedure.

[[] Step 32: Press the Modulate button in the bottom menu to set the

reverse video display portion to On. When the busy clock icon on the

CRT screen disappears, the FSK modulation of CH1 waveform is

obtained.

|
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Example 9: To “ ona output — oe Ses m a Ln hone |

. . configuration, connect the s as shown in Figure 1-30. This example

sie Synchronized shows the connections among three AFG2020s. Instrument A is the master
aralle Operation unit and instruments B and C are slave units. In this example, you will learn

to make the menu settings necessary to operate this configuration. You will

need an external trigger source for this example.

| Step 1: Connect the 10MHz OUT clock signal from A to REF IN on B.

Connect the 10MHz OUT clock signal from B to REF IN on C. See

Figure 1-30.

NOTE

A 50 Q BNC cable has a delay of 5 ns per meter. Connect the clock

Signals with as short cable as possible.

CT Step 2: Connect the SYNC output from A to the INPUT connector
(external trigger input) on B. Connect the SYNC output from B to the

INPUT connector on C. See Figure 1-30.

AFG2020(A) (Master) AFG2020(B) (Slave) AFG2020(C) (Slave)

re

10 MHz our/ 10 MHz our/ ) REF IN REF n/

~ |

wa’ [meu ' | OL r0ur
| 

W | aie ia

490090 Ffftttitg ©OOe@ 49000

|

SYNC

Po

Trigger Source

Figure 1-30: Example of Connections for Parallel Operation

CT Step 3: Check that the EXT CLK icon is not displayed on the upper right
of the A (master unit) CRT screen.

When this icon is displayed, the clock source is External. You must

switch the clock source to Internal for this procedure. Use the method

described in steps 4—6, but select Internal (not External) from the side

menu of the A unit.
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[_] Step 4: Press the UTILITY button in the MENU column of the B unit.

Et Step 5: Press the bottom menu Ref Clock button (see Figure 1-31). c
[_] Step 6: Press the External button in the side menu to set the B unit Ref

clock (clock source) to External.

Synth Mode ‘Filter: CH1 CH2 Modu: CH1 CH2 EXT

on Trig: 7OOMH2 100MHz. Off Off ACL

| Ref Clock

Synchronizing clock selection. = -_

10 MHz +/- 10 kHz TTL Level External

Ref Clock (Moos | intensity | SI — Init "4
| GPIB | Cal Diag

Figure 1-31: Ref Clock Menu

|
([] Step 7: Check that the Synth status displayed at the top left of the CRT

screen on the A, B, and C units is On. If it is Off, press the MENU col-

umn OUTPUT button on the front panel, then press the bottom menu

Synth button to select Synthesizer On Mode.

NOTE

Synchronized operations are only valid in Synthesizer On Mode. In

Synthesizer Off Mode, there is no synchronization because the

internal clock for reading out waveform data is not fixed at

250 Mhz.

[[] Step 8: Inthe same manner as in steps 4—6, set the C unit Ref Clock

(clock source) to External.

[_] Step 9: Press the MODE button in the TRIGGER column of the A unit ¢
front panel.
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CT Step 10: Press the Triggered Cont button in the bottom menu (see
Figure 1-32).

| Step 11: After pressing the side menu Source button of the A unit,

press the Source button again, or use the general purpose knob to set

the trigger source to External.

Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 | Modu: CHI CH2 fee

On | Trig | _C0OMH2 TOOMHZ| COFCO as
CH1: | Triggered

oe bie Cont
igh: 1. a. Pe BAG GIM Source _
Amplitude + f :
2.000¥pp al ; exter"!
Offset x Fs Delay
omy < F

ae ef 1. 0us

Low: ~1.000V - See

Frequency Period Phase Points Slope
1,.0000000MHz 1.000000Bus 6.0deq 250.6

CH2: Fo Amplitude Offset
V7 2.000¥pp omy Level

Frequency Period Phase Points 25

100. 0000KH2 19.00060us 0.0deg 2048.0 =

Time | | Previous
ssl Burst | | Menu

Figure 1-32: Triggered Cont Mode Menu

| Step 12: Using the same procedure as in steps 9—11, set the trigger

source for the B and C units to External.

CT Step 13: Connect an appropriate trigger signal source to the INPUT
connector of the A unit.

Step 14: Set the trigger slope and level for the A, B, and C units with

the side menu.

0 Step 15: Adjust the delay time for the A, B, and C units to set the de-

sired start timing of output from each unit.

Step 16: Apply a trigger signal to the A unit. The A, B, and C units will

start synchronized operation.

Figure 1-33 shows the same output timing for the three units with a

given external trigger applied to unit A.
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External

Trigger Signal

AFG2020(A) SYNC

Output Signal

o =0°

AFG2020(B) SYNC

Output Signal

o@ =90°

AFG2020(C) SYNC

Output Signal

6 =0°

oe
Delay A

Td1 |

fol

Delay B

Td1

ae

Delay C

Td1

Figure 1-33: Output Timing Example for Parallel Operation

CT Step 17: Press the STOP button in the side menu to stop the signal

output.
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Basic Menu Operation

This section begins by describing the general menu operations. The menu

operation description is followed by how to use the front panel general

purpose knob and numeric keys to make selections and enter data.

Menu Operation The AFG2020 settings and operations are carried out through a menu

system. The main menus are accessed by pressing the corresponding

MENU button (FUNCTION, OUTPUT, SWEEP MODULATE, EDIT, UTILITY) or

by pressing the TRIGGER MODE button. Each of the main menu buttons

has an indicator on the left. While a main menu is selected, its indicator is lit.

The bottom menu items are displayed along the bottom of the CRT screen

and the side menu items along the right side. Menu items on the CRT

screen are selected by pressing the corresponding CRT bezel buttons.

There are seven bottom bezel buttons along the bottom menu items and five

side bezel buttons along the side menu items.

When one of the bottom menu items is selected, its column is turned to

reverse video display and the selection items and numeric items are dis-

played on the side menu. Some bottom menu columns include a label

(name of side menu item) selected with the side menu.

Bottom Buttons Side Buttons Main Menu Main Menu

Buttons 4 Button

X x

( Ne AFG2020 _ sanaeesry

~*~ =

Figure 2-1: Menu Button Locations
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There are three types of menu items: selection items, numeric items, and

execution items.

1. Selection Items — Here are the three ways to select a menu selection

item.

= Press the desired bottom or side menu item button (example: the

Filter side menu item in the OUTPUT menu).

= Fortwo selection options displayed within a menu item, press the

corresponding bottom or side menu button to toggle between

selections (example: the Channel bottom menu item in the

FUNCTION menu).

= For multiple selection options, either numeric or selection items,

rotate the general purpose knob or repeatedly press the corre-

sponding menu item button to cycle through the available settings.

In this case, the general purpose knob icon is displayed at the top

left of the menu item to indicate you can use the general purpose

knob to make selections (example: Selected Marker # item of the

Marker side menu in the SWEEP menu).

2. Numeric Items — For menu items that require numeric input, press the

desired numeric keys or rotate the general purpose knob to change the

value (see Numeric Input Methods in this section).

3. Execution items — Press the menu item button to immediately execute

the function. More, Undo, Compile and many EDIT menu items are

execution items. In general, execution times are short and the menu

item is displayed in reverse video. However, some items, such as the

UTILITY menu Diag and Calib items, take some time. In such cases, the

busy clock icon is displayed.

Blank menu items are items not defined for the currently selected menu.

Pressing such a button has no effect.

Moving Between Menus

To move from one main menu to another, press the corresponding button in

the MENU column or the TRIGGER MODE button on the front panel. When a

main menu button is pressed, the current menu is ended and the system

enters the selected menu. However, when editing in the EDIT menu or

before compiling a waveform with digital modulation, a warning message is

displayed if you try to move to another main menu. You can select O.K. from

the side menu to abandon the editing or modulation data and move to

another menu. Or you can select Cancel from the side menu to remain in

the EDIT menu.

In general, menus are hierarchical. The main menus are the highest level

menus—next are the bottom menus—then the side menus. Some of the

side menu items for the EDIT and FUNCTION menus have even lower level

menus displayed. Such menus are termed sub-menus.
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In general, you move the system to an upper level menu by pressing a main

menu button and move to a lower level menu by pressing a bottom or side

menu button. However, to return from a current side menu (sub-menu) to

the side menu before it, you need to press the Go Back button. The front

panel CLEAR MENU button removes the comment input menu and the

library menu. It also is used to exit the Interactive diagnostic menu in the

UTILITY menu.

Characteristics of the

General Purpose

Knob and Knob

Control Buttons

The general purpose knob is assigned various functions by the different

menus. It can control numeric input, cursor movement, selection of charac-

ters and items in tables. The knob control buttons are the left and right

arrow buttons, the CURSOR button, and the VALUE button. These buttons

are used to select the bottom digit of numeric values changed with the

general purpose knob and to change the allocation of general purpose knob

functions.

Arrow Buttons = Button / Button ve Purpose Knob

EO)
Figure 2-2: General Purpose Knob and Knob Control Buttons

XN

General Purpose Knob

A number of items can be controlled with the general purpose knob. When

the general purpose knob is valid, the general purpose knob icon is dis-

played at high intensity on the screen near the item that can be controlled.

CURSOR or VALUE indicators on the front panel light up depending on

functions allocated to the general purpose knob. Here are explanations of

the main functions of the general purpose knob.

= Numeric input: The general purpose knob is used to specify values for

the numeric item displayed in reverse video. Turning the general pur-

pose knob clockwise increases the numeric value and turning the gen-

eral purpose knob counter-clockwise decreases it. The numeric value

cannot be changed past the parameter setting range.
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= Item and character selection: Various tables are displayed for the

MODULATE, EDIT, and UTILITY menus. The general purpose knob is

used to move the reversed video section or asterisk within the table and

thus select an item or character.

= Cursor movement: The general purpose knob can move the point

cursor and line cursor in waveform graphics.

Arrow Buttons

The left (<—) and right (—) arrow buttons are used to move the underscore

(horizontal bar cursor) in the input column when a numeric menu item is

selected. For details, see Numeric Input with the General Purpose Knob in

this section.

The < and — buttons are also used to move the cursor. In this case, the

arrow button icon and an explanation of the functions allocated to the but-

tons are displayed on the screen. For example, in the menu for character

input, these buttons are used to move the bar cursor that indicates the

insertion location. While in the MODULATE and EDIT menus, these buttons

are used to move the position of the box cursor in the table. Also, in the

EDIT menu, the vertical bar cursor is moved one point for each arrow button

press.

Cursor Button

This button is used to assign the general purpose knob to cursor movement

functions. When two cursors are displayed, this button selects the active

cursor. When the cursor button is active, the CURSOR icon and an explana-

tion of its function are displayed on the screen.

Value Button

This button is used to assign the general purpose knob to numeric input

functions. In the character input menu, the Value button selects the charac-

ter highlighted in reverse video for insertion into the text being entered. In

graphic editing using the Draw function of the EDIT menu, this button com-

bined with the general purpose knob is used to move the point cursor. When

the Value button is active, the VALUE icon and an explanation its function

are displayed on the screen.

Operating Basics
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Li Characteristics of
Numeric Input Keys

‘-)

The keys used for numeric input are the numeric keys (0-9, “.”, “—”), the

unit keys (ns, MHz/us, kHz/ms/mV, Hz/sec/V), delete key, and ENTER key.

Numeric keys Unit keys Delete key

(7 8

CIC

UCD
; - kre <=

Co) Ce

ignite
Figure 2-3: Numeric Input Keys

ns ‘

MHz/us

Cy

() y,
TM~

iTM LY

F

ay 7 o

Numeric Keys

These keys — numbers (0-9), decimal points, and minus sign — are used

for numeric input. When a numeric menu item is selected, pressing one of

the numeric keys puts the system into numeric input mode. The numeric

input mode presents the menu item numeric selection in reverse video,

located toward the bottom center of the screen, just above the bottom menu

items. When the first numeric key is pressed, the numeric selection changes

from its initial value to the character just input. After inputting the entire

numeric value, press the ENTER key to enter the value. Once entered, the

numeric value and units are displayed in the menu item. This new value also

changes the related parameter displayed in the status area at the top of the

screen and in the channel field on the screen.

“—” Key Characteristics

= The “—” key indicates a minus sign, that is, a negative value (not

subtraction).

m Pressing the “—” key over and over toggles the numeric value input

between minus and plus. The + sign is not displayed for positive sign.

= For parameters which only take positive values, the “—” key is ignored

and cannot be input.

= When the radix is set to hexadecimal in the table display mode of EDIT

menu, this key is used to input B.
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“” Key Characteristics

= After the “.” key has been pressed once, pressing it again has no effect.

= For parameters that take only integer values, the “.” key is ignored.

m= When the radix is set to hexadecimal in the table display mode of EDIT

menu, this key is used to input A.

Unit Keys

There are four unit keys: ns, MHz/us, kHz/ms/mvV, and Hz/sec/V. They set

the units for the input value. These keys also have the same function as the

ENTER key; they set the units and end input at the same time. When the

radix is set to hexadecimal in the table display mode of EDIT menu, these

keys are used to input C through F.

Enter Key

This key is used to enter the input value and complete the numeric input.

This key is used for items not requiring unit (% or number of times) or for

entering numeric values with the same units as for before the system went

into numeric input mode.

Delete Key

This key is used for correcting input data. Pressing this key repeatedly

deletes the most recent data input (from the right end towards the left).

Numeric Input

Methods

There are two methods to change the value of numeric items in the menu:

input with the numeric keys and input with the general purpose knob. When

a numeric item is selected, the input area (a square frame) is displayed in

reverse video near the bottom of the CRT screen, above the bottom menu

items. Also, the general purpose knob icon is displayed at the upper left of

the input frame. In this frame, the currently set value is displayed with larger

than normal numbers. In addition, the VALUE indicator on the front panel

lights up to show that numeric input is possible. When a non-numeric menu

item is selected, the input frame disappears from the CRT screen. Here are

explanations of the features of the numeric keys and the numeric input

methods.

Numeric Input with Numeric Keys

Here is the procedure for specifying numeric values using the front panel

numeric keys, ENTER key, and unit keys.

Oo Step 1: Press the key for the parameter (numeric item in a menu) to be

changed.

CT Step 2: Use the numeric keys to input the new value.

Operating Basics
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[J Step 3: Press a unit key or the ENTER key.

Here are explanations of the features for inputting numeric values using the

numeric keys.

Pressing the ENTER key has no effect before the system goes into numeric

input mode. However, the unit keys are exceptions. Pressing one of the unit

keys before the system goes into numeric input mode changes the unit

without changing the numeric value. For example, if 10 Hz is displayed in

reversed video, pressing the kHz/ms/mV key changes the display to 10 kHz.

To enter the input value, press the appropriate unit key or ENTER key.

Pressing any unit key for an item without units or pressing an inappropriate

unit key does not enter the input.

While inputting numbers, if you press any key other than the numeric input

keys before pressing the ENTER key or unit key, the input numeric value is

canceled and the system returns to the value it had before input. Turning the

general purpose knob also cancels the numeric input value.

If you attempt to change to a value outside the available range for a parame-

ter, the value is not changed and the input column returns to the value it had

before input mode. In this case, an error message is displayed above the

input column.

Even if the numeric value is within the available range, if you attempt to enter

a numeric value with more than the valid number of digits, the numeric value

is rounded off. For input items that can only take discrete values (not a

continuous range of valid input), the input value is rounded to the nearest of

the valid discrete values.

Examples for Numeric Input — Here is example using the output ampli-

tude parameter in the OUTPUT menu. The starting value is 456 mV,.p and is

to be changed to 123 mV,.,. Pressing the “1”, “2”, “3”, and ENTER keys, in

that order, changes the input column value shown in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1: Example 1 for Numeric Value Input

Input Key Numeric Value Column Numeric Value Status

456 MVp.» Before input

1 1

2 12 During input

3 123

ENTER 123 MV,.p Entered
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Here is an example using the Offset parameter. The value is to be changed

from OmV to —30 mV. When the — key is pressed, at any time, it inputs the VS
minus sign. Pressing the “.”, “0”, “3”, “—”, and Hz/sec/V keys, in that order,

changes the input column value as shown in Table 2-2.

Table 2-2: Example 2 for Numeric Value Input

Input Key Numeric Value Column Numeric Value Status

O mV Before input

0 0

During input

3 .03

— —.03

Hz/sec/V —30 mV Entered

Pressing the keys in the order “—”, “3”, “O”, KHz/ms/mV also changes the

value to —30 mV.

Numeric Input With the General Purpose Knob

The general purpose knob and the <- and — buttons can be used to select !

items displayed in reverse video. When the general purpose knob is used to VU

change a numeric value, there is no need to press the ENTER key or unit

key on the front panel. The numeric input value is entered automatically,

even without your pressing the ENTER key or unit key.

General Purpose Knob — You can use the general purpose knob to

increase or decrease the value of the underscored digit in the numeric value

frame displayed in reverse video. Turning the general purpose knob counter-

clockwise decreases the value and turning the general purpose knob clock-

wise increases the value. The value cannot be increased or decreased

outside of the valid range for the parameter. When attempting to change a

value outside the range, an error message is displayed above the numeric

input frame.

< and — Buttons — When a numeric item is selected, an underscore

(horizontal bar cursor) appears under one of the digits in the numeric value

input frame. The general purpose knob can change the value of this digit

and those to its left. The position of the underscore is changed with the front

panel < and — buttons. Each time these buttons are pressed, underscore

moves left or right by one digit. When the cursor has reached the most |

significant digit or the least significant digit within the range that can be

input, pressing the button again has no effect.

®
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Knob Icon ————=

Underscore

Figure 2-4: Knob Icon and Underscore

Here is how to change a value using the general purpose knob.

| Step 1: Press the button for the parameter (menu item) you want to

change.

CT Step 2: Press < or — buttons to specify the least significant digit to be
changed.

CT Step 3: Turn the general purpose knob to change the value.

Example of Numeric Input — This example shows how the offset value

changes in the OUTPUT menu. Initially, the Range is set to AUTO. If the

value in numeric input column is 2.75 V and the underscore is under the 2,

turning the general purpose knob counter-clockwise decreases the value in

1 V increments, as shown below.

275V

175 V

0.75 V

—0.25 V

—1,25'V

—2.25V

This example shows how the frequency value changes in the OUTPUT

menu. If the value in the numeric input column is 2.34 MHz and the under-

score is under the 3, pressing the left arrow button twice moves the under-

score.

2.34 MHz

2.34 MHz

02.34 MHz

In the example below, turning the general purpose knob clockwise changes

the value. The maximum value for this parameter is 31.2 MHz. There are

three significant digits.

02.34 MHz

12.3 MHz

22.3 MHz

22.3 MHz

When the values of the upper digits from the underscore reach the maxi-

mum allowable value for the parameter, turning the general purpose knob

further clockwise has no effect. In the case above, the underscored 2 is not

raised to 3, and an error message is displayed even if the knob is turned.
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Outputting Predefined Waveforms

This operation example is intended to show you how to use the menu

system described earlier, in practice, while demonstating the task of output-

ting waveforms. Details about the menus used in the following examples are

provided in Section 3, Reference.

This example assumes Option 02 (CH2 output) is installed. If Option 02 is

not installed, there is no channel switching or display.

Procedures for outputting waveforms generally follow this sequence:

1. Awaveform to be output is selected in the FUNCTION menu.

2. Output parameters are set in the OUTPUT menu.

3. Trigger condition are set in the TRIGGER MODE menu.

4 The channel switch is switched On on the front panel.

Operation Example This example will have you turn on the power switch, calibrate the instru-

ment, and set the instrument to output a function sine waveform using the

continuous trigger mode.

‘fal Step 1: Switch on the power for this instrument with the procedure
given in Start Up in Section 1. Then let this instrument warm up for

20 minutes.

Steps 2 through 5 are a procedure for calibration. Normally, the output

precision meets the specifications without calibration. But to assure

precise output, after the warmup is complete, calibrate this instrument

with the ambient temperature at +20° C through +30° C.

[_] Step 2: Press the UTILITY button in the MENU column on the front

panel.

oO Step 3: Press the bottom menu Cal button to display the calibration
menu.

| Step 4: Use the general purpose knob or press the side menu Select

button to select DC calibration (see Figure 2-5). The selection can be

verified with the Select column label and the position of the asterisk in

the table.

TC Step 5: Press the side menu Execute button to start the calibration.
During calibration, the busy clock icon is displayed on the top right of

the CRT screen.
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Synth | Mode Filter: CHI

on ee OR ae
CH2 Modu: CHI

Calibration Result Code

* DC CHI PASSED

CH2 PASSED

AC CHI PASSED

CH2 PASSED
ALL

| [4 Ref Clock
N¥ RAM

Intensity a
Cal

Figure 2-5: DC Cal Selection

Execute

a Init
Dlag
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[LJ Step 6: Press the FUNCTION button in the MENU column on the front

panel to display the FUNCTION menu (see Figure 2-6).

Synth Mode | Filter: CHi CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

On Cont | 1OOMH2 100MH2_ OT Off

CH1: Sine
High: 1.086¥ Pa 10.00dBm saniinihiotiignsionccethiamninoiieesinassentenihnes

Amplitude ff ; *s
2.000Vpp Fr is

Offset 4 epee a
omy <i" wa

Low: —1.000¥ poet

Frequency Period Phase Paints

__ 106.0000kH2 10.00000us 0.0deg 2048.0

CH2: late Amplitude Offset
7 2.000¥pp omy Freq/

Frequency Period Phase Points Phase

106.0000kHz 16.60606us 6.0deg 2048.0 a

Ampl/

Offset...

tJ Foal im Channel

| ; Ce | he
i Triangle | Square Ramp Pulse Arbitrary CH2

Figure 2-6: FUNCTION Menu

CT Step 7: Check that the reverse video display in the bottom menu Chan-
nel column is on the CH1 label. If Option 02 is not installed, there is no

Channel menu.

[_] Step 8: Check that the bottom menu Sine item is displayed in reverse

video.

Standard function waveforms other than sine can also be selected.

CO Step 9: Check that Cont is displayed under the Mode label in the status
column at the top edge of the screen. Cont is the mode in which the

waveform is output continuously.

oO Step 10: Press the side menu Freq/Phase... button. The sub-menu for
changing the frequency and phase is displayed.
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Cc Step 11: Check that the sub-menu Frequency item is displayed in
reverse video. Then use the general purpose knob or numeric keys to

set the frequency to 10.0000 kHz (see Figure 2-7). The phase stays

at O°.

Synth Mode Filter: CH] CH2 | Modu: CHI CH2

On : Cont 1OOMH2 100MHz_ OFF Off

CH1: | Sine

High: 1.000V ooo 10, 000BM | Frequency

Amplitude : yf ye | 10.0000
2.006¥pp r, | i? | kH2

Offset - sat= «sig Ad ag PS a
omy i , - Pa

Se a
Low: -1.000¥ - accel

Frequency Period Phase Paints Phase
10. 0000kH2 100.000us 0.0deg 2048.0 0.0deg

CH2: gy Amplitude Offset
ae 2.000¥pp omy

Frequency Period Phase Points

106. 0000kH2 10.00066us 6.0deg 2048.0

Go Back
‘3 10.0000kHz

Figure 2-7: Frequency Setting

(C1) Step 12: Press the sub-menu Go Back button to exit the sub-menu.

i | in A channel

eA I | wf ee
Triangle Square Ramp Pulse Arbitrary CH2
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CT Step 13: Press the side menu Ampl/Offset... button (see Figure 2-8).

The sub-menu for changing the amplitude and offset is displayed.

Synth Mode (Filter: CHi CH2 | Modu: CHI CH2
On Cont 1OOMH2 100MH2— OFF OFF

CH1: | Sine
High: S0omv ! te nese, !t!té‘(‘séOSéCs i

. ZO. Fe | amplitude
Amplitude Ee AY
1.000Vpp F \ -_ Ue

Offset aera Ne bi) es ie ag Offset
omy \ Wa

NN os omy

Low: —S500mv aes

Frequency Period Phase Points

10. 0000kHz 100.000us 6.0deq 2048.0

CH2: la Amplitude Offset
4 he 2 2.000¥pp omy

Frequency Period Phase Points

106.0000kKHz 10.00006usS 0.0deg 2048.0

Go Back
£2 | .OOOVpp

: went ah a {X Channel

aw ihe i cee
| Triangle Square Ranip Pulse Arbitrary CH2

Figure 2-8: Amplitude Setting

oO Step 14: Check that the sub-menu Amplitude item is displayed in
reverse video. Then use the general purpose knob or numeric keys to

set the amplitude to 1.000 V,.,. The offset stays at 0 mV.

[[] Step 15: Press the sub-menu Go Back button to exit the sub-menu.
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[[] Step 16: Connect the AFG2020 and an oscilloscope with a 50 Q cable

and 50 Q terminator as shown in Figure 2-9.

AFG2020

lime!
SS!

=) SaSsna= GI QOOO

CH1 |

Oscilloscope

c—FO
o oo°o

lexi
i=

oO?)

50 Q Terminator

50 QCable

Figure 2-9: Connections for the Example

([] Step 17: Set the connected oscilloscope as follows.

Volt/Div 200 mV/Div

Time/Div 20 us/Div

Trigger Mode Auto

[_] Step 18: Press the front pane! CH1 button to switch on the waveform

output. Figure 2-10 shows the channel output On/Off buttons and indi-

cators.

When the channel output is on, the On/Off indicator is lit up. This opera-

tion actually outputs the specified waveform from the CH1 connector so

it can be observed on the oscilloscope screen.

When the frequency, amplitude, and offset are changed with the proce-

dure in steps 10—14, the output signal changes accordingly in real time.

On/Off Indicators

ere | !
O cH1 lf OcHe

AN DO NOT
APPLY EXT SIGNAL

(_10VePNAKX OPEN CIRCUIT FROM ,soa ——~

L

On/Off Buttons

Figure 2-10: Channel Output On/Off Buttons and Indicators
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Overview

This section begins by describing the AFG2020 controls, connectors, and

indicators. Then it explains the CRT display status areas. After the status

area descriptions, the major functional operating concepts are described.

The remainder of this section describes the details of the following main

menus:

FUNCTION Menu

OUTPUT Menu

TRIGGER MODE Menu

SWEEP Menu

MODULATE Menu

EDIT Menu

UTILITY Menu

Note that the EDIT menu description later in this section includes many

details about basic AFG2020 operations, besides EDIT menu features.

General menu operations are described in Section 2, Operating Basics.
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Figure 3-1: Front Panel (Overall Diagram)

(1) Bottom Bezel Buttons

These buttons select items displayed at the bottom of the CRT screen. The

display of the bottom menu changes when a main menu button (in the

MENU column or in the TRIGGER column on the front panel) is pressed.

(2) Side Bezel Buttons

These buttons select items displayed at the right side of the CRT screen.

The display of the side menu usually changes when one of the bottom

buttons is pressed (except for menu items that are immediately executed).

(3) ON/STBY Switch

This switch changes instrument power between the ON and STANDBY

states. After the rear panel PRINCIPAL POWER SWITCH is turned on to

supply power to the standby circuit, pressing the ON/STBY switch supplies

power to the rest of the instrument. Pressing this switch again puts the

instrument in standby.

3-2
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NOTE

With the power on, if the rear panel PRINCIPLE POWER SWITCH is

turned off, the state of the ON/STBY switch is stored in AFG2020

memory. Thus, the next time the PRINCIPLE POWER SWITCH is

turned on, the instrument returns to the ON/STBY state last stored.

However, the ON/STBY state can be changed even when the PRIN-

CIPLE POWER SWITCH is off.

(4) CLEAR MENU Button

This button cancels the numeric data being input. During execution of the

UTILITY menu Interactive diagnostics, this button is used to exit the menu.

This button also deselects the comment input menu and the EDIT library

menu, and it erases the message surrounded by the frame.

(5) CH1 and CH2 Buttons and Indicators

These buttons switch channel output on/off. When on, the indicator lights up

and the signal is output from the BNC connector of the selected channel.

When off, the indicator goes off and the output is cut off. If conditions for

generating the trigger or gate signal are not met, no signal is output, even

though the channel is turned on.

The CH2 switch is only valid when Option 02 (CH2 output) is installed. For

an instrument without CH2 output, pressing the CH2 switch displays an

error message.

(6) Waveform Output Connector

The waveform for CH1 is output from the left connector and the waveform

for CH2 is output from the right connector. The maximum output is +5 V

with 50 Q termination. The CH2 output connector is installed with Option 02.

CAUTION AAAAA UVAAAI

Do not apply an external voltage to the AFG2020 output connectors.

If the load has a DC voltage, connect it through an appropriate

coupling capacitor.
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AM modulation with an external signal or CH1 signal can produce

output signal voltages beyond the range +10 V (for open circuit),

depending on the signal. This could damage output load circuitry.

(7) CH1 MARKER Output Connector

The TTL-level CH1 marker signal is output from this connector. The output

resistance is 51 Q. A protection circuit guards against shorts and erroneous

input of up to +5 V (DC + peak AC). The marker signal is output when the

Modulate function is On and when both the Sweep function and the markers

are on.

(8) CH1 SYNC Output Connector

When the waveform output is triggered, a TTL level SYNC signal is output

from this connector. The output resistance is 51 Q. A protection circuit

guards against shorts and erroneous input of up to +5 V (DC + peak AC).

Reference
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Figure 3-2: Front Panel Right Side

(9) MENU Buitons and Indicators

There are six MENU buttons for selecting this instrument’s main menus:

FUNCTION, OUTPUT, SWEEP, MODULATE, EDIT, and UTILITY. Pressing one

of these MENU buttons lights up the corresponding indicator and displays

the corresponding bottom menu and side menu. These menus are each

described in detail later in this section.

FUNCTION button — This button is used to call the FUNCTION menu for
selecting the waveform type (sine wave, standard waveform, arbitrary wave-

form, etc.).

OUTPUT button — This button is used to call the OUTPUT menu for setting
the output parameters (amplitude, frequency, etc.).

SWEEP button — This button is used to call the SWEEP menu for setting

the frequency sweep for the output signal.

MODULATE button — This button is used to call the MODULATE menu to

set modulation parameters. There are three types of analog modulation: AM,

Offset, and FM — and two types of digital modulation: PSK and FSK.

AFG2020 User Manual
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EDIT button — This button is used to call the EDIT menu for creating,

editing, and storing arbitrary waveforms. YY

UTILITY button — This button is used to call the UTILITY menu for storing

and recalling settings, selecting the source of the Reference Clock, selecting

the Intensity and GPIB settings, and executing diagnostics and calibration.

(10) < and — Buttons

When the general purpose knob is used to change numeric values, these

buttons select the lowest digit subject to change. This lowest digit is under-

scored (with a horizontal bar cursor). When special functions are allocated

to these arrow buttons, explanations are displayed on the CRT screen.

(11) CURSOR Button and Indicator

When the CURSOR indicator is lit, cursor movement functions are assigned i

to the general purpose knob. When special functions are assigned to the

CURSOR button, an explanation is displayed on the CRT screen. For menus

with two cursors, the CURSOR button switches the active cursor between

these cursors.

(12) VALUE Button and Indicator

When the VALUE indicator is lit, this indicates that the general purpose knob

is assigned to the numeric input function or to select a function. A numeric

value can be input for the selected item with the numeric keys or the general

purpose knob. Also, selection can be done with the general purpose knob.

When special functions are assigned to the VALUE button, an explanation is

displayed on the CRT screen.

(13) General Purpose Knob

Movement of cursors (line cursor, reverse video cursor, etc.), numeric input,

and other functions are allocated to the general purpose knob. For numeric

input, turning the general purpose knob changes the value sequentially. The

knob icon is displayed on the CRT screen near the item that can be con- |

trolled with the general purpose knob.

(14) Delete Key

The Delete key is used when correcting input data. the Delete key removes

one character at a time from the right end of the input data.

(15) MODE Button

This button selects the TRIGGER MODE menu. Pressing the MODE button

lights up the indicator. This menu is used to set the trigger mode and trigger

parameters such as the source and delay time.

Reference
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(16) INPUT Connector

This connector is for inputting the external trigger signal or gate signal. This

connector allows external signal that have a frequency of DC to 10 MHz, and

a maximum input voltage of +10 V (DC + Peak AC). This connector provide

with a voltage sensitivity of 0.2 V,.) and an input impedance of 1 kQ.

(17) MANUAL Button

This button causes a trigger event if Manual triggering is selected and the

trigger mode is set to Cont, Triggered Cont, or Time Burst. When Gate mode

is selected, the waveform is output as long as this button is depressed.

(18) Unit and ENTER Keys

The unit keys enter the numeric value and its units. In the waveform editor,

these keys can also be used to input C—F. The ENTER key enters the nu-

meric value.

(19) Numeric Keys

These keys input numeric data. After a numeric value is input, pressing a

unit key or the ENTER key enters it. In the waveform editor, the “.” and “—

keys can also be used to input A and B.
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Figure 3-3: Rear Panel

(20) IEEE STD 488.2 Connector

This is a 24-pin GPIB connector for remote control by computer through an

IEEE488.2 standard parallel interface.

(21) Power Connector

The AC power cord is connected to this connector.

(22) PRINCIPAL POWER Switch

This switch switches the power supply circuit between STANDBY and OFF.

When starting up this instrument, switch the PRINCIPAL POWER switch to

STANDBY, then press the front panel ON/STBY switch.

NOTE

With the power on, if the rear panel PRINCIPLE POWER SWITCH is

turned off, the state of the ON/STBY switch is stored in AFG2020

memory. Thus, the next time the PRINCIPLE POWER SWITCH is

turned on, the instrument returns to the ON/STBY state last stored.
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(23) Fuse Holder

This holder contains the AC-power-source fuse. A 6 A, 250 V, fast-blow type

fuse is used. The same fuse is used for 110 V and 220 V systems,

(24) AM INPUT CH1 Connector

This connector is for inputting an external signal that modulates CH1 wave-

form with amplitude modulation. This connector allows an external signal

that has a frequency of DC to 100 kHz and a maximum input voltage of

+10 V (DC + Peak AC). The input impedance is 10 kQ.

(25) AM INPUT CH2 Connector (Option 02)

This connector is for inputting an external signal that modulates CH2 wave-

form with amplitude modulation. The characteristics are the same as for

callout 24, above.

(26) MARKER OUTPUT CH2 Connector (Option 02)

The TTL-level CH2 marker signal is output from this connector. The output

resistance is 51 Q. A protection circuit guards against shorts and erroneous

input of up to +5 V (DC + peak AC). The marker signal is output when the

Modulate function is On and when both the Sweep function and markers

are on.

(27) 10MHz OUT Connector

A TTL-level 10 MHz clock is output from this connector. The output resis-

tance is 51 Q. A protection circuit guards against shorts and erroneous input

of up to +5 V (DC + peak AC).

(28) REF IN Connector

This connector is used to input a TTL signal with a frequency of

100 MHz +10 kHz, an input impedance of 10 kQ, and a maximum input

voltage of within 0 V to 5 V. This input is used as an external clock reference

to allow this instrument to be synchronized with the 10 MHz clock of another

AFG2020 to obtain concurrent signal output. The clock source is switched

between internal and external using the UTILITY menu.
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CRT Display Figure 3-4 shows the screen display status and menu areas. The callouts ( |
are described following the figure. -
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Figure 3-4: CRT Screen Display

(1) Synthesizer Mode Status Area

This area displays the mode for reading out waveform memory data.

Synth On indicates DDS mode and Synth Off indicates that the frequency of

the data readout clock is variable (refer to Functional Operating Concepts

later in this section for details).

(2) Trigger Mode Status Area

This area shows the mode selected with the TRIGGER MODE menu. Mode |

labels are Cont, Triggered Cont, Gate, and Time Burst.
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a (3) CH1 Filter Status Area

This area displays the type of CH1 filter currently selected. There are three

displays: 100MHz, 50MHz, and Full Pass.

(4) CH2 Filter Status Area (Option 02)

This area displays the type of CH2 filter currently selected. The type of filter

displays are same as for CH1.

(5) CH1 Status Area

This area shows the setting for the CH1 modulation function or sweep

function.

Modulation function setting status — When the modulation function is off,

“off” is displayed under the channel label. When the modulation function is

on, the selected modulation type — AM, Offset, FM, PSK, or FSK — is

displayed under the channel label.

Sweep function setting status — When the sweep function is off, “off” is

displayed under the channel label. When the sweep function is on, “Sweep”

is displayed under the channel label. When a ramp waveform synchronized

with the CH1 sweep is output from the CH2 connector, “Sweep > Sync.

Volts” is displayed under the CH1 and CH2 label. This status is displayed

when Sweep is set to On and then CH2 Out is set to On with the CH1 bot-

tom menu.

(6) CH2 Status Area (Option 02)

This area shows the setting for the CH2 modulation function or sweep

function. The contents of the display are the same as for CH1.

(7) Reference Clock Source Display Area

When the source for the clock signal controlling the signal generation circuit

is set to External, the EXT CLK icon is displayed in reverse video in this area.

lf an appropriate external signal is not input, the EXT CLK icon blinks.

(8) Busy Clock Icon Display Area

When an execution menu item is being executed or when time is required to

change the settings, the clock icon is displayed in this area.

(9) Bottom Menu Item Display Area

This area shows the label for the item selected in the bottom menu.

(10) Side Menu

*» When an item is selected from the bottom menu, the corresponding side
menu is displayed at the right side of the screen.
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(11) Bottom Menu

When one of the buttons in the MENU column or MODE button in the TRIG-

GER column is pressed, the corresponding menu is displayed at the bottom

of the CRT screen.

(12) Numeric Input and Message Field

When a numeric menu item is selected, the numeric input frame is displayed

toward the bottom center of this field (not shown). Also, if an out of range

value is entered, a message is displayed above the numeric input frame.

(13) CH2 Field (Option 02 only)

CH2 parameters set in OUTPUT menu are displayed. When CH2 is selected

as the current channel, this field becomes bigger than CH1 and the wave-

form graph and parameters are displayed. When CH2 is not the current

channel, this field becomes smaller and an waveform icon is displayed,

instead of the waveform graph. The icon indicates the type of the waveform

previously assigned to this nonselected channel.

(14) CH1 Field

When CH1 is selected as the current channel, this field becomes bigger

than CH2 and the waveform graph and parameters are displayed. When

CH1 is not the current channel, this field becomes smaller and an waveform

icon is displayed, instead of the waveform graph. The icon indicates the type

of the waveform previously assigned to this nonselected channel.
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Functional Operating Concepts

It is useful to understand the basic functions of the AFG2020 in order to

effectively operate this instrument. This section explains the basic principles

of waveform generation, post processing for analog waveforms, trigger

timing, and uses for the auxiliary connectors.

Basic Principles of The AFG2020 reads waveform data stored in high-speed RAM and converts

» this data into an analog waveform using a D/A converter to generate various

Waveform Generation waveforms. Two modes can be used for this conversion, as appropriate:
1. Synthesizer On Mode—the read out clock is not synchronized with the

output waveform. Synthesizer On Mode is called DDS (Direct Digital

Synthesis).

2. Synthesizer Off Mode—the read out clock is synchronized with the

waveform output.

The table below shows the features of both modes.

Table 3-1: Characteristics of Synthesizer Mode

Synthesizer On Mode Synthesizer Off Mode

(DDS)

Clock 250 MHz constant 250-125 MHz (VCO)
frequency divided by 2”

Clock and output Asynchronized Synchronized

waveform

Output frequency High speed (FM, PSK, FSK Low speed (PLL response

change modulation, SWEEP output time)

possible)

CH2 frequency Can be setindependently Restricted to power of 2

submultiples of CH1

Frequency 0.5 Hz 1.0%—0.1% of output

resolution frequency

Phase adjust- Function No function
ment
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Synthesizer On Mode: DDS Configuration

The DDS is a type of synthesizer that can synthesize waveforms with a

variety of frequencies from a single reference frequency. However, in this

case, the Nyquist Theorem must be observed.

Figure 3-5 shows the configuration of the DDS. The phase accumulator

works in the central role in the DDS. The figure shows how the phase accu-

mulator generates the RAM address, reads out the data from RAM at the

specified address, converts the data with the D/A converter, and finally

outputs the analog waveform.

Clock 250MHz

v

Frequency
Control Phase Address RAM ry DIA Output

Teel Accumulator- > OK 7 >| Converter ‘es
10 12 LPF

Figure 3-5: DDS Configuration

Phase Accumulator — Figure 3-6 shows the configuration of the phase

accumulator. The operation of the phase accumulator is extremely simple:

the value of the input register is added to the output register for each clock

cycle. This operation is repeated over and over. For example, if the input

register value is 1, the output register value is incremented by 1 each clock

cycle: 0, 1, 2, 3, ... Similarly, if the value of the input register is 2, the output

register value is: 0, 2, 4, 6, ... This input register is called the delta phase

register. It expresses the amount by which the phase of the waveform has

advanced during one clock cycle. The output register gives the current

phase of the waveform.
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Clock

Frequency

Control 30 ina
ee

7

Ao a )Register y () Register

v

Ram Address

10 Bits

30 Bits

Input Register Adder Output Register

(o Register) (o Register)

Figure 3-6: Configuration of the Phase Accumulator

Phase Vector — The value of the output register in the phase accumulator

can be expressed with phase vectors, as shown in Figure 3-7. This figure

shows what happens when 3 is set in the delta phase register. When 1 is

specified, all the phase vector points are rotated and the slowest frequency

waveform is generated.
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Amplitude

Sin(x fT)

nit

= Phase— If the phase vector is advanced before starting the output, the

waveform can be output with the desired phase. As the Figure 3-7

phase vector diagram shows, the phase resolution is 360/299, But due to

restrictions of memory length, this instrument has a resolution of 0.1°.

When changing the phase, temporarily stop the waveform output, set

the phase, and then start again.

= Frequency Resolution — This instrument deals with 30-bit data in its

phase accumulator. In other words, it can handle 29° = 1G phase vec-

tors. Since the clock rate is 250 MHz (4 ns), the time required for one

cycle of the phase vector is 4ns x 28° = 4.2950 seconds. The mini-

mum frequency is 0.23283 Hz, but for ease of use, this system sets the

lowest frequency and the frequency resolution to 0.5 Hz. Since the

output frequency is therefore set to the integer multiple of 0.23283 Hz

closest to the setting, the error is +0.12 Hz.

Maximum Frequency — According to the Nyquist theorem, sine waves

can be generated with frequencies of up to 50% of the clock rate, but in

actual practice, there are hardware restrictions. Figure 3-8 shows the spec-

trum for sine waveform generation.

The image frequency is generated by the sampling effect of the D/A convert-

er. The figure shows how the image frequency changes when a sine wave-

form with a frequency of fp is generated and this frequency is changed from

low to high. When fg approaches f,/2, the first image frequency gradually

approaches the signal frequency. A low pass filter is required to separate the

signal and this first image. The maximum frequency depends on the perfor-

mance of this low pass filter. In this instrument, the maximum frequency is

100 MHz, 40% of the clock rate. Also, since nonsine waveforms always

require higher harmonics, the maximum frequency is 50 MHz for square

waves and 31.2 MHz for other types of waveforms.

fe

@ DDS Output ath
——-| ‘DAC

DC <f, < 100MHz

Antialiasing

Filter

*s ist ica

*S S. 2nd Image__ _3rd Image

bs os <b at al
fo fe-fo fo+fo _3fe_ 2fo-fo 2fc

2 Frequency

125MHz 250MHz 375MHz 500MHz

Figure 3-8: Output Spectrum
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Aliasing — When a signal composed with higher harmonics is output at

high speed with direct digital synthesis (DDS), the waveform differs from

what is expected, as shown in Figure 3-9. This figure shows the aliasing for

13.33 points per cycle. For a sine wave, the solid line is the D/A converter

output, the sine wave is reproduced by the low pass filter, and no aliasing

occurs. However, for a square wave, the waveform is generated as a solid

line in the figure whose duty cycle differs from what is expected. Also, for

impulse waves, the pulse is not generated at the second cycle. For this

reason, DDS mode has a one clock cycle uncertainty.

Square

site on

i= Different Duty
as Missing Pulse

EAD ccna

Impulse

Figure 3-9: Aliasing Example 1

When a number of cycles of a sine wave are written into RAM as an arbitrary

waveform, aliasing can occur, depending on the number of sample points,

as shown in Figure 3-10.

Actual Waveform in the Arbitrary

Waveform Memory
\

Apparent Low-Frequency

Waveform Due to Aliasing

Sampled Points
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Frequency

Control

Synthesizer Off Mode — In this mode, the clock is made with a variable

frequency oscillator and frequency divider. Therefore, the clock and the

output signal are synchronized and this mode does not have the uncertainty

found in the clock in Synthesizer On Mode. However, since the output

frequency is determined with a VCO (voltage controlled oscillator), the

frequency value is changed much slower than in Synthesizer On Mode.

Therefore, the sweep function and the functions such as FM, PSK, and FSK

modulation that have to change the frequency at high speed cannot be

used in Synthesizer Off Mode. Figure 3-11 shows the configuration of Syn-

thesizer Off Mode.

250MHz~ 125MHz

vco

v

Divider |Address RAM Data Output

+ ate Z| DIA we
Counter oft 7 | Converter ——

10 12 LPF

Figure 3-11: Configuration of Synthesizer Off Mode

Points/Cycle — Since the length of the waveform memory is 1024 points,

general waveforms (ramp waves, exponential edge pulse waves, and arbi-

trary waveforms) comprise 1024 points. However, since sine waves, triangle

waves, square waves, linear edge pulse waves, and Gaussian edge pulse

waves are symmetrical waveforms, a half cycle is written into waveform

memory and this is read out reciprocally to give the equivalent of

2048 points. The equivalent length of 2048 points data is available only in

synthesizer on mode. The maximum frequency that reads out all 2048 points

is 122.070 kHz, and the maximum frequency that reads out all 1024 points is

244.140 kHz. If a sine wave is generated at 100 MHz, the wave is composed

with 2.5 points/cycle.

Memory
Waveform Memory

Figure 3-12 shows the waveform memory configuration and data flow.

Standard function waveforms and arbitrary waveforms are stored in the

NV-RAM.
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Load 1 — When a waveform is selected with the FUNCTION menu, the

waveform data is loaded from the NV-RAM to the waveform memory for CH1

or CH2. This is the operation for outputting one of the predefined wave-

forms.

Load 2 — This operation is mainly for saving a waveform into arbitrary

waveform NV-RAM or reading a waveform out of arbitrary waveform NV-

RAM. The data flows are classified as follows.

From within the EDIT menu, an arbitrary waveform in the NV-RAM, a

ramp wave, or a pulse wave is read into the edit buffer memory. After

being edited, the waveform is loaded into arbitrary waveform NV-RAM

The Load Waveform menu in the EDIT menu or a computer is used to

transfer waveforms between the arbitrary waveform NV-RAM and an

The Copy function in the EDIT menu is used to transfer waveforms

Load 1

Waveform Memory

RAM

a

memory.

a

external device via the GPIB interface.

a

between arbitrary waveform memories.

Sine

Triangle

Load 2 |

Arbitrary

Wave #1

Edit Buffer

Memo:
a Arbitrary

Wave #2

inch
GPIB

pa |
Arbitrary

Wave #32

Figure 3-12: Waveform Memory Configuration

Data

12
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Sequence Memor _~

: : OUIn addition to its waveform memory, this instrument has sequence memory

for storing frequency, phase, amplitude, and offset values. The sweep and

modulation functions are also programmed into this sequence memory and

operate by reading out their values. This memory works with a 10 MHz

(0.1 ms.) clock. Sequence memory has a marker output function. In analog

modulation, the markers are set automatically, and in sweep and digital

modulation, the markers are programmable.

DDS (x) Output

Amplitude

CPU
N\ DAC

Offset

DAC

Sequence Memory

Frequency |Marker

i Addres.Amplitude ess | address 10MHz
___| | Offset 7 Generator

| Phase
Frequency

Figure 3-13: Sequence Memory

Post Processing

Analog Waveforms
Filter

Some output waveforms require filtering. This instrument has 100 MHz and

50 MHz low pass filters (LPF). The 100 MHz low pass filter is an elliptic

function filter and has superior cut-off characteristics, but inferior phase

characteristics. It is used mostly for outputting sine waves. The 50 MHz low

pass filter is a minimum phase ripple filter and has superior phase character-

istics. It is used for outputting waves other than sine waves. For fast-rising

pulse signals, Full Pass, which uses no low pass filter, may be selected.

Amplitude

As Figure 3-14 shows, the amplitude is varied by multiplying the analog

value from the amplitude D/A converter and the output from the waveform

D/A converter with an analog multiplier.

oS
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Offset

The offset is varied by adding the output from the offset D/A converter to the

output amplifier.

Offset \
DAC

AM INO}

Amplitude

DAC

100MHz LPF XS AMP
CH SW

ON/OFF

RAM Waveform o——0 o——0 o—O)
DAC

50MHz LPF

X5 ATT

Figure 3-14: Amplitude and Offset Control

Range

The output circuit has a X5 amplifier, a pass-through circuit, and a X5 attenu-

ator. They are used to switch the range. The maximum output for the 2 Vp.p

(pass-through) range is usually +1.0 V with 50 O termination. The exception

is AM modulation with a modulation signal source from external or CH1. The

sum of the amplitude peak voltage and the offset voltage must be within the

maximum output. The lower the amplitude, the greater the range for the

offset. The opposite is also true. The maximum output for the 10 Vp.p range

is 5 times the 2 Vp» range and the maximum output for the 0.4 V,., range is

one fifth of the 2 Vp.) range with 50 Q termination.

The Auto Range function automatically selects the X5 amplifier (10 Vp.p),

through (2 Vp-p), or X5 attenuator (0.4 Vp.,) according to the amplitude and

offset values. The X5 amplifier is connected when the sum of the amplitude

peak voltage and the offset voltage exceeds +1.000 V. The X5 attenuator is

connected when this sum is within 200.0 mV. In normal usage, Auto

Range is convenient. However, the instrument will switch relays on/off auto-

matically in order to select a range with a good S/N ratio. When this is not

desirable, use a fixed range.
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Trigger Timing The trigger circuit is controlled by a 10 MHz clock. There is some propaga-

tion delay from the generation of the trigger signal to the generation of the

SYNC. Also, there is some delay from the time you press the Stop key, or

the end of the gate signal, until output actually stops.

Triggered Cont Mode

This mode starts the waveform output by generating the trigger signal and

stops it with the Stop key. There are three ways to generate the trigger

signal: by pressing the MANUAL key on the front panel, by sending GPIB

commands, or by inputting external trigger signals. The output is stopped by

pressing the Stop key in the side menu or by sending a GPIB command.

Refer to Figure 3-15 for the timing relationships described next.

1. When the trigger signal is generated, there is a delay time Td1 (Ext Input

to Sync) in order to synchronize with the 10 MHz internal clock.

2. Atthe end of the Td1 delay time, the SYNC signal is generated.

3. From the rising edge of the SYNC signal to the actual waveform output,

there is a delay time of Td2 (Sync to Output).

4. The value displayed on the Delay menu is Td1 + Td2. When the Delay

value is changed in Synthesizer On Mode, it is actually that the Td2 time

is changed. In Synthesizer Off Mode, the Td1 time is varied. The pro-

grammable delay can be freely set within the range from 0.7 us to

100.0 s with the Delay menu.

5. Atthe end of the delay Td2, the waveform output starts. The starting

voltage for the output signal is determined by the waveform phase,

amplitude, and offset.

6. The waveform is outputting until STOP becomes valid.

7. When STOP becomes valid, after a fixed delay Td3 (Gate end to Output)

of about 0.2 us, the system enters the Tpr (Phase Recovery Time).

8. The phase recovery time is about 2.5 us. During this period, the CPU

stops the D/A converter and the phase returns to its origin. When the

phase has returned to the origin, preparations are complete for receiving

the next trigger signal.
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Programmable Delay
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= 02s —— td 3 Tpr = 2.5us

Output Signal

0.7us ~ 100s

$=0°

Output Signal

6=90°

Figure 3-15: Timing of Triggered Cont/Gate Mode

Gate Mode

While the gate signal is present, the waveform output is continued. There

are three ways to generate the gate signal: by holding down the front panel

MANUAL key, sending the GPIB command, or inputting an external gate

signal. The output frame is stopped when the MANUAL key is released,

GPIB stop command is sent, or the external gate signal goes False. The

timing relations of the Gate Mode is same as for Triggered Cont Mode.
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Time Burst Mode with Internal Source

The trigger signal is generated within this instrument and the waveform

output is controlled using this trigger signal as reference. The output repeti-

tion period (Trigger Period) and the output time (Time) are set with the

menu. Refer to Figure 3-16 for the timing relationships when the source is

set to Internal, as described next.

1. The internal trigger signal is generated automatically. The trigger signal

starts from the rising edge of this signal. There is a delay time of Td1

(Internal Trigger to Sync) until the SYNC signal is generated.

2. Atthe end of the Td1 delay time, the SYNC signal is generated.

3. From the rising edge of the SYNC signal to the actual waveform output,

there is a delay time of Td2 (Sync to Output).

4. The value displayed on the Delay menu is Td1 + Td2. When the Delay

value is changed in Synthesizer On Mode, the Td2 time is changed. In

Synthesizer Off Mode, the Td1 time is varied. The programmable delay

can be freely set within the range from 0.7 us to 100.0 s with the Delay

menu.

5. Atthe end of the delay Td2, the waveform output starts. The starting

voltage for the output signal is determined by the waveform phase set

with the OUTPUT menu.

6. From the start of waveform output, the waveform is output until the time

set with the Time menu has passed. If the Sweep function is On, the

wave is swept once. If a modulation function is On, one period of the

modulation signal or one sequence of the digital modulation is output,

except for AM with an external signal or the CH1 signal.

7. When the time for outputting is passed, there is a fixed delay time Td3

(Gate end to Output) of about 0.2 Ls, the system enters the phase

recovery time.

8. This phase recovery time is about 2.5 us. During this time, the D/A

converter is stopped by the CPU and the phase returns to its original

value. This state is maintained until the end of the trigger period.

9. When the trigger period ends, an internal trigger signal is immediately

and automatically generated and the next trigger period starts.
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Figure 3-16: Timing of Time Burst Mode with Internal Source
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Using the AFG2020

Auxiliary Connectors

Input: 1VDC

Output: 2Vp-p

Depth 0%

Input: @ 1V Sine Wave

Output: Peak Ampl. 2Vp-p,

Depth 100% AM

Input: 0.5 ~ 1V Sine Wave

Output: Peak Ampl. 2Vp-p

Depth 33.3% AM

Inputx1 —1V Sine Wave

Output: Peak Ampl. 2Vp-p,

Suppressed Carrier AM

AM with an External Modulation Signal C
Amplitude modulation with an external modulation signal is accomplished by

using an analog multiplier to multiply the sum of the amplitude D/A converter

output and the AM IN signal with the waveform D/A converter output. Fig-

ure 3-17 shows an example of the relationship between the input signal from

the AM IN connector and the output signal from the waveform output con-

nector when the range is set to 2 Vp.) and the amplitude is set to 0 Vp-p in

the OUTPUT menu. If the range is set to 10 Vp.p or 0.4 Vp-p, an output signal

of 5X or 1/5X of the 2 Vp.» range is obtained.

Input Output

Figure 3-17: AM Output for External Modulation Input

Reference Clock

When operating some AFG2020s in parallel, the 10MHz clocks that control

the trigger circuits are generated with their phases unrelated to each other.

When the trigger is obtained by simply inputting an external trigger signal in

parallel to each instrument, since the SYNC signal is output synchronized

with the clock, there is a variation of up to 0.1 us (the period of a 10 MHz

clock) in the SYNC output timing of each instrument. In measurements that

would be affected by such variation, the clocks of the AFG2020s operating

in parallel must be synchronized.
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Synchronization operations are only valid in Synthesizer On Mode. The

AFG2020’s 10MHZ OUT signal (reference clock) and REF IN connector can

be used to obtain accurate clock synchronization. On the other hand, in

Synthesizer Off Mode, there is no synchronization because the internal clock

is not fixed at 250 MHz.

For details on synchronizing signal outputs, see Example 9: Setting Synchro-

nized Parallel Operation in the Section 1 tutorial.

Impedance Matching The AFG2020 is designed to operate at 50 QO. When terminated with exactly

50 Q, the AFG2020 provides its specified performance. If it is terminated with

another value of impedance, there is mismatching and reflection from the

load, and this causes ringing and overshoot in the pulse wave. In addition,

sine waves do not have the correct frequency characteristics.

The following explanation shows how to connect a load to the AFG2020.

m When connecting a matched system with cables, use 50 © cables (see

Figure 3-18).

AFG2020

WO)

Vy @ : 50Q

Figure 3-18: Connection for Matched System

= When measuring the waveform with a high-impedance oscilloscope,

terminate the oscilloscope input connector with a 50 Q terminator.

Compared to a 50 O input oscilloscope, the waveform is disrupted by

the internal inductance and capacitance shown in Figure 3-19.
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AFG2020

502

Feed Through $ c=
Vg @ Termination a

i $ R=1MQ

777"

777"

250

WA-

Vy c =~ R=1MQ

Equivalent Circuit

Figure 3-19: Connection for High-impedance Oscilloscope

= The output voltage for an open load is 2X that for 50 Q termination. Use

the connection in Figure 3-20 when voltage output is needed at relatively

low frequencies.

The cutoff frequency is calculated with the following equati

when the output connector is terminated with 50 ©.

1

foo = 22aRC

on. Ris 250

The output voltage is calculated with the following equation.

Vg

1+ 4)?

AFG2020

Vo =

NN ©)

V ds
| ]

Figure 3-20: Connection to Open Load

|
a
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= When using this instrument with a load impedance other than 50 Q,

connect the minimum attenuation impedance matching network shown

in Figure 3-21 between the load and this instrument.

The relationship between R1 and R2 and Z1 and 22 is as follows.

R1 = /Z2(Z2 — 21)

= Le.
R2 = 21 7 7A

When Z1 is equal to 50 Q, and Z2 is equal to 75 Q

R1 = 43.300

R2 = 86.60 Q

In this case, the voltage attenuation ratio is as follows.

Ai = E1/E2 = (R1/Z2) + 1 = 1.58

This makes output voltage E2 equal to 1/1.58 of E1.

AFG2020

R1

C WN ©)
ET E2

R2

Figure 3-21: Network Connection
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Function Menu

Press the FUNCTION button in the MENU column on the front panel to

select various standard function waveforms and arbitrary waveforms from

waveform memory (12 bits x 1024 points). Refer to Figure 3-22 for the

FUNCTION menu structure. The bottom menu items displayed for wave-

forms are Sine, Triangle, Square, Ramp, Pulse, and Arbitrary. The Channel

item in the FUNCTION bottom menu is used to select the current channel. If

Option 02 (CH2 output) is not installed, Channel item and items related to

CH2 are not displayed.

When one of the standard function waveforms is selected from the bottom

menu in the FUNCTION menu, the waveform is displayed on the screen in

the graphical area for the current channel. Also, a side menu is displayed to

allow you to change output parameters (for example, Frequency or Ampli-

tude). For ramp and pulse waves, side menu items are added for selecting

waveform parameters (Rise, Width, Transition, etc.). Each parameter can be

changed by pressing its side button, then using the general purpose knob

or numeric keys to enter the required data. The waveform graph changes to

reflect these parameter changes.

When the Arbitrary bottom button is selected, the side menu is displayed for

selecting one of 32 arbitrary waveforms. This side menu has four pages.

When one of these arbitrary waveforms is selected, it is displayed on the

screen in the graphical area for the current channel. Pressing the More

button in the side menu displays the next page of the side menu.

Various parameter values that can be changed with the OUTPUT menu are

displayed for CH1 and CH2 on the screen. These parameters include the

Amplitude, High, Low, Offset, Frequency, Phase, Points (number of points

per 1 cycle of output), and other parameters. In the field for the channel not

currently selected, a small waveform icon is displayed above the Period

parameter to indicate the type of waveform selected for this channel.
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MENU Bottom Side Sub
Button Menu Menu Menu

-— Frequency

-—— Freq / Phase... Phase
? — Go Back

po Sine — Amplitude
__ AmpI / Offset... Offset

— Go Back

= Frequency

-— Freq / Phase... Phase
. a Le Go Back

romengie [= Amplitude
ava Amp / Offset... ie Offset

Go Back

-—— Frequency

-— Freq / Phase... Phase
—— Go Back

[| Square —— Amplitude
_— Ampl / Offset... Offset

"—— Go Back

-— Rise

[— Fall -— Frequency

/— Freq / Phase... Phase

— Go Back

| — Ramp — Amplitude
-— Ampl / Offset... Offset

FUNCTION __ width Go Back

/+—— Transition Gaussian

/+—— Edge Type ae Linear
Exponent

-— Frequency

|— Freq / Phase... Phase
— Go Back

— Pulse —— Amplitude
_— Ampl / Offset... Offset

— Go Back

-— Wave #1

[— Wave #2

[— Wave #3

|—— Arbitrary ————————_—_ Wave # 4

— Wave # 32

— Channel — =
(Op. 02) CH2

Figure 3-22: FUNCTION Menu Structure
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Function Menu

Display

?

?

tions for the feature callouts follow this figure.

Function Menu

Figure 3-23 shows the general display for the Function menu. The descrip-

Figure 3-23: Screen Display of FUNCTION Menu

(1) CH1 Field

When CH1 is selected as the current channel, this field becomes larger than

CH2 and the waveform graph and parameters are displayed. When CH1 is

not the current channel, this field becomes smaller and an waveform icon is

displayed, instead of the waveform graph. The icon indicates the type of the

waveform previously assigned to this nonselected channel.

(2) CH2 Field (Option 02)

CH2 parameters set in OUTPUT menu are displayed. The feature of CH2

field is same as CH1.

(3) Numeric Input and Message Field

Synth Mode | Filter: CHI CH2 (fMiodu: = CHI

On Cont. 50MHz 100MHz Off

( CHI: 7

High: 1.900V 2

Amplitude oa
2.000¥pp | ae

@) *| Offset ae
omy : eee

Low: -1.000¥0 =~

Frequency Period Phase Points

NS 100, 0000kHz 16.00006us 0.0deg 1024.0

( CHe: fa Amplitude Offset Reiser 6)
Na 2.000¥pp omy Freq?

Frequency Period Phase Points Phase

\ 100.0000KHz 16.90000us 0.0deg 2048.0 oe

Ampl/

re 100.0% Offset...

he Ae A A y Channel)
7 | P| es Peo | es wae |

Sine | Triangle | Pulse | Arbitrary | CH2

The numeric input frame is displayed by selecting a numeric item. If an out

of range value is entered, a message is displayed above the numeric input

frame.
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(4) Graphical Area

The waveform for the current channel is displayed as a graph in this area. oO

(5) Waveform Icon

This icon shows the type of waveform for the channel not currently selected.

Selecting a Waveform
Sine Waveform

Press Sine in the bottom menu to load a sine wave function into the wave-

form memory and display it in the graphical area for the current channel.

Freq/Phase and Ampl/Offset selection items are displayed in the side menu.

NOTES

The Freq/Phase and Ampl/Offset items are displayed for all function

waveforms, except arbitrary, so they will not be described again in

subsequent function waveform explanations.

Additionally, these menu items have the same characteristics in the

OUTPUT menu. Thus, it is possible to select these menu items in ~_

the FUNCTION menu, without moving to the OUTPUT menu. ( )

Frequency/Phase — When this button is pressed, another side menu for

changing the frequency and phase is displayed. However, the phase item is

only displayed for synthesizer on mode (when Synth On is selected with the

OUTPUT menu). Pressing the Go Back button returns the display from the

sub menu to the side menu. See same menu item in the OUTPUT menu

later in this section for more detail.

Amplitude/Offset — When this button is pressed, another side menu for

changing the amplitude and offset is displayed. Pressing the Go Back

button returns the display from the sub menu to the side menu. See the

same menu item in the OUTPUT menu later in this section for more detail.

Triangle Waveform

Press Triangle in the bottom menu to load a triangle waveform into the

waveform memory and display it in the graphical area for the current chan-

nel. The Freq/Phase and Ampl/Offset items are, again, displayed in the side

menu.
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Square Wave

Press Square in the bottom menu to load a square wave into the waveform

memory and display it in the graphical area for the current channel. Again,

the Freq/Phase and Ampl/Offset items are displayed in the side menu.

Ramp Waveform

Press Ramp to load a ramp waveform into the waveform memory and dis-

play it in the graphical area for the current channel. The side menu has Rise,

Fall, Freq/Phase, and Ampl/Offset items displayed.

Rise/Fall — Use these menu items to set the Rise or Fall time for the ramp

function in terms of ratio (percent) of the cycle. The sum of these ratios adds

up to 100%. Therefore, changing percentage for a parameter cause chang-

ing percentage for another parameter. The adjustable range is from 0.0% to

100.0% for both Rise and Fall.

NOTE

Setting a value of 0% for Rise or Fall would mean an ideal wave-

form in the RAM memory. However the actual waveform output is

restricted by characteristics of the chosen filter and this instru-

ment’s amplifier.

Pulse Waveform

Press Pulse to load a pulse waveform into the waveform memory and dis-

play it in the graphical area for the current channel. The side menu has

Width, Transition, Edge Type, Freq/Phase, and Ampl/Offset items displayed.

Width Setting — This item sets the pulse width (half-width) for the pulse

wave function in units of ratio (percentage) of the one cycle. This parameter

can be set within the range from 1% to 99% of the cycle.

Transition Setting — This item sets the rise and fall time for the square

wave in units of ratio (percentage) of the one cycle. The rise and fall are set

to the same value.

The transition time is the time width during which the amplitude is between

10% and 90%. This parameter can be set within the range from 0% to 35%

of the pulse width.

The pulse width and transition setting range affect each other. For example,

when the pulse width is 40%, the maximum value for the transition is

40.0% x 0.35 = 14.0%. When the transition is 14.0%, if an attempt is made

to make the pulse width less than 40%, the pulse width does not change.

You must change the transition to a smaller value, then change the pulse

width.
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Edge Type Selection — One of three edges — Gaussian, Linear, or —

Exponent — can be selected for the rising and falling edge of a pulse wave we)
function. The selection is made by turning the general purpose knob or by

repeatedly pressing the Edge Type button (see Figure 3-24).

Synth Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 = Modu: CH1 CH2

On Cont. 50MHz 100MHz2- Off Off

CH1: Pulse

High: 1.0G0V oh -— eer
" ey width
Amplitude i \ 5
2.000Vpp eae =e

Offset hen? \ Transition
omy | \

j ‘ 5.0%
Low: —1.006¥ , Nocera

Frequency Period phase Points Edge Type
100. 000C0kHz 10. 00C00us 6.0deg 2048.0 Gaussian

CH2: f.. Amplitude Offset
‘on 2.000¥pp were Freq¢

Frequency Period Phase Points phase

100.0000kHz 16.00060uUs 0.0deg 2048.0 -

Ampl/

Offset...

es a Gan oy channel [

ae | oe ae eee - eae VU
| Sine | Triangle | Square | Ramp Pulse Arbitrary CH2

Figure 3-24: Pulse Waveform Display

Arbitrary Waveform

Press Arbitrary in the bottom menu to access up to 32 arbitrary waveforms

items in its side menu.

If the Arbitrary button is pressed again, an arbitrary waveform table divided

into 16 items and covering two pages will be displayed. One of the arbitrary

waveforms can be selected by using the general purpose knob to move the

reverse video display cursor. If the Arbitrary key is pressed once again, the

display will switch to the FUNCTION menu.

Arbitrary waveforms are first created with the EDIT menu and stored into

Wave #1 through Wave #32 of the arbitrary waveform memory. However,

external waveform data can also be down-loaded into arbitrary waveform

memory through the GPIB interface.

The side menu for Arbitrary has eight pages. To change the page, press the

More button.

Figure 3-25 shows the CRT screen display example when an arbitrary wave- ( ) |
form is selected. The current channel is CH1.
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NOTE

The frequency value on the screen indicates the repetition frequen-

cy that occurs when the waveform memory represents one wave-

form cycle. However, when outputting a multi-cycle arbitrary

waveform, the frequency displayed will differ from the actual fre-

quency of the output signal.

Synth | Mode Filter: CHI CH2 | Modu: CHI CH2

On Cont. 50MH2 100MH2 > Off Off |

CHI: | Arbitrary

High: 1.006 ~9 AS
Amplitude Z es
2.000¥pp a ian, ae ? wave #1

Offset bi a etiel aihaa ell tha, ttle
omv ee Ahi

Low: -1.000¥. ey ee |

Frequency Period Phase Points ee
100.0000kHz 10.00000us 0.0deg 1024.0 vOTHGI

i a Wave #3

CH2: Sak Amplitude Offset en be ee
7 2.000¥pp omv A

Frequency Period Phase Points

100. 0000kHz 16.0060Bus G.0deqg 2048.0 Wave #4

More

Press again to display waveform table. 1ofs

Wat ce <1 |
a v7 Ci) a ee

Sine Triangle | Square Ranip |

Figure 3-25: Arbitrary Waveform Display

Wave #1 through Wave #32—The Wave # selection item contains a copy

of the waveform stored into the corresponding arbitrary waveform memory.

When no waveform is stored, since DC is the initial setting, a straight line is

displayed as the icon.

When one of the Wave # buttons is pressed, the corresponding arbitrary

waveform is loaded into the waveform memory for the current channel.

When an arbitrary waveform is selected in synthesizer off mode (Synth Off

selected with the OUTPUT menu), the Clock Rate is displayed in the CH1

parameter display area.
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Selecting the Output Channel

If Option 02 is installed, the Channel menu item is displayed. The bottom

menu Channel column has CH1 and CH2 labels, one of them is displayed in

reverse video. Pressing this button switches the reverse video display and

selects the current channel.

The Channel item of the FUNCTION menu selects which channel is affected

when function waveforms and arbitrary waveforms are loaded into the

waveform memory and parameters are changed.

The field for the selected channel is displayed larger than the field for the

nonselected channel and the waveform loaded into the waveform memory

for the selected channel is displayed in the graphical area. The field for the

nonselected channel is displayed smaller and an icon is displayed indicating

the type of waveform loaded into its waveform memory.

The output parameters (amplitude, frequency, etc.) displayed in the CH1

and CH2 fields are the values set with the OUTPUT menu. For all function

waveforms, except arbitrary waveforms, the output parameter can also be

change in the FUNCTION menu.

The Channel bottom menu settings are common to the FUNCTION, OUT-

PUT, SWEEP, and MODULATE menus. For example, if CH2 is selected with

the FUNCTION menu, and the system is switched to the OUTPUT menu,

then CH2 is the current channel for that menu too.
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Output Menu

Press the OUTPUT button on the front panel in the MENU column to set the

output parameters for the selected waveform on the current channel. Refer

to Figure 3-26 for the Output menu structure. The bottom menu displays the

Synth On/Off, Frequency/Phase, Amplitude/ Offset, Filter, Range, and Chan-

nel selection items.

When one of the items (other than Synth and Channel) is selected from the

bottom menu, a corresponding side menu for the output parameter is dis-

played at the right side of the screen. Use the side buttons and the general

purpose knob or numeric keys to change these parameters. Parameters can

be set separately for CH1 and CH2.

Except for the specific bottom menu and side menus, the OUTPUT menu

display is the same as for the FUNCTION or TRIGGER MODE menus (refer

to these menu descriptions in this section for details). The parameter values

of amplitude, output offset, frequency, phase, and points (number of points

per output cycle) are displayed for CH1 and CH2. When the parameter

values are changed, the parameter displayed in the current channel field

changes too. A waveform graph is displayed to show the waveform loaded

into the waveform memory for the current channel and a waveform type icon

is displayed for the non-current channel. If Option 02 (CH2 output) is not

installed, channel item and items related to CH2 are not displayed.

The signal output can be switched on or off anytime with the channel switch

above the output connector on the front panel.
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MENU Bottom Side
Button Menu Menu

-— Synth —|

-—— Frequency

|— Freq / Phase

'— Phase

-— Amplitude

—— Ampl / Offset

—— Off.
OUTPUT wos

r— 100 MHz

—— Filter 50 MHz

— Full Pass

-— AUTO

[— 10 Vp-p
—— Range

. [— 2 Vp-p
— 0.4 Vp-p

—— Channel —{_
(Op. 02)

Figure 3-26: OUTPUT Menu Structure
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Output Menu

Parameters
Synthesizer Mode

The Synth bottom menu has the On and Off labels in the column. One of

which is displayed in the reverse video. Each time the Synth button is

pressed, the reverse video display is toggled to the other label and the

synthesizer mode is selected accordingly. The Synthesizer On/Off mode is

the same for CH1 and CH2.

The synthesizer on mode reads out the waveform with the Direct Digital

Synthesis (DDS) method (refer to Basic Principles of Waveform Generation,

earlier in this section, for details). The synthesizer off mode varies the read

out clock frequency as it reads out the waveform.

Use the following criteria to select Synthesizer On mode:

= Low-speed waveform output and smooth waveforms such as sine waves

= Sine wave output up to frequencies of 100 MHz, and wave shapes other

than sine waves up to 2.5 MHz

= High-resolution of frequency and phase for waveform outputs

m= The frequency for CH1 and CH2 can be set independently

= Modulation menu FM, FSK, and PSK modulation and SWEEP menu

selectable

= Parallel operation of multiple AFG2020s and waveform output with

output timing for each instrument accurately synchronized

Use the following criteria to select Synthesizer Off mode:

= High-speed pulse waveform output

= Pulse waves with frequencies up to 50 MHz and non-pulse waves with

frequencies up to 31.2 MHz (the frequency of CH2 must be an integer

multiple of %2 the CH1 frequency, for example 1/2, 1/4, 1/8...)

Frequency and Phase

Press the Freq/Phase button in the bottom menu to display the side menu

for changing the frequency and phase of the output signal for the current

channel (see Figure 3-27). However, the Phase item is only displayed when

the synthesizer on mode is selected.
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Synth Mode Filter: CHi CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

On =| Cont : - TOOMHz 1OOMH2 - Off Off

CHI: | Freq/
ide i Phase

Vinci a ilehatads i oo 18, 08GB Frequency }

Amplitude / me 100.0006
2.600¥pp f vat KHz
annus — : x : ann :

omy : é \ yA

Low: -1.000¥ — aoa

Frequency Period Phase Points Phase
{00.0000kKHz 16. 00060us5 0.0deg 2048.9 0.0deg

CH2: Von toe Amplitude Offset
ars 2. 000¥pp om

Frequency Period Phase Paints

100. 0000kH2 10.000600us 0.0deg 2048.9

‘2 100.0000kHzZ |

Range ae

AUTO

oe Ee | Ampl/ | Filter
oyPhase | Offset | 1 OOMHZ

Figure 3-27: Frequency/Phase Menu

The side menu contains the following items.

Frequency — This menu is used to adjust the frequency for the output

signal. In Synthesizer Off mode, the frequency for CH2 must be an integer

multiple of /2 the CH1 frequency (for example 1/2, 1/4, 1/8...). The setting

range depends on the synthesizer mode and the type of waveform selected.

When Synthesizer On mode is selected, for symmetrical waveforms (other

than arbitrary waveforms and pulse waveforms with exponential edges), the

waveform data for a half cycle is written into waveform memory and that

data is read out normal and inverted to generate one repetition of the wave-

form. Thus the data count appears to be 2048 points, double the waveform

memory length.

The Points value displayed on the CRT screen shows the number of wave-

form data sample points read out at the frequency set with the menu (see

Table 3-2). To read out 2048 points of data, the output signal frequency must

be set no greater than 122.070 kHz.

NOTE

When outputting an arbitrary waveform comprising multiple cycles,

the number of sample points must observe the Nyquist theorem so

that no aliasing occurs. ( »
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se ) Table 3-2: Adjustable Range of Frequency and Number of Points

Type of Waveform Synthesizer On Mode Synthesizer Off Mode

Frequency Point Frequency Point

Sine 0.5 Hz to 100 MHz 2048 to 2.5 0.5 Hz to 31.2 MHz 1024 to 8

Triangle 0.5 Hz to 2.5 MHz 2048 to 100 0.5 Hz to 31.2 MHz 1024 to 8

Square 0.5 Hz to 2.5 MHz 2048 to 100 0.5 Hz to 50 MHz 1024 to 4

Ramp 0.5 Hz to 2.5 MHz 1024 to 100 0.5 Hz to 31.2 MHz 1024 to 8

Exponent Pulse 0.5 Hz to 2.5 MHz 1024 to 100 0.5 Hz to 31.2 MHz 1024 to 8

Other Pulse 0.5 Hz to 2.5 MHz 2048 to 100 0.5 Hz to 31.2 MHz 1024 to 8

Arbitrary 0.5 Hz to 2.5 MHz 1024 to 100 0.5 Hz to 31.2 MHz 1024 to 8

°

For Synthesizer On mode, the frequency resolution is 0.5 Hz and the fre-

quency setting is an integer multiple of this resolution.

NOTE

When CH1 and CH2 are set to a frequency that is an integer multi-

ple of the base frequency resolution, the output from the two chan-

nels can be out of synchronization by as much as 0.12 Hz.

For synthesizer off mode, the frequency resolution is 0.1% to 1.0% of the

output frequency and the setting value of frequency is displayed with three

significant digits. For more detail, see the Electrical Characteristics, Frequen-

cy/Phase, in Appendix B.

Phase — This menu is displayed only in the Synthesizer On mode and is

used to adjust the output signal phase. This function determines the phase

difference relative to the reference point of phase 0 degrees. The range for

setting this parameter is —360° to +360°. The resolution is 0.1°.

If the phase is shifted in the minus direction, the graph axis on the screen

moves to the left. If the phase is shifted in the plus direction, the graph axis

on the screen moves to the right. After the passage of the delay time from

the generation of trigger signal, the waveform is output from the point where

it intersects the vertical axis on the graph. The delay time is set with the

TRIGGER MODE menu.

NOTE

When the frequency and phase are changed, the output is tempo-

rarily interrupted to align the output start phase.
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Amplitude and Offset

Press Ampl/Offset in the bottom menu to change the output signal ampli-

tude and offset values for the current channel. The side menu contains the

items below.

Amplitude — These functions are used to adjust the amplitude of the

output signal. An amplitude value with a minus sign reverses the polarity of

the waveform.

When a sine wave is selected, the sine wave amplitude value is added to the

top of the waveform graph with units of dBm. 0 dBm is the value that sup-

plies 1 mW of power for 50 Q termination.

Synth Mode Filter: CHi CH2 | Modu: CH1 CH2

On Cont. 100MH2z 100MHz_ Off off

CH1: Ampl/

‘a Offset
High: 1.000¥ —

. Ry “< 0.00dBm Amplitude
Amplitude Of ‘
2.000¥pp ad : \ 7 2.000Vpp

Offset eo ha es Offset
omy J

= ar omy

Low: ~1.000V or

Frequency Period Phase Points

106. 0006kKHz 10.00606us G.0deg 2048.0

CHa: i. Aniplitude Offset
cee 2.000¥pp omy

Frequency Period Phase Points

106.0000kKHz 16.00006us 6.0deg 2048.0

@ Pay

(Synth Freq? EME Filter | Range a
Phase | ei| Off a Saat, 100MHz | AUTO CH2

Figure 3-28: Ampl/Offset Menu

The High and Low values displayed on the CRT screen are the peak levels

of the output signal when the Offset and Amplitude are set. When the ampli-

tude is changed, the High and Low values change. When the amplitude is

shown in negative (polarity are inverted), the inequality relationship between

High and Low values are reversed (High < Low).

The following equation expresses the amplitude in terms of the High and

Low values.

Amplitude = High — Low
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The following equations express the High and Low values in terms of the

amplitude and offset.

High = Offset + Amplitude (Vp.p)/2

Low = Offset — Amplitude (Vp.p)/2

The setting range for the amplitude varies with the offset value and selected

Range (see the Range menu item). This is because the High or Low value

must be set within the selected Range. The smaller the offset, the greater

the setting range for the amplitude.

NOTE

The amplitude expresses the 12-bit full-scale value for the vertical

axis. When outputting arbitrary waveforms that do not take up the

full scale, the actual amplitude of the output waveform differs from

the displayed amplitude value.

Offset — This menu is used to adjust the output signal offset. When the

Offset is changed in the minus direction, the axis of the graph displayed on

the CRT screen moves up. When the Offset is changed in the plus direction,

the axis of the graph displayed on the CRT screen moves down.

The High and Low values are the peak levels of the output signal when the

Offset and Amplitude are set. When the offset is changed, the High and Low

values change.

The following equation expresses the offset in terms of the High and Low

values.

Offset = (High — Low)/2

The range through which the offset can be set varies with the amplitude

values and the setting of the Range menu (see the Range menu).

The setting range for the offset varies with the amplitude value and selected

Range (see the Range menu item). This is because the High or Low value

must be set within the selected Range. The smaller the amplitude, the

greater the setting range for the offset.
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Filter

Press Filter in the bottom menu to select the Full Pass filter (no filter) or

either of two low pass filters. The side menu contains the items below.

100 MHz, 50 MHz, Full Pass — The image frequency is generated by the

sampling effect during D/A conversion. The low pass filter is needed to

remove the image frequency component from the signal.

The 100 MHz (Brick Wall) filter is an elliptical function low pass filter. Its

attenuation characteristic is within 1 dB maximum at 100 MHz and —40 dB

at 125 MHz. This filter has a superior cutoff characteristic, but an inferior

phase characteristic, so it is mainly used for outputting sine waves.

The 50 MHz (Linear Phase) low pass filter has an attenuation of —3 dB at

50 MHz. It has a good phase characteristic, so it is used for outputting

signals other than sine waves.

The Full Pass item does not connect a filter at all. It is selected for outputting

impulse waves and square waves with fast rising edges.

NOTE

When a sine wave is selected, the initial filter and the filters that can

be selected depend on whether the Synthesizer mode is On or Off

(see Table 3-3).

Table 3-3: Initial Filter and Selectable Filter

Type of Synthesizer On Mode Synthesizer Off Mode

er 100 MHz 50MHz FullPass 100MHz 50MHz Full Pass

Sine @ X 0 X @ 0

Triangle X @ ) X @ )

Square X 0 @ Xx e) @

Ramp X @ 0 X @ 0

Pulse X @ 0 X @ 0

Arbitrary 0 @ 0 0 @ 0

@: Initial Setting 0: Selectable X: Non-Selectable
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Range»

Press Range in the bottom menu to select the output signal voltage range.

| The side menu contains the items below.

AUTO — When AUTO range is set, the voltage range is selected automati-

cally according to the output signal amplitude and offset settings. If any

other range is selected, the amplitude and the offset are restricted to the

selected fixed value of Range.

10 Vp-p, 2 Vp-p, 0-4 Vp-p — The selectable fixed ranges give the maximum

voltage value for the sum of the offset and half the peak to peak amplitude

within the setting range shown in Table 3-4. Therefore, increasing the ampli-

tude narrows the range for the offset and increasing the offset narrows the

range for the amplitude.

Table 3-4: Setting Range

Range Setting Range Remark

AUTO +5.000 V Range switched automatically

10 Vp.» +5.000 V X5 amplifier inserted

2 Vp-p +1.000 V Pass through

0.4 Vp.» +0.200 V X5 attenuator inserted

The 2 Vp.» range of pass through is the basic range. The 10 Vp., range

connects a X5 amplifier and the 0.4 V,., range connects a X5 attenuator, so

the setting range for amplitude and offset becomes X5 or 1/5. The voltage

precision depends on the range. For details on the precision, see “Ampli-

tude/Offset” in Appendix B, Performance Characteristics.

In normal usage, AUTO range is convenient, but when using the CH1 signal

or external signal as the modulation signal for AM, the range should not be

set to AUTO, because when the amplitude and offset are set with the menu

and the range corresponding to these values is selected automatically, the

desired voltage output may not be obtained.

For example, suppose the amplitude is set to 1 Vp., with the menu, and the

AM modulation signal is an external signal having a 1 Vp., amplitude and

0.5 V offset. If AUTO range is selected, the 2 Vp., range is automatically

selected. Now, since the output is set to exceed 2 V,.,, the modulated signal

is clamped and distorted.

For another example, suppose the range is set to the fixed 2 V,., range

(instead of AUTO), amplitude is set to 0 Vp, with the menu, and AM modu-

lation is used with the same external signal described above. Now the AM

modulated signal has a 100% modulation factor, and the carrier wave has a

1 Vp-p amplitude. In this example, if the range changes to 10 Vp.p or 0.4 Vp-p,

the output signal is 5X or 1/5X, respectively, of that for the 2 V,, range.

f . For details on AM modulation using an external signal or a CH1 signal as the
| modulation signal, see Selecting Modulation Type later in this section.
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Selecting the Output Channel

When Option 02 (CH2 output) is installed, the Channel menu is displayed.

The channel bottom menu has the CH1 and CH2 labels in its column, one of

which is displayed in reverse video. Pressing the channel button toggles the

reversed video display between CH1 and CH2 to select the current channel.

The channel item determines which channel the output parameters are set

for in the OUTPUT menu.

The Channel bottom menu settings are common to the FUNCTION, OUT-

PUT, SWEEP. and MODULATE menus. The screen display is the same as for

the FUNCTION menu, except for specific menu items.
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Press the TRIGGER MODE button on the front panel to set up the signal

output trigger mode. Refer to Figure 3-29 for the Trigger Mode menu struc-

ture. The bottom menu displays the Cont (continuous), Triggered Cont,

Gate, and Time Burst selection items.

The Cont mode continuously outputs the signal without a trigger or gate

signal. Triggered Cont mode starts the signal output when the trigger event

occurs and stops the output when the STOP button is pressed. Gate mode

only outputs the signal while the gate signal exists. Time Burst mode starts

signal output with a trigger signal and outputs the signal for the specified

time duration. When modulation or sweep output are carried out in Time

Burst mode, for each trigger signal, one sweep is executed, or one cycle of

an analog modulation signal, or one sequence of digital modulation. For

details on the start and stop timing of the output signal, see Trigger Timing

earlier in Section 3, Functional Operating Concepts.

When a bottom menu item is selected, a corresponding side menu for

selecting the trigger mode parameters is displayed at the right side of the

screen, except for Cont, in which case there is no side menu.

The top-most column in the side menu is for the trigger source selection.

Selecting the trigger source changes the display of other parameter items

below in the side menu. Refer to the menu structure figure on the next page

to see the lower level functions. These parameters can be changed using

the side buttons and the general purpose knob or numeric keys.

Setting the Source, Delay, Slope, and Level in the side menu is common to

Triggered Cont, Gate, and Time Burst modes. Thus, if some parameters are

set up in one trigger mode, when another trigger mode is selected, those

parameters remain the same. For example, if the Delay for External Source

in Triggered Cont mode is set to 10 us, the delay is set to 10 us for all trigger

modes and all sources.

The screen in TRIGGER MODE is the same one displayed when the

FUNCTION or OUTPUT menus are selected.

The TRIGGER MODE menu does not have the channel menu for selecting

the current output channel. However, the Time values in the Time Burst

mode can be set separately for CH1 and CH2. The starting and stopping of

the output signal is controlled by the same source in the same mode for

both CH1 and CH2. If Option 02 (CH2 output) is not installed, the items

related to CH2 are not displayed and menu items and parameters are dis-

played without channel distinction.
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Trigger Bottom Side Menu Select an
Mode Button Menu (Trigger Source Selection) Menu (
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Figure 3-29: TRIGGER MODE Menu Structure
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Trigger Mode Menu

Selecting the Trigger

Mode
Cont

Select Cont in the bottom menu to continuously output a waveform without

a trigger or gate signal. When the MODULATE or SWEEP function is set to

On, a modulated signal or a frequency sweep signal is continuously output.

Triggered Cont

Select Triggered Cont in the bottom menu to output the waveform, including

all modulation and sweep waveforms, at the first occurrence of a trigger. The

signal output continues until the side menu STOP button is pressed.

The trigger circuit is synchronized with the AFG2020 internal 10 MHz clock.

From recognition of a trigger signal until the generation of the SYNC signal,

there is a delay time of Td1 for synchronizing with the instrument’s internal

10 MHz clock. Also, from the SYNC signal generation to the actual start of

output, there is a delay time of Td2 (see Figure 3-15 earlier in this section).

The programmable delay that can be changed with the menu is the sum of

Td1 and Td2. In Synthesizer Off mode (Synth Off on the OUTPUT menu), if

the programmable delay is changed, the Td1 delay time changes. In Syn-

thesizer On mode (Synth On on the OUTPUT menu), if the programmable

delay is changed, the Td2 delay time changes.

From the moment the STOP button is pressed until the waveform output

stops, there is a time delay, Td3, about 0.2 us for CPU processing and for

synchronizing with the 10 MHz clock. Furthermore, there is 2.5 us of phase

recovery time. At the end of the phase recovery time, the phase returns to its

original phase, and the next trigger can be received. See Trigger Timing

earlier in Section 3, Functional Operating Concepts, for more detail.

To accurately set the output timing for parallel operation of multiple

AFG2020s, use rear panel REF IN and 10 MHz OUT connector signals to

control output start/stop in the Triggered Cont mode.

Gate

Select Gate in the bottom menu to control the waveform output using gate

signals. The start of the gate signal triggers waveform output and the end of

the gate signal stops the output. Thus, the waveform is output as long as

the gate signal is present.

The timing delays for starting and stopping the output with gate signals is

the same as for Triggered Cont.

Time Burst

Select Time Burst in the bottom menu to set waveform output to start when

a trigger signal occurs. The output will continue for a specified time duration.

When modulation or sweep output is carried out in Time Burst mode, the

time set with the Time side menu item is ignored. For each trigger signal,

one sweep, or one cycle of an analog modulation signal (except CH1 AM

and EXT AM), or one sequence of digital modulation is executed.
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Selecting the Trigger

Source

Press the Source button in the side menu to select the trigger source (see

Figure 3-30). Each time this button is pressed, the source label in the side

menu column moves to the next setting in the order: External, Manual,

Internal, External ... You can also use the general purpose knob to change

the source. Note that Internal is only selectable in Time Burst mode.

Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

” On Trig ne z. 1OOMH2 100MH2 | Off Off

CHi: Triggered
‘ i Cont

High: 1.006 ern .
g jp Tiga e.coeamn SE oscurce

Sehke J External

Offset li \ 7 Delay
omy Ss ra

NS Ps 1.0us

Low: -1.000¥ = ena

Frequency Period Phase Points Slope
160. 0000kHz2 16.90000us 0.0deg 2048.9

CH2: py Amplitude —— OffS@t een
i 2.000¥pp omy Level

Frequency Period Phase Paints 9.5y

106. 000GkH2 10.0006Gus 6.0deg 2048.0 .

7

Triggered | A Time Previous |
a eS cae Burst Menu

Figure 3-30: Menu Display in Triggered Cont Mode with External Source

External

The trigger or gate source signal is input from the TRIGGER INPUT connec-

tor on the front panel. The input signal frequency range is DC—10 MHz, and

the maximum input voltage is +10 V (DC + Peak AC). The trigger point on

the external signal is set using the level and slope menus. When the gate

mode is selected, the signal is only output during the period in which the

gate signal is present.

Manual

In Triggered Cont mode, the trigger is generated when the front panel

MANUAL button is pressed and is output until the STOP button is pressed in

the side menu. In Gated mode, the waveform is output only while the

MANUAL button is being pressed on the front panel.
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Trigger Mode Menu

Internal

The trigger signal is generated within the AFG2020. Internal triggering can

only be set for Time Burst mode. The repetition period is set with the Trigger

Period menu item. The time for which the signal is actually output is set with

the Time menu item.

Setting Trigger

Parameters
Delay

Use this item to adjust the time from the generation of the trigger or gate

signal to the start of output. The setting range is from 0.7 us to 100 s. The

Delay item is displayed for all trigger sources.

NOTE

The programmable delay is the sum of Td1 and Td2 (see Fig-

ure 3-15 earlier in this section). Td1 is the time from the generation

of the trigger signal to the generation of the SYNC signal. Td2 is the

time from the SYNC signal generation to the actual start of output. In

Synthesizer Off mode (Synth Off on the OUTPUT menu), if the

programmable delay is changed, the Td1 delay time changes. In

Synthesizer On mode (Synth On on the OUTPUT menu), if the

programmable delay is changed, the Td2 delay time changes.

Attention is needed for SYNC output timing.

Slope

The Slope item is displayed when External is set as the source. Each time

the Slope button is pressed, the reverse video display switches between +

and —. This item sets the trigger slope to either the rising or the falling edge

of the external signal.

When Triggered Cont or Time Burst modes are selected, for a + slope, the

trigger is generated at the rising slope of the external signal. For a — slope,

the trigger is generated at the falling slope of the external signal.

When Gate mode is selected, for + slope, a signal is output during the high

level of the external signal. For a — slope, a signal is output during the low

level of the external signal.

Level

Use this item to set the level at which the trigger is generated between the

positive and negative peaks of the external signal. The setting range is from

+9.9 V to —9.9 V. The Level item is displayed when the source is set to

External.
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Stop

After the waveform output is triggered in Triggered Cont mode, this item is

used to stop the waveform output. When the STOP button is pressed, the

waveform output stops after about 0.2 us required for CPU processing and

Synchronizing with 10 MHz clock. There is also 2.5 us of Tpr (phase recov-

ery time). At the end of the Tpr, the phase returns to its original phase, and

the next trigger can be received (see Figure 3-15 earlier in this section).

In Time Burst mode, the Time items is displayed in the side menu. If the

source is set to Internal, the Trigger Period item is added to the side menu.

Trigger Period

Use this item to adjust the repetition period of the internal trigger signal. This

trigger period is the time from the rising edge of the trigger signal to the next

rising edge of the trigger signal. Each time the internal trigger signal is

generated, the waveform output is triggered.

The setting range is from 10 us to 100 s. However, there is a restriction:

Trigger Period > Delay + Time + 2.5 us

Delay: Programmable Delay Time

Time: Signal Output Time

lf Delay or Time is increased, the Trigger Period is changed automatically

with the upper restriction.

CH Time

The channel output duration time is only selectable in Time Burst mode and

is used to set the Time value for CH1 or CH2 (see Figure 3-31). The Time

value is the time during which the waveform signal is actually output.

Each time the CH Time button is pressed, the reverse video display switches

between CH1 and CH2 time value. The Time can be set independently for

each channel. When Option 02 (CH2 output) is not installed, there is no

switching between CH1 and CH2.

The setting range is from 0.4 us to 100 s. However, there is a restriction:

Time < Trigger Period — Delay — 2.5 us

Trigger Period: Repetition Period of Internal Trigger signal

Delay: Programmable Delay Time

When the modulate function or sweep function is On, except CH1 AM and

EXT AM, the time value set with the Time side menu item is ignored. Instead,

a modulated signal is output for one cycle of an analog modulation signal, or

one sequence of digital modulation, or one sweep sequence is output.
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Figure 3-31: Menu Displayed in Time Burst Mode with Internal Source

Return to the

Previous Menu

Press Previous Menu at the right side of the bottom menu to return the

system to the menu displayed before selecting the TRIGGER MODE main

menu.
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Sweep Menu

Press the SWEEP button on the front panel to change the settings for

sweeping the frequency of the output signal. Refer to Figure 3-32 for the

Sweep menu structure. The sweep function varies the frequency linearly or

logarithmically. Therefore, the frequency parameter set with the OUTPUT

menu is ignored. The bottom menu items include the Type, Dwell time,

Frequency, Marker, CH2 out, Sweep, and Channel.

When Synthesizer Off Mode is set to OFF (with the OUTPUT menu) and the

front panel MENU column SWEEP button is pressed, a message is dis-

played that the SWEEP main menu cannot be selected with the Synthesizer

OFF. After pressing the side menu Continue button or the CLEAR MENU

button on the front panel to erase the message, select Synth On with the

OUTPUT menu. Then press the SWEEP button to enter the SWEEP menu.

The Type button in the bottom menu can be used to select either standard

sweep or multiple sweep.

= Standard Sweep—When Timing, Freq, or Marker is selected from the

bottom menu, the item is displayed in reverse video. At the same time,

the side menu for selecting the related sweep parameters is displayed

on the right side of the screen. The parameters can be changed using

the side buttons and the general purpose knob, or numeric keys.

The sweep display waveform is a sawtooth wave with frequency along

the vertical axis and time along the horizontal axis. When the Timing

parameter is changed, the displayed sweep waveform also changes.

The parameters can be set to sweep from low to high frequencies, or in

the reverse direction. When the marker is On, + marks on the sweep

waveform display indicate the marker position.

= Multiple Sweep—Multiple sweep is a technique in which several types

of sweeps with differing parameters are programmed (with up to 16

steps). The individual sweeps are then executed sequentially. A table for

programming multi—sweeps is displayed on the screen. The parameters

in this table can be selected and their values changed using the arrow

keys, the general purpose knob, and the numeric keys. The edit (bot-

tom) menu is used to edit this table.

Sweep waveforms having different parameters can be set for CH1 and CH2.

Thus, the sweep signals with different parameters can be output concurrent-

ly from the two channels. If Option 02 (CH2 output) is not installed, the

Channel item and the items related to CH2 are not displayed.

Even when the modulate function is On, the sweep function can be turned

on. This turns off the modulate function in order to obtain sweep output.

Also, while the Sweep function is on, you can select waveforms with the

FUNCTION menu and change output parameters with the OUTPUT menu.
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Standard Sweep

Menu Display

@-f-
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aed

Sweep Menu

Figure 3-33 shows the general display for the Standard Sweep menu. The

descriptions for the feature callouts follow the figure.
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Figure 3-33: Screen Display for Std SWEEP Menu

(1) Current Channel Status

The current channel number, an icon indicating the type of waveform set in

waveform memory, and the values for the amplitude and frequency parame-

ters set with the OUTPUT menu are displayed in this area. When Sweep is

switched to On, the frequency parameter is removed.

(2) Sweep Parameters

The Start frequency and Stop frequency are displayed at the left side of the

sweep waveform figure. At the bottom of the figure, the Sweep Time, Return

Time, and Marker #1—#3 parameter values are displayed. When the marker

parameter is Off, Off is displayed. But when the Marker parameter is on, the

marker frequency is displayed to indicate its position on the sweep wave-

form.
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(3) Numeric Input and Message Field

When a numeric item is selected in a side menu, the numeric input column

is displayed, and the current valid range is displayed for some parameters. If

an attempt is made to input a numeric value that exceeds the valid range, a

message is displayed above the numeric input column.

(4) Sweep Waveform Figure

The sweep figure (sweep waveform) is a sawtooth wave with the frequency

along the vertical axis and the time along the horizontal axis. The Timing

parameter and the marker status settings are reflected on the sweep wave-

form. The graph is selected as either linear or logarithmic by the Spacing

menu.

Selecting Sweep

Type

There are two sweep types: Std (standard) and Multi. Standard sweep is a

technique in which a single sweep type is repeated. In multi-sweep, up to

16 steps of different sweep types are programmed. The sweeps are then

executed in order according to the program.

Select the sweep type by pressing the Type button to toggle the reverse

video display between the Std and Multi settings. In the Std setting the

sweep waveform is displayed graphically, and the sweep parameters can be

set using the menus. In the Multi setting a table used to program the sweep

is displayed. The table is edited using the menu. The parameter values are

set using the cursors and the numeric keys.

Setting Standard

Sweep Parameters

The sweep parameters are Sweep and Return for the Dwell Time item and

Start, Stop, Step, and Points per Decade for the Freq item. When parameter

items are selected, the current valid range of the parameter is displayed at

the bottom left of the CRT screen. In addition to the limits on the range

inherent in each parameter, there are also the following conditions.

0 < Points < 5000

Sweep_Time + Return_Time < 2048.0s

Here is the relationship among the sweep parameters

Sweep_Time = Dwell_Time_Sweep x (Points + 1)

Return_Time = Dwell_Time_Return x Points

For linear sweep, the Points value is the integer rounded off from the expres-

sion |Start — Stop| / Step.

The actual sweep waveform has its frequency changed in steps. Figure 3-34

is an example of a 5-point sweep waveform.
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Figure 3-34: Example of Std Sweep Waveform

Dwell Time

The sweep waveform has its frequency changed in steps. Press Dwell to

adjust the length of time per step (point) of the sweep waveform. When

Dwell Time is selected from the bottom menu, the side menu is displayed to

set the time duration of sweep time per step and the return time per step.

The side menu contains the following items.

Sweep — The Sweep item can adjust the duration time for one point during

the sweep changing from the start frequency to the stop frequency. The

setting range is from 0.5 us to 100 s. The Sweep Time value displayed on

the CRT screen expresses the sweep waveform rise time (see the Sweep

section in Figure 3-33) and is the product of the Sweep item value and the

number of points + 1. Even if a marker is set, the marker time is not

included.

Return — The Return item can adjust the duration the sweep takes for

each point to return from the stop frequency to the start frequency. The

setting range is from 0.5 us to 100 s. The Return Time value displayed on

the CRT screen expresses the sweep waveform fall time (Return section in

the graph) and is the product of the Return item value and the number of

points.

The sweep signal is output during the return time, too, for a reciprocal

sweep. When Log is selected in the Spacing menu, the signal is swept

logarithmically, both for the sweep and return times.
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Frequency

Press Freq in the bottom menu to set the frequency for the start and stop

points of the sweep waveform (see Figure 3-35). Spacing, frequency per

step (linear sweep), and Points per Decade (log sweep) can also be set. The

side menu contains the following items:

Start and Stop — The Start and the Stop items are used to adjust the

frequency of the start and stop points on the sweep waveform. The frequen-

cy setting range is from 1 Hz to 100 MHz for sine waves and from 1 Hz to

2.5 MHz for non-sine waves. If Start is set higher than Stop, the frequency

sweeps from the higher frequency to the lower.

The setting range for the frequency is also restricted by the Step frequency

with linear sweep, or by the number of Points per Decade with log sweep.

Up to 5000 steps in frequency are available in linear sweep. Thus the small-

est Step frequency is limited to the following quantity.

upper sweep frequency limit — lower sweep frequency limit

5000

In log sweep, Points per Decade ranges from 10 to 1000 in a 1-2-5 se-

quence. For frequencies less than or equal to 10 Hz, the limit is 10. For

frequencies from 10 Hz to 100 Hz, the limit is 100. For frequencies above

100 Hz, 1000 Points per Decade are available.

Synth Mode Filter: CHi CH2 | Modu: CHI CHa

On | Cont. 1OOMH2 100MH2_ OF Off

CH1: Loo sg Ampl: 2.000¥pp Offset: omv

Linear Scale
Stop: 4

1.0000MHz ut

Pin \ stop

step: er \ 1.G000MHz2
20.000kH2 Let \ —

mee | \ Spacing

Start: we \

100, 60kH2 fede footed Log

womens RETLETIG

Sweep Time: 466.0ms Marker be off
Return Time: 45.00ms Marker #2: Off
_ ni i i Marker #2: Off

Step

20. Q000kKH?

Type nwell Sweep “@hannel
Time Marker on

Multi | = ‘me CH2

Figure 3-35: Display for the Freq Menu
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Spacing — When the Spacing side menu button is pressed, the reverse

video display in the Spacing column is switched between Linear and Log.

The rate of change for sweep frequency can be either Linear or Log.

The sweep output frequency is varied in steps. When Linear is selected, the

frequency is varied by a fixed amount (Step frequency) for each step. When

Log is selected, the frequency is changed logarithmically for each step.

Step — When Linear Spacing is selected, the Step item is displayed. Use

the Step item to adjust the value of the frequency for each step. Up to 5000

steps in frequency are available between the Start and Stop frequency. The

step size must be set so that the 5000 step limit is not exceeded.

When Log is selected as the Spacing, the Points Per Decade item is dis-

played. This item indicates the number of steps it takes for the frequency to

change to 10X (or 1/10X). When the Points per Decade button is pressed,

the general purpose knob icon is displayed at high intensity in the upper left

of this column. The Points Per Decade parameter can be set from 10 to 1000

in steps of 1-2-5 by turning the general purpose knob or by repeatedly

pressing the Points Per Decade button.

Marker

Press Marker in the bottom menu to set up to three reference points on the

sweep waveform. When the sweep reaches a marker position, the change of

sweep frequency is stopped for the time duration set with the Time item in

the Marker menu. The On/Off, frequency, and Time parameters can be set

independently for each marker.

The side menu has four items: Selected Marker #, State On/Off, Frequency,

and Time.

Selected Marker #1 to #3 — When the Selected Marker # item is se-

lected, the general purpose knob icon is displayed at high intensity at the

top left of the side menu column (see Figure 3-36). There are two ways to

select one of the three markers. The general purpose knob can be used to

cycle the selection through the numbers from 1 to 3. A marker can be se-

lected by pressing the Selected Marker # button repeatedly. The parame-

ters for the selected marker are displayed under the Selected Marker # item

in the side menu.

State — This item is used to switch the marker On/Off. When the marker is

On, a + sign is displayed at the marker position on the sweep waveform.

Also, vertical lines are added on both sides of the + sign for the selected

marker. When a marker is off, its marker symbol is not displayed.

If changing the Start or Stop of sweep parameter causes the marker position

(frequency value) to be out of the sweep range, that marker is automatically

switched off. If you switch that marker on, using the side menu, the marker

frequency takes on the value of the limit it previously exceeded.
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Figure 3-36: Display for the Marker Menu
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Frequency — This function sets the frequency of the marker. The range

setting is between the Start and Stop frequencies. The markers are placed

in order 1, 2, 3 from left to right on the sweep waveform. If a marker is given

a frequency placing it beyond the next marker on the left or right, the next

marker is given the same frequency as the marker being set.

If the marker frequency is out of range because of changing the Start or

Stop frequency of the sweep, or because of attempting to change the value

with general purpose knob, an error message is displayed.

Below the sweep diagram on the screen, the frequencies indicating the

marker positions are shown for markers that are on; Off is displayed for

markers that are off.

Time — This item is used to set the marker Pause time. The setting range is

from 0.5 us to 100 s. When the sweep reaches the marker position, the

sweep frequency is held constant for this time, then the sweep resumes.

The marker time is not included in the sweep time.
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CH2 Out

If Option 02 is installed, and when CH1 is selected as the current channel

and the sweep function is on, CH2 Out item is displayed in the bottom

menu. CH2 Out is used to turn on or off the output of a ramp waveform

synchronized with the CH1 sweep waveform.

At the bottom menu CH2 Out column, the On or Off label is displayed. Each

time this button is pressed, the reverse video display portion is toggled

between On and Off. When it is set to On, the channel bottom menu item is

removed and the current channel cannot be changed. When the sweep

function is set to off, the CH2 Out function automatically goes off.

The CH2 Out function generates a signal with the Start frequency repre-

sented by —1.000 V and the Stop frequency represented by +1.000 V. For

linear sweep, a signal is output proportional to the frequency. And for log

sweep, a signal is output proportion to the log of the frequency. The CH2

Out signal is a waveform combining the CH1 sweep waveform, displayed on

the screen, and the markers. Since the frequency is held constant at the

marker position on the sweep waveform, the voltage is also held constant

on the CH2 Output signal for the marker time duration.

Sweep On/Off

Press the Sweep button in the bottom menu to toggle the sweep function on

and off. The reverse video display thus toggles between On and Off. The

sweep is switched on and off independently for each channel by selecting

the current channel.

If the modulation is on, as selected in the MODULATE menu, when the

sweep is switched on, the modulation is switch off and the sweep output is

obtained. While the Sweep function is on, you can select waveforms with the

FUNCTION menu and change output parameters with the OUTPUT menu.

When the sweep function is on, if you select the OUTPUT menu, the bottom

menu synthesizer and frequency items are not displayed.

Selecting the Output Channel

The Channel menu is displayed when Option 02 (CH2 output) is installed.

The CH1 and CH2 labels are displayed in the bottom menu Channel col-

umn. Each time this button is pressed, the reverse video display toggles

between these two labels and the channel with the reverse video display is

selected as the current channel.

When a channel is selected, the status, sweep waveform graph, and the

parameters set with the SWEEP menu (start frequency, stop frequency,

sweep time, return time, marker frequencies, etc.) are displayed for the

selected channel.

The Channel bottom menu is common to the FUNCTION, OUTPUT, SWEEP,

and MODULATE menus.
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Multiple Sweep Menu Figure 3-37 shows the general display when multiple sweep is selected. The

A descriptions for the feature callou the fi 3Display p eature its follow the figure
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Figure 3-37: Screen Display for Multi SWEEP Menu

(1) Current Channel Status

The current channel number, an icon indicating the type of waveform set in

the waveform memory, and the values for the amplitude and offset parame-

ters set with the OUTPUT menu are displayed in this area.

(2) Sweep Parameters

The following item columns appear in the multiple sweep table: Log Spac-

ing, Frequency (Start, Stop, Step/Point), Dwell times (Dwell, Sweep), and

Marker. There is no return time setting in the multiple sweep parameters.

Sweep parameters (other than Marker) for standard and multiple sweep

function the same way. Refer to the following sweep parameter descriptions:

Log Spacing — A value of 1 selects a logarithmic sweep and a value of

0 selects a linear sweep.

Start — Specifies the sweep start frequency.

Stop — Specifies the sweep stop frequency.
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Stp|Pnt — When logarithmic sweep is selected, specifies the number of

points per decade (a frequency range where the frequency changes

by a factor of 10 or 1/10).

When a linear sweep is selected, specifies the frequency for a single

step within the sweep.

Dwell — Specifies the sweep time per step (point).

Sweep — Specifies the time (sweep time) during which the sweep

moves from the start frequency to the stop frequency. Since the

sweep time is calculated from the Stp|Pnt and Dwell settings, its

value cannot be set directly.

Marker — The marker setting is 1 for on and 0 for off. The marker on/off

setting can be specified for each sweep. The marker output is

output as a TTL-level signal from the MARKER output connector.

(3) Display Area for Multiple Sweep Steps

The sweep parameter values for each step are displayed. Up to 13 lines can

be displayed at the same time. Additional steps can be reached by scrolling

with the general purpose knob.

(4) Key Operations and Other Information

Provides descriptions of the functions assigned to the <— and — keys on the

front panel, and information about the sweep parameter selected by box

cursor.

(5) Box Cursor

A frame cursor that can only be moved with the arrow keys is displayed

within the reverse video display cursor. It indicates the currently selected

sweep parameter.

(6) Reverse Video Cursor

The reverse video display cursor can be moved using the general purpose

knob or the arrow keys. The reverse video display cursor indicates the

currently selected step in the display.

Setting Multiple When Multiple Sweep is selected using the Type button in the bottom menu,

a table for programming the sweep is displayed. Only one line of sweep

Sweep Parameters parameters is setup in that table for default setting.
Up to 16 steps of different sweep types can be programmed. The table is

edited using the Edit menu, and the parameter values are set using the

cursors and the numeric keys.

ao
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Changing Parameter Values in a Multi-Sweep Table

The following procedure describes how to change parameters in a table that

has multiple lines of multi-sweep parameters already setup. A reverse video

display cursor containing a box cursor will be displayed in the table.

Perform the following steps to enter data into the multi-sweep table:

CO Step 1: Move the reverse video display cursor to the program step to
be changed using the general purpose knob.

| Step 2: Move the box cursor to the parameter to be changed using the

arrow keys.

Check that the CURSOR indicator on the front panel is lit. If it is not lit,

press the CURSOR button.

If the box cursor is at the end of the line, an attempt to move it out of the

line using the arrow keys will automatically move the reverse video

display cursor to the previous or next line.

CT Step 3: Input the value for the parameter using the numeric keys.

During numeric input, the box cursor will be converted to a block cursor

(frame cursor with black level background). When the numeric value is

confirmed, the box cursor will be restored.

When the box cursor is moved to either the Log Spacing or Marker

column, it will be converted to a block cursor. Using the numeric keys,

enter a 1 for the log sweep setting or a 0 for the linear sweep setting.

Enter a 1 to specify marker output or a 0 to disable marker output. Both

of these parameters are automatically confirmed without pressing the

ENTER key.

CT Step 4: Confirm numeric values by pressing an appropriate units key
or by pressing the ENTER key.

Use the ENTER key when only the value of the number, and not the

units, is to be changed.

Both the Log Spacing and Marker parameters are automatically con-

firmed without pressing the ENTER key. |

Press the Undo key on the side menu to return to the prior value after a

new value has been entered and confirmed.

Step 5: Repeat steps 1—4 to set each required parameter value.

Od Step 6: Press the View button on the bottom menu to graphically verify

the multiple sweep. |

Press either the Continue button on the side menu or the Edit button on

the bottom menu to return to table edit mode.

[_] Step 7: Compile the input data by pressing the Compile button on the

bottom menu.
©
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Edit Function

When Edit has been selected in the bottom menu, Insert, Delete, Copy, Put,

and Undo are displayed on the side menu and the multiple sweep steps can

be edited.

Each side menu item is described below:

Insert — If Copy has not been executed, a parameter line with default

values is inserted above the reverse video display cursor. The line numbers

following the inserted line are incremented.

After a Copy operation has been executed, the Insert operation inserts the

contents of the copy buffer above the reverse video display cursor. The line

numbers following the inserted line are incremented.

Up to 16 lines can be specified. Line numbers start from 1. Up to 13 lines

can be displayed at the same time on the screen. If there are more than 13

lines, the window can be changed by scrolling using the general purpose

knob.

Delete — The delete key deletes the line indicated by the reverse video

display cursor and rewrites the line numbers of the following lines in order. If

a line is deleted accidentally, the previous state can be recovered by press-

ing the Undo button immediately after the delete operation.

Copy — The Copy operation copies the data for the line indicated by the

reverse video display cursor into the buffer.

The contents of the copy buffer are cleared by the following operations:

m Exiting the multiple sweep menu

m Executing the Compile function

= Turning on the sweep output (the Sweep item in the bottom menu is

set to On)

Put — The Put operation overwrites the sweep parameter values stored in

the copy buffer on the line indicated by the reverse video display cursor.

If the Put button is pressed when the copy buffer is empty, a message

indicating that the copy buffer is empty will be displayed, and the Continue

side menu will appear. The screen will return to the previous state if either

Continue or the CLEAR MENU button is pressed.

Undo — This function cancels the most recent Input, Delete, Put, or data

input operation. When this button is pressed, the previous data are restored

in the table. Pressing this button again cancels the Undo operation

(executes the cancel operation again).
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NOTE

If you press the Put button more than one time, pressing the Undo

button will not restore the previous data.

If the Undo button is pressed before any Insert, Delete, Put, or data input is

executed, a message is displayed indicating that there is no previous action

and the Continue item is displayed in the side menu. Press the Continue

button or the CLEAR MENU button to return to the previous screen.

Compiling a Sequence

After entering the sweep parameters and editing lines in the multi-sweep

table, the Compile button is pressed to compile the data.

If you try to change the sweep type, channel, or main menu before the

Compile button is pressed, a message is displayed that the uncompiled

data will be lost by this change. If the O.K. button is pressed, the uncom-

piled numeric values and settings are lost and the system switches to the

selected menu. If the Cancel or CLEAR MENU button is pressed, the system

returns to the previous screen.

NOTE

If sweep output is turned on (if the Sweep item in the bottom menu

is set to on) before the Compile button is pressed, any uncompiled

values and edits will be lost with no message displayed.

Graphic Display for Multiple Sweep

When the View button in the bottom menu is pressed, the AFG2020 graphi-

cally displays the contents of the multi-sweep table (see Figure 3-38). The

maximum and minimum sweep frequencies are displayed on the vertical

axis and the time to execute one sequence of the multiple sweep is dis-

played on the horizontal axis. Sweeps for which the marker is set are dis-

played intensified. Note that a log sweep is displayed as a curved line.

To return to the table display, press the Edit button in the bottom menu.
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Figure 3-38: Screen Display when View ltem is Selected

CH2 Out

If Option 02 is installed, CH1 is selected as the current channel, and the

sweep function is on, the CH2 Out item is displayed in the bottom menu.

CH2 Out is used to turn on or off the output of a ramp waveform synchro-

nized with the CH1 sweep waveform.

The On and Off label is displayed at the bottom menu CH2 Out column.

Each time this button is pressed, the reverse video display portion is toggled

between On and Off. When the CH2 Out function is set to On, the channel

bottom menu item is removed and the current channel cannot be changed.

When the sweep function is set to off, the CH2 Out function automatically

goes off.

The CH2 Out function generates a signal with the minimum frequency

represented by —1.000 V and the maximum frequency represented by

+1.000 V. For linear sweep, a signal is output in proportion to the frequency.

For log sweep, a signal is output in proportion to the log of the frequency.
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Sweep On/Off

Press the Sweep button in the bottom menu to toggle the sweep function on

and off; the reverse video display toggles between On and Off. The sweep is

switched on and off independently for each channel by selecting the current

channel.

If modulation is on (selected in the MODULATE menu) when the sweep is

switched on, the modulation automatically switches off and the sweep

output is obtained. While the Sweep function is on, you can select wave-

forms with the FUNCTION menu and change output parameters with the

OUTPUT menu.

If you select the OUTPUT menu when the Sweep function is on, the bottom

menu synthesizer and frequency items are not displayed.

Selecting the Output Channel

The Channel menu is displayed when Option 02 (CH2 output) is installed.

The CH1 and CH2 labels are displayed in the bottom menu Channel col-

umn. Each time this button is pressed, the reverse video display toggles

between these two labels and the current channel can be selected.

The Channel bottom menu is common to the FUNCTION, OUTPUT, SWEEP

and MODULATE menus.
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Press the MODULATE button in MENU column on the front panel to set the

modulation parameters for the current channel output signal. Refer to Fig-

ure 3-39 for the Modulate menu structure.

When you enter the MODULATE menu, first select the modulation type. The

Type column contains a label that indicates the current type selected. The

two primary categories of modulation include analog modulation (AM,

Offset, FM) and digital modulation (PSK and FSk). The specific types of

modulation include: AM, Offset, FM, PSK, and FSK. Each type has different

bottom menu items.

The AFG2020 analog modulation is controlled digitally. In this manual, the

term of analog modulation means a modulation method in which the carrier

wave is modulated continuously by parameter variance.

FM, PSK, and FSK modulation can only be selected when the clock mode is

set to Synth On in the OUTPUT menu. When the clock mode is set to Synth

Off (in effect, arbitrary waveform generation mode), the FM, PSK, and FSK

labels are not displayed in the side menu.

When one of the MODULATE menu items is selected by the bottom button

(except Modulate or Channel), the column for that menu item is displayed in

reverse video and the related side menu items are displayed on the right

side of the screen. Selection or parameter values for the menus are

changed using the menu buttons and general purpose knob or numeric

keys.

Information about the carrier wave is displayed in the status area for the

current output channel. Information includes the current channel number, an

icon indicating the type of waveform set in waveform memory, and the

output parameters set with the OUTPUT menu. Different types of output

parameters are displayed, depending on the type of modulation selected.

The CH1 marker signal is output from the CH1 MARKER connector on the

front panel and the CH2 marker signal is output from MARKER OUTPUT

CH2 connector on the rear panel. When analog modulation is selected, the

marker can not be switched on and off, and the marker is generated at the

start of every cycle of the modulation waveform. For digital modulation, the

marker can also be switched on and off.

Different modulation parameters can be set for the CH1 and CH2 waveforms

by changing the current channel. If Option 02 (CH2 output) is not installed,

the Channel item and items related to CH2 are not displayed.

If the sweep (SWEEP menu) is on, when modulation is switched on, the

sweep is switched off and the modulated signal is output. While the modula-

tion function is on, you can select waveforms with the FUNCTION menu and

change output parameters with the OUTPUT menu.
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oO Modulate Menu Figure 3-40 shows the general display for the Modulate menu. The descrip-
al . tions for the feature callouts follow the figure.

Display a

Synth | Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 Modu: CHI CH2

On | Cont. 1OOMHZ 100MHz AM Off

O-{ CH1: “\~, Offset: omy Freq: 100.0000kHz 1... SNPs
i AM

High: 1.206Vpp pe EE
ov %

f %

EN Offset ()

eas Ug FM
Low: s00mVpp 2 ee

Signal Frequency: 1. G000KHz2

Ko Signal Period: 1.8000ms PSK

f— ‘Sine el ee

©) FSK
Se

; i Modulate | Channel }

Signal Params | | | |‘*) Sine | | ee © ea ea Soe

Figure 3-40: Screen Display for Analog Modulation

(1) Current Channel Status

Information about the signal that is to be the carrier wave is displayed in this

area. The current channel number, an icon that shows the type of waveform

set in the waveform memory, and the amplitude, offset, and frequency

parameters are displayed in this area.

(2) Modulation Waveform Parameters

When the modulation waveform is a sine wave, square wave, or triangle

wave, the Signal frequency and Signal Period parameter values are dis-

played. When the modulation wave is the CH1 waveform, the CH1 Frequen-

cy and CH1 Period parameter values are displayed. High and Low give the

maximum and minimum values of peak level for the modulation waveform,

respectively. Depending on the modulation type, the voltage or frequency is

displayed for High and Low.

“
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(3) Numeric Input and Message Display Field

The numeric input column is displayed by selecting a numeric item. When VU
an out of range numeric value is input, a message is displayed above the

numeric input column.

(4) Modulation Waveform Diagram

The waveform is displayed with voltage or frequency along the vertical axis

and the time parameter along the horizontal axis. Sine wave, square wave,

triangle wave, or CH1 waveform can be selected for the modulation wave-

form with the Signal bottom menu.

Selecting Modulation

Type

When you enter the MODULATE menu, the first thing you do is verify the

label indicating the modulation type in the Type column. If it does not show

the desired modulation type, press the Type button to select the desired

type in the side menu.

NOTE

When synthesizer off mode is selected with the OUTPUT menu, the

FM, PSK, and FSK labels are not displayed. To select one of these

modulation types, first select synthesizer on mode with the OUTPUT

menu. VU

The analog modulation types are amplitude modulation (AM), offset level

modulation (Offset), and frequency modulation (FM). When an analog

modulation type is selected, the modulation waveform figure and parame-

ters are displayed on the screen. The bottom menu items of Signal, Params,

Modulate, and Channel are displayed to the right of the Type item.

The digital modulation types are phase shift keying (PSK) modulation and

frequency shift keying (FSK) modulation. When a digital modulation is

selected, the data needed for modulation is displayed in a table. The bottom

menu of Key, Data, Key Period, Compile, Modulate, and Channel are dis-

played to the right of the Type item.
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Analog M latiey alog Modulation Selecting a Signal
Use the Signal item to select the modulation signal type. There are five types

of modulation signals (see Figure 3-41). The External item is only displayed

for AM modulation. Also, the From CH1 item is displayed only when the

current channel is CH2 and the modulation type is AM.

Synth Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 Modu: CHI

On Cont | 100MH2 100MHz2 - AM

CH2: Eo Naan Offset: omy Freq: 100. 0000KHz

High: 1.200¥pp sate

f \ ; Triangle
\ / foovascanenmenasananscenesanemnnenancnmenseaess,

<3 Bs }
Low: 806m¥pp baat Square

Signal Frequency: 1.0000kHz ee
; ia WA

Signal Period: 1.0000ms =

External

From CH?

: : | | Modulate | Channel

yee signal | Params | on CHI
AM sine__| |

Figure 3-41: Signal Menu Display

Sine, Square, and Triangle — A sine wave, square wave, or triangle

wave can be selected as the modulation signal waveform. The selected

waveform is drawn in the graphical area.

External Signal — This item is only displayed when the modulation type is

AM. When External is selected, the message “using external modulation

signal” is displayed instead of the waveform figure, and the signal con-

nected to the AM IN connector on the rear panel is selected as the modula-

tion signal.

The effective voltage range for external modulation signals is +1 V. While the

external modulation is in process, the OUTPUT menu amplitude and offset

can be changed. For details, see Using the AFG2020 Auxiliary Connectors in

~ the Functional Operating Concepts part of Section 3.
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NOTE

When the External item is selected, Range must be set to the ap-

propriate range, other than AUTO. Even when using the same level

of modulation signal for CH1, if you switch the range from

2 Vp-p to 10 Vp-p or 0.4 Vp-p in the OUTPUT menu, the amplitude of

the modulation signal is either five times or a fifth of the output

amplitude at the 2 Vp.p range.

The setting of the amplitude and offset in the OUTPUT menu and

the value of the amplitude and offset for the external modulation

signal can cause the output signal to exceed +10 V (open circuit).

This can damage output load circuitry.

From CH1 Signal — The From CH1 item is displayed only when the

modulation type is AM and the current channel is CH2. When the From CH1

item is selected, the waveform in the CH1 waveform memory is selected as

the modulation signal and the CH2 signal is AM modulated. The waveform in

the CH1 waveform memory and the output parameters set in the OUTPUT

menu are displayed on the screen.

When the From CH1 item is selected, the Params bottom menu items is not

displayed. The frequency of the carrier wave (CH2 signal) and the parame-

ters of the modulation wave (CH1 signal) can be changed with the OUTPUT

menu.

NOTES

When using the CH7 signal as the modulation wave, terminate the

CH1 output connector with 50 Q. When the CH1 output is switched

off, it is terminated internally with 50 Q.

When the From CH1 item is selected, Range must be set to an

appropriate range other than AUTO. Even when using the same

level of modulation signal for CH1, if you switch the range from

2 Vp-p to 10 Vp-p OF 0.4 Vp.p in the OUTPUT menu, the amplitude of

modulation signal is either five times or a fifth of the output ampli-

tude at the 2 Vp.) range.
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The CH1 and CH2 amplitude and offset settings can cause the

output signal to exceed +10 V (open circuit). This can damage

output load circuitry.

Setting Parameters

When Sine, Square, or Triangle are selected with the Signal menu, the

Params item is displayed in the bottom menu. Press the Params button to

display the side menu to set the modulation parameters (see Figure 3-42).

As shown below, the actual parameter items displayed in the side menu

change with the modulation type selected:

AM modulation: Signal Period, Carrier Amplitude, Depth, DSB-SC

Offset modulation: Signal Period, High, Low

FM modulation: Signal Period, Center Frequency, Deviation

The AM carrier amplitude and the FM carrier center frequency are changed

with Params menu. Other carrier wave parameters (amplitude offset, fre-

quency, and phase) are changed with the OUTPUT menu.

Synth Mode Filter: CH} CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

On cont 1OOMHZ2 100MHz | AM Off

CH2: “\-; Offset: omv Freq: 100.0000kHz a
Signal

Period

, . 1.0000ms
High: 1.200Vpp ——~ Ll

f ay Carrier

f \ Amplitude
A x 1.000¥pp

\ ie, Hea Uneer Tig eset leeernn a. ae

% ral Depth
Ke yf

Low: s800mYpp ee 20%

Signal Frequency: = 1. 0000kH2 DSB-SC

Signal Period: 1.0000ms on

‘21 .OO00ms

F Modulate Channel
Type Signal Params on CHI
AM | Sine

Figure 3-42: Params Menu Display
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Here are explanations of all the possible side menu items.

Signal Period — This item is used to set time parameters for the modula-

tion signal when Sine, Square, or Triangle is selected with the signal menu.

When the Signal Period button is pressed, the period of modulation signal

can be set. The setting range for the period is from 10 us to 1 s for AM,

offset, and FM modulation. The Signal Period and Signal Frequency values

are displayed below the graph of the modulation waveform on the CRT

screen.

Carrier Amplitude — This item is used to adjust the AM carrier wave

amplitude. When the amplitude is changed, the High and Low values are

changed automatically according to the modulation factor. When a negative

amplitude is set, the carrier wave polarity is inverted. When suppressed

carrier AM modulation is not set (DSB-SC is off), the relationship among

Carrier Amplitude, High, and Low is given by the equation below.

Carrier Amplitude = (High + Low)/2

NOTE

If carrier amplitude is less than the value of the Range, the S/N ratio

is lower. In this case, select the appropriate Range in the OUTPUT

menu.

Depth — This item is used to adjust the AM modulation factor (Depth). The

following equation shows the relationship with the High and Low values.

When suppressed carrier AM modulation is set (DSB-SC on), the Depth item

is not displayed.

_ High — Low

= High + Low * 100%Depth

Changing the modulation factor (Depth) causes the High and Low values to

change automatically.

DSB-—SC — Suppressed carrier wave AM can be switched on or off. When

on is selected, double side-band AM output is obtained with the carrier wave

completely suppressed. When off is selected, double side-band AM output

with the carrier wave is obtained. When on is selected, the High and Low

displayed on the screen change to the same absolute values with opposite

signs.

High, Low — These items are displayed for offset modulation. They set the

peak voltages for the modulation signal. The High value must be greater

than the Low value.
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Center Frequency — This item is used to adjust the FM carrier wave

center frequency. When the frequency is changed, the High and Low values

are automatically changed while holding the Deviation constant. The setting

range is from 0.5 Hz to 100 MHz when a sine wave is selected with the

FUNCTION menu and from 0.5 Hz to 2.5 MHz when a waveform other than a

sine wave is selected. However, the range is narrowed by the amount set

with Deviation.

Deviation — This item is used to adjust frequency deviation of FM modula-

tion. When the frequency deviation is changed, the High and Low values are

automatically centered on the carrier wave frequency. The following equa-

tion shows the relationship among the Deviation and High and Low.

Deviation = (High — Low) / 2

Modulate On/Off

Press the Modulate button in the bottom menu to switch between modula-

tion on and modulation off; the reverse video display toggles between On

and Off. When On is selected, the modulation is carried out for the current

channel waveform. When either the modulation function or the sweep func-

tion is switched On, the other is automatically switched Off. Even while the

Modulation function is on, you can select waveforms with the FUNCTION

menu and change output parameters with the OUTPUT menu.

NOTES

When changing from the MODULATE menu to the OUTPUT menu,

depending on the type of modulation selected and whether modu-

lation is set on or off, some OUTPUT bottom menu items may not

be displayed in the OUTPUT menu.

The modulation signal is made based on a 10 MHz (0.1 us) clock.

On the other hand, the carrier wave frequency is an integer multiple

of the DDS 0.23283 Hz. Therefore the carrier wave and the modula-

tion signal are not synchronized.

Selecting the Output Channel

The Channel menu is displayed when Option 02 (CH2 output) is installed.

The Channel column contains CH1 and CH2 labels with the selected current

channel displayed in reverse video. Press the Channel button to toggle

between CH1 and CH2.

When a channel is selected, the carrier wave status, graph of modulation

waveform, and parameters (frequency, period, High, Low, etc.) are displayed

for the selected channel. These parameters are only displayed if an analog

modulation type is selected. The Channel bottom menu settings are com-

mon to the FUNCTION, OUTPUT, SWEEP, and MODULATE menus.
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Digital Modulation Figure 3-43 shows the general display when digital modulation (PSK or FSK) U
is selected. The descriptions for the feature callouts follow the figure.

Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 | Madu: CH1 CH2
On Cont 100MHz 100MH2- OFF OFF

)— CHI: “\ Freq: 100.0000KHZ 00 ripe —

(2) bata Key Marker AM
2 0 o Ei

x i a | a ac

2 o 8 Current Steps: 4 >)ae ay 3 6 Compiled Steps: 2 Offset
* * #

- @
Data Key Rate FM
1.200KHz me

> f = i a; :
Move box cursor PSK

Switch cursor PP pare ea G)
FSK

Modulate Channel)
es Key Data Key d Compile On »~
PSK Perio CH2 LU

Figure 3-43: Digital Modulation Screen Display

(1) Current Channel Status

Information about the signal that is to be the carrier wave is displayed in this

area. The current channel number, an icon that show the type of waveform

set in the waveform memory, and the amplitude, offset, and frequency

parameters are displayed in this area.

(2) Data Parameter

The items displayed are Data, Key, and Marker.

(3) Line Cursors and Box Cursor

Three cursors are displayed:

= The line cursor, displayed in reverse video, can be moved using the

general purpose knob or the arrow keys

m The inactive box—shaped line cursor

= The box cursor, which can be moved within the reverse video cursor

only by the arrow keys (the general purpose knob cannot be used)
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(4) Information for Digital Modulation

The Key switching speed, the current sequence step count, and the step

count for the compiled sequence are displayed.

(5) Button Operations

This area shows how the functions are allocated to the control buttons

(<, —~, and CURSOR in this case) on the front panel.

Entering Numeric Data in the Key and Data Tables

When digital modulation (PSK or FSK) is selected, the data necessary for

modulation is displayed in a table. With the CURSOR button selected, the

cursor can be moved, and numeric values can be input to the table at the

cursor position.

There are two types of tables: a data table and a key table. When Type or

Data is selected from the bottom menu, a data table is displayed to input a

key sequence. Use this data table to set markers and input key numbers for

each data number. One repetition of the sequence starts with Data number

0 and ends with the last data number defined.

When Key or Key Period is selected from the bottom menu, a key table is

displayed to input deviation parameters. Use this key table to input the

frequency, phase, amplitude, and offset values for each key number.

There are two line cursors within the data table. When pressed, the

CURSOR key alternately selects which line cursor is displayed as the re-

verse video display cursor. There is only one line cursor in the Key table. The

cursor is always displayed as a reverse video display cursor. There is also a

box cursor which has a rectangular shape and surrounds numeric values

within a reverse video display cursor.

To enter data into data or key tables, perform the following steps:

1] Step 1: Display the data table or the key table.

To set a key sequence, select Type or Data from the bottom menu to

display the data table. To input deviation parameters for keys, select Key

or Key Period from the bottom menu to display the key table.

CT] Step 2: Check that the CURSOR indicator on the front panel is lit. If it is
not lit, press the CURSOR button.

CJ Step 3: Use the general purpose knob to move the reverse video dis-
play cursor to the row of the desired Data number or Key number.

[_] Step 4: Use the arrow button to move the box cursor to the desired
parameter column.

When the box cursor is at the end of the row, moving it further to the

outside automatically moves the reverse video display cursor to the next

or the previous number row.
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([] Step 5: Use the numeric keys to input the numeric value.

During numeric input, the box cursor changes into a block cursor (frame U
cursor with black level background). When you enter the numeric value,

the cursor returns to a box cursor.

lf you move the box cursor to the marker column, it automatically

changes into a block cursor. Press the 1 key to set a marker; press the

O key if you do not want to set a marker. This setting is entered automat-

ically; you do not press the ENTER key.

oO Step 6: Use the appropriate unit key or the ENTER key to enter the
numeric value.

Use the appropriate unit key for the frequency, amplitude, and offset.

Use the ENTER key for the phase and key number.

oO Step 7: Repeat steps 3-6 to set the values for the necessary
parameters.

Oo Step 8: Press the bottom menu Compile button to compile the data
input into the table.

If you try to enter a Key number not found in the key table into the data

table, when you press the Compile button, the data are not compiled. A

message to this effect is displayed. Press the side menu Continue

button or press the front panel CLEAR MENU button to remove the

message and return to the previous display. Then set the data correctly.

The explanations of the Key, Data, Key Period, Compile, Modulate, and wu
Channel items displayed in the bottom menu are described next.
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Setting Key Deviation Parameters

Use Key to specify the deviation parameters for the modulation key in PSK

or FSK modulation (see Figure 3-44). Besides setting deviation parameters,

use this item to determine how many keys to use, to change key numbers,

and to copy the deviation parameters on a cursor row and put them in

another key. When Key is selected, the table used to input the values of the

deviation parameters, the explanations of the control buttons, and the side

menu are displayed on the screen. The deviation parameters in the table are

the Phase, Amplitude, and Offset for PSK modulation and Frequency, Ampli-

tude, and Offset for FSK modulation.

Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 Modu: CHI CH2

on cont | 1OOMHZ2 1G0MH2- Off Off

@—-| CHI: ~~ Freq: 100.0000kHz ee

: Num of Keys
(CD crememecent:: Key Phase Amplitude Offset

rE 0 | ~—=66.0deg) =S00mvpp omy 2
1 180.0deg 1.000¥pp omy be eineecnne

Copy

Data Key Rate \o Put @)
1,200kHz —)
é— > Pel (eho
oa WF ca

Move box cursor Undo (5)

Copy

From Other

Channel

| Modulate | Channel)

vps Key [MBBDriel Bek q | Compile on
PSK | lo CH2

Figure 3-44: Key Menu Screen Display

(1) Current Channel Status

Information about the signal that is to be the carrier wave is displayed in this

area. The current channel number, an icon that shows the type of waveform

set in the waveform memory, and the amplitude, offset, or frequency param-

eters (whichever are applicable) are displayed in this area.

(2) Key Parameters

The items displayed are Key number, Phase (PSK Modulation) Amplitude,

and Offset. Frequency is displayed instead of Phase in FSK Modulation.
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Here are explanations of the deviation parameters in the key table.

Phase — This item is displayed for PSK modulation and phase data are

input into this column for keys. The setting range is from —360° to

+360°.

NOTE

PSK modulation uses a differential technique. For example, if 90° is

defined for the key, the phase is increased 90° when that key is

selected.

Frequency — This item is only displayed for FSK modulation. The

frequency data are input into this column for keys. The setting range

is from 0.5 Hz to 100 MHz when the carrier wave is sine wave and

from 0.5 Hz to 2.5 MHz for any other carrier wave. The resolution is

0.5 Hz.

Amplitude — This item is displayed for both PSK and FSK modulation.

The amplitude data are input in this column for keys. The setting

range is up to 10.000 V,.p. The range is changed by the offset value.

Offset — This item is displayed for both PSK and FSK modulation. The

offset data are input in this column for keys. The setting range is up

to +5.000 V. The range is changed by the amplitude value.

(3) Line Cursor and Box Cursor

Two cursors are displayed:

= The line cursor, which is displayed in reverse video, can be moved using

the general purpose knob or the arrow keys

= The box cursor, which can be moved within the reverse video cursor

only by the arrow keys (the general purpose knob cannot be used)

(4) Information for Digital Modulation

The Data Key Rate (key switching speed) are displayed.

(5) Button Operations

This area shows how the functions are allocated to the < and — buttons,

and the CURSOR button, on the front panel.

The descriptions of the side menu items follow.

Num of Keys — This item is used to set the number of keys. The range is

two to 256. The key numbers start from 0. The screen can display up to 13

keys at one time. When there are more keys than 13, use the general pur-

pose knob to scroll through the table.
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Copy — This item is used to copy into the buffer the value of the three

ny deviation parameters at the Key number row indicated with the reverse video
: cursor.

Put — This item is used to put the deviation parameters stored in the buffer

onto the row of the key number specified with the reverse video cursor.

If the Put button is pressed when the buffer is empty, a message indicating

that the copy or cut is not executed yet is displayed, and the Continue item

is displayed in the side menu. Press the Continue button or the CLEAR

MENU button to return to the previous screen.

Undo — This function cancels the most recent put or data input operation.

When this button is pressed, the previous data are restored in the table.

Pressing this button again cancels the Undo operation (it executes the Put

operation or inputs the data again).

NOTE

If you press the Put button more than once, pressing the Undo

button will not restore the previous data.

If the Undo button is pressed before any Put or data input is executed, a

message is displayed indicating that there is no previous action and the

Continue item is displayed in the side menu. Press the Continue button or

the CLEAR MENU button to return to the previous screen.

Copy From Other Channel — If Option 02 is installed, this menu item is

displayed in the side menu. This operation copies the Key table from the

other channel and replaces the Key table for the currently displayed channel

with the data other channel. If the current channel’s modulation is PSK, then

the PSK modulation Key table is copied. If the current channel’s modulation

is FSK, then the FSK modulation Key table is copied.
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Creating a Data Key Sequence

Use Data to input key numbers and marker setting data into the data table,

to create the data key sequence, and to change the data key sequence

length (see Figure 3-45). When Data is pressed, the table to input the key

numbers and marker status, explanations of the knob control buttons, and

side menu are displayed on the screen. The sequence parameters in the

data table are Key and Marker. Except for the side menu, the screen display

is the same as for Figure 3-43.

From two to 2048 data items can be set. Data numbers start from 0. Up to

16 data items can be displayed at one time on the screen (if the key table is

not displayed). If there are more than 16 data items, the window can be

changed by scrolling the table using the general purpose knob.

Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 | Modu: CH1 CH2

On | Cont. 100MH2 100MHz2 OFF Off

CH1: “XY, Freq: 100,0000kHz can

Data Key Marker nia
Poo iar

1 1 i)

t i * Current Steps: 2 Cut and

Compiled Steps: 2 Paste...

Data Key Rate

1.200KHz

=; - Key Table

Move box cursor on

oe
Switch cursor copy

From Other

Channel

Modulate | Channel

bk | Key Data pal q | compile on
PSK ree Off) CH2

Figure 3-45: Data Menu Display

Here are explanations for the sequence parameters in the data table.

Key — A Key number can be allocated to the Data number displayed in

reverse video in the table. Keys are arranged to create a desired modu-

lation sequence. Frequency (for FSK modulation), phase (for PSK modu-

lation), amplitude, and offset are set for a key beforehand, using the Key

item in the bottom menu.
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Marker — Marker status can be set On or Off for the Data number

Ty displayed in reverse video in the table. Input 1 to set the marker On and
input 0 to set the marker Off. Shift keying modulation (PSK or FSK)

executes sequentially from Data number 0. When the sequence reaches

the position where the marker is On, the marker signal is output from the

current channel marker output connector.

The descriptions of the side menu and sub menu items follow.

Line Edit... — This editing function allows data table lines to be edited in

single line units with functions such as insert, delete, and copy.

The “...” in the menu item indicates that there is another sub-menu. The Line

Edit... menu has the following menu configuration:

Insert

Line Edit... [ Delete
Cut and Paste... E Copy

Data OnKey Table ee Off Unio

Copy From Other Channel (OP.02)

Go Back

Insert — If Copy has not been executed, this item inserts the data of key

number 0 and marker setting 0 into the data number displayed in reverse

video. Data numbers after the reverse video are renumbered.

If Copy has been executed, this item inserts the contents of the copy buffer

to the data number displayed in reverse video. Data numbers after the

reverse video are renumbered.

Delete — This item is used to delete the data line whose number is dis-

played in reverse video. The removed data are saved temporarily in the

| buffer memory. After deleting the data line, all subsequent data line numbers
are decreased by 1 to fill in the resulting gap.

Copy — The marker setting and key number data highlighted in reverse

video is stored into the buffer.

Undo — This function cancel the most recent Insert or Delete operation.

When this button is pressed, the previous data are restored in the table.

Pressing this button again cancel the Undo operation, so it executes the

Insert or Delete.

If the Undo button is pressed before Insert or Delete is executed, a message

is displayed indicating that there is no previous action and the Continue item

is displayed in the side menu. Press Continue button or the CLEAR MENU

button to return to the previous screen.
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Go Back — This function is used to exit from the sub-menu and return to

the original side menu.

Cut and Paste... — This table editing function allows a range of data table

lines to be specified with the two line cursors and then copied or cut, and for

data to be pasted into the table at the line specified by the reverse video

display cursor (including that line).

The line cursor displayed in reverse video switches back and forth between

the two line cursors in the data table each time the CURSOR key is pressed.

The reverse video display cursor can be moved using the general purpose

knob.

The “...” in the menu item indicates that there is a further sub-menu. The Cut

and Paste... menu has the following menu configuration:

Copy
Line Edit... a Cut
Cut and Paste... Paste

Data On = Cursors TogetherKey Table —_ Off Go Back

Copy From Other Channel (Op. 02)

Copy — This function copies the key number and marker setting data from

the lines between (and including) the two line cursors into the buffer.

Cut — This function cuts the key number and marker setting data from the

lines between (and including) the two line cursors and reorders the data

items following the cut data. The contents of the cut data is stored in the

buffer.

Paste — This function pastes the contents of the buffer at the location of

the reverse video display cursor (including the cursor location). The data

items following the pasted data are reordered.

Up to 2048 data items can be specified. If this range is exceeded by repeat-

ing the paste operation, a message indicating that pasting is not possible

will be displayed.

The paste operation cannot be performed if no copy or cut operation has

been performed, since the buffer will be empty. In this case a message

indicating that Copy or Cut is not executed yet will be displayed.

Cursors Together — Moves the box-shaped line cursor (the non-reversed

line cursor) to the position of the reverse video display cursor. The two

cursors will overlap after this operation has been executed.
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Go Back — This function is used to exit from the sub-menu and return to

the original side menu. The contents of the buffer is erased on exit from the

sub-menu.

Key Table On/Off — When the Key Table item in the side menu is turned

on while editing a data table, the key table is displayed under the data table.

This allows the key table contents to be referenced on the same screen and

for the parameters in both tables to be changed.

Synth Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 | Modu: CH1 CH2

On = Cont 1OOMHZ2 100MHz2 _ Off Off

CHIT OY, Freq: 100.0000kH2 ae
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Switch cursor Copy

From Other
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Figure 3-46: Display when the Key Table is Set to On

When the line cursor is in the data table, the line cursor can be moved to the

key table by pressing the Key button on the bottom menu. Similarly, when

the line cursor is in the key table, it can be moved to the data table by

pressing the Data button on the bottom menu.

lf the Key button is pressed once again while the line cursor is in the key

table, the menu will switch to the key table editing menu.

Copy From Other Channel — The AFG2020 displays the Copy From

Other Channel menu if option 02 (CH2 output) is installed.
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This operation copies the Data table from the other channel and replaces

the Data table for the currently displayed channel with the copied data. If the WU
current channel’s modulation is PSK, then the PSK modulation Data table is

copied. Similarly, if the current channel's modulation is FSK, then the FSK

modulation Data table is copied.

Setting the Key Period

In shift keying modulation, a key is switched periodically from one item to

the next in the sequence. When the Key Period button in the bottom menu is

pressed, the Period side menu is displayed to change the length of time

between key switches.

When the CURSOR indicator is lit, the reverse video cursor in the table can

be moved. When the VALUE indicator is lit, Key Period can be changed.

Except for the side menu, the screen display is the same as in Figure 3-43.

Period — This item is used to set the period for switching keys in units of

time. The period range is from 1 s to 0.4 us for FSK modulation and from 1 s

to 20 us for PSK modulation. The period value does not require compiling

after the numeric value is input. The Data Key Rate, which is the inverse of

the Period, is displayed on the screen.

Compiling a Sequence

After the deviation parameters and the data key sequence are set, the ( )
Compile button is pressed to compile them. The number of steps for the

currently compiled parameters is displayed on the screen.

If you try to change the modulation Type, Channel, or main menu before the

Compile button is pressed, a message is displayed that the uncompiled

data will be lost by this change. If the O.K. button is pressed, the uncom-

piled numeric values and settings are lost and the system switches to the

selected menu. If the Cancel or CLEAR MENU button is pressed, the mes-

sage goes out and the system returns to the previous screen.
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Modulate On/Off

When the Modulate button is pressed in the bottom menu, the reverse video

display is toggled between On and Off and the digital modulation is

switched On or Off. This is the same as the Modulate On/Off function for

analog modulation.

NOTES

The modulation signal is made based on a 10 MHz (0.1 us) clock.

On the other hand, the carrier wave frequency is an integer multiple

of the DDS 0.23283 Hz. Therefore the carrier wave and the modula-

tion signal are not synchronized.

PSK modulation changes require 800 ns (200 clocks) to complete.

During this period, the D/A converter stops.

In PSK modulation, in order to cancel out the cumulative phase

error for each step, a cancellation step is automatically added at

the end of the sequence.

Selecting the Output Channel

Channel menu is displayed when Option 02 (CH2 output) is installed. CH1

and CH2 labels are displayed in the Channel column of the bottom menu.

Each time this button is pressed, the reverse video display toggles between

these two labels and the current channel can be selected. This is the same

as the Channel function for the analog modulation. When a channel is

selected, the table and menu items are displayed for the selected channel if

digital modulation is selected.
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Press the EDIT menu button in the MENU column to create and edit wave-

forms. Refer to Figure 3-47 for the Edit menu structure. The initial menu

displayed contains two tables of up to 32 arbitrary waveforms currently

saved in 32 memory locations. The rough figures enable you to identify what

types of arbitrary waveform are saved to which waveform number. If no

arbitrary waveform is saved in a particular memory location, a 0-level DC

waveform is initialized and a horizontal line is drawn as the rough figure.

When the Edit item is selected in the bottom menu, a graphic display wave-

form editor is automatically displayed. The graphic display shows the wave-

form with the point count along the horizontal axis and the level values along

the vertical axis. It has many waveform editing functions; such as the Stan-

dard Function which overwrites standard function waveforms at desired

waveform edit area, and the Library item which can select special function

waveforms. In addition, the Zoom/Pan item expands the waveform in the

waveform edit area to enable more precise data editing. Alternately, you can

select the table display format to edit the state of each waveform point in

memory. After editing, waveforms are saved into one of the arbitrary wave-

form memory locations, #1 through #32.

The Load Waveform item downloads waveform data into arbitrary waveform

memory over the GPIB interface without using an intermediate computer.

This data can be one of the following formats:

= Waveform data acquired from a Tektronix digital oscilloscope in the TDS

series, 2400 series, 2200 series, or 11K series

= Waveform data from a DSA series digitizing analyzer, a RTD710 digitizer,

an AWG series waveform generator, or an AFG2020 waveform

generator.

The AFG2020 also supports direct waveform transfers from equipment from

many other manufacturers.

You can use the FUNCTION menu to recall a desired waveform into the

current channel waveform memory for editing.

To immediately output a waveform while in the EDIT menu, set the appropri-

ate trigger conditions and output parameters beforehand. Then save the

edited waveform into the same waveform number as the arbitrary waveform

memory selected with the FUNCTION menu. This makes it possible to

output the waveform with the operations in the EDIT menu. Output is pos-

sible in the same way even when the sweep or modulation function is on.

When Exit is selected from the bottom menu, the exit menu is displayed and

the edited waveform can be saved. When the editor is ended, the system

returns to the initial menu.
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Figure 3-47: EDIT Menu Structure
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“~ Initial Menu Press the EDIT button in the MENU column to display the initial menu. This
; menu is used as the base menu for creating and editing the waveform.

The initial menu has the Edit, Copy, Comment, and Load Waveform items.

These items are described after the display description.

CRT Display

Figure 3-48 shows the EDIT initial menu. The ir Las for the feature

callouts follow this figure.

Synth | Mode Filter: CH} CH2 iModu: CHI CH2

On Cont 100MHz 100MHz) —_ “ssC*OF CO

( Arbitrary waveforms

Xe. i j i

(2) m MAGNETIC DISC WAVEFORM

| Lock | i = 1

| Edit | copy | | Comment | fe | Reo
i Of im i i

Figure 3-48: EDIT Initial Menu

(1) Arbitrary Waveform Table

Up to 32 arbitrary waveforms can be saved. The waveform number is se-

lected with the general purpose knob. The numbered box for the selected

waveform is displayed in reverse video. An asterisk in the numbered box

indicates that the file is locked.

(2) Comment Display

The characters input with the comment menu are displayed. When the

waveform number selection is changed, the comment for the newly selected

oO waveform number is displayed.
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Entering the Waveform Editor

To enter the waveform editor, perform the following steps:

[_] Step 1: Press the EDIT menu button in the MENU column.

[[] Step 2: Press the Edit button in the bottom menu of the initial menu.

When the Edit button is pressed in the bottom menu, the display on the CRT

screen switches from the initial menu to the graphic display edit menu. In

addition to the graphic waveform data display, there is also table display.

The edit menus for each display format are explained in “Graphic Display

Editing” and “Table Display Editing” later in this section.

Selecting a Display Format

To select a display format, perform the following steps:

[([] Step 1: Press the View button in the bottom men of the Edit menu.

[_] Step 2: Press the desired button for either Graphic or Table from the

displayed side menu (see Figure 3-49).

Synth Mode Filter: CHt CH2 Modu: CHI CH2

On = Cont | 100MH2 100MHz Off off

Waveform No: 1 Vieweee}Left ci 0 @ Right : TPS) A 3 1023 —

Value > 90,0000 Value : -90,0181

Ai 1024/1024 1023 Graphic

1.0005/° 7S 7 at

/ \ f \ / \
‘ee: i \ py
/ \ H \ { \ Table

pe tetas nee pee

3-98

-1,0000 \ / Nf V/

ESS; switch cursor

ee operation | tell | Library Standard unde a F
Graphic | | | Function Write

Figure 3-49: View Menu Display
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Here are explanations for the side menu items of the View menu.

Graphic — Graphic display has several items, such as: Operation, which

has many editing functions; Standard Function, which can create standard

function waveforms; and Library, which is prepared for special functions. A

waveform can be drawn and edited freely in the waveform edit area on the

screen. Editing in this display format is described later in this section.

Table — Table displays the waveform data in a numerical table. By selecting

the Radix menu, 12-bit data for the vertical axis can be edited in binary,

hexadecimal, or real number notation. Editing in this display format is de-

scribed later in this section.

Copying a Waveform

To copy a waveform, perform the following steps:

| Step 1: Press the bottom menu Copy button in the editor initial menu.

| Step 2: Press the side menu From button, turn the general purpose

knob and move the reverse video cursor to a waveform number for copy

source.

TC Step 3: Press the side menu To button. Then turn the general purpose
knob to move the reverse video cursor to a waveform number for copy

destination.

[J Step 4: If the destination file is locked, press the bottom menu Lock

button to unlock the file. The reverse video portion in the Lock bottom

menu item moves to the off position.

CL) Step 5: Press the side menu Execute button to execute the copy.

Use the bottom menu Copy item to select a waveform to be copied from

among those in the 32 memory partitions and copy it to the desired wave-

form number. This item is used to reorganize arbitrary waveforms by chang-

ing the waveform numbers or to provide a base waveform for editing.

Here are explanations for the side menu items of the Copy menu.

From — This item is used to select a waveform number for copy source.

Use the general purpose knob to move the reverse video display cursor to

the waveform number for the copy source.

To — This item is used to select a waveform number for copy destination.

Use the general purpose knob to move the reverse video display cursor to

the waveform number for copy destination.

Execute — Press the Execute button to copy the waveform data. Even if a

comment has been annotated to the source, it is not copied. If the copy

destination already has a comment, that comment is deleted.
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Copy can not be executed to a destination that is a locked file. If the Execute

button is pressed before the destination file is unlocked, a message is

displayed in the side menu indicating that the waveform is locked. Press the

Continue button or the CLEAR MENU button to return to the previous

screen.

Synth Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 = Modu: CH1 CH2

On | Cont | 1OOMHz2 TOOMH:2 | Off Off i

Capy
Arbitrary waveforms me:

os fe From

2% 6 10 14 To

ane | — | A
3 15

wii aeWA

4 ia 6 Execute

IN Ie

f Undo

1 —> [mm a

i r Lock] F Lc
i Edit @ | Comment! On saan

i waveform ,

Figure 3-50: Copy Menu Display

Undo — This function cancels the most recent execution of copy and

returns to the status it had before copy. When the Undo button is pressed in

succession, executing copy and canceling copy are carried out alternately. If

the Execute button has been pressed in succession, pressing the Undo

button has no effect.
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oO Inputting Waveform Comments

The comment item is used to annotate comments to the selected waveform

number. The comment for the waveform number displayed in reverse video

is displayed below the arbitrary waveform table.

Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

On Cont 100MHZ 100MHz. Off Off

Arbitrary waveforms

y| ~— (KLMNOPGRST

UVWEXYZ #$%

&() #+-@4_» |
9123456789

Ra

37TM“comment for waveform #1

PMAGNETIC DISC |

a {eee : Insert character
cancel

eae toad |
Edit ere Comment OOve<| aearial| commen | ernie
Figure 3-51: Comment Input Menu Display

(1) Character Menu

A list of the characters that can be used is displayed and one of them is

displayed in reverse video. Characters are selected by using the general

purpose knob to move the reverse video cursor.

(2) Comment Waveform Number

This line identifies the waveform number the comment refers to. In the

UTILITY menu, a file number is displayed instead of a waveform number.

(3) Comment Input Column

This column is for inputting a comment of up to 24 characters. The vertical

bar cursor blinks at the position for character input.

”
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(4) Button Operations

= VALUE/ENTER: VALUE button and ENTER button on the front panel are

used to input the selected character at the position of the cursor.

= = </—: Left arrow and right arrow buttons on the front panel are used to

move the cursor.

(5) Bar Cursor

This is a blinking vertical bar cursor. Characters are inserted at the right side

of this cursor and deleted at the left side of this cursor.

To enter comments, perform the following steps:

TC Step 1: Use the general purpose knob to move the reverse video dis-

play cursor to the waveform number to which the comment is to be

input.

(] Step 2: If the waveform file is locked, press the bottom menu Lock

button to unlock the file. The reversed display in the Lock bottom menu

item moves to the off position.

[_] Step 3: Press the Comment button in the initial menu to display the

character menu.

oO Step 4: Select a character from the character list by moving the reverse

video display cursor with the general purpose knob.

oO Step 5: Press VALUE button or ENTER key on the front panel. The

character is inserted at the position of the bar cursor blinking in the

character input column.

Numbers, decimal points, and minus signs can also be input with the

numeric keys. In this case, there is no need to press the VALUE button.

Characters are deleted with delete button on the front panel. the charac-

ter just before the cursor is deleted. The bar cursor can be moved by

pressing arrow button on the front panel.

Step 6: Repeat Steps 4 and 5 to write the complete comment.O

i Step 7: Press the side menu O.K. button. The display of the comment

input menu goes out and the comment just input is displayed under the

arbitrary waveform registration table. Note that pressing the ENTER key

effects the function like the O.K. button.

When the side menu O.K. button is pressed, if the waveform already has

a comment, that old comment is replaced with the new comment.

If you do not want to enter the comment, press the side menu Cancel

button. The character menu goes out and the comment is not written.

If you want to delete the comment just entered, select Comment from

the bottom menu. Then delete each character in the input column and

press O.K. The comment for the waveform number is now deleted.
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Lock or Unlock Waveform Files

The Lock item is used to lock or unlock waveform files. It is possible to

prevent the comment from being changed and the file data from being

over-written by locking a file.

Whena file is locked, an asterisk (*) indicating the locked state is displayed

to the right of the waveform number. If you attempt to change the comment

or to over-write the file contents (by executing an Edit, Copy, or Load Wave-

form) the message “Waveform is locked” will be displayed in the message

area. Press the Continue button on the side menu to return to the original

screen.

To lock or unlock a waveform, perform the following steps:

[_] Step 1: Select the file to be locked from the waveform file list on the

initial menu using the general purpose knob.

[[] Step 2: Press the Lock button on the bottom menu. The selected file

will be locked and On in the Lock label will be highlighted by a reversed

display. An asterisk (*) will be displayed to the right of the waveform

number in the file list to indicate the locked state.

CT Step 3: To release the lock on a file, use the method of step 1 to select
the file and press the Lock button. This will switch the reversed display

to the Off item.
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Loading Waveforms from Other Instruments =

This operation downloads waveform data into an arbitrary waveform U
memory location from supported equipment, including digital storage oscil-

loscopes, digitizers, and other waveform generators. This download is

performed directly over the GPIB interface without the use of an intermediate

computer.

Synth Mode ifilter: CH1 CH2 | Modu: CHI CH2

On Cont | {OOMHz 100MHz - Off Off

Arbitrary waveforms

1 4 Source Devices .
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nd i SONY/Tek AWG CH1 i ae
3 F | SONY/Tek ARG CH2

SONY/ Tek AFG ARB 81 i To
hie | SONY/Tek AFG ARE #2 :

j 3 Set source device address to 1. -
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tt rl aes

4 g i2 16 ]
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4 |
i 

Execute |

| Edit copy comment
i F 1 %

‘on | Load |
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Figure 3-52: Load Waveform Menu Display

To load a waveform, perform the following steps:

[_] Step 1: Create waveform data to be transferred on a data source

instrument.

[_] Step 2: Connect the data source instrument to the AFG2020 with a

GPIB cable.

[_] Step 3: Set the GPIB address of the waveform data source instrument

to 1.

| Step 4: Press the Load Waveform button to display the download menu

(see Figure 3-52).

[[] Step 5: Press the From button on the side menu, then select the source

device by either turning the general purpose knob or by pressing the

From button multiple times.
©
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To select equipment from another manufacturer, press the Device button

on the side menu to select Others. Then use the general purpose knob

(or press the From key multiple times) to select the source unit.

Step 6: Press the side menu To button, then turn the general purpose

knob to move the reverse video display cursor to the waveform number

for the download destination. If the download destination waveform file

is locked, press the Lock key on the bottom menu to release the lock.

[-] Step 7: Press the Execute button on the side menu to execute the

download operation.

If there was data already stored in the load destination memory, the old

data will be replaced with new data. If waveform data is larger than 1024

points in the source, the first 1024 points data will be stored in the

destination memory.

NOTE

Contact your Tektronix sales representative if a waveform transfer

from another manufacturer's product cannot be performed due to

version incompatibilities or other problems.

Here are explanations of side menu items in the Load Waveform menu.

From — This item is used to select the source device and waveform

memory name for the waveform data. Use the general purpose knob or the

From button to select the desired source.

Table 3-5 lists the supported equipment and waveform memory names.

Table 3-5: Supported Devices for Direct Transfer

Company Name Instruments and Memory name

Tektronix TDS Series Digital Storage Oscilloscope
CH1, CH2, CH3,CH4 REF1, REF2, REF3, REF4

2400 Series Digital Storage Oscilloscope

CH1,CH2 REF1, REF2, REF3, REF4

2200 Series Digital Storage Oscilloscope

CH1,CH2 #REF1, REF2, REF3, REF4

11K Series Digital Storage Oscilloscope

WFM1, WFM2, WFM3, WFM4 ST01, STO2, STO3,

ST04

DSA Series Digitizing Analyzer

WFM1, WFM2, WFM3, WFM4 $T01, STO2, STO3,

ST04
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Table 3-5: Supported Devices for Direct Transfer (Cont.)

Company Name Instruments and Memory name

Sony Tektronix RTD710 Series Waveform Digitizer

CH1, CH2

AWG2000 Series Arbitrary Waveform Generator

CH1, CH2

AFG2020 Arbitrary Function Generator

ARB#1, ARB#2

Hewlett Packard 54600 Series Digital Storage Oscilloscope

CH1, CH2, CH3, CH4

54600 Series Digital Storage Oscilloscope

CH1,CH2 MEM1, MEM2, MEM3, MEM4

LeCroy 9300 Series Digital Storage Oscilloscope

CH1, CH2, CH3,CH4 MEM1, MEM2, MEMS,

MEM4

Yokogawa DL1000 Series Digital Storage Oscilloscope

CH1, CH2, CH3, CH4 M1, M2, M3, M4

To — This item is used to select the load destination waveform number.

Use the general purpose knob to move the reverse video display cursor in

the table to the waveform number of the load destination.

Device Tek/Others — This function selects whether the waveform data

source device is to be selected from a list of Tektronix products (Tek) or from

a list of products from other manufacturers (Others).

When From in the side menu is highlighted by a reversed display, a list of

supported source equipment is displayed. The equipment displayed in the

list can be switched between Tektronix products and products of other

manufacturers using the side menu Device selection.

Execute — Pressing the Execute button executes the waveform data

download operation.

A waveform file is downloaded to the AFG2020 from any equipment for

which direct waveform transfer is supported.
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ty Selecting a Wavefor
to Edit

m__ To edit a waveform, select the waveform to be edited with the initial menu

and enter the edit menu. The selected waveform is drawn in the waveform

edit area on the screen and can be edited. A simple way to create a new

waveform is to select a base waveform in the waveform edit area. Then edit

that base waveform into the desired waveform.

There are two methods to select a base waveform. One method is to select

a waveform from those in arbitrary waveform memory, if waveforms exist.

The other method is to press the bottom menu Edit button to enter the edit

menu. Then select a waveform from the standard functions or the library.

If no such base waveform is needed, either select a waveform number in the

initial menu for which no waveform is registered or select DC from standard

functions in the edit menu.

NOTE

When ending editing, to leave the base waveform in arbitrary

waveform memory unchanged, copy it before entering the editor

menu. Even if you do not copy it, you can use the Write item of the

Exit menu to select an arbitrary waveform number and store the

edited waveform to that waveform number.

To select the edit waveform from arbitrary waveform memory, perform the

following steps:

[1] Step 1: Display the editor initial menu.

The editor initial menu is displayed when EDIT button is pressed in the

MENU column on the front panel or Exit is executed from the Edit menu.

| Step 2: Turn the general purpose knob to set the reverse video display

cursor on a base waveform number.

ia Step 3: When the bottom menu Edit button is pressed, the CRT screen
display is switched to the edit menu and the selected waveform is drawn

in the waveform edit area. Also, the number for the waveform being

edited is displayed at the top left of the CRT screen.

To select edit waveform from the Standard Functions in Edit bottom menu,

perform the following steps:

[_] Step 1: Select the Edit bottom menu in the initial menu. The edit menu

is displayed.

TC] Step 2: Turn the general purpose knob to set the left vertical cursor at
left end of the waveform edit region (Points 0).

[_] Step 3: Press the CURSOR button on the front panel to change alloca-

tion of active cursor.

CT] Step 4: Turn the general purpose knob to set the right vertical cursor at
right end of the waveform edit region (Points 1023).
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[_] Step 5: Press the Standard Function button in the bottom menu. The

menu items that is used to select a standard function or to set function U
parameters are displayed in the side menu.

CL Step 6: Select the desired standard function pressing the Function Type
button in the side menu or using general purpose knob.

oO Step 7: Set standard function waveform parameter such as Cycles,
Amplitude, and Offset pressing the parameter button and then using

general purpose knob or numeric buttons.

([] Step 8: Press the side menu Execute button to write the selected stan-

dard function waveform into the waveform edit area. The area where

standard function is drawn is between the left and right vertical bar

cursors.

To select the edit waveform from the Library, perform the following steps:

L] Step 1: Select the Edit bottom menu in the initial menu. The edit menu

is displayed.

| Step 2: Press the bottom menu Library button to display the menu for

selecting a waveform from the function library.

Oo Step 3: Use the general purpose knob to move the reverse video dis-
play cursor to the desired function waveform column.

oO Step 4: Press the side menu Load button. The library menu goes out am,
and the selected function waveform is written into the waveform edit YU
area.

®
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‘-) Graphic Display Figure 3-53 shows the many waveform editor graphic display features.
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Figure 3-53: Waveform Editor Graphic Display Menu Structure
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Synth

Oa on

Entering the Graphic Display

To choose the graphic display of the Edit menu, perform the following steps:

[_] Step 1: Press the View bottom menu button.

CT Step 2: Select Graphic from the side menu. In table display, the wave-
form data are displayed in table form.

Figure 3-54 shows waveform data in graphic form. The descriptions for

feature callouts follow the figure.
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Figure 3-54: Graphic Display on the CRT Screen

(1) Waveform No:

Identifies the waveform (number) being edited.

(2) Left Value

“Left:” shows the horizontal point and “Value:” shows the vertical level for the

left vertical bar cursor.

The cursor whose horizontal point value is displayed in reverse video can be

moved with the general purpose knob, arrow buttons, or numeric keys. This

cursor is called the active vertical bar cursor.
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(3) Right Value

“Right:” shows the horizontal point and “Value:” shows the vertical level for

the right vertical bar cursor.

(4) A (Delta)

Shows the differential number of horizontal points between the left and right

vertical bar cursors.

(5) Waveform Point Data Readout

Shows the number of waveform points displayed on the screen and the total

number of waveform points.

(6) Right Waveform Point

Shows the right end point value for the waveform data displayed on the

screen.

(7) Left Waveform Point

Shows the left end point value for the waveform data displayed on the

screen.

(8) Top Waveform Level

Shows the top level (highest amplitude) for the waveform data displayed on

the screen.

(9) Horizontal Scroll Indicator

When the display is magnified horizontally with Zoom/Pan menu, this indica-

tor is displayed to show where the waveform in the drawing area is relative

to the entire waveform. The portion of the waveform displayed on the screen

is shown in reverse video.

(10) Vertical Scroll Indicator

When the display is magnified vertically with Zoom/Pan menu, this indicator

is displayed to show where the drawing area is relative to the vertical axis.

The portion of the waveform displayed on the screen is shown in reverse

video.

(11) Point Cursor

This cursor appears when Draw... item is selected from the Operation side

menu and is used to determine the drawing point. When this cursor is active

(movable state), an arrow is displayed to show the direction in which it can

be moved by the general purpose knob.
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(12) Left Vertical Bar Cursor

If this cursor is active, The cursor is displayed with solid line. If nonactive, U
the cursor is displayed with broken line.

(13) Bottom Waveform Level

Shows the bottom level (lowest amplitude) for the waveform data displayed

on the screen.

(14) Button Operations

This area shows how the front panel knob buttons operate in this menu.

CURSOR: Switch Cursor — Pressing the CURSOR button toggles the active

vertical bar cursor between left and right.

CURSOR/VALUE: Switch Cursor — Pressing the CURSOR button toggles

the active vertical bar cursor between left and right. Pressing the VALUE

button switches the direction along which the point cursor can move be-

tween the X and Y axes.

(15) Right Vertical Bar Cursor

If active state, its displayed with solid line. If nonactive, its displayed with

broken lines.
©

(16) X-¥Y Coordinates

Shows the X-Y coordinates for the point cursor explained in item 11. If X or Y

coordinates are displayed in reverse video, the point cursor can be moved in

that direction.

e
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Editing Operations

When the Operation item is selected in the bottom menu, the waveform data

can be edited. The side menu has 11 items, Cut, Copy to Buffer, Paste From

Buffer, Draw..., Shift..., Scale..., Invert.., Clip..., Normalize, Math..., and Show

Paste Buffer for selecting editing functions.

The Cut, Copy To Buffer, Paste From Buffer functions work on the waveform

data area between the vertical bar cursors. They can cut data or copy it to

the paste buffer. Also, the contents of the paste buffer can be pasted to the

position of the active cursor in the waveform edit area.

The “...” after some item labels indicates that those items have menus below

the side menu. These lower level side menus are called sub-menus. To

return from such a sub-menu to its original side menu, press the Go Back

button.

Pressing the Operation bottom button gives the display shown in Figure

3-55. The side menu has three pages. You can move to the next page by

selecting the More item. The Operation menu is used to carry out editing

operations on the area between the left and right vertical bar cursors.

Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 Modu: CHI CH2

On =| Cont : 1QOMHz2 100MHz2 Off Off

waveform No: 1 Operation Operation Operation
@ ieft > Right : 855 A: 685

Value > 0.0122 Value : ~0.0303

6G 102471024 1023 Cut Shift... Normalize

1.0005/ 7S rs as

Lf) / \ ae
j \ i \ eee Copy
{ \ 1 \ | \i to Buffer a Math...

i H } H i
j | F Paste seaieee

j j \ from Buffer ia neeny
\ / | i |

; ‘ ; \ }\ ' Show
} ot Draw... ip...\ / \ / is / Clip Paste Buffer

, 7 . \ j

-1, 8806 \/ \/ =
More More More

CURSOR :

co < Switch cursor 1 of 3 2 of 3 Sof 3

view 200m Siccauhs Standard Exit/| Graphic operation Pan Uonary | Function unas write
i i i }

Figure 3-55: Display When Operation is Selected

The descriptions of the side menu items follow.
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Cut — At the moment the Cut button is pressed, the waveform data be-

tween the vertical bar cursors (including the left and right vertical bar cursor

data) is cut out. The cut waveform data goes into the paste buffer.

Waveform data located after the cut out area is shifted to the left to fill in the

cut out area and the data value of the final point is automatically filled in from

the end of the waveform to the last.

To cut data, perform the following steps:

| Step 1: Select Operation item from the bottom menu.

| Step 2: Use the general purpose knob or arrow buttons to set the area

of the function waveform to be cut with the left and right vertical bar

cursors.

Press the CURSOR button on the front panel to change the active cursor

between left and right. The arrow buttons move the cursor one point at a

time. When the numeric keys are used, the cursor moves directly to the

point position with that value.

CL) Step 3: Press the Cut button from the displayed side menu to execute
the cut.

If you cut out waveform data by accident, select Undo from the bottom

menu or Paste From Buffer from the side menu to restore the original wave-

form data.

Copy to Buffer — When Copy to Buffer is selected, the waveform data

between the vertical bar cursors (including the left and right vertical bar

cursor data) is copied into the paste buffer. This operation does not change

the display at all. The copy procedure is shown below.

Paste to Buffer — Each time the Paste From Buffer button is pressed, the

waveform data stored into the paste buffer with cut or copy processing is

inserted to the right of the active bar cursor. The data is pasted at the mo-

ment this button is pressed. The left and right vertical bar cursors move to

the either end of the pasted waveform data.

To copy and paste data, perform the following steps:

OO Step 1: Select the Operation item from the bottom menu.

oO Step 2: Use the general purpose knob or arrow buttons to set the area

of the function waveform to be cut with the left and right vertical bar

cursors.

Press the CURSOR button on the front panel to change the active cursor

between left and right. The arrow buttons move the cursor one point at a

time. When the numeric keys are used, the cursor moves directly to the

point position with that value.

[-] Step 3: Press the Copy to Buffer button from the displayed side menu

to execute the copy.
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CJ Step 4: Use the general purpose knob or arrow buttons to specify the
active vertical bar cursor position where the buffer data is pasted.

([] Step 5: Press the Paste From Buffer button displayed in the side menu

to execute the pasting. The waveform data in the buffer is inserted at the

position of the active bar cursor. Any waveform data extruded from the

waveform area is lost.

Draw... — This item is used to create an arbitrary waveform by placing

points between the left and right vertical bar cursors and connecting those

points. Immediately after Draw... is selected, the point cursor is placed

midway between the vertical bar cursors at the center of the vertical axis.

The point cursor is moved by using the general purpose knob or arrow

buttons after pressing VALUE button. The direction of point cursor move-

ment is toggled between the X-axis and the Y-axis direction each time the

VALUE button is pressed.

When the Draw... item is selected, the sub-menu is started for arbitrary

waveform creation and the menu display is as shown in Figure 3-56.

Synth Mode Filter; CHt CH2 Modu: CHI CH2
on Cont | 1OO0MH2 100MHz2- Off Off

Waveform No: 1 Operation

Left 3) 170) Right : | 682 A : 512

Yalue > 0.0122 Value : ~0.0122 Add

g i 1o24/1 624 1023 Draw Point

1. 8865 aN ' fa race i

/ \ \ if \ Delete
3 f \ a Draw Point

‘ 4 a

oo ae !
5 \ Smooth

as es ee On]
i } \ f \ Off
hae | f 4 y Fa

ae tots
\ } \ / ae Go Back

ia es ar
~1, 9008 \/ a wi

CURSOR . UALLE : Execute
ESS 7 ES + switch cursor x: > $26 @ y : Ea

view ff Fe Zoom/ ee Standard Exit/
Graphic Pal erry Function une rte |

Figure 3-56: Menu Display When Draw... is Selected

When Draw... is selected from the side menu, the sub-menu containing Add

Draw Point, Delete Draw Point, Smooth, Go Back, and Execute is displayed.
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Here are the functions of these items.

Add Draw Point — When the point cursor is placed between the vertical

bar cursor and the Add Draw Point button is pressed, the point is writ-

ten. The XY coordinate for the current position of the point cursor is

displayed at the bottom right of the CRT screen. Write any number of

points to draw the arbitrary waveform.

NOTES

Points can be placed outside the left and right vertical bar cursors.

However, such points are not drawn when Execute is pressed.

You cannot set multiple points above the same horizontal position.

If you try to do so, the system asks you if you want to change the

level to the new point. Select O.K. to change the level, or select

Cancel to cancel the new point placement.

Delete Draw Point — Points added with Add Draw Point can be de-

leted. Move the point cursor near the point to be deleted, then press the

Delete Draw Point button to delete the point. If the Delete Point button is

pressed repeatedly, the added points closest to the point cursor are

deleted in the order in which they were placed.

Smooth — Smoothing can be On or Off. Pressing the Smooth button

toggles smoothing On/Off. When smoothing is On, the waveform data is

spline interpolated. Thus the curve outside the left and right vertical bar

cursors and the added points are connected with a smooth curve. When

the smoothing is Off, the interpolation is linear. Thus the curve outside

the left and right vertical bar cursors and the added points are con-

nected with straight lines.

Smoothing can be switched On/Off at any time. When the vertical bar

cursors are at the ends of the waveform being edited (horizontal points 0

and 1023), the waveform start and finish are given the same vertical

value whether smoothing is on or off.

Go Back — When this item is selected, the system returns from the

sub-menu to the side menu. The side menu that was being displayed

before the system entered the sub-menu is displayed again.

Execute — When this item is selected, the selected function is

executed. The points entered with Draw... are connected with curves or

straight lines and this new waveform replaces the old one.

NOTE

The Go Back and Execute items appear not only in the Draw...

sub-menu but also in the Shift..., Scale..., Invert..., and Clip...

sub-menus, where they have the same functions as in the Draw...

sub-menu.
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Arbitrary waveforms are drawn by moving the point cursor between the

vertical bar cursors and adding any number of points. To create a waveform

using Draw..., perform the following steps:

CO Step 1: Select Operation from the bottom menu, then select the Draw...
item from the side menu displayed.

TC Step 2: Press the front panel CURSOR button for moving the vertical
bar cursors. Use the general purpose knob or arrow buttons to move

the left and right vertical bar cursors to waveform area for drawing. The

left and right vertical bar cursors are selected with the CURSOR button.

O Step 3: Press the front panel VALUE button for moving the point cursor.

Use the general purpose knob or arrow buttons to move the point

cursor to the location where you want to add a point. Each time the front

panel VALUE button is pressed, the direction of movement for the point

cursor switches between horizontal (X) and vertical (Y). The coordinates

for the point cursor position are displayed at the bottom right of the CRT

display.

When moving the point cursor vertically with the general purpose knob,

if the display magnification ratio is low, the amount of change per detent

of the knob is greater. To set the location value more precisely, either

input the values directly with the numeric keys or use the Zoom/Pan

function described later in this section. Use the Zoom/Pan function to

expand in the vertical direction and reduce the amount of change per

detent of the knob.

CO Step 4: After positioning the point cursor, press the Add Draw Point
button to enter this point on the screen.

CT Step 5: Repeat steps 3 and 4 to add as many points as desired. En-
tered points are shown as X marker on the screen.

CT Step 6: To delete a point added with the Add Draw Point button, move
the point cursor near the point to be deleted. Then press the Delete

Draw Point button.

NOTE

Deleted points can not be recovered with Undo. Reenter the point if

accidentally deleted.

[([] Step 7: When the insertion of points between the vertical bar cursors is

complete, press the Smooth button to select spline interpolation.

[[] Step 8: Press the Execute button from the sub-menu. The curve outside
the left and right vertical bar cursors and the added points are con-

nected with a smooth curve. Figure 3-57 shows the waveform between

the vertical bar cursors has been spline interpolated.
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Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 = Modu: CHI
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Waveform No: 1
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Right : (682 A: 512
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Figure 3-57: Spline Interpolated Waveform Display

Unde
Exit/

Write

| Step 9: To return to the original waveform, select Undo from the bottom

menu.

O Step 10: To change the interpolation after executing draw, switch the

Smooth state to Off and select Execute again. The curve outside the left

and right vertical bar cursors and the added points are connected with

straight lines.

The waveform can be changed even after executing draw. For instance,

add points or delete points, move the vertical bar cursor, and change

the Smooth state; then press the Execute button to redraw the

waveform.

Even if there are points added outside of the drawing area, only the

curve between left and right vertical bar cursors changes.

At this point, if you leave the waveform editor and reenter, the drawn

points outside the bar cursors have been erased.

NOTE

Even if the Undo button operation in step 9 is skipped, the wave-

form can be drawn. In this case, the original waveform data (the

data before the Execute button was pressed) between the vertical

bar cursors is lost.
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CJ Step 11: Select the Go Back button from the sub-menu. The display
returns to the previous side menu that was displayed just before you

entered the Draw... sub-menu.

Shift... — The Shift function shifts waveform data in the area specified with

the vertical bar cursors in a vertical or horizontal direction by the specified

number of points. When Shift... is selected, the sub-menu of shift operations

is called up and the menu shown in Figure 3-58 is displayed.

Synth Mode Filter: CHi CH2 Modu: CHI CH2
On Cont. 100MH2 100MH2_ Off of

waveform No: 1 | Operation
Left : [356 Right :-[ 768 OA: 512

Value : 0.0000 Value : 0.0000 Shift

0 , 1024/1024 1023 |

- oe ¥ertical1.0005 /\ We: ame oA

ri Pg ' | i Go Back

hing ‘4 a er a

-1.9080 Vi! \V/ Vi a

CURSOR 4 Execute
=: switch cursor @ 0s

View Zooms | i Standard Exit/
Graphic operation Pan SEiery Function unite write |

Figure 3-58: Shift... Menu Display

Here are explanations of Shift... sub-menu items.

Shift — This item is used to select the direction in which waveform data

between the vertical bar cursors is shifted. The selections are Vertical

and Horizontal. Each time Shift side menu button is pressed, the reverse

video display toggles between Horizontal and Vertical.

Horizontal shift — the shift can be set in units of one point, within

the range +1024. When the shift value is positive, the waveform is

circularly shifted to the right. When the shift value is negative, the

waveform is circularly shifted to the left. Data shifted out from be-

tween the vertical bar cursors by this shifting is reinserted at the

opposite side.
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Vertical shift — the waveform can be shifted vertically within the

vertical axis full scale. A positive shift moves the waveform up, a

negative shift down. However, any points shifted beyond the vertical

full scale are clipped.

Value — This item is used to set the amount by which the waveform is

shifted. This shift value is input with the numeric buttons or the general

purpose knob.

Go Back — When this item is selected, the system returns from the

sub-menu to the side menu. The side menu that was being displayed

before the system entered the sub-menu is displayed again.

Execute — When this item is selected, the shift function is executed.

The waveform is shifted by the value specified with Value.

To shift waveforms, perform the following steps:

([] Step 1: Select Operation from the bottom menu, then select Shift... from

the side menu.

[_] Step 2: Press the CURSOR button on the front panel. Use the general

purpose knob or arrow buttons to move the left and right vertical bar

cursors to waveform data area to be shifted. The active cursor is toggled

between the left and right vertical bar cursors with CURSOR button.

[_] Step 3: Press the Shift button to select Horizontal or Vertical in the

sub-menu. Shift sub-menu item selects the direction in which waveform

data between the vertical bar cursors is to be shifted.

TC Step 4: Press the Value button in the sub-menu. Use the general pur-
pose knob or the numeric buttons to input the shift amount (horizontal

value) or the vertical value.

[[] Step 5: Press the Execute button in the sub-menu. The waveform is

shifted with the specified conditions.

Figure 3-59 shows the waveform between the vertical bar cursors shifted

right 128 points.
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Synth | Mode Filters CHI CH2 | Modu: CHI CH2
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Figure 3-59: Horizontally Shifted Display

([] Step 6: Select Go Back item from the sub-menu. The system returns

from Shift... sub-menu to the previous side menu.
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Scale... — Scaling changes the waveform data between vertical bar cursors

with the ratio specified with Factor. Executing scaling changes the waveform

data. On the other hand, zooming with Zoom/ Pan from the bottom menu

changes just the display and does not affect the waveform data itself.

Synth Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 Modu: CHI CH2

On Cont | 1OOMHZ2 100MHz Off Off

Waveform No: 1 Operation

Left =| 256 Right : 768 A: 512 i

Value : 0.0000 Value : 0.0000 Scale

0 . 1024/1024 = 1023

1.0865 : ; | Vertical

Factor

aN aN i re. 0.50
ie Gem ae / \ / \
; ‘ ; \ / { \ .

\ \ \ } New Size

ane Gatti Gone 20) ay gl ie
\ fi \ i i Hi “\ ft \ / \ / \ Bi
WZ 3 A VY \

Go Back

~1, 8886

curs ; Execute
ES. switch cursor ce) 0.50

i View | Zoom/ Standard Exit/
i Operati j rs . =| Graphic | ao Pan | Library | cunction aig write

Figure 3-60: Scale Menu Display

When Scale... is selected from the side menu, a sub-menu containing Scale,

Factor, Origin or New Size, Go Back, and Execute is displayed. Here are

explanations of Scale... sub-menu items.

Scale — This item determines the direction in which the waveform data

between the vertical bar cursors is scaled. Each time the Scale side

button is pressed, the selection toggles between Horizontal and Vertical.

When Vertical is selected, the Origin item is added to the sub-menu and

the waveform data is scaled vertically using the Origin horizontal line as

the reference. When Horizontal scaling is selected, the New Size item is

displayed in the sub-menu, instead of the Origin item.

Horizontal — the waveform data between the vertical bar cursors is

scaled horizontally from the left vertical bar cursor toward the right

side. The factor can be set in the range +100.00. A negative factor

scales the waveform with reversing left and right.
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When scaling with a factor whose absolute value is less than 1.00

(for example, from —0.99 to +0.99), the waveform between the

vertical bar cursors is reduced horizontally. Since the waveform has

1024 points, the data value at the final point (1023'9 point) of the

waveform before reduction are added to the end of the waveform. If

the factor is greater than 1.00 or less than —1.00, the waveform

between vertical bar cursors is expanded horizontally and the data

that overflows beyond the vertical bar cursors is lost.

New Size — When Horizontal is selected with Scale item in the

sub-menu, the New Size item is displayed in the sub menu. This

value shows how many data points there will be between the vertical

bar cursors after horizontal scaling. The point count includes the

points on the left and right vertical bar cursors.

When the value of New Size is changed, the value of Factor is

automatically changed according to the equation below. However

the value is rounded off. The A value displayed on the screen is the

difference of horizontal point value between the left and right vertical

bar cursors.

Factor = New Size / (A + 1)

Vertical — the waveform data between the vertical bar cursors is

scaled vertically centering on the origin. The range for the factor is

+100.00. A negative factor inverts the polarity of the waveform

between the vertical bar cursors.

When scaling with a factor whose absolute value is less than 1.00

(for example, from —0.99 to +0.99), the waveform between the

vertical bar cursors is reduced vertically.

If the factor is greater than 1.00 or less than —1.00, the waveform

between the vertical bar cursors is expanded vertically. Any wave-

form data that scaling pushes out beyond the vertical full scale is

clipped.

Origin — When Vertical is selected with Scale item in the sub-menu,

the Origin item is displayed in the sub menu and the horizontal

broken line that is the reference line for scaling is displayed on the

screen.

This item is used to set the reference level anywhere within the full

scale. It is set with the numeric buttons or the general purpose

knob. The waveform data is scaled vertically centered on the Origin

Factor — This item determines the ratio with which the waveform data

between the vertical bar cursors is scaled. This factor is input using

numeric buttons or general purpose knob.

Go Back — When this item is selected, the system returns from the

sub-menu to the side menu.

Execute — When this item is selected, the scale function is executed in

the area specified with the vertical bar cursors.
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To scale waveforms, perform the following steps:

ia Step 1: Select Operation from the bottom menu. Then select Scale... wu
from the side menu.

| Step 2: Press the CURSOR button on the front panel. Use the general

purpose knob or arrow buttons to move the left and right vertical bar

cursors to the waveform data area to be scaled.

[_] Step 3: Press the Scale button to select Horizontal or Vertical in the

sub-menu. The Scale sub-menu item sets the direction in which the data

between the vertical bar cursors is to be scaled.

When Vertical is selected, the Origin item is added to the side menu.

[_] Step 4: This step is only used for vertical scaling. Select Origin from

the side menu. Use the general purpose knob or numeric keys to set the

reference level that is displayed on the screen as a horizontal broken

line. The waveform will be reduced or expanded, centered on the origin

line.

fa Step 5: Press the Factor item in the sub-menu. Use the numeric keys or

general purpose knob to input the scaling factor or reduction ratio.

[([] Step 6: Press the Execute button in the sub-menu. The waveform is

scaled with the specified conditions.

Figure 3-61 shows the waveform between the vertical bar cursors ex- _

panded to 1.5X of the Figure 3-60 waveform, vertically centered on the VU
reference line. Figure 3-62 shows the waveform reduced horizontally to

1/2 of the Figure 3-60 waveform.
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Figure 3-61: 1.5X Vertically Expanded Display
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Figure 3-62: 1/2X Horizontally Reduced Display
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(_] Step 7: Select Go Back item from the sub-menu. The system returns

from Scale... sub-menu to the previous side menu.

Invert... — The Invert function inverts the waveform data either up/down or

left/right in the area specified with the vertical bar cursors.

When Invert... is selected from the side menu, a sub-menu containing Invert,

Go Back, and Execute is displayed. Here are explanations of Invert... sub-

menu items.

Invert — This item is used to select the direction in which waveform

data between the vertical bar cursors is inverted. The selections are

Vertical and Horizontal. Each time Invert side menu button is pressed,

the reverse video display toggles between Horizontal and Vertical.

Go Back — When this item is selected, the system returns from the

sub-menu to the side menu.

Execute — When this item is selected, the Invert function is executed.

The waveform data are inverted either up/down or left/right according to

the selection of Invert item in the area specified with the vertical bar

cursors.

To invert waveform data, perform the following steps:

O

O

O

O

Step 1: Select Operation from the bottom menu, then select Invert...

from the side menu.

Step 2: Press the CURSOR button on the front panel. Use the general

purpose knob or arrow buttons to move the left and right vertical bar

cursors to waveform data area to be inverted. The active cursor is

toggled between left and right vertical bar cursors with CURSOR button.

Step 3: Press the Invert button to select Horizontal or Vertical in the

sub-menu. Invert button selects the direction in which the data between

the vertical bar cursors is to be inverted.

Step 4: Press the Execute button from the sub-menu. The waveform is

inverted with the specified conditions.

Figure 3-63 shows the waveform between the vertical bar cursors hori-

zontally inverted.
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Figure 3-63: Horizontally Inverted Display

OD Step 5: Select Go Back item from the sub-menu. The system returns
from the Invert... sub-menu to the side menu.

Clip... — The Clip function clips any waveform data between the vertical bar

cursors that is above or below the set level. When Clip... is selected, a

broken horizontal line appears to show the clip level.

When Clip... is selected from the side menu, a sub-menu containing Clip,

Level, Go Back, and Execute is displayed. Here are explanations of Clip...

sub-menu items.

Clip — This item selects the area to be clipped off the waveform data

between the vertical bar cursors. Either Upper or Lower can be selected.

Each time the Clip side button is pressed, the selection toggles between

Upper and Lower.

Level — This item selects the clip level. The level is input with the gener-

al purpose knob or the numeric buttons. Turning the general purpose

knob raises or lowers the horizontal line showing the clip level on the

screen.

Go Back — When this item is selected, the system returns from the

sub-menu to the side menu.

Execute — When this item is selected, the clip function is executed in

the area specified with the vertical bar cursors.
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To clip waveform data, perform the following steps:

CO Step 1: Select Operation from the bottom menu, then select Clip... from

the side menu.

CT] Step 2: Press the CURSOR button on the front panel. Use the general

purpose knob or arrow buttons to move the left and right vertical bar

cursors to the waveform data area to be clipped.

[_] Step 3: Press the Clip button in the sub-menu to select Upper or Lower.

This selection determine the area either above the clip level (Upper) or

below the clip level (Lower).

[_] Step 4: Select Level from the sub-menu. Use the numeric keys or

general purpose knob to input the clip level.

(LJ Step 5: Press the Execute button in the sub-menu. The waveform is

clipped with the specified conditions.

Figure 3-64 shows the waveform between the vertical bar cursors

clipped.

Synth Mode | Filter: CHI CH2 | Modu: CH1 CH2

On = Cont | 1O0MH2 100MHz - Off Off

waveform No: 1 Operation

Left <j 256 Right : #68 A: 512

Yalue : 0.0000 Yalue : 6.0000 | Clip
0 1024/1024 1023 |

1.6085 | | Lower

fr | ip \ oo
ce ee os py lee ded

‘ee taeera cn ees a ea __.

eee a

V/ VY VY \ Go Back

~7. 8868

CURSOR Execute
C5 : Switch cursor “30.4001

fyi ipes Operation} ee a | Library Standard Undo ey
| Graphic [a Pan | Function write

Figure 3-64: Display of Waveform Clipped Above Clip Level

[_] Step 6: Press sub-menu Go Back button. The system returns from

Clip... sub-menu to the previous side menu.
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Normalize — The Normalize item can be selected from the side menu

displayed when the Operation bottom button is pressed.

The data is normalized at the moment this item is selected. This function

normalizes the waveform data between the vertical bar cursors. The data is

scaled with regard to the center of the vertical axis so that the waveform

maximum or minimum value is at the top or bottom of full scale. The Normal-

ize item has no sub-menu.

To normalize waveforms, perform the following steps:

O

O

Step 1: Select Operation from the bottom menu.

Step 2: Press the CURSOR button on the front panel. Use the general

purpose knob or arrow buttons to move the left and right vertical bar

cursors to the waveform data area to be normalize.

O Step 3: Press the side menu Normalize button to normalize the data.

Figure 3-65 shows the waveform between the vertical bar cursors is

normalized.

Synth Mode | Filter: CH1 CH2 Modu: CHI CH2

on Cont 1O00MH2 100MHz - Off OF

waveform No: 1 Operation

@ Left : Bey Right :[ 768A: 512

Value : 0.6060 Value : 0.0000

0 102471024 1023 Normalize

1.0085 a /\

{ \ \ \- f \ Math...
f\ \ \
Po\ > lias fad Ve

\ \ ae i \

\ poe ee |
\ \ } \ \

\ / \ | \ i \ /
. of fi \ Show

VY | | i Y Paste Buffer
~1, 9808 \/ \/ 5 ee ee

More

ESS: switch cursor 3 of 3

View | Zoom? nea Standard Exit/| ee open : | Library | FP nction | Unde | fee

Figure 3-65: Normalized Waveform Display
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Math... — The Math function performs calculations with the waveform cur-

rently being edited and other waveform data in the buffer. Figure 3-66 shows

the menu displayed when Math... is selected.

When the Math... item is selected from the side menu, a sub-menu is dis-

played containing Add Buffer, Sub Buffer, Multiply Buffer, and Go Back

items. Here are explanations of the sub-menu items.

Add Buffer — Addition with the waveform data in the buffer

Sub Buffer — Subtraction with the waveform data in the buffer

Multiply Buffer — Multiplication with the waveform data in the buffer

All these operations operate on the buffer waveform data and the waveform

data between left and right vertical bar cursors. The result of the operation is

displayed between the vertical bar cursors on the screen.

NOTE

If the number of waveform points in the buffer is less than the

number of points between the left and right vertical bar cursors,

when calculations are attempted, a message to this affect is dis-

played. If O.K. is pressed, the calculation is carried out for just the

number of data points in the buffer.

Synth Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

On Cont | {OOMH2 100MH2- Off Off

Waveform No: 1 Operation

@ ieft : Right : {623 A : 1623

Value < 0.0000 Value : ~0.0044 Add

G 1024/1024 1023 puff.
1.0005 es Mere Leen ee : ulfer

a Sub

Ke Buffer

a \“ Multiply

\ J Bulfer
te. of

a Go Back

-1. 0868

ES : switch cursor

Exit?

write

Standard

Function

Z2o0m/| View
Pan

| Graphic

Undo

Figure 3-66: Menu Display When Math... is Selected

| Library
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To perform math operations with waveforms, perform the following steps:

Oo Step 1: Using Operation menu, create waveform in the waveform edit
area which is to be written into the buffer.

| Step 2: Press Cursor button on the front panel. Use the general pur-

pose knob or arrow buttons to specify the waveform data area to be

written into the buffer with the left and right vertical bar cursors.

| Step 3: Press the side menu Cut or Copy To Buffer button to write the

waveform data into the buffer.

CJ Step 4: Using the Operation menu, create the other waveform for the
operation in the waveform edit area.

a Step 5: Press CURSOR button on the front panel. Use the general

purpose knob or arrow buttons to specify the waveform data area for the

mathematical operation.

| Step 6: Press Math side menu button in Operation menu to display the

Math... sub-menu (see Figure 3-67).

Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 9 Modu: CHI CH2

On Cont OOMH2 100MHZ Off Off
waveform No: 1 Operation

@ teft : Right : [T7023 A : 1023
Yalue : 0.0357 Yalue : 0.0479 Ade

0 1024/1024 1023 puffer

1.0005

wt i Sub
fu Buffer
Pa

ye 1 Multiply
if Buffer

Go Back

~1. 8808

SS : Switch cursor

View _ Zoom ; Standard Exit/
Operation Library : unde :| Graphic | Pan Function write

Figure 3-67: Waveform Display for Mathematical Operation
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CL Step 7: Press one of the mathematical operation buttons (Add Buffer,

Sub Buffer, or Multiply Buffer) in the sub-menu. The corresponding

mathematical operation is carried out on the waveform data in the buffer

and the waveform data between left and right vertical bar cursors. The

resulting waveform is displayed between the left and right vertical bar

cursors.

Figure 3-67 shows the result of adding the sine wave in Figure 3-66 to

the noise in Figure 3-68.

[_] Step 8: Press the Go Back button to return from the Math... sub-menu

to the previous side menu.

Show Paste Buffer — The Show Paste Buffer item can be selected from the

side menu displayed when the Operation bottom button is pressed.

This item displays the waveform data in the paste buffer (see Figure 3-68).

This item is used to verify the contents of the buffer when using the Math

menu. Pressing the Continue button or the Clear Menu button removes the

buffer waveform from the display.

The waveform is written into the paste buffer with the Operation menu Cut

item or Copy To Buffer item.

Synth Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 Modu: CHI CH2
On Cont ss 1GOMH2 100MHz_ off _—s_: Off

waveform No: 1 Operation €
@ teft: 7 Right :[ 1623 A : 1623 eines:

Value : 6.6000 Value : -0.0044

0 1024/1024 1023

1.8065

panna

ye Paste Buffer
/ 0 1023

Continue

~1, 8868

‘ES: switch cur

View Operation Zoon/ Library Standard tindo Exit

Graphic Pan Function write

Figure 3-68: Paste Buffer Waveform Display

L
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Waveform Zoom/Pan Functions

When Zoom/Pan is selected, the waveform being edited can be zoomed or

panned. Here are explanations of the operations using the side menu items

displayed when Zoom/Pan is selected.

Zoom Horizontal — When the Zoom Horizontal item is selected, the

waveform being edited can be magnified horizontally. This does not change

the waveform data itself, just the display.

Horizontal zooming is determined by the magnification ratio displayed under

the Zoom Horizontal label. The magnification ratio can be set in steps of

1-2-5 within the range X1 to X200 using the general purpose knob or by

repeatedly pressing the Zoom Horizontal button. The magnification is carried

out with the active vertical bar cursor as center. When the waveform is

magnified horizontally, the horizontal scroll indicator appears above the

waveform display. This indicator displays the area currently displayed on the

screen with reverse video display. Figure 3-69 shows a waveform display

magnified to X2 horizontally using the zoom function.

The number of pixels horizontally in the waveform display area is 448. If

1024 points are displayed on the screen, when you use the general purpose

knob to move the vertical bar cursor, it moves 2 or 3 points at one click. If

you use the numeric buttons or arrow buttons, the vertical bar cursor can be

moved one point at a time even when there are more than 448 points in the

waveform display area.

Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 = Modu: CH1 CH2
On | Cont | 100MHz2 100MH2 Off Off

waveform No: 1 i zoonm/
Left :— @ Right :[ 1023 A : 1023 Pan

Value > 0.0000 Value : ~0.0200 Zoom

G eee 2512/1024 511 Horizontal

1. 8865 x2

ee f \ 200m :
\ / \ Vertical

/ \ / \ Kl

/ \ : \ Pan
\ \ Horizontal
\ / /
es /5 f Zz Pan
Kf 4 Vertical

~1. 8886

cons ; Overview
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view I 200mz Standard Exit/i : : oom : : andar xi| armies Operation | Library FuinctiGn Unde write

Figure 3-69: Waveform Display Magnified to X2 Horizontally
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Zoom Vertical — When the Zoom Vertical item is selected, the waveform

being edited can be magnified vertically. This does not change the wave-

form data itself, just the display.

Vertical zooming is determined by the magnification ratio displayed under

the Zoom Vertical label. The magnification ratio can be set in steps of 1-2-5

within the range X1 to X200 using the general purpose knob or by repeated-

ly pressing the Zoom Vertical button. The magnification is carried out with

the center of the vertical axis as the reference line. When the waveform is

magnified vertically, the vertical scroll indicator appears to the left of the

waveform display. This indicator displays the area currently displayed on the

screen in reverse video.

Pan Horizontal, Pan Vertical — When Pan Horizontal or Pan Vertical is

selected, you can view an entire waveform magnified (X2 or more) vertically

or horizontally by scrolling through it with the general purpose knob to move

the waveform display window. The waveform currently displayed on the CRT

is the area displayed in reverse video by the horizontal or vertical scroll

indicator.

Overview/Restore — When the Overview item is selected, the display

switches from that magnified horizontally/vertically with the Zoom item to the

X1 display, and the overall waveform is displayed. Also the Overview label

changes to Restore. Selecting Restore switches the display back to the

original magnification ratio and changes Restore label to Overview.
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Function Waveform Library

When Library is selected from the bottom menu, a menu is displayed for

selecting a waveform from among the various function waveforms in the

library (see Figure 3-70). The selected waveform is drawn in the waveform

edit area with 1024 points on the CRT screen. The function waveforms

shown in the table below are contained in the library. For details on these

functions, see Edit Library in Appendix D.

Table 3-6: Function Waveforms in Library Menu

Waveform Number Function

#1 Gaussian Pulse

#2 Lorentz Pulse

#3 Sin(X)/X Pulse

#4 Sin(X)*Sin(X) Pulse (Sine Squared Pulse)

#5 Exponential Pulse

#6 Double Exponential Pulse

#7 Magnetic Disk Waveform

#8 Transient Voltage Test Signal

#9 Chirp Signal

#10 Random Signal (NRZ)

#11 Random Signal (RZ)

#12 Pulse Wide Modulated Signal

#13 Step Waveform

#14 (Blank)

#15 Ramp Waveform in FUNCTION menu

#16 Pulse Waveform in FUNCTION menu
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Figure 3-70: Function Library Display

To select a waveform from the function Library, perform the following steps:

OD Step 1: Press the Library button from the bottom menu to display the
menu for selecting a waveform from the function library.

a Step 2: Use the general purpose knob to move the reverse video dis-

play cursor to the desired waveform box.

([] Step 3: Press the side menu Load button. This erases the library menu

and draws the selected function waveform in the waveform edit area. To

undo a load operation, press the Undo button in the bottom menu (see

Cancelling Menu Function Execution later in this section).

The side menu items descriptions follow.

Load — When Load is executed, the selected function waveform is drawn

in the full waveform edit area (horizontal points 0 through 1023).

Cancel — The Cancel button is used to return from the library menu to the

edit menu without selecting a function. The waveform edit area returns to

the waveform it had before the Library button was pressed and editing can

continue on the waveform.

€
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Using a Standard Function

When the Standard Function item is selected, a standard function waveform

can be written between vertical bar cursors (See Figure 3-71). The function

waveforms are sine waves, triangle waves, square waves, ramp waves,

noise, and DC. For each function waveform, the cycle, amplitude, and offset

parameters can be set. However, Noise has amplitude and offset parame-

ters, and DC has only an offset parameter.

Synth Mode |Filter: CHI CH2 | Modu: CHI CH2

On Cont: 1OOMHZ 100MH2_ Off Off

Waveform No: 1 | Standard

Left <{ 256, Right: [ 768 A: 512 __£unCtION _
Value : 0.4998 Yalue : -0.5002 bd) Func Type

0 1024/1024 1023

1.0085 i r es Square
r :
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| ca) as 4,0

\ Amplitude

\ i 1.0000
, ff

‘ HH Offset

fis 0.0000

~1. 9808

mene ; Execute
‘ES : Switch cursor

; :

View satiny | Coom/ tise Standard . Exit?| ge Operation Pan | Library bee undo sie

Figure 3-71: Standard Function Waveform Display

To select a function library waveform, perform the following steps:

[_] Step 1: Press the Standard Function button from the bottom menu to

display the menu for setting a waveform.

| Step 2: The name of the currently selected function is displayed under

the Func Type label in its column. Repeatedly press the Func Type

button or turn the general purpose knob to select the desired function.

(_] Step 3: Press the CURSOR button on the front panel. Use the general

purpose knob or arrow buttons to move the left and right vertical bar

cursors to the waveform data area where the function is to be written.

| Step 4: Select the side menu Cycles item. Use the numeric keys or the

general purpose knob to set the repetition count for the waveform to be

written between the left and right vertical bar cursors.
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[([] Step 5: Select Amplitude from the side menu. Use the numeric buttons

or the general purpose knob to set the amplitude for the waveform to be

written between the left and right vertical bar cursors. Two broken hori-

zontal lines are displayed in the waveform edit area to show the

amplitude.

[[] Step 6: Select Offset from the side menu. Use the numeric buttons or

the general purpose knob to set the offset for the waveform to be written

between the left and right vertical bar cursors. The two broken horizontal

lines displayed in the waveform edit area move up or down with the

offset.

[[] Step 7: Press the side menu Execute button to write the waveform with

the specified conditions.

Here are explanations of these side menu items.

Func Type — This item is used to select the type of function waveform

written between the left and right vertical bar cursors. The function type is

selected from Sine, Triangle, Square, Ramp, Noise, or DC by pressing the

Function Type item. Then either turn the general purpose knob or repeatedly

press the Function Type button to cycle through to the desired selection.

Cycles, Amplitude, Offset — The Cycles item sets the number of cycles

for the function waveform written between the left and right vertical bar

cursors. The range is from 0.1 to 256.0 cycles. The Cycles item is not dis-

played for the Noise and DC waveforms.

The Amplitude item sets the peak to peak amplitude for the selected func-

tion waveform within the range of the full scale for the vertical axis. The

Amplitude item is not displayed for the DC waveform. Two dotted horizontal

lines are displayed in the waveform edit area to show the amplitude.

The Offset item sets the offset for the selected function waveform within the

range of the full scale for the vertical axis. The two dotted horizontal lines

displayed in the waveform edit area are moved up and down by the offset. If

the dotted horizontal line cursor showing the amplitude range is moved

outside the waveform display area, the function waveform is written with

clipping.

Execute — This item writes the standard function waveform between left

and right vertical bar cursors and between the upper and lower horizontal

cursors.
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Cancelling Menu Function Execution

Selecting the bottom menu Undo item cancels the editing carried out and

restores the status before the function was executed. Pressing the Undo

button again undoes the Undo function, so it restores the status created by

execution items. This Undo item has the same function in the graphic dis-

play waveform editor and the table display editor.

Exiting the Waveform Editor

When Exit/Write is selected from the bottom menu, a side menu is displayed

for saving the edited waveform data and returning to the editor initial menu.

This item has the same function in both the graphic display waveform editor

and the table display waveform editor. Select the Exit/Write item to display

the side menu shown in Figure 3-72.

Synth Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 | Modu: CH1 CH2

On Cont | 1O0O0MH2 100MH2 | Off = Off
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Figure 3-72: Exit/Write Menu Display

When Exit/Write is selected from the bottom menu, a side menu containing

Write and Exit, Exit Without Writing, and Write is displayed. Here is an ex-

planation of these items.

Write and Exit — Selecting this item saves the newly created or edited

waveform data into the waveform number displayed as “Waveform No:” near

the upper left corner on the screen, then returns the system to the initial

menu.
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NOTE

The waveform number displayed as “Waveform No:” is the number

selected with the edit initial menu. If you want to recheck the wave-

form at this waveform number before saving or to save to a different

waveform number, select the Write side menu item.

Exit Without Writing — When this item is selected, the system returns to

the initial menu without saving the created or edited waveform into internal

memory. In this case, a message asking you if it is O.K. to erase the created

data is displayed on the screen. Reply either O.K. to throw out the data or

Cancel to return to the editor again.

Write — When Write is selected, a table for saving the arbitrary waveform is

displayed (see Figure 3-73). Rough figures for the waveform are displayed in

the waveform number boxes for which waveforms have already been stored.

Use the general purpose knob to move the reverse video display cursor to

the desired waveform number. Then press the Execute button. The edited

waveform is stored in the highlighted location, and the system returns to the

editor.

Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 | Modu: CHI CH2

On Cont. TOOMH2 TGOMHz | Off Off i

Wwayeform No: 1 | EXIt/

write To write
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Figure 3-73: Write Side Menu Display
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The following sub-menu items are displayed when Write is selected from

‘-) the side menu.

Execute — This item writes the edited waveform data into the

internal memory for the waveform number at which the cursor is

displayed in reverse video and returns the system to the editor.

Cancel — This item is used to return to the editor without writing

the data into memory.
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Table Display Editing Figure 3-74 shows the many waveform editor table display features.

MENU Bottom Bottom Side Bottom Side
Button Menu Menu Menu Menu Menu

JnitialMenu ___
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Figure 3-74: Waveform Editor Table Display Menu Structure
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| ry Entering the Table Display

b To choose the table display of the Edit menu, perform the following steps:

[[] Step 1: Press the View bottom menu button.

CT Step 2: Select Table from the side menu. In table display, the waveform
data are displayed in table form.

Figure 3-75 shows waveform data in table form. The descriptions for feature

callouts follow the figure.

In the table display, use the Radix menu item to choose to display the 12-bit

waveform data in binary, hexadecimal, or real number notation.

This section shows the table display waveform editor using a binary radix.
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Figure 3-75: Table Display with a Binary Radix
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(1) Waveform No:

Shows the waveform number being edited.

“
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(2) Upper

Shows the position of the upper line cursor. When the value is displayed in

reverse video, it shows this cursor can be moved. The position can be

changed with the general purpose knob, arrow buttons, or the numeric

keys.

(3) Data

Shows that the second item in the table is the waveform data for the wave-

form point. When the base is binary, the data is displayed with 12 digits, with

the left end being the most significant bit.

(4) Lower

Shows the location of the lower line cursor.

(5) A (Delta)

Shows the difference of point value between upper and lower line cursor

positions.

(6) Point

Shows that the initial item in the table is the waveform point number.

(7) Upper Line Cursor

The active cursor is displayed in reverse video (when the CURSOR indicator

is lit). The non-active cursor is displayed in a frame.

(8) Block Cursor

A block cursor is displayed within the active cursor (when the VALUE indica-

tor is lit).

(9) Lower Line Cursor

The non-active cursor is displayed in a frame. The active cursor is displayed

in reverse video.

(10) Button Operations

This area shows how the front panel knob buttons operate in this menu.

CURSOR: Switch Cursor — Pressing the CURSOR button toggles the active

vertical bar cursor between upper and lower.

CURSOR: Move Cursor — Pressing the CURSOR button allocates the line

cursor movement function to the general purpose knob.
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VALUE: Change value — When the VALUE button is pressed, a numeric

value can be input at the block cursor position.

<— / —: Move Block Cursor — Pressing an arrow button moves the block

cursor left or right.

Using the Front Panel Controls

Numeric input and cursor operations vary, depending on whether the

CURSOR button or the VALUE button is selected.

When the CURSOR indicator is on:

= Movement functions for the line cursor displayed in reverse video are

assigned to the general purpose knob and the arrow buttons.

= Pressing the CURSOR button toggles the active cursor between upper

and lower.

When the VALUE indicator is on:

= Movement functions for the block cursor in the active cursor are as-

signed to the arrow buttons.

If the block cursor is at the left end (MSB) of the waveform data, press-

ing the — button moves the reverse video display cursor to the previous

data point and moves the block cursor to the right end (LSB) of that

data point.

If the block cursor is at the right end (LSB) of the waveform data, press-

ing the — button or inputting a numeric value with buttons moves the

reverse video display cursor to the next data point and moves the block

cursor to the left end (MSB) of that data point.

= Numeric values can be input at the position of the block cursor.

Data can be input with the general purpose knob or the numeric keys.

When data is input with the numeric keys or the unit keys, the block

cursor moves to the right. When the number base is hexadecimal (16),

the decimal point is assigned to the number A, the minus sign to the

number B, and the unit keys to the numbers C—F.

Input Example

This example shows how to use the front panel buttons to set the number

base to binary.

Cc Step 1: Press the bottom menu Radix button, then select binary from

the side menu displayed.

oO Step 2: Press the CURSOR button on the front panel. The function for

moving the line cursor is allocated to the general purpose knob and the

arrow buttons.

| Step 3: Use the general purpose knob or arrow buttons to move the

active line cursor to the data point to be changed.
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| Step 4: Press the VALUE button on the front panel. The numeric input

functions is allocated to the general purpose knob and the block cursor

movement functions are assigned to the arrow buttons.

oO Step 5: Use the arrow buttons to move the block cursor to the position
of the data bit to be changed.

| Step 6: Use the numeric buttons to input 0 or 1. That numeric value is

input at the data bit position and the block cursor automatically moves

to the next lower bit.

When using the general purpose knob to change the numeric value, the

block cursor does not move automatically. Since the base is binary, no

numeric values other than 0 or 1 can be input.

CO Step 7: Repeat steps 5 and 6 to change each data bit to the desired
value.

CO Step 8: Repeat steps 2—7 to change the values of all the desired data
points.
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Editing Operations

When Operation is selected from the bottom menu, a side menu containing

the Cut, Copy to Buffer, and Paste from Buffer items is displayed. These

functions are used to efficiently edit the waveform data in the area between

upper and lower line cursors. Figure 3-76 shows the Operation menu dis-

played when binary is selected as the number base.

Synth Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

On = Cont | 1O00MH2 100MHz Off Off

Waveform No: 1 Operation

@ Upper : Lower : | DOF tT iin

Point Data

@ O111 1111 1111 cut
1 1608 9968 6160

1886 8606 1601

C2 oH UA de ON OG
1608 8060 1101

1886 9801 0618

1680 9061 6111

1006 6081 1188

1886 8010 8G61

Copy

to Buffer

Paste

from Buffer

1608 0010 0181 CURSOR

9 1900 9010 1618 secs

1@ 1008 0010 1117. || «= : Change value

11 1886 6011 8100

12 1608 9011 1¢00

view |
Operation

Table

Figure 3-76: Table Display When Operation Selected

: Switch cursor[

Exit/

Writemm || Undo

Binary

The Cut, Copy to Buffer, and Paste from Buffer functions work on the wave-

form data between upper and lower horizontal line cursors. They can cut

this data or copy it to the paste buffer. Also, the contents of the paste buffer

can be pasted to the position of the active cursor in the table. These func-

tions are the same as the corresponding ones for the waveform editor

graphic display. The descriptions of the side menu items follow.

Cut — At the moment Cut button is pressed, the waveform data between

the horizontal bar cursors (including the upper and lower horizontal bar

cursor data) is cut out. The cut waveform data goes into the paste buffer.

After the cut, the waveform data located below the cut is shifted up to fill in

the cut out area. The waveform data value of the final point is automatically

filled in from the end of the waveform data to the last point in memory.
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To cut data, perform the following steps:

[_] Step 1: Select the Operation item from the bottom menu.

Oo Step 2: Use the general purpose knob or arrow buttons to set the area
of the waveform data to be cut between the upper and lower horizontal

line cursors. The active cursor is toggled with the CURSOR button.

The arrow buttons move the cursor one point at a time. When the nu-

meric keys are used, the cursor moves directly to the point position with

the designated value.

CT Step 3: Press the Cut button from the displayed side menu to execute
the cut.

If you cut out waveform data by accident, select Undo from the bottom

menu or Paste From Buffer from the side menu to restore the original

waveform data.

Copy to Buffer — When Copy to Buffer is selected, the waveform data

between the horizontal line cursors (including the data under the cursor) is

copied into the paste buffer, This operation is processed the moment the

Copy to Buffer button is pressed. This operation does not change the dis-

play in the table.

Paste From Buffer — Each time the Paste From Buffer button is pressed,

the waveform data stored into the paste buffer with the cut or copy functions

is inserted below the active line cursor. The data is pasted at the moment

the button is pressed. The upper and lower horizontal line cursors move to

the two ends of the pasted waveform data.

To copy and paste data, perform the following steps:

Oo Step 1: Select the Operation item from the bottom menu.

TC Step 2: Use the general purpose knob or arrow buttons to set the area
of the waveform data to be copied between the upper and lower hori-

zontal line cursors. The active cursor is toggled with the CURSOR but-

ton.

The arrow buttons move the cursor one point at a time. When the nu-

meric keys are used, the cursor moves directly to the point position with

the designated value.

(1) Step 3: Press the Copy to Buffer button from the displayed side menu

to execute the copy.

TC Step 4: Use the general purpose knob or arrow buttons to specify the
active horizontal line cursor position where the buffer data will be

pasted.

O Step 5: Press the Paste From Buffer button displayed in the side menu

to execute the pasting. The waveform data is inserted at the position of

the active cursor and any waveform data pushed out of the table is lost.
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Selecting the Radix

The waveform data can be displayed with binary, hexadecimal, or real

numbers. Radix selects a numeric base for the table display waveform data.

Figure 3-77 shows the side menu containing Binary, Hexadecimal, and Real

items when this item is selected. In this figure, the radix is set to Hexadeci-

mal and the data for each point is displayed in hexadecimal.

Synth Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 Modu: CHI CH2

On | Cont: 1OOMH2 100MH2_ Off Off

waveform No: 1 | Radix

@ Upper : Lower :[ 708 A: 10

Point Data

—
1 864

889

86D Hexadecimal
&i2

817

81C
821 Real

: = “ES : switch cursor

180 82F | = : Change value
ti 834

12 838

OE A UL et AG

View

Table

Exit/| Operation writemae Unda
Hex

Figure 3-77: Radix Selection Menu

The waveform data can be displayed as Binary, Hexadecimal, or Real. A

radix is selected by pressing the corresponding button from the side menu.

The description of the side menu items follow.

Binary — 12-bit waveform data is created using 0 or 1.

Hexadecimal — Waveform data is created using O—9 and A—F . When

Hexadecimal is selected, A—F are allocated to numeric keys and unit keys.

Real — Waveform data can be input using numeric keys and the ENTER

key for general numeric input. It also can be input with the general purpose

knob. Any real number can be input up to the full scale value of the vertical

axis. The active cursor moves automatically to the next waveform point.

Inputting a number or character not appropriate to the selected radix has no

effect.
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Cancelling Menu Function Execution

Selecting the bottom menu Undo item cancels the editing carried out and

restores the status before the function was executed. Pressing the Undo

button again undoes the Undo function, so it restores the status created by

execution items. The function of this item is the same as the Undo item in

the waveform editor graphic display.

Exiting the Waveform Editor

When Exit/Write is selected from the bottom menu, a side menu containing

Write and Exit, Exit Without Writing, and Write is displayed for saving the

edited waveform data and returning to the editor initial menu. The functions

of this item are the same as the Exit/Write item in the graphic display wave-

form editor. For more details, see Exiting the Waveform Editor on page 3-139.
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Press the UTILITY button in the MENU column on the front panel to select a

utility function from the bottom menu buttons, an appropriate side menu for

settings or calibration or diagnostics is displayed at the right side of the

screen. Refer to Figure 3-78 for the Utility menu structure. The selections

and settings can be changed with the side menu buttons, the general

purpose knob, and the numeric keys.

The following items can be set in the Utility menu:

Setting Memory (NV RAM)

The NV RAM item is the menu for saving and recalling settings for

outputting waveforms. Up to 32 settings can be stored in the NV RAM.

These setting are the selections and parameter values made with the

waveform type (FUNCTION), output parameters (OUTPUT), Sweep

(SWEEP), modulation (MODULATE), and trigger mode (MODE) menus.

The Save setup item can save all these settings as file numbers. The

Recall setup item calls out the settings with the selected file number. The

Recall and Step item also calls out the settings of grouped files, one file

after another. The NV RAM item also has the Comment for setup item in

the side menu.

Reference Clock (Ref Clock)

The Ref Clock item selects the reference clock source for accurately

synchronizing multiple AFG2020s connected in parallel.

GPIB configuration (GPIB)

The GPIB item sets the GPIB address or selects Off Bus.

Intensity

The Intensity item sets the screen brightness.

Calibration (Cal)

The Cal item is the menu for calibration. When attempting calibration,

this instrument must be warmed up 20 minutes after power on and

calibrated at an ambient temperature between 20° C and 30° C.

Diagnosis (Diag)

The Diag item is the menu for executing diagnostic tests to see if this

instrument is functioning normally or not. If this test finds problem,

contact the nearest Tektronix office.

Initial settings (Init)

The Init item resets the settings to the status they have when the power

is switched on. The Secure item executes the power on initial settings

and also deletes the data in arbitrary waveform memory and setting

memory (NV RAM).
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Menu Bottom Side

Button Menu Menu

-—— Save Setup

+— Recall Setup

i— Delete Setup on

cea | aa
|—— Lock Setup — of

1+— Comment For Setup

___ Recall and Step

-— Internal

[—— Ref Clock

_— External

Talk / Listen

[Address
-+—— GPIB

_ Off Bus

-—— Intensiintensity Control 2 he

-— Select i— AC

-— Cal... La

—— Execute

UTILITY — cpu

[— Oscillator

-+— DDS CH 1

t— DDS CH 2 (Op.02)

-—— Automatic ——~—— Output CH 1

-+— Output CH 2 (Op.02)

-—— Front Panel

-—— Display

— All

| — Diag...

-—— Front Panel

\_ Interactive ——+— Display

— All

-—— Secure

So nite: Cancel

= ONG

Figure 3-78: UTILITY Menu Structure
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Saving Settings Use NV RAM in the bottom menu to save waveform output settings into

nonvolatile memory and call them up from that memory (see Figure 3-79).

Up to 32 settings can be stored in the nonvolatile memory. The settings are

the items selected and values input with the waveform type (FUNCTION),

output parameters (OUTPUT), sweep (SWEEP), modulation (MODULATE),

and trigger mode (MODE) menus.

NOTE

The settings just before the power is switched off are not automati-

cally stored. To use the same settings again the next time the power

is switched on, save the settings with the NV RAM menu before

switching off the power.

The table items are File No, Type (CH1/CH2), Size, and Comment. One of

the file Num rows is displayed in reverse video. This reverse video display

cursor is moved with the general purpose knob.

Size in the table shows the number of bytes used to save the settings. Used

size under the table shows the sum of the number of bytes in the Size

column. Free size shows the number of bytes still available for storing

settings.

Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

On Cont 1O00MHz 100MHz Off Off

NY RAM NY RAR

Num Content (CH1/CH2) Size Camment .
Save Comment

& 1 FUNCTION/FUNCTION = 1290 ae a si
2 SWEEP /FUNCTION 1298 CHI LINEAR setup or setup

* 3 MODULATE/FUNCTION 1290 CHI AM DEPTH. 20%
4 FUNCTION/FUNCTION 1298

Goreme fora g Recall
6 FUNCTION/FUNCTION 1296 setup
7 FUNCTION/FUNCTION 1298

& MODULATE/FUNCTION 1298

9 MODULATE/FUNCTION 1298 Del Recall
i 8 elete ier
a fo (3) setup

| ile arate ‘armen 8 Step

eee Te Lock setup
2 essences ar -egmamigie 6 on
10d ears ao ueearem 6

ised size : 18328 Mor Mar

Free size > 81416 lad more
jof2 2 of 2

a Ref Clock | “=> | intensity | C=) Ge, init |
NV RAM | GPIB Cal Diag

. Figure 3-79: NV RAM Menu Display
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The side menu has the following items.

Save Setup — When the reverse video display cursor is placed over an

empty file number and the Save setup button is pressed, the current set-

tings of this instrument are saved into that file number.

In the Content column of the list, labels are displayed for CH1 and CH2. If

sweep function is on, “SWEEP” is displayed. If the modulate function is on,

“MODULATE?” is displayed. If both the sweep and modulate functions are off,

“FUNCTION?” is displayed. The Size column shows the number of bytes of

memory used for the setting.

If you attempt to recall several files in succession, save these settings as

grouped files, which can be recalled by pressing the Recall and Step button

in order of file number. The term grouped files refers to a set of files delim-

ited by file numbers that have no settings stored.

If you attempt to save the setup into a file number already containing set-

tings, a message to that effect is displayed. Pressing the Continue button or

the front panel CLEAR MENU button removes the message and returns the

system to the previous menu display. If you do want to save the setup into

that file, first delete the old setup from that file with the Delete setup button,

then save the current setup.

Recall Setup — When the reverse video display cursor is placed on a file

number and the Recall setup button is pressed, the settings in that file

number are recalled. When this instrument has been switched over to those

settings, the OUTPUT menu is displayed.

If a file number with no settings stored (Size 0) is selected, pressing the

Recall setup button has no effect.

Delete Setup — This item is used to delete the setting data and comment

for the file whose number is displayed in reverse video. To delete just the

comment, enter blank characters with the Comment for setup menu.

If a file number with no settings stored (Size 0) is selected, pressing the

Delete setup button has no effect.

Lock setup On/Off — The Lock setup item is used to lock or unlock the

setup file. It is possible to prevent the comment from being changed and the

file data from being over-written by locking the setup file.

When a file is locked, an asterisk (*) indicating the locked state is displayed

to the left of the file number. If a user attempts to change the comment or to

over-write the file contents (by executing an Save setup or Delete setup

function) the message “Setup is locked” will be displayed in the message

area. Press the Continue key on the side menu to return to the original

screen.

[_] Step 1: Select the file to be locked from the setup file list on the

NV RAM menu using the general purpose knob.
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| Step 2: Press the Lock setup button on the side menu. The selected file

will be locked and On in the Lock setup label will be highlighted by a

reversed display. An asterisk (*) will be displayed to the left of the wave-

form number in the file list to indicate the locked state.

([] Step 3: To release the lock on a file, use the method of step 1 to select

the locked file and press the Lock setup button. This will switch the

reversed display to the Off item.

Comment for Setup — This item is used to input comments into the

Comment column displayed in reverse video in the table. When the Com-

ment for setup button is pressed, the comment input menu is displayed. If a

file number is selected for which no settings are saved, the comment menu

is not displayed. Comments can be input up to 24 characters. For details on

the screen display of the comment input menu, see /nputting Waveform

Comments in the Edit Menu description earlier in this section.

oO Step 1: In the NV RAM menu, use the general purpose knob to move
the reverse video display cursor to the file number for which the com-

ment is to be input. A setting must already be stored in the selected file

number.

Step 2: Ifthe waveform is locked, press the Lock setup button on the

side menu to switch the reversed display to the Off item.

Step 3: Press the Comment for setup button in the side menu to display

O

O
the comment menu.

O

O

Step 4: Select a character from the character list by moving the reverse

video display cursor with the general purpose knob.

Step 5: Press the front panel VALUE button. The character is inserted at

the position of the blinking bar cursor in the comment input column.

Numbers, decimal points, and minus signs are input with the numeric

keys as well. In this case, there is no need to press the VALUE button.

Characters are deleted with the front panel Delete button. The character

just before the bar cursor is deleted. The bar cursor can be moved with

the arrow buttons on the front panel.

ae Step 6: Repeat steps 4 and 5 to write the comment.

oO Step 7: Press the side menu O.K. button. The display of the comment
input menu goes out and the comment just input is displayed in the

Comment column at the position of the cursor in the table.

In the comment menu, the front panel ENTER button has the same

function as the O.K. button.

If you do not want to enter the comment, press the side menu Cancel

button and the comment is not written.
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To delete a comment that has already been entered, select Comment for

setup from the menu. Then delete each character in the comment input

column and press the O.K. button. This deletes the comment for that file

number.

Recall and Step — When the reverse video display cursor is moved to

one of the file numbers within a grouped set of files, and the Recall and Step

button is pressed, the settings from that file are recalled and the reverse

video display cursor moves to the file with the next file number. The settings

in the files that have been grouped can be recalled in order by pressing the

Recall and Step button again. Unlike the Recall setup function, the system

does not move to the OUTPUT menu by pressing the Recall and Step

button.

Grouped files are a set of files delimited by file numbers that have no set-

tings stored. (It is assumed that files are delimited before file number 1 and

after file number 32) In Figure 3-79 file numbers 1—4, and file numbers 6-9,

are grouped. To switch between groups, use the general purpose knob to

move the reverse video display cursor to a file in other group.
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Setting the Reference Use Ref Clock in the bottom menu to select a reference clock source to

Clock Source synchronize multiple AFG2020s operating in parallel. When Ref Clock is

pressed, the Internal and External side menu items are displayed (see

Figure 3-80).

The clock signal to control the signal generation circuit must be synchro-

nized among all the instruments in order to obtain accurate output timing for

the signals output from all the instruments. Clock synchronization can be

obtained with the 10MHz OUT signal and from the REF IN connector on this

instrument. REF IN can also be used to as a clock source to raise the preci-

sion of this instrument’s clock by using a high-performance external clock.

For details on the connections and setting procedure for parallel operation,

see Example 9: Setting Synchronized Parallel Operation in the Section 1

tutorial.

Internal, External — When Internal is selected, this instrument’s signal

generation circuit operates with internal 10 MHz clock. After the 10MHz OUT

signal of another AFG2020 or a high-performance clock generator signal is

connected to this instrument’s REF IN connector, when External is selected,

this instrument’s signal generation circuit operates with the external clock

signal.

When External is selected, the EXT CLK icon is displayed at the top right of

the screen. If you have selected External, but have not input an appropriate

external clock signal, this EXT CLK icon blinks.

Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 Modu: CHI CH2 fea

On Cont. _ 10OMH2 100MH2_ Off § Off (Rs

Ref Clock

| internal

Synchronizing clock selection.

10 MHz +/- 10 kHz TTL Level External

aN _ as

MEI Ref Clock | => | intensity | a, Init
| NV RAM | GPIB Cal Diag

‘ , Figure 3-80: Ref Clock Menu Display
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GPIB Configuration This instrument can be remote controlled by a computer via the IEEE STD

488.2—1987 interface. The terminator is LF/EOI. The GPIB item is used to

set the GPIB address and the off-bus setting (see Figure 3-81). For more

details on GPIB, refer to the Programmer Manual. When GPIB is pressed,

the side menu has the following items.

Talk/Listen Address — Use the general purpose knob or the numeric

keys to set the Talk/Listen Address for this instrument. The GPIB address

can be set from 0 to 30.

Off Bus — Off Bus disconnects this instrument from the bus.

Synth Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

On Cont 100MHz 100MHz_ Off Off

SONY/TEK,AFG2020,0,CF:91.1CN RM:2.10 | Talk/Listen |

SH1, AH1, T6, L4, SR1, RL1, PPO, DCI, DT1, CO, £2 | Address

1

Off Bus

ol

| | Ref clock | Betas
i NY RAM | GPIB

a

intensity= ea | init
Ca

Figure 3-81: GPIB Menu Display
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When Intensity is selected from the bottom menu, the intensity of the screen

display can be adjusted (see Figure 3-82). The side menu contains the

Control item.

Control — The intensity can be adjusted between 20% and 100%, in steps

of 1%. High intensity, medium intensity, and low intensity square and line are

displayed on the CRT screen. Use this display as a criterion for adjusting the

intensity.

Synth Mode ‘Filter: CHi CH2 = Modu: CHI CH2

On Cont | 1O0MH2 100MH2_ Off Off

| intensity

Control

High-Light oe ane

Normal c —_——

NY RAM

raz

Ref Clock, intensity CAL Init
GPIB fal Diag

Figure 3-82: Intensity Menu Display
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Selecting Calibration Use Calibration to calibrate the output circuit. A table showing the calibration VU
selection status and the results is displayed on the screen (see Figure 3-83).

If the calibration ends normally, PASSED is displayed; if the calibration ends

abnormally, FAILED and an error code are displayed.

NOTE

Before calibration, warm up this instrument for at least 20 minutes,

and execute calibration at ambient temperature between 20° C and

30° C.

Synth | Mode Filter: CHI CH2 | Modu: CHI CH2

On Cont | TOOMH2 TOOMHZ | Off Off

Select

Calibration Result code ALL

i DC CHI PASSED i

CH2 PASSED

* AC CHI PASSED

i CH2 PASSED

* ALL an

Execute

iu Ref clock | al — : Init
NY RAM | GPIB Diag

Figure 3-83: Display After Calibration

Select — When Cal is selected from the bottom menu, the Select item in

the side menu is displayed in reverse video. Turn the general purpose knob

or press the Select button to select the calibration item. The calibration items

are DC calibration, AC calibration, and ALL. When one is selected, an aster-

isk is displayed in the first column of the table and the label for the selected

item is also displayed in the Select column.

©
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Here are explanations of the items in the table.

¢ ) Item selection column — Asterisks (*) are displayed in the first column
of the table. This column shows the calibration item selected.

Calibration — Calibration items are displayed in this column.

DC — Low-frequency amplitude and DC offset accuracy are cali-

brated for the output circuit.

AC — High-frequency amplitude accuracy are calibrated for the

output circuit. Since the amplitude is calibrated at every 100 kHz

from 100 kHz to 100 MHz, AC calibration takes about 90 seconds

per channel. This item is not needed unless the backup battery in

this instrument has been removed or replaced.

All — DC calibration and AC calibration are both executed.

Result — The results of the calibration for each item are displayed in

this column. If the calibration ends normally, PASSED is displayed; if the

calibration ends abnormally, FAILED is displayed.

Code — When the calibration can not end normally, the error code is

displayed in this column.

Execute — When Execute is pressed, the selected calibration item is

executed. During calibration, the busy clock icon is displayed. If the calibra-

tion ends normally, PASSED is displayed; if the calibration ends abnormally,

Cy for example due to circuit trouble, FAILED and an error code are displayed.

a
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Selecting Diagnostics Diagnostics check the functions of this instrument. When Diag is selected, a ¢ )
table of the test items is displayed (see Figure 3-84). When these diagnos-

tics are carried out, the results and error number are entered into the table.

Synth Mode Filter: CH1 CH2 = Modu: CH1 CH2

On. = Cont | 1OOMHZ 100MH2- Off Off

Dlaqnostics

eet

bd Automatic
Test Resull cade at

* CPU PASSED

x Oscillator PASSED interactive

x DDS CHi PASSED Front Panel

* DDS CH2 PASSED Pernt

#: Output CH PASSED

* Output CH2: PASSED

« Front Panel | PASSED

«Display PASSED —

# All

ake |j | RefCcicck =
| NY RAM | GPIB

Figure 3-84: Diag Menu Display

Here are explanations of the items in the table.

Item selection column — Asterisks are displayed in the first column of

the table to indicate the test items selected.

Test — This column gives the block name for the hardware diagnosed.

When Automatic is selected with the side menu, the test items are

divided into the following blocks.

CPU Diagnostics of control section around CPU

Oscillator Diagnostics of PLL and other interface functions.

DDS #1 Diagnostic of CH1 waveform RAM, sequence RAM,

and other interface functions.

DDS #2 Diagnostic of CH2 waveform RAM, sequence RAM,

and other interface functions.

Output #1 Diagnostics of CH1 amplitude, offset, and other

output functions.
®
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Output #2 Diagnostics of CH2 amplitude, offset, and other

output functions.

Front Panel Check button for make or break on the front panel.

Display Check of hardware for screen display.

All Diagnose each test item successively.

Result — The result of the test for each item is displayed in this column.

If the test ends normally, PASSED is displayed; if the test ends abnor-

mally, FAILED is displayed.

Code — When the test can not end normally, the error code is displayed

in this column.

Automatic — When the general purpose knob is turned, the asterisk in the

first column of the table moves and the test item can be selected. The label

for the selected test item is displayed in the side menu Automatic column.

To execute all the items consecutively, select All.

Interactive Diagnostic Selection — The Front Panel and Display items

displayed in the Test column of the table are a menu for the operator to

make judgments while viewing the screen. Here are explanations of the test

items.

Front Panel — This item is used to check buttons for make or break on

the front panel. Pressing the Execute button displays a diagram of the

AFG2020’s front panel on the screen. If only the ON/STBY switch is

displayed in reverse video, the initial button status is normal. While you

press a front panel button, its button icon is displayed in reverse video

and you can check the making/breaking. Turning the general purpose

knob turns the general purpose knob icon dots. Pressing the CLEAR

MENU button at the bottom right of the bezel twice, the system goes out

of the front panel diagnostic mode.

Display — This mode is for visually checking the quality of the CRT

screen display. Each time any button other than CLEAR MENU is

pressed, the entire CRT screen changes among a screen with high

intensity, medium intensity, and low intensity, lattice pattern, dot pattern,

etc. These displays allow you to check the phosphor uniformity, the

geometry (distortion and linearity), and the quality of focus. Pressing the

CLEAR MENU button at the bottom right of the bezel, the system goes

out of the Display diagnostic mode.

All — First the display is set up for the Display diagnostics, then when

you leave this display by pressing the CLEAR MENU button, the display

is set up for the front panel diagnostics.

Execute — The diagnostics for the selected test items are executed. When

Allis selected with the Automatic item, for an instrument without CH2 (stan-

dard instrument configuration), the diagnostics take about 80 seconds.

During the diagnostics, the busy clock icon is displayed.
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Initial Settings This function sets the AFG2020 to the initial setting state that occurs when

power is first applied (see Figure 3-85). For a list of the initial settings, see

Initial Settings in Appendix E.

When the Init button is pressed, the AFG2020 will display the side menu

and a message indicating O.K. and Secure menu descriptions on the

screen.

Power on initial settings can also be recalled by executing Secure function,

which also deletes the data in arbitrary waveform memory and setting

memory (NV RAM).

Synth | Mode : Filter: CHI CH2 | Modu: CHI CH2

on i Cont i TOOMH2 TGOMH2 | r _Off a. Off

Secure

‘O.K. resets the instrument to

the power-on state.

‘Secure’ deletes the stored setups ~

and arb. waves as well. Cancel

O.K.

fo. Bete were | ESQ |
| Lt | Refclock, => | intensity) “I ek
| NV RAM | GPIB cal ssDiag

Figure 3-85: Initial Menu Display

Secure —This function deletes the contents of both arbitrary waveform

memory and non-volatile memory (NV RAM), and at the same time resets

the AFG2020 to the initial setting state that occurs when it is first turned on.

When the Secure button is pressed, the Secure item disappears from the

side menu. A message indicating that all data will be deleted is then dis-

played on the screen.

O.K. — If Secure is not selected (the Secure item is displayed in the side

menu) pressing the O.K. button will execute the initialization operation.

When that operation completes, the FUNCTION menu will be displayed. A

busy clock icon will be displayed while the operation is executing.
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lf Secure is selected (the Secure item is not displayed in the side menu)

pressing the O.K. button will delete the contents of memory and execute the

initialization operation. When that operation completes, the FUNCTION

menu will be displayed. A busy clock icon will be displayed while the opera-

tion is executing.

Cancel — If the Cancel button is pressed, the screen display returns to the

UTILITY menu with nothing selected in the bottom menu.
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Appendix A:

Options and Accessories

This section contains a general description of available AFG2020 options,

standard accessories, and optional accessories.

Options The following options are available with the AFG2020.

Option 02

Adds a second output channel to the AFG2020.

Option 1R (Rack Mount)

AFG2020 is shipped in a configuration that permits easy installation into a

19 inch wide equipment rack. Also, an optional rack mount kit (part number

016—1166—00) may be ordered to convert the standard AFG2020 to a

rackmounted instrument.

Instructions for rackmounting AFG2020 are shipped with the rackmount kit

or the option 1R.

Rack mounted instruments include holes in their front panels for mounting

connectors. You can route the signals found on the rear-panel connectors to

the front-panel connectors you install in these holes. You must provide the

cables and connectors to implement the through-panel access. However,

you can order them separately as catalog items from Tektronix, Inc.

Option B1

Adds a Service manual.

Power Cord Options

Instruments are shipped with the detachable power-cord option ordered by

the customer. Descriptive information about the international power-cord

options is provided in Section 1. The following power cords are available for

this instrument.

Option Name Description Part Number

Option A1 Universal Europe, 220V/6A 161—0104-—06

Option A2 United Kingdom, 240V/6A 161—0104—07
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Option Name Description Part Number

Option A3 Australia, 240V/6A 161-—0104—05

Option A4 North America, 240V/10A 161—0104—08

Option A5 Switzerland, 220V/6A 161—0167—00

ee Standard Accessories
The following standard accessories are provided with this instrument.

Quantity Description Part Number

1 User Manual 070—8659-01

1 Programmer Manual 070—8660-—01

1 GPIB Programming Examples Disk, 063—1381—900°2

3.5-inch

1 Power Cable 061—0230—01

Optional Accessories

The following optional accessories are recommended for use with the

AFG2020.

Quantity Description Part Number

1 Service Manual 070-8661 -—01

1 GPIB Cable 012—0991—00

1 50 O BNC Cable 012—1342-—00

1 50 Q BNC Terminator 011-—0049-01

1 Front Cover 200—3232-—00

1 C9 Camera Adapter 016—1154-—00

1 Accessory Pouch 016—1159-—00

1 Test Lead 103—0275—00

1 Fuse (6A, fast-blow, UL198G, 3AG) 159—0239-—00

1 Fuse Cap 200—2264—00

1 Fuse (5A, fast-blow, IEC127) 159-—0210-—00

1 Fuse Cap 200—2265-—00
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Appendix B:

Performance Characteristics

This subsection describes the conditions required for the AFG2020 to oper-

ate to specified characteristics.

Performance

Conditions

The electrical characteristics are valid under the following conditions:

= The instrument must have been calibrated at an ambient temperature

between +20° C and +30° C.

= Allow 20 minutes warmup time for operation to specified accuracy.

= The instrument must be in an environment with limits that are described

in Environmental Characteristics on page 4-21.

Any conditions unique to a particular characteristic are expressly stated as

part of the characteristic.

The electrical and environment performance limits and their related valida-

tion procedures comprise a complete statement of the electrical and envi-

ronmental performance of the calibrated instrument.

Electrical characteristic limits in the Performance Requirements column are

verified by completing the test listed in the Performance Check column.

Items listed in the Supplemental Information column are not verified in the

manual; they are either explanatory notes or performance characteristics for

which no limits are specified.

The electrical performance is specified for signals at the AFG2020 output

terminals.
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Electrical Characteristics

Table 4-1: Electrical Characteristics

Characteristic Performance Requirement

Performance

Supplemental Information Test

Frequency/Phase

Synthesizer On Mode

Clock 250 MHz

Frequency 10 digits Output Fre-

- quency Ac-
Range 0.5 Hz to 100.00 MHz (Sine) curacy

0.5 Hz to 2.5 MHz (Other) Check on

Resolution 0.5 Hz page 4-31.

Increment 0.232830 Hz (250 MHz/2°9)

Accuracy + (Reference Oscillator Accuracy

+0.12 Hz)

Period Same digit as Frequency

2.0 to 10.00000000 ns

Points/Cycle 5 digits

250 MHz/f @ f< 100 MHz up to

1024 or 2048

Phase 4 digits

Range +360°

Resolution one The resolution is effective

when the waveform has no

frequency components more

than clock/2 such as sine.

Jitter 1 clock (4 ns) uncertainty for

the waveform which has

abrupt edge such as Square.

Synthesizer Off Mode

Frequency 3 digits Output

Frequency
Range 0.5 Hz to 50.0 MHz (Square) Refer to Frequency Parame- — Accuracy

0.5 Hz to 31.2 MHz (Other) ters Check on

Accuracy +0.1% page 4-32.

Period Same digit as Frequency

2.00 s to 40.0 ns

Points/Cycle 5 digits

Clock Rate 512 Hz to 250 MHz Frequency (Points/cycle)
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Table 4-1: Electrical Characteristics (Cont.)

Characteristic Performance Requirement Supplemental Information

Performance

Frequency/Phase (Cont.)

Frequency Parameters

No. Range Resolution Points/Cycle

1 0.500Hz ~ 0.931Hz 1mHz 1024

2 0.932Hz~ 1.86Hz imHz/10mHz = 1024

3 1.87Hz ~3.72Hz 10mHz 1024

4 3.73Hz ~ 7.45Hz 10mHz 1024

5 7.46Hz ~ 14.9Hz 10mHz/0.1Hz 1024

6 15.0Hz ~ 29.8Hz 0.1Hz 1024

7 29.9Hz ~ 59.6Hz 0.1Hz 1024

8 59.7Hz ~ 119Hz 0.1Hz/1Hz 1024

9 120Hz TM238Hz 1Hz 1024

10 239Hz ~ 476Hz 1Hz 1024

11 477Hz TM953Hz 1Hz 1024

12 954Hz ~ 1.90kHz 1Hz/10Hz 1024

13 1.91kHz~3.81kHz 10Hz 1024

14 3.82kHzTM 7.62kHz 10Hz 1024

15 7.63kHz~ 15.2kHz 10Hz/0.1kHz 1024

16 15.3kHz ~ 30.5kHz 0.1kHz 1024

17 30.6kHz ~ 61.0kHz 0.1kHz 1024

18 61.1kHz~ 122kHz 0.1kKHz/1kHz 1024

19 123kHz ~ 244kHz 1kHz 1024

20 245kHz ~ 488kHz 1kHz 512

21 489kHz ~ 976kKHz 1kHz 256

22 977kHz ~ 1.95MHz 1kHz/10kHz 128

23 1.96MHz~ 3.90MHz 10kHz 64

24 3.91MHz~ 7.81MHz 10kHz 32

25 7.82MHz~ 15.6MHz 10kHz/O.1MHz 16

26 15.7MHz ~ 31.2MHz 0.1MHz 8

27 31.3MHz ~ 50.0MHz 0.1MHz 4

Amplitude/Offset

Range 0.4 Vp-p, 2 Vp-p, 10 Vp-p, Auto

Amplitude 4 digits

Resolution 10 MVp.p at 10 Vp.» Range

2 MVp-p at 2 Vp. Range
1 MVp-p at 0.4 Vp.p Range

Max. Amplitude 10 Vp, into 50 QO Offset 0 V

20 Vp-p into open circuit
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Table 4-1: Electrical Characteristics (Cont.)

Performance

Characteristic Performance Requirement Supplemental Information Test

Amplitude/Offset (Cont.)

DC Accuracy With 0.1% 50 Q terminator, Amplitude

Waveform Data 1.00 and Accuracy

Range —1.00, Check on

Offset 0 V, page 4-34

0.4 Vp-p +(1.0% of setting +1 mVp.p) Just after CAL

2.0 Vp-p +(1.0% of setting+5 mVp-p)

10 Vp.5 + (2.5% of setting+50 mVp.p)

Stability +400 ppm/°C

Linearity +1.0% at 2 Vp., 100 kHz

+2.0% at 10 Vp. 100 kHz

Measured from 10% to 90%

of Staircase (10 step) wave-

form.

Offset 4 digits

Resolution 10 mV at 10 V,., Range

2 mV at 2 Vp. Hange
1 mV at 0.4 V,.,_ Range

Max. Offset +5 V into 50 Q Amplitude 0 Vp.5

+10 V into open circuit

Offset reduced by attenuator

Accuracy With 0.1% 50 Q terminator, Offset Accu-

Waveform Data 0, racy Check

Range Amplitude 0 Vp-p, on page 4-37

0.4 Vp-p +(1.0% of setting +1 mV) Just after CAL

2.0 Vp-p +(1.0% of setting+5 mV)

10 Vp-p + (2.5% of setting+50 mV)

0 V Stability +3.0 mV/°C 10 Vp-p

+0.6 mV/°C 2 Vp.

+0.12 mV/°C 0.4 Vop

Noise Floor

Range

0.4 Vp-p —128 dBm/Hz (@10 MHz) Amplitude 0 Vp,

Offset 0 V

2 Vp-p —114 dBm/Hz Waveform Data 7FF

10 Vp-p — 100 dBm/Hz
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Appendix B: Performance Characteristics

Table 4-1: Electrical Characteristics (Cont.)

Performance

Characteristic Performance Requirement Supplemental Information Test

Waveform Characteristics

Sine

Maximum Points 2048 1024 (Synthesizer Off Mode)

SSB Phase Noise —90 dBc/Hz (Synthesizer On 10 MHz, 2 Vp., at 10 kHz

Mode) offset

—80 dBc/Hz (Synthesizer Off

Mode)

Harmonics

Synthesizer On Mode with 100 MHz LPF

Range f<100 kHz 1 MHz 10 MHz 100 MHz

10 Vp.p —40 dBc —40 dBc —35 dBc —25 dBc

2 Vp-p; 0.4 Vp-p —55 dBc —55 dBc —40 dBc —40 dBc

Synthesizer Off Mode with 50 MHz LPF

Range #<100 kHz 1 MHz 10 MHz 31.2 MHz

10 Vp.p —40 dBc —40 dBc —35 dBc —35 dBc

Spurious See Mode or —70 dBm Including harmonics greater
than 5th,

Mode f<50 kHz 500 kHz 5 MHz 31.2MHz 50MHz 100 MHz

Synthesizer On —60 dBc —55 dBc —45 dBc —40 dBc —40 dBc —30 dBc

Mode with 100 MHz

LPF

Synthesizer Off Mode —55 dBc —55 dBc —45 dBc —35 dBc = =
with 50 MHz LPF
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Table 4-1: Electrical Characteristics (Cont.)

Performance

Characteristic Performance Requirement Supplemental Information Test

Waveform Characteristics (Cont.)

Amplitude

Flatness Referenced to 100 kHz Measured with an RF Power _ Flatness

Meter including its RSS error Check (High

0.22 dB. Max error is Frequency)

0.43 dB. on page 4-40

Flatness

Check (Low

Frequency

on page 4-45

Synthesizer On Mode with 100 MHz LPF

Range 100 kHz<f<50 MHz f<100 MHz

10 Vp.p +0.5 dB +1.0 dB

2 Vp-p, 0.4 Vp-p +0.5 dB +0.5 dB

Synthesizer Off Mode with 50 MHz LPF

Range 100 kHz<f<10 MHz #<31.2 MHz

ALL +1.0 dB +3.0 dB

Accuracy

Range

0.4 Vp-p DC accuracy +3.0% + Flatness

2.0 Vp-p Same for the 0.4 Vp.p Range

10 Vp.» DC accuracy +5.0% + Flatness

Power 4 digit, up to 23.98 dBm

Square

Maximum Points 2048 1024 (Synthesizer Off Mode)

Amplitude

Flatness Referenced to 1 kHz

Filter <= 100 kHz <2.5 MHz < 15.6 MHz <50 MHz

50 MHz LPF +2.0% +5.0% +5.0% —30%

Full Pass +2.0% +5.0% +5.0% +10%

Accuracy DC accuracy +2% + Flatness

Rise/Fall time At 1 MHz Rise and Fall

Within 9.0 ns With 50 MHz LPF Time Check

Within 4.0 ns With Full Pass on page 4-50
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Table 4-1: Electrical Characteristics (Cont.)

Characteristic Performance Requirement

Performance

Supplemental Information Test

Waveform Characteristics (Cont.)

Aberrations At 1 MHz Aberrations

Check on

Range page 4-47

2 Vp-p; 0.4 Vp-p Within 5 % +2 MVp.p With 50 MHz LPF

Within 7 % +2 MVp.p With Full Pass

10 Vp.p (>1.0 Vp-p) Within 7 % +10 MVp.p With 50 MHz LPF

Within 12 % +10 MVp.p With Full Pass

Triangle

Maximum Points 2048 1024 (Synthesizer Off Mode)

Amplitude

Flatness Referenced to 1 kHz

Filter < 100 kHz <2.5 MHz < 15.6 MHz <31.2 MHz

50 MHz LPF +2.0% —-7.0% —20% —40%

Accuracy DC accuracy +4.0% + Flatness

Ramp

Maximum Points 1024

Timing Rise, Fall

Adigits

0% to 100.0% of Period

Amplitude

Flatness Referenced to 1 kHz With rise 90%, fall 10%
waveform

Filter <= 100 kHz <2.5 MHz < 15.6 MHz <31.2 MHz

50 MHz LPF +2.0% —8.0% —25% —45%

Accuracy DC accuracy +4.0% + Flatness

Pulse

Maximum Points

Gaussian 2048 1024 (Synthesizer Off Mode)

Exponential 1024

Linear 2048 1024 (Synthesizer Off Mode)

Pulse Width 1.0% to 99.0% of Period

Transition 0% to 35.0% of Pulse width
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Table 4-1: Electrical Characteristics (Cont.)

Performance

Characteristic Performance Requirement Supplemental Information Test

Waveform Characteristics (Cont.)

Amplitude

Accuracy DC accuracy +2% + flatness

Flatness Referenced to 1 kHz With Gaussian, Width 50%,

Transition 10% waveform

Filter <= 100 kHz <2.5 MHz <15.6 MHz <31.2 MHz

50 MHz LPF +2.0% +5.0% +5.0% —20%

Arbitrary

Maximum Points Any periodic waveform described

with 12 bits and 1024 points.

Numbers of Waveforms 32

Sweep

Sweep Type Standard, Multiple

Spacing Linear, Log

Frequency 5 digits

Start, Stop 1.0 Hz to 100 MHz (Sine)

1.0 Hz to 2.5 MHz (other)

Step (Linear) Within (Stop —Start), 5 digits

Points/decade (Log) 10 to 1000

1—2-—5 sequence

1.0 Hz to 10 Hz <10

10 Hz to 100 Hz <= 100

100 Hz to 1 kHz < 1000

1 kHz to 100 MHz < 1000

Timing 4 digits

Sweep Dwell 0.5 us to 100s

Return Dwell 0.5 us to 100s Except Multiple-Sweep

Standard Sweep Marker

Number 3

Frequency Between Start and Stop

Time 0.5 us to 100 s

Multiple-Sweep Marker Positive TTL level Pulse Only Auxiliary Output
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Table 4-1: Electrical Characteristics (Cont.)

Performance

Characteristic Performance Requirement Supplemental Information Test

Sweep (Cont.)

Points

Sweep 2 to 5001

Return 1 to 5000 Except Multiple-Sweep

Standard Sweep Max 2048 s < Sweep + Return Time Without Marker

Period

CH2 Sweep Out +1 V out put into 50 QO

Start —1.00 V Linear proportional to f

Stop +1.00 V Log proportional to log f

Modulation

Amplitude Modulation

Modulation Signal Sine, Square, Triangle, External,

CH1

Sine, Square, Triangle

Modulation Parame-

ter

Amplitude 4 digits Internal AM

—10.00 V,._ to +10.00 Vp, Modulation

Check on

page 4-52

Depth 3 digits 0 to 100% _ High — Low,

Depth = Tigh + Low ”

DSB-SC © On/Off

Modulation Rate

Period 10 us to 1s, every 0.2 ms

Accuracy +0.1%

Rise time Within 2 us —10 Vp-p to 10 Vp-p Calcu-

lated bandwidth 175kHz

AM Distortion 1% at 10 kHz Rate

50% AM, 1 Vp-p

AM Noise Within 1% of Range

External, CH1 1 Vp-p typical causes 100% External AM

Modulation at half amplitude | Modulation

of each Range Check on

page 4-65

Rise time Within 2 us
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Table 4-1: Electrical Characteristics (Cont.) ?

Characteristic Performance Requirement

Performance

Supplemental Information Test

Modulation (Cont.)

Offset Modulation Offset Modu-

lation Check
Modulation Parameter on page 4-55

High, Low 4 digits

—5.000 to 5.000 V

Modulation Signal Sine, Square, Triangle

Modulation Rate

Period 10 us to 1 s, every 0.2 us

Accuracy +0.1%

Modulation Noise Within 1% of Range

Rise time Within 2 us —5 V to 5 V Calculated

bandwidth 175 kHz

Frequency Modulation

Center Frequency 9 digits

Deviation 6 digits _ High — Low a
Depth = cae oes )

Modulation Signal Sine, Square, Triangle

Modulation Rate

Period 10 us to 1s every 0.2 us

Accuracy +0.1%
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Table 4-1: Electrical Characteristics (Cont.)

Characteristic Performance Requirement Supplemental Information

Performance

Modulation (Cont.)

Frequency Shift Keying (FSK)

Method Continuous Phase FSK Carrier signal is asynchro-

nous with modulation rate.

Key

Numbers of Key 2 to 256

Frequency < 100 MHz (sine)

or 2.5 MHz (other)

Amplitude Within 10 Vp-p

Offset Within +5 V

Data

Numbers of Data 2 to 2,048

Frequency Transition

Time 4ns

Data Rate 1 to 2,500,000

Period 1 sto 0.4 us, every 0.1 us

Phase Shift Keying

(PSK)

Method Refer to Figure 4-1 Carrier signal is asynchro-

nous with modulation rate.

Ag=360 X AfTr°

ot+ Ad

9

| Tr

f ' f+ Af f

Figure 4-1: Phase Change

Key

Numbers of Key 2 to 256

Phase Within +360.0 degrees

Amplitude Within 10 Vp.

Offset Within +5 V
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Table 4-1: Electrical Characteristics (Cont.)

UY
Performance

Characteristic Performance Requirement Supplemental Information Test

Modulation (Cont.)

Data

Numbers of Data 2 to 2,048

Phase Transition Refer to Figure 4-1

Time Tr 800 ns (200 Clocks) In this time the DAC is dis-

abled.

Phase accuracy Within +67.0 micro-degree

(360*200/2°°) calculated for 1
step

Data Rate 1 to 50,000

Period 1 sto 20 us, every 0.1 Us

Reference Oscillator

Type TCXO

Nominal Frequency 10 MHz

Accuracy +1 ppm (0° C ~ 50° C) +10 Hz ( )

Stability +1ppm/year (20° C ~ 30° C)

Main Output

Output Source Resis- 500

tance The output of the AFG2020 is de-

signed to operate as a 50 O volt-

age source working into 50 Q load.

At higher frequencies, untermi-

nated or improperly terminated

output will cause excessive aberra-

tions on the output waveform.

Loads less than 50 Q will reduce

the waveform amplitude.

VSWR 0.4 Vp.» range — 1.1

2 Vp-p range — 2.0

10 Vp.p range — 2.5

with 100 MHz LPF

Reverse Power Protection IfthereisaDC voltage across the Upto0.4W

output load, use a coupling capaci-

tor in series with the load. The time

constant of the coupling capacitor

and load must be long enough to

maintain pulse flatness. Do not ap- j

ply external signal into the output! (
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Table 4-1: Electrical Characteristics (Cont.)

Performance

Characteristic Performance Requirement Supplemental Information Test

Main Output (Cont.)

Low Pass Filters

100 MHz Brick Wall Within 1 dB to 100 MHz

less than —40 dB 125 MHz

1 dB to 1 GHz

50 MHz Linear Phase —3 dB +0.5 dB at 50 MHz

Auxiliary Outputs

Sync Output Positive TTL level pulse SYNC Output

: : Check on
Resistance From 51 Q nominal page 4-57

Level 2.8 V< V(Hi) < 5.0 V

-—0.1 V< V(Lo) < 0.2 V into

1 MQ

Pulse width 400 ns minimum

Protection Protected against short cir-

cuit and up to +5 VDC +
peak AC accidental input.

Marker Output Positive TTL level pulse Marker Out-

E 3 put Check on
Resistance From 51 Q nominal page 4-59

Level 2.8 V< V(Hi) < 5.0 V

—0.1 V< V(Lo) 0.2 V into

1 MQ

Pulse width 100 ns minimum

Protection Protected against short cir-

cuit and up to +5 VDC +

peak AC accidental input.

10 MHz Output TTL level square wave 10 MHz Out-

: : put Check on
Resistance From 51 Q nominal page 4-61

Level 2.8 V< V(Hi) < 5.0 V

—0.1 V < V(Lo) < 0.2 V into

1 MQ

Duty 50% to 75%

Protection Protected against short cir-
cuit and up to +5 VDC +

peak AC accidental input.
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Table 4-1: Electrical Characteristics (Cont.) @

Performance

Characteristic Performance Requirement Supplemental Information Test

Auxiliary Inputs

Trigger/Gate Input External Trig-

ee - ger Level Ac-
Sensitivity 200 MVp._p minimum DC to 10MHz curacy

De : E Check on
Minimum width 30 ns, 200 mMVp., amplitude page 4-67

Width Impedance 1kOQ +5%

Maximum Input <= +10 VDC plus peak AC

Threshold

Range +9.90 V

Resolution 0.1 V

Accuracy +10% +100 mV

Polarity Selection Positive slope for Arming and Time

Burst, and positive true for Gate.

Negative slope for Arming and

Time Burst, and negative true for

Gate.

AM Input 1 Vp-p typical causes 100% o>
modulation at half amplitude Oo
of each range

Impedance 10 kQ +5%

Maximum Input < +10 VDC plus peak AC

REF IN TTL compatible 2.4 V< V(HI) <5.0 V REF IN Clock

0.0 V< V(LO) <0.1 V Check on

page 4-62
Range 10 MHz +10 kHz

Impedance 10 kQ +5%

Maximum Input OV < Input <+5V

Operating Modes

Continuous Generates the waveform continu-

ously.

Start Output quiescent until triggered by

an external, GPIB or manual trig-

ger, after the predefined delay gen-

erates continuously and stops by

STOP command or GPIB

command.
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a Table 4-1: Electrical Characteristics (Cont.)

Performance

Characteristic Performance Requirement Supplemental Information Test

Operating Modes (Cont.)

Gate Output quiescent until triggered by

an external, GPIB or manual; the

predefined delay generates wave-

form for the duration of the gated

signal.

Time Burst Output quiescent until triggered by Internal Time
an external, GPIB, internal or Burst Check

manual; after the predefined delay on page 4-72

generates waveform for the prede-

fined time. When Sweep or Modu-

late is on, generates one

sequence.

Trigger delay 0.7 us to 100.00 s, 5 digits

Accuracy +(0.1 us + 0.01%) Synthesizer On Mode
+(0.2 us + 0.01%) Synthesizer Off Mode

Time 0.4 us to 100 s, 3 digits

Accuracy +0.1 us

( \ Internal Trigger Period 10yusto 200s
_ > Delay + Time + 2.5 us,

3 digits

Accuracy +1%

Trigger Delay

Synthesizer On Mode

Trigger Delay

Ext Input to Output Td1+Td2 Refer to Figure 4-2

Ext Input to Sync (Td1) 0.2 us +0.1 Us External Trig-
ger Delay

‘ Check on
Sync to Output (Td2) Predefined Delay —0.2 us page 4-74

Gate end to Output 0.2 us typical

(Td3)

Phase Recovery time 2.5 us typical

(Tpr)
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Table 4-1: Electrical Characteristics (Cont.)

Characteristic Performance Requirement Supplemental Information
Performance

Test

Trigger Delay (Cont.)

Trigger/Gate

SYNC

Td 2

o=0°

=90° |

1. eee

Figure 4-2: Trigger Delay (Synthesizer On Mode)

Synthesizer Off Mode

Trigger Delay

Ext Input to Output Td1+Td2 Refer to Figure 4-3

Ext Input to Sync (Td1) Predefined Delay External Trig-

—0.15 us +0.1 us ger Delay

Check on

Sync to Output (Td2) 0.15 us +0.1 us page 4-74

Gate end to Output 0.2 us typical

(Td3)

Phase recovery time 2.5 us typical

(Tpr)
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Table 4-1: Electrical Characteristics (Cont.)“~

Performance

Characteristic Performance Requirement Supplemental Information Test

Trigger Delay (Cont.)

Trigger/Gate

hy a 5 res os hae ae
‘

SYNC |

Td3 Tpr

Td2

10 MHz

(Sampling with 250MHz to 125MHz clock)

SOR Se ARSE RS poe ie ee ee

Figure 4-3: Trigger Delay (Synthesizer Off Mode)

Second Channel (Synthesizer On Mode) (Option 02)

Skew Within 2.0 ns Sine, 100 MHz, 0°, 2.0 Vp, Dual Channel

with 100 MHz LPF Synchroniza-

tion Check

on page 4-78

Cross talk —60 dBc

Sine, 2.0 Vp., with 100 MHz

LPF

Phase Accuracy Sine, 2.0 Vp.p with 100 MHz

URE

Other waveform

Within +(4 ns + 0.35°) at

2.0 Vp-p with 50 MHz LPF

Frequency 50Hz<~<100kHz ~<1MHz ~ <10 MHz ~ <100 MHz

Accuracy +0.1 deg. +0.5 deg. +1 deg. +2 deg.

Display

CRT

Type Electromagnetic deflection

Phosphor P4

a | Screen Size 17.8 cm (7 in.) diagonal,
640 x 480 pixels
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Table 4-1: Electrical Characteristics (Cont.)

Performance

Characteristic Performance Requirement Supplemental Information Test

Battery

Type NiCd 3.6 V 250 mAh

Calculated Data Reten- At least 200 days After eight hours operation at

tion 25° C.

Power Supply

AC Line Power

Range 90 ~ 250 VAC (48 Hz ~ 63 Hz)

90 ~ 127 VAC (48 Hz ~ 440 Hz)

Maximum Power 300 W With Option 02

Consumption

Maximum Current 4 Amps With Option 02

Fuse Rating 6 A fast blow, 250 V, UL198G (3AG)

or 5 A (T), 250 V, IEC127

Mechanical Characteristics

Table 4-2: Mechanical Characteristics

Characteristics Description

Net Weight

Standard 9.0 kg (19.84 Ib.)

Option 02 9.5 kg (20.94 Ib.)

Height (with feet) 164 mm (6.4 in.)

Width (with handle) 362 mm (14.3 in.)

Depth

With Front Cover Installed 491 mm (19.25 in.)

With Handle Extended 576 mm (22.2 in.)
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~ Environmental Characteristics

Table 4-3: Environmental Characteristics

Characteristics Performance Requirement

Temperature

Operating

Non-operating

0° Cto +50° C

—20° Cto +60° C

Possible loss of nonvolatile memory data below —20° C. Meets

MIL-T-28800C, Class 5.

Humidity

Operating and Non-operating Five cycles (120 hours) with equipment tested at 90-95% relative

humidity. Tested non-operating at 30° C to 60° C and operating at

50° C. Meets MIL-T-28800C, Class 5.

Altitude

Operating

Non-operating

To 4.5 km (15,000 feet)

Maximum operating temperature decreases 1° C each 1,000 feet

above 5,000 feet.

To 15 km (50,000 feet)

Meets MIL-T-28800C, Class 5.“ Operating and Non-operating

Vibration

operating 15 minutes sweep along each of three major axes at a total dis-

placement of 0.015 inch p-p with frequency varied from 10 Hz to

55 Hz. Hold 10 minutes at each major resonance, or if no major

resonance present, hold 10 minutes at 55 Hz.

Meets MIL-T-28800C, Class 5.

Shock

Non-operating 30 G, half sine, 11 ms duration, three shocks per axis in each

direction for a total of 18 shocks.

Meets MIL-T-28800C, Class 5.

%
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Table 4-3: Environmental Characteristics (Cont.)

Characteristics Performance Requirement

Electromagnetic Compatibility

Emissions

Enclosure EN 55011 Class A limits for radiated emissions

AC Mains EN 55011 Class A limits for conducted emissions
EN 60555-2 Power line harmonics

Immunity

Enclosure IEC 801-3 RF electromagnetic field, 10 V/m, 27 MHz to 500 MHz
(up to 200 mV,., noise may be output in this test.)

IEC 801-2 ESD 8 kV

AC Mains IEC 801-4, 4 kVp.p, 5/50 ns, T,/Th, 5 KHz
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Performance Verification

Before Verification This subsection describes the verification procedures in this section, indi-

cates when to use the procedures, and gives conventions used in their

structure. The procedures in this section are:

= Self Tests

m Performance Tests

Preparation

These procedures verify the AFG2020 Synthesized Arbitrary Function Gener-

ator functionality. Choose the procedure that best suits your need:

m To quickly confirm that the AFG2020 functions and is adjusted properly,

do the procedures under Se/f Tests, which begin on page 4-24.

Advantages: These procedures are short, require no external equip-

ment, and perform extensive functional and accuracy testing. Use them

to quickly determine if the AFG2020 is suitable for putting into service,

such as when it is first received.

= Foramore extensive confirmation of performance, do the Seif Tests just

referenced; then do the Performance Tests, beginning on page 4-28.

Advantages: These procedures involve direct checking of warranted

specifications. They require more time and suitable test equipment (see

Equipment Required on page 4-29).

Before starting any of these procedures, read Section 1, Getting Started, and

Section 2, Operating Basics of this manual. These sections describe the

power-on procedure, and the AFG2020 front-panel controls and menu

system.

Conventions

Throughout the procedures in this section, the following conventions apply:

= Each test procedure uses the following general format:

= Title of Test

= Equipment Required

= Prerequisites

= Procedure
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m Each procedure consists of as many steps, substeps, and subparts as

required to do the test. Steps, substeps, and subparts are sequenced

as follows:

1. First Step

a. First Substep

a First Subpart

a Second Subpart

b. Second Substep

2. Second Step

= Instructions for menu selection follow this format: FRONT PANEL BUT-

TON Main Menu Button Side Menu Button. For example, “Press

UTILITY Init O.K.”

= Where instructed to use a front-panel button, key, or knob, or select

from the MENU column, or from a bottom or side menu, the name of the

item appears in boldface type: “push FUNCTION, ” or “select Ramp in

the bottom menu.”

Self Tests This subsection describes how to use AFG2020 internal self-test routines.

No equipment is required to do these procedures. The self tests include

these internal routines:

= Diagnostics

This self-test procedure uses internal routines to verify that the AFG2020

functions, and passes the internal circuit tests.

® Calibration

The second procedure checks the AFG2020 internal calibration

constants and changes them if needed.

Diagnostics

The AFG2020 internal diagnostic routines check AFG2020 characteristics in

the circuitry indicated by the menu shown in Figure 4-4.

The AFG2020 automatically performs the internal diagnostics at power-on;

you can also run the internal diagnostics using the menu selections de-

scribed in this procedure. The difference between these two methods of

initiating diagnostics is that the menu method does more detailed memory

checking than the power-on method.
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Equipment Required: None.

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must have been calibrated at an ambient

temperature between +20° C and +30° C and must be operating at an

ambient temperature between 0° C and +50° C. Power on the AFG2020

and allow a 20-minute warmup period before doing this procedure.

Procedure:

1. Verify that internal diagnostics pass: Do the following substeps to verify

passing internal diagnostics.

a. Display the diagnostics menu and select all tests: Push UTIL-

ITY Diag Automatic All. See the menu in Figure 4-4.

The list on the left shows the tests available for Diagnostics. In

addition to selecting all of the tests shown for Diagnostics, you can

select only the test(s) you want to run using the general purpose

knob. In Figure 4-4, the symbol (*) to the left of a test name indi-

cates that test is currently selected.

Synth Mode Filter: CHI CH2 | Modu: CHI CH2

on Cont | {OOMH2 100MHz2- Off Off

| Diagnastics

e Automatic
Test Resulf Code all

* CPU PASSED

#: Oscillator PASSED interactive

* BBS CHI PASSED Front Panel

® DDS CH2 PASSED

« Output CH1 PASSED

* Output CH2: PASSED

* Front Panel» PASSED

& Display PASSED

& All

Execute

3 Saas? a

GPIB Cal Diag

intensity Init| x | Ref Clock

Figure 4-4: Display of the Diagnostics Menu

b. Run the diagnostics: Select Execute from the side menu. This

executes all the AFG2020 diagnostics automatically.
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c. Wait: The internal diagnostics do an extensive verification of

AFG2020 functions. This verification takes about 35 seconds for a

single-channel AFG2020. While it progresses, the screen displays

the clock icon. When finished, the resulting status appears on the

screen.

d. Confirm that no failures are found: Verify that no failures are reported

on-screen. If the diagnostics displays FAIL as the result of any test,

contact your nearest Tektronix representative.

2. Return to regular service: Push a button (other than UTILITY) in the

MENU column to exit the Diag menu.

NOTE

The interactive tests on the Diag menu is for manufacturing use at

the factory.

Calibration

The AFG2020 includes internal calibration routines that check electrical

characteristics such as gain and offset accuracy (DC and AC), trigger level,

clock, filters, output amplifiers, and attenuation. They also adjust internal

calibration constants as necessary. This procedure describes how to do the

internal calibration.

NOTE

To obtain effective instrument operation when a Calibration Data

lost message occurs (the NiCad battery is discharged), you must

execute the complete Cal function in the Utility menu to restore all

internal calibration constants. This must be done for each power-up

cycle, until the NiCad battery is recharged or replaced.

Equipment Required: None.

Prerequisites: Power on the AFG2020 and allow a 20-minute warmup

period before doing this procedure. To be valid, calibration must be done at

an ambient temperature between +20° C and +30° C.

Procedure:

1. Verify that internal calibration routines pass: Do the following substeps to

verify that internal calibration routines run successfully.

a. Display the calibration menu and select all routines: Push UTIL-

ITY Cal Select All. See the menu in Figure 4-5.
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The list on the left shows the calibration routines available for Cal. In

“~ addition to selecting all of the calibrations shown, you can select
only the calibration routine you want to run using the general pur-

pose knob. In Figure 4-5, the symbol (*) to the left of a calibration

name indicates that calibration is selected.

Synth Mode Filter: CHi CH2 | Modu: CHI CH2

On | Cont | 1Q0O0MH2 100MH2 off

Calibration Resulf Code

a DC CHI PASSED

CH2 PASSED

# AC CHI PASSED

CH2 PASSED i BB Phe os

* ALL

Execute

) — preety a )
} CJ <= nensity a Amit
Nv RAM ; GPIB 4 Cal | Diag

Figure 4-5: Display of the Calibration Menu

b. Run the calibration routine: Select Execute from the side menu. This

executes the selected AFG2020 calibration routine(s).

c. Wait: The internal calibration does an exhaustive verification of

proper AFG2020 function and adjusts internal calibration constants

as necessary. This verification takes about 100 seconds. While it

progresses, the clock icon appears on screen. When finished, the

resulting status will appear on the screen.

d. Confirm that no failures are found: Verify that no failures are reported -

on-screen. If the calibration displays FAIL as the result, contact your

nearest Tektronix representative.

2. Return to regular service: Push any button (other than UTILITY) in the

MENU column to exit the Cal menu.

<,
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Performance Tests This subsection contains a series of tests for checking that the

AFG2020 Synthesized Arbitrary Function Generator performs as warranted.

The tests are presented in the following order:

= Output Frequency Accuracy Check (Synthesizer On)

= Output Frequency Accuracy Check (Synthesizer Off)

= Amplitude Accuracy Check

a Offset Accuracy Check

mu Flatness Check (High Frequency)

mu Flatness Check (Low Frequency)

m Aberrations Check

m= Rise and Fall Time Check

= Internal AM Modulation Check

= Offset Modulation Check

a SYNC Output Check

= MARKER Output Check

= 10MHz Output Check

m REF IN Clock Check

= External AM Modulation Check

= External Trigger Level Accuracy Check

m Internal Time Burst Check

m= External Trigger Delay Check

= Dual Channel Synchronization Check (Option 02 Only)

These procedures extend the confidence level provided by the internal

diagnostic and calibration routines in the preceding subsection, Se/f Tests.

Prerequisites

The tests in this subsection comprise an extensive confirmation of AFG2020

performance and functionality, when the following requirements are met:

= You must have successfully run the calibration routines described in the

subsection, Se/f Tests, with the AFG2020 operating at an ambient tem-

perature between +20° C and +30° C.

= The AFG2020 must have been operating for a warm-up period of at least

20 minutes and must be operating at an ambient temperature between

0° C and +50° C.
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Related Information — Read Before Verification beginning on page 4-23.

Also, if you are not familiar with operating the AFG2020, read Section 7,

Getting Started, and Section 2, Operating Basics, before doing any of these

procedures.

Equipment Required — The equipment listed in Table 4-4 is required to

check the performance of the AFG2020.

Table 4-4: Test Equipment

Description Minimum Requirements Example Purpose

Termination, 2 ea. Impedance: 50 Q, 0.1%

Connectors: BNC

Tektronix P/N 011—0129-—00 Signal termination

X10 Attenuator Connectors: BNC 10:1 Tektronix P/N 011—0059-—02 Check flatness

Adapter Connectors: BNC female-to- Tektronix P/N 103—0090—00 Signal

dual banana interconnection

Adapter Connectors: BNC TEE Type Tektronix P/N 103—0030—00 Signal

interconnection

Adapter Connectors: BNC (male) to Tektronix P/N 103—0058—00 Signal

N (female) interconnection

BNC Cable, 3 ea. Impedance 50 Q Tektronix P/N 012—0057—01 Signal

Connectors: BNC interconnection

Length: 1 m (43 in.)

Oscilloscope Bandwidth: >250 MHz Tektronix TDS500 Series Digitiz- _Check output

ing Oscilloscope or 2400 Series _ signals

Digitizing Oscilloscope

Frequency Frequency range: Tektronix DC 5010 Program- Check frequency

Counter 10 Hz to 100 MHz mable Universal Counter/Timer*

or HP5386A Opt. 4

RF Power Meter Frequency range: HP437B+HP8482A or Check flatness

100 kHz to 100 MHz Anritsu ML4803A+MA4601A

Digital Voltage range: Fluke 8842A Check voltages

Multimeter 0.05 Vto5V

Accuracy: +0.1%

Function Output voltage: Tektronix FG5010* Trigger threshold

Generator -5Vto5V level minimum pulse

Frequency: 20 MHz width

External AM fre-

quency response

sensitivity

External clock

*

Requires a TM 5000 Series Power Module Mainframe
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Performance Check Waveform

Some of the performance tests require special arbitrary waveforms for

generating AFG2020 output. Use the following procedure to create the

arbitrary waveforms before doing the performance tests. In the tests, these

waveforms are called Test Waveform 1, Test Waveform 2, and Test

Waveform 3.

Creating Test Waveform 1

This waveform is a 0 VDC signal with a 0.0000 VDC offset.

Nie Display the menu: Press the EDIT button in the MENU column on the

front panel.

Select the memory location to edit: Turn the general purpose knob to

highlight a memory location to edit. If you select a memory location

containing an unneeded waveform, the new waveform will overwrite and

destroy the unneeded waveform. An icon that appears as a straight line

at the midpoint is a memory location that is empty. Note which memory

location you select for later reference.

Change to the waveform editor: Press EDIT in the bottom menu.

Select the source of the new waveform: Press Standard Function.

Select the type of new waveform: Press Func Type xxxx repeatedly or

turn the general purpose knob until the text under Func Type changes to

DC.

Set the offset: If the offset setting under Offset in the side menu is

0.0000, skip this step.

a. Select parameter: Press OFFSET in the side menu.

b. Set offset: Turn the general purpose knob (or push the numeric and

decimal keys and ENTER) to change the offset to 0.0000.

Create the new waveform: Press Execute.

Write the new waveform into the memory location: Press Exit/

Write Write and Exit. The new waveform appears as a straight line at

the baseline, in the previously selected memory location.

Creating Test Waveform 2

This waveform is a 0 VDC signal with a + 1.0000 offset.

9: Repeat steps 2—8 to create the waveform in another arbitrary waveform

memory location, except set the offset to 1.0000 VDC. The new wave-

form appears as a straight line elevated above the baseline in the se-

lected memory location.
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Creating Test Waveform 3

This waveform is a 0 VDC signal with a — 1.0000 offset.

10. Repeat steps 2 through 8 to create the waveform in another arbitrary

waveform memory location, except set the offset to — 1.0000 VDC. The

new waveform appears as a straight line below the baseline in the

selected memory location.

11. Push a MENU button other than EDIT to exit.

Output Frequency Accuracy Check (Synthesizer On)

This procedure checks the frequency accuracy at 100 MHz and 2.5 MHz

with the synthesizer turned on.

Electrical Characteristic Checked:

Output frequency range and accuracy, and reference oscillator accuracy

(see page 4-4).

Equipment Required: A coaxial cable, a termination, and a frequency

counter.

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must meet the prerequisites listed on

page 4-28.

Procedure:

1. Install the test hookup and set test equipment controls:

a. Hook up the counter: Connect the AFG2020 CH1 output connector

through the coaxial cable and termination to the channel A input

connector on the counter (see Figure 4-6).

AFG2020
Frequency Counter

oo

® oofooo00 00;
oooo0 oo o000 00 oo0o00 oo Ooo00 ooeeoy] T =|

& Yorexo)} W 2|

500

Termination

Figure 4-6: Connections for Checking Output Frequency Accuracy

(Synthesizer On)
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b. Set the counter controls: iin

Function: Frequency A 7)

2. Set the AFG2020 controls:

a. Initialize AFG2020 controls: Push UTILITY Init O.K.

b. Change the AFG2020 controls:

= Push OUTPUT.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select an output frequency

of 100 MHz.

= Push the CH 1 button above the CH 1 output connector so the

LED is on.

3. Check against limits: Check that the counter reading is between

99.999900 MHz and 100.000100 MHz.

4. Change the AFG2020 controls: Press the numeric and units keys to

select an output frequency of 2.5 MHz.

5. Check against limits: Check that the counter reading is between

2.49999738 MHz and 2.50000262 MHz.

6. End procedure: Disconnect all connections to the AFG2020.

Output Frequency Accuracy Check (Synthesizer Off) U
This procedure checks the frequency accuracy at 7.81 MHz and 7.82 MHz

with the synthesizer turned off.

Electrical Characteristic Checked:

Output frequency accuracy (see page 4-4).

Equipment Required: A coaxial cable, a termination, and a frequency

counter.

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must meet the prerequisites listed on

page 4-28.

Procedure:

1. Install the test hookup and set test equipment controls:

a. Hook up the counter: Connect the AFG2020 CH1 output connector

through the coaxial cable and termination to the channel A input

connector on the counter (see Figure 4-7).
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AFG2020

Cneeonon IF

Frequency Counter

.
o)

oeoo0ds 0000 00 ooo00 oo o000 oo Qooo oo: t jege) ooaa 2o* ol T
oe]

9 Elsisisteiets A®©OO©®O oa LY 5

502

Termination

Figure 4-7: Connections for Checking Output Frequency Accuracy

(Synthesizer Off)

b. Set the counter controls:

Function: Frequency A

Set the AFG2020 controls:

a. Initialize AFG2020 controls: Push UTILITY Init O.K.

b. Change the AFG2020 controls:

= Push Square OUTPUT Synth to highlight Off.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select an output frequency

of 7.81 MHz.

= Push the CH 1 button above the CH 1 output connector so the

LED is on.

Check against limits: Check that the counter reads between

7.80219 MHz and 7.81781 MHz.

Change the AFG2020 controls: Press the numeric and units keys to

select an output frequency of 7.82 MHz.

Check against limits: Check that the counter reads between

7.81218 MHz and 7.82782 MHz.

End procedure: Disconnect all connections to the AFG2020.
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Amplitude Accuracy Check

This procedure checks the amplitude accuracy at three amplitude ranges for

channel 1 and channel 2 (if Option 02 is installed).

Electrical Characteristic Checked:

DC accuracy (see page 4-6).

Equipment Required: A coaxial cable, a termination, a dual banana

adapter, and a digital multimeter (DMM).

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must meet the prerequisites listed on

page 4-28.

Procedure:

1. Install the test hookup and set test equipment controls:

a. Hook up the DMM: Connect the AFG2020 CH1 output connector

through the coaxial cable, termination, and dual banana adapter to

the DMM input connector (see Figure 4-8).

AFG2020

C errant )

Dual Banana
Adapter cal

e188
J

x eo GUUORGOSSs

——— 50 0 - OOo
rf Termination

Figure 4-8: Connections for Checking Amplitude Accuracy

b. Setthe DMM controls:

Mode: VDC

Range Auto

2. Set the AFG2020 controls:

a. Initialize AFG2020 controls: Push UTILITY Init O.K.

b. Change the AFG2020 controls:

= PushOUTPUT Range 2 V,p.».

= Push the CH 1 button above the CH 1 output connector so the

LED is on.
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3. Check against limits for the 2V,_) range: Check that the AFG2020 ampli-

tude is within limits:

a. SetAFG2020 controls:

= Push Ampl/Offset.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select the first amplitude

setting in Table 4-5.

b. Select the test waveform for output: Push FUNCTION § Arbitrary.

Then push Wave #x for the memory location containing Test Wave-

form 3.

c. Note the Vneg reading: Write down the DMM reading.

d. Select the test waveform for output: Push Wave #x for the memory

location containing Test Waveform 2.

e. Note the Vpos reading: Write down the DMM reading.

f. Calculate Vout, using the formula:

Vout = Vpos — Vneg

For example, if Vpos is 1 VDC and Vneg is —1 VDC, Vout is

+2 VDC.

g. Check calculation against limits: Check that Vout is within the range

listed in Table 4-5 for the amplitude setting.

h. Change AFG2020 controls: Push OUTPUT.

i. Check other settings: Repeat steps a (numeric input only) through h

for each amplitude setting in Table 4-5.

Table 4-5: Amplitude Accuracy in the 2 V,., Range

Amplitude Setting (V,.p) Amplitude Vout Range (V,.p)

+2.0 +1.975 to +2.025

+1.0 +0.985 to +1.015

+0.5 +0.490 to +0.510

+0.2 +0.193 to +0.207

+0;1 +0.094 to +0.106

+0.0 —0.005 to +0.005

-0.1 —0.094 to —0.106

=0:2 —0.193 to —0.207

—0.5 —0.490 to —0.510

—1.0 —0.985 to —1.015

=2:0 —1.975:10'=2,025

4. Check against limits for the 0.4Vp_p range:

a. Change AFG2020 controls: Push Range 0.4 Vp».

b. Check other settings: Repeat step 3, using the amplitude settings

and amplitude Vout ranges listed in Table 4-6.
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Table 4-6: Amplitude Accuracy in the 0.4 V,., Range

Amplitude Setting (Vp-p) Amplitude Vout Range (Vp.p)

+0.4 +0.395 to +0.405

+0.2 +0.197 to +0.203

+0.1 +0.098 to +0.102

+0.0 —0.001 to +0.001

—-0.1 —0.098 to —0.102
—0.2 —0.197 to —0.203

—0.4 —0.395 to —0.405

5. Check against limits for the 10 Vp.p range:

a. Change AFG2020 controls: Push Range 10 Vp.»p.

b. Check other settings: Repeat step 3, using the amplitude settings

and amplitude Vout ranges listed in Table 4-7.

Table 4-7: Amplitude Accuracy in the 10 V,.. Range

Amplitude Setting (Vp-p) Amplitude Vout Range (V>.p)

+10.0 +9.700 to +10.300

+5.0 +4.825 to +5.175

+2.0 +1.900 to +2.100

+1.0 +0.925 to +1.075

+0.0 —0.050 to +0.050

—1.0 —0.925 to —1.075

—2.0 —1.900 to —2.100

—5.0 —4,.825 to —5.175

—10.0 —9.700 to —10.300

6. Check channel 2: lf Option 02 is installed in the AFG2020, check the

CH2 output signal amplitude using the following procedure.

a. Change connections: Move the cable from the AFG2020 CH 1

connector to the CH 2 connector.

b. Check other settings: Repeat steps 2 through 5, except after initializ-

ing the AFG2020, push Channel to highlight CH2. This allows you to

set the parameters for channel 2.

7. End procedure: Disconnect all connections to the AFG2020.
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Offset Accuracy Check

This procedure checks the offset accuracy at three amplitude ranges for

channel 1 and channel 2 (if Option 02 is installed).

Electrical Characteristic Checked:

Offset accuracy on all fixed ranges (see page 4-6).

Equipment Required: A coaxial cable, a termination, a dual banana

adapter, and a digital multimeter (DMM).

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must meet the prerequisites listed on

page 4-28.

Procedure:

1. Install the test hookup and set test equipment controls:

a. Hook up the DMM: Connect the AFG2020 CH1 output connector

through the coaxial cable, termination, and dual banana adapter to

the DMM input connector (see Figure 4-9).

AFG2020

Cc Ano J =

Dual Banana
Adapter isi

qi SOOO P “ lolol] se
fetetetetetetsy )» € © © 50 ne Iooooo

— — 24-2 OO) Termination [ol

Figure 4-9: Connections for Checking Offset Accuracy

b. Setthe DMM controls:

Mode: VDC

Range Auto

2. Set the AFG2020 controls:

a. Initialize AFG2020 controls: Push UTILITY Init O.K.

b. Change the AFG2020 controls:

= Push OUTPUT Range 2V,.. Ampl/Offset.

m= Press the numeric and units keys to select an amplitude of

OMVp.p.

= Push the CH 1 button above the CH 1 output connector so the

LED is on.
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3. Select the test waveform for output: Push FUNCTION $ Arbitrary. Then

push Wave #x for the memory location containing Test Waveform 1.

4. Check offset for the 2 Vp.) amplitude range:

a. Set the offset:

= Push OUTPUT Offset.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select the first offset setting

in Table 4-8.

b. Check the reading: Check that the DMM reading is within the output

voltage range listed in Table 4-8 for the offset setting.

c. Check other settings: Repeat substeps a and b for the other offset

settings in Table 4-8.

Table 4-8: Offset Accuracy in the 2 V,., Range

Offset Setting (V) Output Voltage Range (V)

+1.0 +0.985 to +1.015

+0.5 +0.490 to +0.510

+0.2 +0.193 to +0.207

+0.1 +0.094 to +0.106

0.0 —0.005 to +0.005

—0.1 —0.094 to —0.106

—0.2 —0.193 to —0.207

-0.5 —0.490 to —0.510

=1.0 —0.985 to —1.015

5. Check offset for the 0.4 Vp.) amplitude range:

a. Change the range: Push Range 0.4 Vp.p.

b. Set the offset:

= Push Ampl/Offset.

m= Press the numeric and units keys to select the first offset setting

in Table 4-9.

c. Check the reading: Check that the DMM reading is within the output

voltage range listed in Table 4-9 for the offset setting.

d. Check other settings: Repeat substeps b and c for the other offset

settings in Table 4-9.

Table 4-9: Offset Accuracy in the 0.4 V,., Range

Offset Setting (V) Output Voltage Range (V)

+0.2 +0.197 to +0.203

+0.1 +0.098 to +0.102

0.0 —0.001 to +0.001

=Oi1 —0.098 to —0.102

-—0.2 —0.197 to —0.203
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6. Check offset for the 10 Vp.) amplitude range:

a. Change the range: Push Range 10 V,».

b. Set the offset:

= Push AmpIl/Offset.

m= Press the numeric and units keys to select the first offset setting

in Table 4-10.

c. Check the reading: Check that the DMM reading is within the output

voltage range listed in Table 4-10 for the offset setting.

d. Check other settings: Repeat substeps b and c for the other offset

settings in Table 4-10.

Table 4-10: Offset Accuracy in the 10 V,., Range

Offset Setting (V) Output Voltage Range (V)

+5.0 +4.825 to +5.175

+2.0 +1.900 to +2.100

+1.0 +0.925 to +1.075

0.0 —0.050 to +0.050

=1:0 —0.925 to — 1.075

—2.0 —1.900 to —2.100

9.0 —4.825 to —5.175

7. If Option 02 is installed, check the CH2 offset:

a. Change connections: Move the cable from the AFG2020 CH 1

connector to the CH 2 connector.

Check limits: Repeat steps 2 through 6, except after initializing the

AFG2020, push Channel to highlight CH2. This allows you to set the

parameters for channel 2.

8. End procedure: Disconnect all connections to the AFG2020.
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Flatness Check (High Frequency)

This procedure checks signal flatness for various ranges and frequencies.

Also checks flatness for channel 2 (if Option 02 is installed).

Electrical Characteristic Checked:

Sine amplitude flatness with the synthesizer on and off, at frequencies from

100 kHz to 100 MHz on all fixed ranges (see page 4-8).

Equipment Required: A coaxial cable, an attenuator, a BNC-to-N adapter,

and a power meter.

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must meet the prerequisites listed on

page 4-28.

Procedure:

1. Calibrate the power meter:

a. Hook up the power meter: Connect the sensor head and cable to

the power meter for calibration. Figure 4-10 shows an example of

this connection.

Power Meter

[I | 1 Power REF

gjeooooo0o :
oooojoo0o fs SENSOR

— =

Sensor Head |

Figure 4-10: Connections for Calibrating Power Meter

b. ZERO adjustment: Zero the sensor head to the power meter.

c. Calibrate the power meter to the sensor head: Enter into the power

meter memory the calibration factor for the sensor head you are

using, for measurements at 100 kHz.

d. Change connections: Disconnect the sensor head from the POWER

REF connector.
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2. Install the test hookup and set test equipment controls:

a. Hook up the power meter: See Figure 4-11.

= Connect the AFG2020 CH1 output connector to an attenuator.

= Connect the sensor head of the power meter through the BNC-

to-N adapter to the the other side of the attenuator.

AFG2020

Power Meter

o* oT] T

9 GISISISISISIST 9} CKOKCKS)

geoooeoo

oooolooo)|®

) ne

\

4&p- -—- -on-—
X10ATT —_BNC-N Adapter sensor Head

Figure 4-11: Connections for Checking Flatness (High Frequency)

a.

b.

a.

Set the AFG2020 controls:

Initialize AFG2020 controls: Push UTILITY Init O.K.

Change the AFG2020 controls:

= Push OUTPUT.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select a frequency of

100 kHz; it might already be 100 kHz.

m Push Range 2 Vp».

= Push the CH 1 button above the CH 1 output connector so the

LED is on.

Check limits on the 2 Vp.) range:

Check reading: Check that the power meter reads within

—10 dBm +0.8 dBm.

Change power meter controls: Set the power meter to make relative

dBm measurements (hint: press REL).

Change AFG2020 controls:

= Push Freq/Phase.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select the first frequency

listed in Table 4-11.

Check limits: Check that the power meter reading is within the limits

listed in Table 4-11 for the AFG2020 frequency and range settings.

Check other settings: Repeat substeps c and d for the other fre-

quency settings in Table 4-11.
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Table 4-11: Flatness Accuracy

AFG2020 Frequency Power Range (dB)

Setting (MHz)
2 Vp-p and 0.4V,., Range 10 Vp-p Range

{

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

#+0:5 +0.5

+0.5 +0.5

+0.5 +0.5

+0.5 +0.5

+0.5 +0.5

+0.5 +0:5

0:5 +10

+0.5 +1.0

+0.5 +1.0

+0.5 +1.0

+0:5 +1.0

5. Check limits on the 0.4 Vp.) range:

=» PushRange 0.4V,.. Freq/Phase.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select a frequency of

100 kHz.

Change power meter controls: Set the power meter to make mea-

surements in dBm (hint: press REL).

Check reading: Check that the power meter reads within

—23.98 dBm +1.0 dBm.

Change power meter controls: Set the power meter to make relative

dBm measurements (hint: press REL).

Change AFG2020 controls: Press the numeric and units keys to

select the first frequency listed in Table 4-11.

Check limits: Check that the power meter reading is within the limits

listed in Table 4-11 for the AFG2020 frequency and range settings.

Check other settings: Repeat substeps d and e for the other fre-

quency settings in Table 4-11.

6. Check limits on the 10 V,.p range:

a. Change AFG2020 controls:

m Push Range 10V,., Freq/Phase.

m Press the numeric and units keys to select a frequency of

100 kHz.

= Press Ampl/Offset.

m= Press the numeric and units keys to select an amplitude of 10 V.
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Change power meter controls: Set the power meter to make mea-

surements in dBm (hint: press REL).

Check reading: Check that the power meter reads within 3.98 dBm

+1.0 dBm.

Change power meter controls: Set the power meter to make relative

dBm measurements (hint: press REL).

Change AFG2020 controls: Press the numeric and units keys to

select the first frequency listed in Table 4-11.

Check limits: Check that the power meter reading is within the limits

listed in Table 4-11 for the AFG2020 frequency and range settings.

Check other settings: Repeat substeps e andf for the other frequen-

cy settings in Table 4-11, changing the power meter calibration

factor as necessary.

Check flatness with synthesizer mode turned off:

a. Change AFG2020 controls:

= Push Synth to highlight Off.

m= Push Range 2V,., Freq/Phase.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select a frequency of

100 kHz.

Change power meter controls:

= Change the power meter calibration factor for measurements at

100 kHz.

= Set the power meter to make measurements in dBm.

Check reading: Check that the power meter reads within — 10.0 dBm

+1.0 dBm.

Change power meter controls: Set the power meter to make relative

dBm measurements (hint: press REL).

Change AFG2020 controls:

= PushRange 10V,.,. Freq/Phase.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select the first frequency

listed in Table 4-12.

Check limits: Check that the power meter reading is within the limits

listed in Table 4-12 for the AFG2020 frequency and range settings.

Check other settings: Repeat substeps e and f for the other frequen-

cy settings in Table 4-12.
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Table 4-12: Flatness Accuracy in the 10 V,., Range

Frequency Setting (MHz) Power Range (dB)

1 +1.0

10 +1.0

20 +=1.0

30 +3.0

31.2 +3.0

8. Check channel 2 signal flatness with synthesizer mode turned on: If

Option 02 is installed in the AFG2020, check the channel 2 output signal

flatness using the following procedure:

a. Change connections: Move the attenuator from the AFG2020 CH 1

connector to the CH 2 connector.

b. Check other settings: Repeat steps 3 through 6, except after initializ-

ing the AFG2020, push Channel to highlight CH2. This allows you to

set the parameters for channel 2.

9. Check channel 2 signal flatness with synthesizer mode turned off:

a. Change AFG2020 controls:

= Push Synth to highlight Off.

= Push Freq//Phase Frequency Same as CH1.

= Push Channel to highlight CH1.

NOTE

With the synthesizer turned off and the frequency for channel 2 set

to Frequency Same as CH1, any changes to the channel 1 frequen-

cy also change the channel 2 frequency.

b. Check other settings: Repeat step 7, changing the current channel

temporarily to CH2 when changing the range.

10. End procedure: Disconnect all connections to the AFG2020.
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Flatness Check (Low Frequency)

This procedure checks the flatness of the output waveform at various ranges

and frequencies for channel 1 and channel 2 (if Option 02 is installed).

Electrical Characteristic Checked:

Sine amplitude flatness with synthesizer turned on, at frequencies between

50 Hz and 100 kHz on all fixed ranges (see page 4-8).

Equipment Required: A coaxial cable, a termination, a dual banana

adapter, and a digital multimeter (DMM).

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must meet the prerequisites listed on

page 4-28.

Procedure:

1. Install the test hookup and set test equipment controls:

a. Hook up the DMM: Connect the AFG2020 CH1 output connector

through the coaxial cable, termination, and dual banana adapter to

the DMM input connector (see Figure 4-12).

AFG2020

pe recees ne oeeeee (AI pe Dual BananaI Je issO) ma Adapter poe

Wo bees= PE — Ke)
eo oF=

SIC

Oooo] ==

o aessetsts} ©© ©] 500 ©° SococcC TH
— iaieondaes Termination

Figure 4-12: Connections for Checking Flatness (Low Frequency)

b. Set the DMM controls:

Mode: VAC

Range Auto

2. Set the AFG2020 controls:

a. Initialize AFG2020 controls: Push UTILITY Init O.K.

b. Change the AFG2020 controls:

= Push OUTPUT Range 2V,., Freq/Phase.

m= Press the numeric and units keys to select an output frequency

of 100 kHz.

= Push the CH 1 button above the CH 1 output connector so the

LED is on.
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Check flatness on the 2 Vp-p range:

a. Check the DMM reading: Check that the DMM reading is from

0.68943 Vpms to 0.72478 Vams. Record the reading.

b. Calculate values: Find the V, and Vi} from the DMM reading value in

the substep a using the following formula:

V.. = (DMM ACVpms) X 0.9446

Vy = (DMM ACVpms) X 1.0925

c. Check flatness at 10 kHz:

= Press the numeric and units keys to select an output frequency

of 10 kHz.

= Check that the DMM reading is between the values calculated

for V_ and Vy, above.

d. Check flatness at 1 kHz:

= Press the numeric and units keys to select an output frequency

of 1 kHz.

= Check that the DMM reading is between the values calculated

for V_ and Vy, above.

e. Check flatness at 100 Hz:

= Press the numeric and units keys to select an output frequency

of 100 Hz.

= Check that the DMM reading is between the values calculated

for Vi and Vy, above.

f. Check flatness at 50 Hz:

= Press the numeric and units keys to select an output frequency

of 50 Hz.

= Check that the DMM reading is between the values calculated

for VL and Vy, above.

Check flatness on the 0.4 Vp.) range:

a. Change the AFG2020 controls:

m Push Range 0.4V,., Freq/Phase.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select an output frequency

of 100 kHz.

b. Check the DMM reading: Check that the DMM reading is

137.886 MVpms to 144.956 MV_ms- Record the reading.

c. Calculate values: Find the V_ and Vy from the DMM reading value in

the substep b using the following formula:

V, = (DMM ACVps) X 0.9446

Vi = (DMM ACVpms) X 1.0925

d. Check limits: Repeat substeps 3c through f, checking that the

readings are between the limits calculated in substep 4c.
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5. Check flatness on the 10 Vp.p range:

a. Change the AFG2020 controls:

mTM Push Range 10V,., Freq/Phase.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select an output frequency

of 100 kHz.

= Push Ampl/Offset.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select an output amplitude

of 10 Vp-p.

m= Press Freq/Phase.

Check the DMM reading: Check that the DMM reading is

3.3411 Vams to 3.7200 Vams. Record the reading.

Calculate values: Find the V,_ and Vy from the DMM reading value in

the substep b using the following formula:

V. = (DMM ACVaws) X 0.9446

Vi = (DMM ACVays) X 1.0925

Check limits: Repeat substeps 3c through f, checking that the

readings are between the limits calculated in substep 5c.

6. /f Option 02 is installed, check the CH2 output signal flatness:

a. Change the connections: Move the cable from the AFG2020 CH1

connector to the CH2 connector.

Check channel 2 flatness: Repeat steps 2 through 5, except after

initializing the AFG2020, push Channel to highlight CH2. This allows

you set the parameters for channel 2.

7. End procedure: Disconnect all connections to the AFG2020.

Aberrations Check

This procedure checks output signal aberrations on three amplitude ranges

using the low pass filter (60 MHz) and the full pass filter (no filtering).

Electrical Characteristic Checked:

Aberration range (see page 4-9).

Equipment Required: A coaxial cable, a termination, an attenuator, and

an oscilloscope.

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must meet the prerequisites listed on

page 4-28.
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Procedure:

1. Install the test hookup and set test equipment controls:

a. Hook up the oscilloscope: Connect the AFG2020 CH1 output con-

nector through the coaxial cable, attenuator, and termination to the

oscilloscope vertical input connector (see Figure 4-13).

AFG2020

7 ,E
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Oscilloscope
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Figure 4-13: Connections for Checking Aberrations on 10 V,., Range

b. Set the oscilloscope controls:

Vertical

CH1 coupling

CH1 scale

Horizontal

Sweep

Trigger

Source

Coupling

Slope

Level

Mode

2. Set the AFG2020 controls:

a. Initialize AFG2020 controls: Push UTILITY

b. Change the AFG2020 controls:

= PushSquare OUTPUT Synth to highlight Off.

100 mV/div.

2 ns/div.

Positive

Init O.K.

m Press the numeric and units keys to select an output frequency

of 5 MHz.

m= PushRange 10V,.. Ampl/Offset.

=m Press the numeric and units keys to select an output amplitude

of 10.00 Vp.p.

= Push the CH 1 button above the CH 1 output connector so the

LED is on.
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3. Check aberrations with full pass filter on 10 Vp.) range: Check that the

aberration of the displayed waveform on the test oscilloscope is less

than 121 mV».

4. Check aberrations with 50 MHz filter on 10 Vp.» range:

a.

b.

Change AFG2020 controls: Push Filter 50MHz.

Check display: Check that the aberration of the displayed waveform

on the test oscilloscope is less than 71 MVp.p.

5. Check aberrations with full pass filter on 2 Vp.) range:

Change AFG2020 controls:

m= Push Range 2Vp.».

= Push Filter Full Pass.

Change oscilloscope controls: Set the vertical scale to 200 mV/div.

Change AFG2020 connections: Remove the attenuator and recon-

nect the coaxial cable to the termination (See Figure 4-14).

Oscilloscope
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Figure 4-14: Connections for Checking Aberrations on 2 Vp.p

and 0.4 V,,., Ranges

Check display: Check that the aberration of displayed waveform on

the test oscilloscope is less thani42 mV>p.p.

6. Check aberrations with 50 MHz filter on 2 Vp.) range:

a.

b.

Change AFG2020 controls: Push 50 MHz.

Check display: Check that the aberration of displayed waveform on

the test oscilloscope is less than102 mVp.p.

7. Check aberration with full pass filter on 0.4 Vp.) range:

a.

b.

Change oscilloscope controls: Set the vertical scale to 50 mV/div.

Change AFG2020 controls:

m Push Range 0.4 Vp».

= Push Filter Full Pass.

Check display: Check that the aberration of displayed waveform on

the test oscilloscope is less than 30 MVp.p.
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8. Check aberrations with 50 MHz filter on 0.4 Vp-p range:

a. Change AFG2020 controls: Push 50 MHz. VU
b. Check display: Check that the aberration of displayed waveform on

the test oscilloscope is less than 22 mMVp.p.

9. Check channel 2: If option 02 is installed in the AFG2020, check the CH2

output signal aberration using the following procedure:

a. Change connections: Move the cable from the AFG2020 CH 1

connector to the CH 2 connector.

b. Check limits: Repeat steps 1b through 8, except after initializing the

AFG2020, push Channel to highlight CH2. This allows you to set the

parameters for channel 2.

10. End procedure: Disconnect all connections to the AFG2020.

Rise and Fall Time Check

This procedure checks the output signal rise and fall time using the 100 MHz

and 50 MHz filters.

Electrical Characteristic Checked:

Rise and fall time (see page 4-8).

Equipment Required: A coaxial cable, a termination, and an oscilloscope.

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must meet the prerequisites listed on

page 4-28.

Procedure:

1. Install the test hookup and set test equipment controls:

a. Hook up the oscilloscope: Connect the AFG2020 CH1 output con-

nector through the coaxial cable, and termination to the oscilloscope

vertical input connector (see Figure 4-15).

AFG2020 Oscilloscope
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Figure 4-15: Connections for Checking Rise and Fall Time ')
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b. Set the oscilloscope controls:

Vertical

CH1 coupling DC

CH1 scale 500 mV/div.

Horizontal

Sweep 2 ns/div.

Trigger

Source CH1

Coupling DC

Slope Positive

Level OV

Mode Auto

Set the AFG2020 controls:

a. Initialize AFG2020 controls: Push UTILITY Init O.K.

b. Change the AFG2020 controls:

= Push Square OUTPUT Synth to highlight Off.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select an output frequency

of 1 MHz.

m Push Range 2 Vp-p.

= Push the CH 1 button above the CH 1 output connector so the

LED is on.

Check limits: Check that the rise time of displayed waveform on the test

oscilloscope is within 4 ns.

Change oscilloscope controls: Change the trigger slope to Negative.

Check limits: Check that the fall time of displayed waveform on the test

oscilloscope is within 4 ns.

Change AFG2020 controls: Press Filter 50 MHz.

Check limits: Check that the fall time of displayed waveform on the test

oscilloscope is within 9 ns.

Change oscilloscope controls: Change the trigger slope to Positive.

Check limits: Check that the rise time of displayed waveform on the test

oscilloscope is within 9 ns.

Check channel 2 rise and fall time: |f Option 02 is installed in the

AFG2020, check that the CH2 output signal rise/fall time with following

procedure.

a. Change connections: Move the cable from the AFG2020 CH 1

connector to the CH 2 connector.

b. Check channel 2 limits: Repeat steps 1b through 9, except after

initializing the AFG2020, push Channel to highlight CH2. This allows

you to set the parameters for channel 2.

End procedure: Disconnect all connections to the AFG2020.
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Internal AM Modulation Check

This procedure checks the amplitude and rise time of an AM modulated

signal for channel 1 and channel 2 (if Option 02 is installed). For Option 02,

the procedure also checks channel 2 output when modulated by the

channel 1 signal.

Electrical Characteristic Checked:

Amplitude modulation signal, amplitude (see page 4-11).

Equipment Required: A coaxial cable, a termination, and an oscilloscope.

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must meet the prerequisites listed on

page 4-28.

Procedure:

1. Install the test hookup and set test equipment controls:

a. Hook up the oscilloscope: Connect the AFG2020 CH1 output con-

nector through the coaxial cable, and termination to the oscilloscope

vertical input connector (see Figure 4-16).
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Figure 4-16: Connections for Checking Internal AM Modulation

b. Set the oscilloscope controls:

Vertical

CH1 coupling

CH1 scale

Horizontal

Sweep

DC

2 Vidiv.

100 us/div.
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Trigger

Source CH1

Coupling DC

Slope Positive

Level OV

Mode Auto

2. Set the AFG2020 controls:

a. Initialize AFG2020 controls: Push UTILITY Init O.K.

b. Change the AFG2020 controls:

= Push OUTPUT Range 10V,.p.

= Push MODULATE Signal Square Params DSB-SC to

highlight On.

= Press Carrier Amplitude.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select a carrier amplitude of

10. Vp-p.
p-p

= Push Modulate to highlight On.

= Push the CH 1 button above the CH 1 output connector so the

LED is on.

3. Select the test waveform for output: Push FUNCTION Arbitrary. Then

push Wave #x for the memory location containing Test Waveform 2.

4. Check amplitude limits: Check that the amplitude of the modulated

waveform on the oscilloscope is 10 Vp.p.

5. Change the oscilloscope controls: Change the horizontal sweep to

1 us/div.

6. Check rise time limits: Check that the rise time of the modulated wave-

form on the oscilloscope is within 2 us.

7. Check channel 2 limits: lf option 02 is installed in the AFG2020, check

that the CH2 output amplitude and rise time using following procedure.

a. Change connections: Move the cable from the AFG2020 CH 1

connector to the CH 2 connector.

b. Change AFG2020 channel:

c. Check channel 2 limits: Repeat steps 1b through 6, except after

initializing the AFG2020, push Channel to highlight CH2. This allows

you to set the parameters for channel 2.
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Check channel 2 output when modulated by the channel 1 signal: If

option 2 is installed in the AFG2020, do the following steps:

a. Change AFG2020 channel: Push Channel to highlight CH1.

b. Change AFG2020 controls:

= Push MODULATE and check to see that Modulate is off.

m Push FUNCTION and check to see that Sine is selected.

= Push OUTPUT Ampl/Offset.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select an amplitude of

1.000 Vp.p.

= Push Freq/Phase.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select a frequency of

400.0 Hz.

=m Push Range 2V,,.p.

= Check that the LED above the CH 1 button is off.

c. Change AFG2020 channel: Push Channel to highlight CH2.

d. Change oscilloscope controls:

Vertical

CH1 Scale 500 mV/div.

Horizontal

Sweep 1 ms/div.

Trigger

Level 0.5V

e. Change AFG2020 controls:

= Push OUTPUT Range 2V,,.p.

= PushMODULATE Signal FromCH1 Modulate to highlight

On.

= Push OUTPUT Ampl/Offset.

m Press the numeric and units keys to select an amplitude of

1.000 Vp-p.

= Check that the LED above the CH 2 button is on.

9. Select the test waveform for output: Push FUNCTION § Arbitrary. Then

push Wave #x for the memory location containing Test Waveform 2.

10. Check limits: Check that the amplitude is 1 Vp.p, the period is 2.5 ms,

and the DC offset is 0.5 V for the displayed waveform on the

oscilloscope.

11. End procedure: Disconnect all connections to the AFG2020.
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Offset Modulation Check

This procedure checks the amplitude and rise time of an offset-modulated

signal for channel 1 and channel 2 (if Option 02 is installed).

Electrical Characteristic Checked:

Offset modulation amplitude and rise time (see page 4-12).

Equipment Required: A coaxial cable, a termination, and an oscilloscope.

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must meet the prerequisites listed on

page 4-28.

Procedure:

1. Install the test hookup and set test equipment controls:

a. Hook up the oscilloscope: Connect the AFG2020 CH1 output con-

nector through the coaxial cable, and termination to the oscilloscope

vertical input connector (see Figure 4-17).
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Figure 4-17: Connections for Checking Offset Modulation

b. Set the oscilloscope controls:

Vertical

CH1 coupling DC

CH1 scale 2 V/div.

Horizontal

Sweep 100 us/div.

Trigger

Source CH1

Coupling DC

Slope Positive

Level OV

Mode Auto
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2. Set the AFG2020 controls:

a. Initialize AFG2020 controls: Push UTILITY Init O.K.

b. Change the AFG2020 controls:

Push OUTPUT Range 10V,.) Ampl/Offset.

Press the numeric and units keys to select an amplitude of

0.00 Vp.p.

Push MODULATE Offset Signal Square Params High.

Press the numeric and units keys to select a setting of 5.00 V.

Push Low.

Press the numeric and units keys to select a setting of —5.00 V.

Push Modulate to highlight On.

Push the CH 1 button above the CH 1 output connector so the

LED is on.

3. Select the test waveform for output: Push FUNCTION $ Arbitrary. Then

push Wave #x for the memory location containing Test Waveform 1.

4. Check amplitude limits: Check that the amplitude of the oscilloscope

waveform is 10 Vp.p.

5. Change the oscilloscope controls: Change the horizontal sweep to

1 us/div.

6. Check rise time limits: Check rise time limits: Check that the rise time of

displayed waveform on the test oscilloscope is within 2 us.

7. Check channel 2: \f option 02 is installed in the AFG2020, check the CH2

output amplitude and rise time using following procedure.

a. Change connections: Move the cable from the AFG2020 CH 1

connector to the CH 2 connector.

b. Check channel 2 limits: Repeat steps 1b through 6, except after

initializing the AFG2020, push Channel to highlight CH2. This allows

you to set the parameters for channel 2.

8. End procedure: Disconnect all connections to the AFG2020.
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ry SYNC Output Check

This procedure checks the amplitude and pulse width of the SYNC out

signal.

Electrical Characteristic Checked:

Sync output level and pulse width (see page 4-15).

Equipment Required: Two coaxial cables, a termination, a function gener-

ator, and an oscilloscope.

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must meet the prerequisites listed on

page 4-28.

Procedure:

1. Install the test hookup and set test equipment controls:

a. Hook up the oscilloscope: Connect the AFG2020 SYNC output

connector through a coaxial cable to the oscilloscope CH1 vertical

input connector (see Figure 4-18).

b. Hook up the function generator: Connect the function generator

output through a coaxial cable to the AFG2020 TRIGGER INPUT

connector.
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Figure 4-18: Connections for Checking SYNC Output
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c. Set the oscilloscope controls:

Vertical

CH1 coupling DC

CH1 scale 1 V/div.

Horizontal

Sweep 200 ns/div.

Trigger

Source CH1

Coupling DC

Slope Positive

Level 1.0V

Mode Auto

d. Set the function generator controls:

Function Square

Mode Continuous

Parameter

Frequency 1 kHz

Amplitude 4V

Offset 2.5V

Output On

2. Set the AFG2020 controls:

a. Initialize AFG2020 controls: Push UTILITY Init O.K.

b. Change the AFG2020 controls:

= Push OUTPUT.

m= Press the numeric and units keys to select a frequency of

1 MHz.

= Push TRIGGER MODE Gate Source to highlight External.

= Check that the LED above the CH 1 button is on.

3. Check amplitude limits: Check that the amplitude of the oscilloscope

waveform is between 2.8 Vp.p and 5 Vp.p.

4. Check pulse width: Check that the pulse width of displayed waveform

on the test oscilloscope is about 400 ns.

5. End procedure: Disconnect all connections to the AFG2020.
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Procedure:

Marker Output Check

This procedure checks the output amplitude, pulse width, and frequency of

the MARKER signal for channel 1 and channel 2 (if Option 02 is installed).

Electrical Characteristic Checked:

Appendix C: Performance Verification

Marker output level, pulse width, and frequency (see page 4-15).

Equipment Required: A coaxial cable, a counter, and an oscilloscope.

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must meet the prerequisites listed on

page 4-28.

Install the test hookup and set test equipment controls:

a. Hook up the oscilloscope: Connect the AFG2020 CH1 MARKER

output connector through a coaxial cable to the oscilloscope vertical

input connector (see Figure 4-19).

AFG2020

©

Oscilloscope
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28

x
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CH1 MARKER OUT

Figure 4-19: Connections for Checking MARKER Output

Vertical

Ch1 coupling

CH1 scale

Horizontal

Sweep

Trigger

Source

Coupling

Slope

Level

Mode

b. Set the oscilloscope controls:

DC

1 V/div.

200 ns/div.

CH1

DC

Positive

1.0 V

Auto
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Set the AFG2020 controls:

a. Initialize AFG2020 controls: Push UTILITY Init O.K.

b. Change the AFG2020 controls:

= PushMODULATE FSK Key Period.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select a setting of 0.4 us.

= Press Modulate to highlight On.

Check amplitude limits: Check that the amplitude of the oscilloscope

waveform is between 2.8 Vp.» and 5 Vp_p.

Check pulse wiath limits: Check that the pulse width of displayed wave-

form on the test oscilloscope is about 400 ns.

Check frequency limits:

a. Change connections: Move the cable from the oscilloscope vertical

input to the counter input connector (see Figure 4-20).
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Figure 4-20: Connections for Checking MARKER Output

b. Set counter controls:

Function Frequency A

c. Change AFG2020 controls:

= Push Type AM Params.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select a setting of 10 us.

d. Check frequency limits: Check that the frequency reading on the

counter is within 100 kHz + 0.1 Hz. Disconnect the cable.

Check channel 2 MARKER signal: \f Option 02 is installed in the

AFG2020, check the CH2 MARKER output signal using the following

procedure.

a. Change connections: Connect a cable from the CH2 MARKER

OUTPUT connector (on rear panel) to the oscilloscope vertical input.

b. Check channel 2 limits: Repeat steps 1b through 6 to check the

channel 2 output amplitude, pulse width, and frequency. Except

after initializing the AFG2020, push Channel to highlight CH2. This

allows you to set the parameters for channel 2.

7. End procedure: Disconnect all connections to the AFG2020.
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a 10 MHz Output Check

This procedure checks the amplitude and frequency of the signal at the

10 MHz OUT connector on the AFG2020 rear panel.

Electrical Characteristic Checked:

10 MHz level and frequency (see page 4-15).

Equipment Required: A coaxial cable, a counter, and an oscilloscope.

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must meet the prerequisites listed on

page 4-28.

Procedure:

1. Install the test hookup and set test equipment controls:

a. Hook up the oscilloscope: Connect the10 MHz OUT connector on

the AFG2020 rear panel through a coaxial cable to the counter input

connector (see Figure 4-21).

AFG2020
o Frequency Counter
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Figure 4-21: Connections for Checking 10 MHz Output Frequency

b. Set the counter controls:

Function FREQ A

2. Initialize AFG2020 controls: Push UTILITY Init O.K.

3. Check frequency limits: Check that the counter reading is between

9.99999 MHz and 10.00001 MHz.

.
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4. Change connections and control settings:

a. Change connections: Move the coaxial cable from the counter input

to the oscilloscope vertical input (see Figure 4-22).

10MHz OUT
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Figure 4-22: Connections for Checking 10 MHz OUT Amplitude

b. Set the oscilloscope controls:

Vertical

Ch1 coupling DC

CH1 scale 1 V/div.

Horizontal

Sweep 200 ns/div.

Trigger

Source CH1

Coupling DC

Slope Positive

Level 1.0V

Mode Auto

5. Check amplitude limits: Check that the amplitude of the waveform

displayed on the oscilloscope is from 2.8 Vp-p to 5 Vp-p:

6. End procedure: Disconnect all connections to the AFG2020.

REF IN Clock Check

This procedure checks the REF IN clock frequency.

Electrical Characteristic Checked:

REF IN range (see page 4-16).

Equipment Required: Two coaxial cables, a termination, a BNC TEE

connector, a function generator, and an oscilloscope.

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must meet the prerequisites listed on

page 4-28.
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Procedure:

1. Install the test hookup and set test equipment controls:

a. Hook up the equipment: See Figure 4-23.

= Connect the AFG2020 CH1 connector through a coaxial cable

and termination to the oscilloscope CH2 vertical input.

= Connect the oscilloscope CH1 vertical input through a coaxial

cable to one side of the BNC TEE adapter.

= Connect the function generator output through a coaxial cable

to the BNC TEE adapter.

= Connect the BNC TEE adapter directly to the REF IN connector

on the AFG2020 rear panel.

Function Generator
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b. Set the oscilloscope controls:

Vertical

CH1 coupling DC

CH1 scale 2 Vidiv.

CH2 coupling DC

CH2 scale 1 V/div.

Horizontal

Sweep 50 ns/div.
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Trigger ;

Source CH1 os)
Coupling DC ,

Slope Positive

Level 2.0 V

Mode Auto

c. Set the function generator controls:

Function Square

Mode Continuous

Parameter

Frequency 9.99 MHz

Amplitude 5V

Offset 2.5V

Output Off

2. Set the AFG2020 controls:

a. Initialize AFG2020 controls: Push UTILITY Init O.K.

b. Change the AFG2020 controls:

= Push OUTPUT.

m Press the numeric and units keys to select a frequency of

10 MHz.

m= Push UTILITY Ref Clock External. U
= Push the CH 1 button above the CH 1 output connector so the

LED is on.

3. Check display: Check that the sine waveform displayed on the oscillo-

scope is unstable and EXT CLK icon is blinking in the upper-right corner

of the AFG2020 display.

4. Enable function generator output: Turn on the function generator output.

5. Check display: Check that the sine waveform displayed on the oscillo-

scope is stable and the EXT CLK icon is lit up on the AFG2020 display

and is not blinking.

6. Change controls: Change the function generator frequency to

10.01 MHz.

7. Check display: Check that the sine waveform displayed on the oscillo-

scope is stable.

8. End procedure: Disconnect all connections to the AFG2020.
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a External AM Modulation Check

This procedure checks the amplitude and rise time of an AM modulated

signal.

Electrical Characteristic Checked:

Amplitude modulation, external (see page 4-11).

Equipment Required: Two coaxial cables, a termination, a function gener-

ator, and an oscilloscope.

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must meet the prerequisites listed on

page 4-28.

Procedure:

1. Install the test hookup and set test equipment controls:

a. Hook up the equipment: See Figure 4-24.

= Connect the AFG2020 CH1 connector through a coaxial cable

and termination to the oscilloscope CH1 vertical input.

= Connect the function generator output through a coaxial cable

‘.) to the AM IN CH1 connector on the AFG2020 rear panel.

Function Generator

AFG2020 AM IN Oscilloscope
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Figure 4-24: Connections for Checking External AM Modulation
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Vertical

CH1 coupling

CH1 scale

Horizontal

Sweep

Trigger

Source

Coupling

Slope

Level

Mode

DC

200 mV/div.

200 us/div.

CH1

DC

Positive

0.5 V

Auto

c. Set the function generator controls:

Function

Mode

Parameter

Frequency

Amplitude

Offset

Output

2. Set the AFG2020 controls:

Square

Continuous

1 kHz

1V

OV

On

a. Initialize AFG2020 controls: Push UTILITY Init O.K.

b. Change the AFG2020 controls:

= PushOUTPUT Range 2V,., Ampl/Offset.

m Press the numeric and units keys to select an amplitude of

1 Vp-p:

= Push MODULATE Signal

On.

External Modulate to highlight

= Push the CH 1 button above the CH 1 output connector so the

LED is on.

Select the test waveform for output: Push FUNCTION §$ Arbitrary. Then

push Wave #x for the memory location containing Test Waveform 2.

Check display: Check that the amplitude of square wave is about 1 Vp-p

on the oscilloscope.

Change controls: Change the oscilloscope horizontal scale factor to
0.5 us/div.

Check display: Check that the rise time of AM modulated signal on the

oscilloscope is within 2 us.
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7. Check channel 2: If Option 02 is installed in the AFG2020, check the

CH2 output using the following procedure.

a. Change connections:

= Move the coaxial cable from the CH 1 connector to the CH 2

connector on the AFG2020 front panel.

= Move the cable from the AM IN CH1 connector to the AM IN

CH2 connector on the AFG2020 rear panel.

b. Check channel 2 limits: Repeat steps 1b through 6, except after

initializing the AFG2020, push Channel to highlight CH2. This allows

you to set the parameters for channel 2., turning on the output for

channel 2.

8. End procedure: Disconnect all connections to the AFG2020.

External Trigger Level Accuracy Check

This procedure checks the accuracy and range of the AFG2020 response to

an external trigger.

Electrical Characteristic Checked:

Trigger/gate input sensitivity, minimum width, and accuracy (see page 4-16).

Equipment Required: Three coaxial cables, a BNC TEE adapter, a dual

banana adapter, a termination, a digital multimeter (DMM), a function gener-

ator, and an oscilloscope.

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must meet the prerequisites listed on

page 4-28.

Procedure:

1. Install the test hookup and set test equipment controls:

a. Hook up the equipment: See Figure 4-25.

= Connect the AFG2020 CH1 connector through a coaxial cable

and termination to the oscilloscope CH1 vertical input.

= Connect the function generator output through a coaxial cable

to the BNC TEE adapter.

= Connect a coaxial cable from the BNC TEE adapter through a

dual banana adapter to the DMM input.

= Connect the BNC TEE adapter directly to the TRIGGER INPUT

connector on the AFG2020 front panel.
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Figure 4-25: Connections for Checking External Trigger Level

b. Set the oscilloscope controls:

Vertical

CH1 coupling

CH1 scale

Horizontal

Sweep

Trigger

Source

Coupling

Slope

Level

Mode

DC

500 mV/div.

500 us/div.

CH1

DC

Positive

OV

Auto

c. Set the function generator controls:

Function

Mode

Parameter

Frequency

Amplitude

Offset

Output

d. Setthe DMM controls:

Function

Range

Square

Triggered

1 kHz

0.0 V

0.0 V

On

VDC

Auto
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2. Set the AFG2020 controls:

a. Initialize AFG2020 controls: Push UTILITY Init O.K.

b. Change the AFG2020 controls:

= Push TRIGGER MODE Gate Source to select External.

= Push the CH 1 button above the CH 1 output connector so the

LED is on.

3. Check trigger levels:

a. Set AFG2020 trigger level:

= Push Level.

m Press the numeric and unit keys and press ENTER to select the

first trigger level listed in Table 4-13.

b. Locate trigger point: Increment or decrement the function generator

offset level to find the trigger point where output starts and stops (or

stops and then starts) on the oscilloscope display.

c. Check limits: Check that the DMM reading is within the triggered

voltage range listed in Table 4-13 for the selected trigger level.

Repeat beginning with substep 3a for the other trigger levels listed

in the table.

Table 4-13: Accuracy of the External Trigger Level

AFG2020 Trigger Level (V) Triggered Voltage Range (V)

0.0 —0.10 to +0.10

+0.5 +0.35 to +0.65

+1.0 +0.80 to +1.20

+2.0 +1.70 to +2.30

+5.0 +4.40 to +5.60

0:5 —0.35 to —0.65

—1.0 —0.80 to —1.20

—2.0 —1.70 to —2.30

—5.0 —4.40 to —5.60

4. Check trigger level range:

a. Change AFG2020 controls: Press the numeric and units keys to

select a trigger level of +9.9 V.

Change function generator controls:

Parameter

Amplitude 10.0 V

Offset 4.9V

Complement On

Locate trigger point: Increment or decrement the function generator

offset level to find the trigger point where output starts and stops (or

stops and then starts) on the oscilloscope display.
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d. Check limits: Check that the DMM reading is between 8.81 V and

10.99 V. VU

e. Change AFG2020 controls: Press the numeric and units keys to

select —9.9 V.

f. Change function generator controls:

Parameter

Offset -4.9V

Complement Off

g. Locate trigger point: Increment or decrement the function generator

offset level to find the trigger point where output starts and stops (or

stops and then starts) on the oscilloscope display.

h. Check limits: Check that the DMM reading is between —8.81 V and

—10.99 V.

5. Check trigger level accuracy on negative slope:

a. Change AFG2020 controls:

m Press the numeric and units keys to select 0.0 V.

m Push Slope to highlight — (negative).

b. Change function generator controls:

Parameters -

Amplitude OV \ )
Offset OV

c. Check negative slope: Repeat steps 3 and 4 to check that the exter-

nal trigger level accuracy for the negative slope.

6. Check trigger STOP control: The AFG2020 will stop triggering for posi-

tive triggered voltage range values.

a. Change connections:

m Disconnect the BNC TEE adapter from the AFG2020 TRIGGER

INPUT connector.

= Connect the function generator output through a coaxial cable

to the AFG2020 TRIGGER INPUT connector (see Figure 4-26). |
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Figure 4-26: Connections for Checking External Trigger Level

b. Change function generator controls:

Function Square

Mode Triggered

Parameter

Frequency 10.0 MHz

Symmetry 30%

Amplitude 210 mV

Offset 0.0 V

Output On

c. Change AFG2020 controls:

= Push Triggered Cont.

= PushSlope +.

m= Press the numeric and units keys to select a level of 0.0 V.

= Press STOP to stop the output signal.

d. Check limits: Press the function generator Manual Trigger key and

check that the waveform output simultaneously begins on the oscil-

loscope display.

7. End procedure: Disconnect all connections to the AFG2020.
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Internal Time Burst Check U

This procedure checks time burst frequency and duration.

Electrical Characteristic Checked:

Time accuracy of time burst with internal trigger (see page 4-17).

Equipment Required: Two coaxial cables, a termination, a counter, and

an oscilloscope.

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must meet the prerequisites listed on

page 4-28.

Procedure:

1. Install the test hookup and set test equipment controls:

a. Hook up the equipment: See Figure 4-27.

= Connect the AFG2020 CH1 connector through a coaxial cable

and termination to the oscilloscope CH1 vertical input.

®
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Figure 4-27: Connections for Checking Internal Time Burst

b. Set the oscilloscope controls:

Vertical

CH1 coupling DC 4

CH1 scale 200 mV/div. oe) |
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Horizontal

Sweep 200 ns/div.

Trigger

Source CH1

Coupling DC

Slope Positive

Level OV

Mode Auto

Set the counter controls:

Mode Period

Set the AFG2020 controls:

a.

b.

Initialize AFG2020 controls: Push UTILITY Init O.K.

Change the AFG2020 controls:

= Push Triangle OUTPUT.

m Press the numeric and units keys to select a frequency of

400 kHz.

= Push TRIGGER MODE Time Burst Source to highlight

Internal.

= Push Trigger Period, and press the numeric and units keys to

select 100 us.

= Push Time (or CH Time, if Option 02 is installed) to highlight the

burst time for CH1, and use the numeric and units keys to select

0.4 us.

= Push the CH 1 button above the CH 1 output connector so the

LED is on.

Check limits: Check that the counter reading is 100 us +1 us.

Check display: Check that the duration of the rising portion of the

signal displayed on the oscilloscope is 400 ns +100 ns.

Check channel 2: \f Option 02 is installed in the AFG2020, check the

channel 2 output signal using following procedure:

a. Change connections: Move the cable from the AFG2020 CH 1

connector to the CH 2 connector.

Change AFG2020 channel: Push OUTPUT Channel to highlight

CH2.
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c. Change AFG2020 controls:

= Push FUNCTION Square.

= Push TRIGGER MODE Time (or CH Time, if Opt. 02 is

installed) to highlight the burst time for CH2 and press the

numeric and units keys to select 0.4 us.

= Push the CH 2 button above the CH 2 output connector so the

LED is on.

d. Check display: Check that the duration of the rising portion of the

signal displayed on the oscilloscope is within 400 ns +100 ns.

4. End procedure: Disconnect all connections to the AFG2020.

External Trigger Delay Check

This procedure checks the delay time from the external trigger input to the

SYNC output (Td1) and from the SYNC output to the waveform output (Td2).

Electrical Characteristic Checked:

Trigger delay: external input to SYNC (Td1) and SYNC to output (Td2) with

synthesizer on and off (see page 4-17).

Equipment Required: Three coaxial cables, two terminations, a BNC TEE

adapter, a function generator, and an oscilloscope.

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must meet the prerequisites listed on

page 4-28.

Procedure:

1. Install the test hookup and set test equipment controls:

a. Hook up the equipment: See Figure 4-28.

= Connect the AFG2020 CH 1 SYNC connector through a coaxial

cable and termination to the oscilloscope CH2 vertical input.

= Connect a BNC TEE adapter directly to the AFG2020 TRIGGER

INPUT connector.

= Connect the one side of the BNC TEE adapter through a coaxial

cable to the function generator output connector.

= Connect the other side of the BNC TEE adapter through a

coaxial cable to the oscilloscope CH1 vertical input.
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Figure 4-28: Connections for Checking External Trigger Delay Td1

b. Set the oscilloscope controls:

Vertical

CH1 coupling

CH1 scale

CH2 coupling

CH2 scale

Horizontal

Sweep

Trigger position

Trigger

Source

Coupling

Slope

Level

Mode

DC

1 V/div.

DC

500 mV/div.

100 ns/div.

10%

CH1

DC

Positive

1V

Auto

c. Set the function generator controls:

Function

Mode

Parameter

Frequency

Amplitude

Offset

Output

Square

Continuous

10 kHz

4V

2.0 V

On
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2. Set the AFG2020 controls:

a.

b.

Initialize AFG2020 controls: Push UTILITY Init O.K.

Change the AFG2020 controls:

= Push OUTPUT.

m Press the numeric and units keys to select 1 MHz.

= Push TRIGGER MODE Gate Source to highlight External.

= Push Delay, and press the numeric and units keys to select a

delay of 0.7 us.

= Push Level, and press the numeric and units keys to select a

level of 2.0 V.

= Push the CH 1 button above the CH 1 output connector so the

LED is on.

3. Check trigger delay from external input to SYNC output (Td1):

a. Check limits: Check that the delay time between the rising edge of

the oscilloscope CH1 waveform and the rising edge of the oscillo-

scope CH2 waveform is 200 ns +100 ns. The CH2 waveform jitter is

about 100 ns.

Change oscilloscope controls:

Trigger

Slope Negative

Change AFG2020 controls: Push Slope to select — (Negative).

Check limits: Check that the delay time between the falling edge of

the oscilloscope CH1 waveform and the rising edge of the oscillo-

scope CH2 waveform is 200 ns +100 ns. The CH2 waveform jitter is

about 100 ns.

Change oscilloscope controls:

Trigger

Slope Positive

Change AFG2020 controls:

= Push OUTPUT Synth to select Off.

= Push TRIGGER MODE Slope to select + (positive).

Check limits: Check that the delay time between the rising edge of

the oscilloscope CH1 waveform and the rising edge of the oscillo-

scope CH2 waveform is 550 ns +100 ns. The CH2 waveform jitter is

about 100 ns.

Change connections: Remove all connections to the AFG2020.
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4. Check trigger delay from SYNC output to waveform output (Td2):

a. Hook up the equipment: See Figure 4-29.

Connect the AFG2020 CH 1 output through a coaxial cable and

termination to the oscilloscope CH2 vertical input.

Connect the AFG2020 SYNC output through a coaxial cable and

termination to the oscilloscope CH1 vertical input.

Connect the AFG2020 TRIGGER INPUT through a coaxial cable

to the function generator output connector.
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Figure 4-29: Connections for Checking External Trigger Delay Td2

b. Check limits with synthesizer mode turned off: Check that the delay

time between the rising edge of the oscilloscope CH1 waveform and

the rising edge of the oscilloscope CH2 waveform is

150 ns +100 ns.

c. Change AFG2020 controls: Push OUTPUT Synth to select On.

d. Check limits with synthesizer mode turned on: Check that the delay

time between the rising edge of the oscilloscope CH1 waveform and

the rising edge of the oscilloscope CH2 waveform is

500 ns +100 ns.

5. Check channel 2: lf Option 02 is installed in the AFG2020, check the

delay time for channel 2 using the following procedure:

a. Change connections: Move the cable from the AFG2020 CH 1

connector to the CH 2 connector.

b. Change AFG2020 channel: Push Channel to highlight CH 2
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= Push Amp!l/Offset.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select an amplitude of

1V
p-p.

d. Check limits with synthesizer mode turned on: Check that the delay

time between the rising edge of the oscilloscope CH1 waveform and

the rising edge of the oscilloscope CH2 waveform is within

500 ns +100 ns.

e. Change AFG2020 controls: Push Synth to select Off.

f. Check limits with synthesizer mode turned off: Check that the delay

time between the rising edge of the oscilloscope CH1 waveform and

the rising edge of the oscilloscope CH2 waveform is within

150 ns +100 ns.

6. End procedure: Disconnect all connections to the AFG2020.

Dual Channel Synchronization Check

(Option 02 Only)

This procedure checks the skew between the channel 1 and channel 2 , ON

waveforms. . ,

Electrical Characteristic Checked:

Second channel skew (see page 4-19).

Equipment Required: Two coaxial cables, two terminations, and an

oscilloscope.

Prerequisites: The AFG2020 must meet the prerequisites listed on

page 4-28.

Procedure:

1. Install the test hookup and set test equipment controls:

a. Hook up the equipment: See Figure 4-30.

= Connect the AFG2020 CH 1 output connector through a coaxial

cable and termination to the oscilloscope CH1 vertical input.

= Connect the AFG2020 CH 2 output connector through a coaxial

cable and termination to the oscilloscope CH2 vertical input.
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Oscilloscope

obese

oO} OO°}

° oO |O}jso00
Oo ooo

oo |o|oo5

(=) ooo
o

ooo)slo | O|s
car

SOC
O) ©)

502

Terminations

Figure 4-30: Connections for Checking Dual Channel Synchronization

b. Set the oscilloscope controls:

Vertical

CH1 coupling

CH1 scale

CH2 coupling

CH2 scale

Horizontal

Sweep

Trigger position

Trigger

Source

Coupling

Slope

Level

Mode

2. Set the AFG2020 controls:

DC

1 V/div.

DC

500 mV/div.

1 ns/div.

10%

CH1

DC

Positive

OV

Auto

a. Initialize AFG2020 controls: Push UTILITY Init O.K.

b. Change the AFG2020 controls:

= Push Square Freq/Phase.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select a frequency of

2.5 MHz.

= Push Channel to highlight CH2.

= Push Square Freq/Phase.

= Press the numeric and units keys to select a frequency of

2.5 MHz.

= Push the CH 1 button above the CH 1 output connector so the

LED is on.

= Push the CH 2 button above the CH 2 output connector so the

LED is on.
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3. Check synchronization:

a. Check limits: Check that the skew between the two waveforms

displayed on the oscilloscope is within 2 ns.

4. End procedure: Disconnect all connections to the AFG2020. This ends

the performance tests.
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Appendix D:

Sample Waveform Library

The Edit menu has a function waveform Library selection in the bottom

menu of the graphic display. See Function Library in Section 3 for details.

Here is explanation of the equations in the Library. An i in an equation

means an address in the waveform memory, and i takes a value that is 0, 1,

Qyrasatie’ , 1023. The value of waveforms are normalized within +1.000.

Gaussian Pulse The pulse width is 23.486% of the cycle.

Equation:

._ 7 —§12

Mi = 55

Yi = e(— pi x (2 x Xi)?)

6 1623

1.6805 ee

~ 7, 6086

Figure 4-31: Gaussian Pulse — # 1
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Lorentz Pulse The pulse width is 3.125% of the cycle.

Equation:

oy b= OI2

N= S12

Miz u
(2 x X)2 + 7

0 1023

1.0005 ;

- 1, 8886

Figure 4-32: Lorentz Pulse — # 2
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‘.) Sin(X)/X Pulse This waveform contains 32 cycles.
Equation:

»_ i— 512

Xi = 59

Vi = Sin(32 x a x Xi)

$2 % a <i

0 1023

1.8885

| |
i:

~1, 8080

Cr) Figure 4-33: Sin(X)/X Pulse — #3
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Sin(X) * Sin(X) The pulse width is 25% of the cycle.

(Squared Sine Pulse) = Equation:

ot fi O12

Mi = "Fi2

yj ae “ xX) yi < 0.5

Yi=0 |Xi| = 0.5

0 1023

71,0085 ~\

if om
f \
/

f \

: eea

-1. 0868

Figure 4-34: Squared Sine Pulse — # 4
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| Exponential Function — the halt-life is 6.93% of the cycle.

Pulse Equation:

aia |

I = 7054

Yi = exp (-—10 x Xi)

0 1023

1.0065

~ 1, 8068

| Figure 4-35: Exponential Pulse — #5
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This is a waveform with a rising peak on the 15" point, and does not con- ©
verge in 1024 points.

Rising, Falling

Exponential Pulse

(Double Exponential = Equation:

Pulse) yj = 4588 yj
15

Yi = aa505 eXP(- Xi/50) — exp(— Xi/1.2))

, 1623
1.00081 ora ce aa a aaa ah epee eee ssipmacin

~ 1, 6086

Figure 4-36: Rising and Falling Exponential Pulse — # 6 U
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Electromagnetic Disk The repetition frequency includes 3x and 5x high frequency harmonic

Waveform ial
Equation:

pad

Xi = 954

Yi = 2 {sin(2 x a X Xi) — k1 x sin(6 x a x Xi) + k2 x sin(10 x a x Xi)}

ae atkts k2=5

6 1023

1.9005 or

a
/ \

= ihe
ath =~,

x /
~1. 0808 ies

Figure 4-37: Electromagnetic Disk Waveform — #7
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Transient Voltage Test = This is the JASO (Japan Automotive Engineering Society) transient voltage UU
Si gnal test signal. For actual testing, the signal is passed through a power amp.

Equation:

Xi =i

Yi = — e(— Xi/128.88) — 1 Xi < 577

Yi = 0.1 Xi => 512

0 1023

1.0005

Bea mnie
-1,9000 yp

Figure 4-38: Transient Voltage Test Signal — # 8
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a | Chirp Signal The frequency varies linearly to 2x.

Equation:

a

Xi = 7054

Yi = sin(16 xX a x Xi+ 8 xX a X Xi X Xi)

aie @ ai

‘ ‘ j

i H H i

Ly =i

Ly |
hho] i~1, 0080 VV \ \

Figure 4-39: Chirp Signal — #9
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NRZ Random Signal This is a 511 bits m-series pseudo-random signal generated with the shift

register shown in Figure 4-40. The shift register bits are initially set to 1 and

the data is changed every two samples.

@

WER Se A ER Ee EE

Figure 4-40: Pseudo-random Signals Generated with Shift Register

NRZ _ oJ

Figure 4-41: NRZ Random Signal — # 10
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Af | RZ Random Signal RZ signals are generated in the same way as NRZ signals, but they always
S 1

“

change through electrical zero.

RZ _—_—

Figure 4-42: RZ Random Signal — # 11

Pulse Modulated

Signal

The waveform memory is divided into 32 blocks of 32 points each. The

number of points with the +1 level and the number of points with the —1

level are increased or decreased by 2 to vary the pulse width.

Block No. 1 2 38 4----8 9 10 11----16 17 18----24 25 26 27----30 31 32

Point . > a e
Count 22 30 32 30 28 18 16 14 4 10

Point
12 10----2 4---14 16 18---30 32 30 28--- -22

Count

Figure 4-43: Pulse Modulated Signal — # 12
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Stair Wave This is an 11-level stair wave. The address range for each step and its level ( >
in hexadecimal are shown in the table below.

Step Address Range Number of Points Level |

1 Oto 92 93 000 |

2 93to 185 93 199

3 186to 278 93 333

4 279to 371 93 4CC

5 372 to 464 93 666

6 465 to 558 94 7FF

ft 559 to 651 93 998

8 652 to 744 93 B32

9 745to 837 93 CCB

10 838 to 930 93 E65

a 931 to 1023 93 FFE

0 eS

1.0005

—1.0000

Figure 4-44: Stair Wave — # 13
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“ Vacant The function waveform library is vacant in waveform # 14.

Function Ramp When this item is selected in the function library menu, the Ramp function
waveform set in the FUNCTION menu is copied into the Edit buffer and

displayed in the Edit area on the screen.

Function Pulse When this item is selected in the function library menu, the Pulse function
waveform set in the FUNCTION menu is copied into the Edit buffer and

displayed in the Edit area on the screen.
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Appendix E:

Miscellaneous

This appendix covers the following items.

m= Initial settings

m Repackaging for shipment

Initial Settings The AFG2020 settings can be initialized to certain factory defaults with the

Init function in the UTILITY menu (refer to the UTILITY menu description in

Section 3, Reference, for details). Also, when this instrument is switched on,

the same default settings are obtained.

FUNCTION menu:

Waveform copied into waveform memory

Sine

Ramp waveform parameters

Ramp Rise 100.0 %

Fall 0.0 %

Pulse waveform parameters

Pulse Width 20.0 %

Transition 5.0 %

Edge Type Gaussian

Arbitrary waveform number selection

Arbitrary Wave #1

OUTPUT menu:

Synthesizer mode

Synth On

Frequency and Phase setting

Freq/Phase Frequency 100.0000 kHz

Phase 0.0 deg

Amplitude and Offset setting

Ampl/Offset Amplitude 2.000 Vp-p

Offset 0.000 V

Filter Setting

Filter 100 MHz
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Range Setting

Range AUTO

TRIGGER MODE menu:

Trigger Mode Selection

Cont

Trigger Source Selection

Source

Trigger parameters

SWEEP menu:

Sweep Type

Type

Dwell Time parameters

Dwell Time

Frequency parameters

Freq

Currently Selected Marker

Marker

Marker parameters

(Marker #1)

(Marker #2)

(Marker #3)

Manual

Delay

Slope

Level

Trigger Period

Time

Std

Sweep

Return

Start

Stop

Step (Linear)

Points Per Decade

Spacing

Selected Marker

State

Frequency

Time

State

Frequency

Time

State

Frequency

Time

State of CH2 Out (Option 02 installed)

CH2 Out

State of Sweep function

Sweep

Off

Off

1.0 us

+

2.5.V.

1.0000 s

10.0 Us

10.00 ms

1.0 ms

100.00 kHz

1.0000 MHz

20.000 kHz

100

Linear

#1

Off

100.00 kHz

0.5 us

Off

550.00 kHz

0.5 us

Off

1.0000 MHz

0.5 us
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Multiple Sweep parameters

Number of steps

_Log Spacing

Frequency Start

Stop

Stp|Pnt (Linear)

Stp|Pnt (Log)

Time Dwell

Marker

MODULATE menu:

Modulation Type

Type AM

Modulation signal type

Params Signal

Modulation signal period

Params Signal Period

AM modulation parameters

Params Carrier Amplitude

Depth

DSB-SC

OM modulation parameter

Params High

Low

FM modulation parameter

Params Center Frequency

Deviation

Digital modulation parameter

Key Num of Key

Data

Key Period

State of Modulate function

Modulate Off

UTILITY menu:

Ref Clock Source

Ref Clock Internal

State of Channel Switch:

CH1 output Off

CH2 output Off

Appendix E: Miscellaneous

1 step

0

100.00 kHz

1.0000 MHz

20.000 kHz

100

10.00 ms

0

Sine

1.0000 ms

1.000 Vp-p

20.0 %

Off

0.50 V

—0.50 V

1.0000000 MHz

10.0000 kHz

833.3 US
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Repackaging For If this instrument is shipped by commercial transportation, use the original ( )
Shipment packaging material. Unpack the instrument carefully from the shipping

P container to save the carton and packaging material for this purpose.

If the original packaging is unfit for use or is not available, repackage the

instrument as follows:

1. Obtain a corrugated cardboard shipping carton having inside dimen-

sions at least six inches greater than the instrument dimensions and

having a carton test strength of at least 275 pounds.

2. Ifthe instrument is being shipped to a Tektronix Service Center for repair

or calibration, attach a tag to the instrument showing the following:

= Owner of the instrument (with address)

= Name ofa person at your firm who may be contacted if additional in-

formation is needed

= Complete instrument type and serial number

# Description of the service required

3. Wrap the instrument with polyethylene sheeting or equivalent to protect

the outside finish and prevent entry of packing materials into the

instrument.

4. Cushion the instrument on all sides by tightly packing dunnage or

urethane foam between the carton and the instrument, allowing for three f

inches of padding on each side (including top and bottom). U
5. Seal the carton with shipping tape or with an industrial stapler.

6. Mark the address of the Tektronix Service Center and your return ad-

dress on the carton in one or more prominent locations.
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Glossary

ADIFC

The Analog Data Interchange Format Conversion software that converts

waveform data received from specified Tektronix measuring instruments

so it can be processed by the AFG2020.

AM

The amplitude modulation function whose parameters are selectable in

the MODULATE Menu.

ARB

Industry slang that generally refers to instrumentation which converts

digital information into an analog waveform. These products are based

upon a digital memory array which is clocked out for creation of the

output waveform.

Analog modulation

A method in which the carrier wave is modulated continuously by pa-

rameter variances defined in the MODULATE Menu.

Arbitrary function generator

A hybrid instrument integrating the features of an arbitrary waveform

generator with the full function generator capabilities. It often includes a

built-in sweeper.

Arbitrary waveform generator

Essentially a digital-to-analog converter with built-in memory, plus trigger

and output mode settings.

Cont

An AFG2020 triggering mode that continuously outputs waveforms.

DDS

Direct Digital Synthesis. A synthesizer design which provides execellent

frequency accuracy, stability, resolution, and agility (ability to change

frequency).

Filter

An output parameter that restricts the frequency band. The desired filter

is selectable in the OUTPUT Menu.

FM

The frequency modulation function whose parameters are selectable in

the MODULATE Menu.

Digital modulation

For the AFG2020, either frequency shift keying or phase shift keying. A

data key sequence created in the MODULATE Menu defines a desired

modulation pattern to be applied to the waveform in waveform memory

(i.e., Carrier wave).
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General purpose knob

The front panel rotary knob that is used to select items or move the

cursor position within the CRT display area.

Internal memory

The AFG2020 internal random access memory.

Key

A step in digital modulation that defines deviation parameters such as

phase, frequency, and offset.

Key period

The time between key switches in a data key sequence.

LPF

Low Pass Filter. The AFG2020 has 50 MHz and 100 MHz output filters.

NV Ram

The AFG2020 internal nonvolatile random access memory.

Library

A set of special predefined function waveforms found in the EDIT Menu.

Pan

Allows display of waveform segments across the horizontal time axis of

a zoomed waveform in the EDIT Menu.

Sequence program

An assembly of modulation data keys serially ordered to create a de-

sired pattern. See the MODULATE Menu description in Section 3 for

details.

Standard function waveforms

A set of common predefined waveforms such as sine waves, square

waves, triangle waves, and ramps. These are found in the EDIT Menu.

VALUE button

The front panel button used in conjunction with the general purpose

knob and popup menu windows to select and enter alphanumeric input

in the CRT display area.

Sweep

A sawtooth wave with frequency along the vertical axis and time along

the horizontal axis. The sweep function varies the frequency either

linearly or logarithmically.

Zoom

Magnifies the horizontal time axis display of waveform data, but does

not actually change the data in internal waveform memory. See the EDIT

Menu description in Section 3 for details.
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Numbers

10 MHz output check, 4-67

Cooling requirements, 1-6

Copying data, 3-148

Cutting data, 3-147

A

Aberrations check, 4-47

Accessories, 4-2

Amplitude accuracy check, 4-34

Amplitude and offset control, 3-20

Amplitude and offset selection, 3-44

Amplitude modulation, 3-26

Analog modulation, 1-35, 3-77

Arbitrary waveform selection, 1-74

Arrow buttons, 2-8

Auxiliary connectors, 3-26

D

DANGER, statement on equipment,

xvii

Delete key, 2-6

Delete settings, 3-754

Deviation parameter selection, 3-85

Diagnostics, 1-8, 3-762

Digital modulation, 1-37, 3-82

Dual channel synchronization check

(option 02 only), 4-78

Basic operation, 2-7

C

Calibration, 3-160

CAUTION

statement in manuals, xvii

statement on equipment, xvii

Changing menus, 2-2

Channel selection, 7-76, 2-76, 3-38,

3-48, 3-65, 3-72, 3-81, 3-93

Chirp signal, 4-89

Comments for settings, 3-755

Controls, 2-3

Conventions, ji

used in procedures, 4-23

E

Edit, 3-95

calculations with waveforms, 3-130

cancelling operations, 3-739

clipping waveforms, 3-127

copying a waveform, 3-99

copying and pasting waveform

data, 3-114

cutting waveform data, 3-174

display format, 3-98

drawing waveforms, 3-175

entering the editor, 3-98

entering the table display, 3-743

exiting the editor, 3-739

function waveform library, 3-135

graphic display, 3-109

graphic display operations, 3-773

initial menu, 3-97

inputting file comments, 3-107

inverting waveform data, 3-126

loading waveforms, 3-104

lock or unlock waveform files, 3-703

menu structure, 3-96

normalizing waveforms, 3-729

scaling waveforms, 3-122

Index

selecting a waveform, 3-107

shifting waveforms, 3-719

standard functions, 3-137

table display, 3-142

table display operations, 3-147

using the front panel controls in

table display, 3-745

zoom/pan, 3-133

Electrical characteristics, 4-4

Electromagnetic disk waveform, 4-87

ENTER key, 2-6

Environmental characteristics, 1-6,

4-21

Examples

saving and recalling settings, 1-70

selecting arbitrary and function

waveforms, 1-74

setting analog modulation, 7-35

setting digital modulation, 1-37

setting multiple sweep, 7-30

setting output parameters, 7-78

setting standard sweep parameters,

1-25

setting synchronized parallel opera-

tion, 1-43

setting trigger conditions, 7-22

Exiting the editor, 3-739

Exponential function pulse, 4-85

External AM modulation check, 4-65

External trigger delay check, 4-74

External trigger level accuracy check,

4-67

|=

Factory settings, 3-764

Filter selection, 3-46

Flatness check (high frequency), 4-40

Flatness check (low frequency), 4-45

Frequency and phase selection, 3-417

Front panel, 7-7, 2-7, 3-2

Front panel controls, 2-3
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Function, 3-37

channel selection, 3-38

menu structure, 3-32

waveform selection, 3-34

Function pulse, 4-93

Function ramp, 4-93

Function waveform library, 3-735

Function waveform selection, 1-74

G

Gaussian pulse, 4-87

General purpose knob, 2-3, 2-8

GPIB interfacing, 3-758

GPIB operating modes, 3-158

Impedance matching, 3-27

Incoming inspection, 7-2, 1-3, 1-8

Initial settings, 3-164, 4-95

Initialize settings, 1-72

Installation, 1-3

Intensity control, 3-759

Internal AM modulation check, 4-52

Internal time burst check, 4-72

M

Marker output check, 4-59

Marker selection, 3-63

Mechanical characteristics, 4-20

Memory, 3-78

Menu buttons, 2-7

Menu operation, 2-7

Modulate, 3-73

channel selection, 3-87, 3-93

compiling a sequence, 3-92

data key sequence settings, 3-88

display, 3-75

key deviations, 3-85

key period, 3-92

menu structure, 3-74

numeric data into key or data table,

3-83

on/off, 3-87, 3-93

parameter selection, 3-79

signal selection, 3-77

type, 3-76

Moving between menus, 2-2

Multiple sweep, 1-30

compiling, 3-70

display, 3-66

editor, 3-69

graphic display, 3-70

parameters, 3-67

K

Key sequences, 3-88

Knob control buttons, 2-3

N

NRZ random signal, 4-90

Numeric input, 2-6

Numeric keys, 2-5

NV RAM, 1-10, 3-153

L

Loading waveforms, 3-104

Lock or unlock waveform files, 3-103

Lock setup on/off, 3-154

Lorentz pulse, 4-82

O

Offset accuracy check, 4-37

Offset modulation check, 4-55

ON/STBY switch, 1-7

Operating concepts, 3-73

Operation example, 2-77

Options, 4-7

Output, 3-39

amplitude, 3-44

channel selection, 3-48

filter selection, 3-46

frequency and phase selection,

3-41

menu structure, 3-40

offset, 3-44

parameters, 3-47

synthesizer selection, 3-47

voltage range selection, 3-47

Output frequency accuracy check

(synthesizer off), 4-32

Output frequency accuracy check

(synthesizer on), 4-37

Output parameter selection, 7-78

Output parameters, 3-47

Outputting predefined waveforms,

2-11

=)

Parallel operation, 7-43

Parameter value to table, 3-83

Pasting data, 3-148

Performance test

10 MHz output check, 4-67

aberrations check, 4-47

amplitude accuracy check, 4-34

dual channel synchronization check

(option 02 only), 4-78

equipment required, 4-29

External AM modulation check,

4-65

external trigger delay check, 4-74

external trigger level accuracy

check, 4-67

flatness check (high frequency),

4-40

flatness check (low frequency),

4-45

internal AM modulation check, 4-52

internal time burst check, 4-72

list of, 4-28

marker output check, 4-59

offset accuracy check, 4-37

offset modulation check, 4-55

output frequency accuracy check

(synthesizer off), 4-32
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output frequency accuracy check

(synthesizer on), 4-37

performance check waveform, 4-30

prerequisites, 4-28

REF IN clock check, 4-62

rise and fall time check, 4-50

SYNC output check, 4-57

Performance verification, 4-23

Post processing analog waveforms,

3-20

Power cords, 1-4, 1-5, 4-17

Power off, 1-8

Power on, 17-7

PRINCIPLE POWER SWITCH, 1-7

Principles of waveform generation,

3-13

Procedures, conventions used, 4-23

Product description, 1-7

Pulse modulated signal, 4-97

R

Radix selection, 3-149

Rear panel, 1-4, 3-8

Recall and step, 3-756

Recall settings, 3-154

recall settings, 1-717

REF IN clock check, 4-62

Reference clock, 3-26, 3-157

Related manuals, /

Repackaging, 4-98

Rise and fall time check, 4-50

Rising, falling exponential pulse, 4-86

RZ random signal, 4-97

S

Safety, xvii

symbols, xvii

Save settings, 1-70, 3-153

Self-tests, 4-24

when to use, 4-23

Sequence memory, 3-20

Sin(x)/x pulse, 4-83

Specifications, 4-3

Squared sine pulse, 4-84

Stair wave, 4-92

Standard sweep

display, 3-59

markers, 3-63

parameters, 3-60

Standard sweep parameter selection,

1-25

Start up, 7-3

Steps, used in procedures, 4-24

Subparts, used in procedures, 4-24

Substeps, used in procedures, 4-24

Sweep, 3-57

channel selection, 3-65, 3-72

compiling a multiple sweep, 3-70

menu structure, 3-58

multiple sweep display, 3-66

multiple sweep editor, 3-69

multiple sweep graphic display,

3-70

multiple sweep parameters, 3-67

on/off, 3-65, 3-72

ramp output from CH2, 3-65, 3-77

standard sweep display, 3-59

standard sweep markers, 3-63

standard sweep parameters, 3-60

type, 3-60

SYNC output check, 4-57

Synchronized operations, 3-26

Synchronized parallel operation, 1-43

Synchronized sweep ramp output,

1-29

Synthesizer concepts, 3-14

Synthesizer off mode output, 1-20

Synthesizer on mode output, 7-78

Synthesizer selection, 3-41

Index

Trigger condition selection, 1-22

Trigger mode, 3-49

menu structure, 3-50

parameters, 3-53

return to previous menu, 3-55

selecting trigger mode, 3-57

source selection, 3-52

Trigger mode selection, 3-57

Trigger parameters, 3-53

Trigger source selection, 3-52

Trigger timing, 3-22

Tutorial, 7-9

Type, 3-60

U

Unit keys, 2-6

Utility, 3-757

calibration, 3-760

clock source, 3-157

diagnostics, 3-762

GPIB, 3-158

GPIB address, 3-158

initial settings, 3-164

intensity control, 3-759

menu structure, 3-752

NV RAM, 3-153

reference clock source, 3-157

V

Voltage range selection, 3-47

~

Test equipment, 7-9

for performance test, 4-29

Transient voltage test signal, 4-88

W

WARNING, statement in manuals, xvii

Waveform editor, 3-98

Waveform memory, 3-78

Waveform selection, 3-34

Welcome, i
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